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Jonathan Birch 
 
This dissertation examines the conceptual and theoretical foundations of the most general 
and most widely used framework for understanding social evolution, W. D. Hamilton's 
theory of kin selection. While the core idea is intuitive enough (when organisms share 
genes, they sometimes have an evolutionary incentive to help one another), its apparent 
simplicity masks a host of conceptual subtleties, and the theory has proved a perennial 
source of controversy in evolutionary biology. To move towards a resolution of these 
controversies, we need a careful and rigorous analysis of the philosophical foundations of 
the theory. My aim in this work is to provide such an analysis. 
 
I begin with an examination of the concepts behavioural ecologists employ to describe and 
classify types of social behaviour. I stress the need to distinguish concepts that are often 
conflated: for example, we need to distinguish simple cooperation from collaboration in 
collective tasks, behaviours from strategies, and control from manipulation and coercion. I 
proceed from here to the formal representation of kin selection via George R. Price’s 
covariance selection mathematics. I address a number of interpretative issues the Price 
formalism raises, including the vexed question of whether kin selection theory is ‘formally 
equivalent’ to multi-level selection theory. In the second half of the dissertation, I assess the 
uses and limits of Hamilton’s rule for the evolution of social behaviour; I provide a precise 
statement of the conditions under which the rival neighbour-modulated fitness and 
inclusive fitness approaches in contemporary kin selection theory are equivalent (and 
describe cases in which they are not); and I criticize recent formal attempts to establish the 
controversial claim that kin selection leads to organisms behaving as if maximizing their 
inclusive fitness. 
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Jumping into the River 
 
 
1.1  Haldane’s dangerous idea 
 
Brothers and cousins 
As legend has it, the pithiest expression of the concept of kin selection was made long 
before the term ‘kin selection’ was coined, and long before the theory itself was devised. 
When asked if he would dive into a river to rescue a drowning stranger, the geneticist and 
co-architect of the modern synthesis J. B. S. Haldane is said to have replied: ‘No, but I 
would do it for two brothers or eight cousins’ (see, e.g., Maynard Smith 1976a; McElreath 
and Boyd 2007). The sound bite captures an intuitive and powerful thought: when 
interacting organisms share genes, the organisms may, in certain circumstances, have an 
evolutionary incentive to help one another. Moreover, and more profoundly, it suggests 
that the size of the incentive to help is directly proportional to the closeness of the organisms’ 
genealogical relationship. 
  
This simple idea, in one form or another, has for almost fifty years served as a guiding 
thread for theoretical and empirical work on the evolution of social behaviour. Thanks 
largely to Richard Dawkins (1976), it has also come to be the public face of social evolution 
theory: an idea virtually all biologists and biology students take themselves to be familiar 
with in outline, even if they have never studied it in detail. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 
however, the idea turns out to be a great deal subtler than it may at first appear to be. It 
also turns out to be a lot more general than it first appears to be, for it potentially sheds light 
2 
on the evolution of social behaviour even when interacting organisms are not closely 
related genealogically. 
 
From kin recognition to population structure 
To see just one way in which the concept of kin selection might be subtler and more 
general than it first appears to be, we can look more closely at Haldane’s thoughts on the 
subject. While the story of the ‘brothers and cousins’ quip may be apocryphal, there is no 
doubt that Haldane considered such issues in some detail, and with impressive subtlety 
(Maynard Smith 1976a). Clear evidence of this can be seen in the following passage from 
his 1955 article, ‘Population Genetics’: 
 
[I]t is only in such small populations that natural selection would favour the 
spread of genes making for certain kinds of altruistic behaviour. Let us 
suppose that you carry a rare gene which affects your behaviour so that you 
jump into a river and save a child, but you have one chance in ten of being 
drowned, while I do not possess the gene, and stand on the bank and watch 
the child drown. If the child is your own child or your brother or sister, there 
is an even chance that the child will also have the gene, so five such genes 
will be saved in children for one lost in an adult. If you save a grandchild or 
nephew the advantage is only two and a half to one. If you only save a first 
cousin, the effect is very slight. If you try to save your first cousin once 
removed the population is more likely to lose this valuable gene than to gain 
it. But on the two occasions when I have pulled possibly drowning people 
out of the water (at an infinitesimal risk to myself) I had no time to make 
such calculations. Paleolithic men did not make them. It is clear that genes 
making for conduct of this kind would only have a chance of spreading in 
rather small populations where most of the children were fairly near 
relatives of the man who risked his life. It is not easy to see how, except in 
small populations, such genes could have been established. Of course the 
!!
!
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conditions are even better in a community such as a beehive or an ants’ nest, 
whose members are all literally brothers and sisters. (Haldane 1955, 44) 
 
This may or may not be the true origin of the famous ‘brothers and cousins’ remark. Either 
way, however, it is plain that the popular sound bite does not do justice to Haldane’s 
considered opinions on the matter. For we see here that Haldane considers and rejects the 
possibility that the evolution of altruism relies on actors making explicit cognitive 
judgements about their degree of kinship to prospective recipients. This is just as well, 
since it would be rather implausible to attribute such a cognitive capacity to bees, ants, 
amoebae, bacteria, or many of the other non-human species in which apparently altruistic 
behaviour is rife, suggesting that any evolutionary mechanism that required active and 
conscious kin discrimination would be rather limited in scope (cf. Chapter 2). As an 
alternative, Haldane suggests that what is needed are ‘small populations’ composed of 
close relatives, such that actors are likely to interact with close kin without any need for 
active discrimination on their part. His suggestion, in other words, is that ecological factors 
often do the work of bringing relatives together, so that cognitive judgements about 
degrees of kinship are unnecessary. 
 
Contemporary kin selection theorists often share Haldane’s scepticism about the biological 
importance of active kin discrimination, and would agree with him about the 
comparatively greater importance of population structure in bringing relatives together; 
but they would not follow him in concluding that kin selection thus requires small 
populations. Note, however, that when Haldane talks of small populations he is 
specifically envisaging beehives, ants’ nests and other similar ‘communities’ that we 
would today more commonly describe as groups of related individuals, which compete 
against other such groups in a larger, overarching population (or ‘meta-population’). 
Arguably, therefore, Haldane’s talk of small populations should be read in modern 
terminology as describing a group-structured population. If this is indeed what he had in 
mind, Haldane had latched on to a profound insight about social evolution. Kin selection 
4 
requires that relatives interact differentially, but differential interaction between relatives 
does not require active kin recognition on the part of social actors, for it can also arise 
through population structure.1 This is the key to understanding how kin selection can drive 
sociality not merely in organisms with advanced cognitive faculties, but also in 
populations of insects, amoebae, bacteria and perhaps even simple replicating molecules. 
 
1.2 Kin selection broad and narrow 
We owe the formal theory of kin selection chiefly to W. D. Hamilton (1963, 1964, 1970, 
1971, 1972, 1975), and we owe the term ‘kin selection’ to Hamilton’s early champion, John 
Maynard Smith (1964). Today, Hamilton’s theory lies at the heart of an established and 
burgeoning research programme, the explanatory domain of which has steadily expanded 
over recent decades (Bourke 2011; Birch 2012a). From very early on, Hamilton and other 
theorists realized (as Haldane too appears to have done) that kin recognition is by no 
means necessary for kin selection: population structure may bring relatives together so 
that they interact differentially (with selectively significant consequences), irrespective of 
whether organisms are capable of detecting their kin and adjusting their behaviour in 
response (Hamilton 1964, 1971, 1972, 1975; Dawkins 1979).  
 
Theorists quickly realized that shared genealogy is technically unnecessary too: for the 
purposes of (early formulations of) kin selection theory, relatives are simply individuals 
who are more likely than average to share genes at genomic loci relevant to the social 
behaviour of interest, and this sort of ‘relatedness’ (i.e., genetic correlation) could in 
principle arise by mechanisms other than shared genealogy (Hamilton 1975; Michod and 
Hamilton 1980; Queller 1985). Dawkins (1976) famously offers the example of a 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Group structure is not strictly required; relatives may also interact differentially in a ‘neighbour-structured’ 
population (see Chapter 2; see also Maynard Smith 1976; Godfrey-Smith 2006a, 2008; Godfrey-Smith and 
Kerr 2009). 
!!
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‘greenbeard’ mechanism, in which a gene or gene-complex causes its bearers to (a) grow a 
green beard, (b) recognize other bearers on the basis of their green beards, and (c) 
differentially assist these individuals. If this greenbeard gene were to arise by mutation in 
several individuals, it would lead to differential interaction between these individuals, in 
turn leading to positive relatedness at the greenbeard locus. The example is hypothetical, 
of course; but strikingly similar effects (mediated not by literal green beards, but by 
phenotypic markers playing a similar role) have since been discovered empirically (West 
and Gardner 2010). 
 
Recent work has seen a yet more dramatic broadening of the notion of kin selection, on 
which it is not even required that the selectively salient correlations captured by 
coefficients of relatedness are wholly genetic in character. Extending relatedness to 
encompass partly or wholly phenotypic correlations allows the theory of kin selection to be 
extended to new classes of phenomena, including interspecific mutualisms and reciprocal 
altruism in humans (Fletcher and Zwick 2006; Fletcher and Doebeli 2009; Godfrey-Smith 
2009a; see also Chapter 5). All that is essential to a process of kin selection in this broader 
sense is that relatives interact differentially, where ‘relatives’ are organisms who resemble 
each other more than a randomly chosen pair of organisms would do with respect to 
certain selectively significant properties. What is not essential to the process is any 
particular mechanism for generating differential interactions among relatives, or any 
particular characterization of the selectively significant properties that count for the 
purposes of evaluating relatedness. On this conception, the notion of kin selection 
encompasses, in effect, all processes of evolution by natural selection in which 
resemblance between interacting organisms matters. This dissertation is concerned with 
kin selection in this maximally broad sense. 
 
One might object that this makes the notion of kin selection absurdly broad—so broad that 
it incorporates, in effect, any process of social evolution driven by natural selection. I reply 
that this is not so absurd: I see nothing seriously problematic about extending the domain 
6 
of a theory to encompass all the diverse phenomena it is apt to explain. In my view, the 
theory of kin selection is a powerful and highly general theory of how natural selection 
can drive the evolution of social behaviour. Given that the theory may be readily extended 
to any salient relation of resemblance between organisms, little is gained by reserving the 
term ‘kin selection’ exclusively for that subset of processes in which social behaviours are 
favoured in virtue of shared genealogy between social partners, or for that even narrower 
subset of processes in which social behaviours are favoured in virtue of mechanisms for 
kin discrimination.2 
 
The expanded explanatory domain of broad-sense kin selection includes a dizzying array 
of social phenomena that cross hugely disparate taxa, from bacteria to baboons, from 
mitochondria to meerkats, from sperm cells to sperm whales (see Queller 1997, 2000; 
Bourke 2011; see also Chapter 2). Of course, while the selective processes responsible for 
these phenomena may all be instances of kin selection in the broadest possible sense, they 
obviously vary in many superficial respects; and they undoubtedly vary in deep and 
important respects too. The challenge for the social evolution theorist is to formulate and 
defend a theory of kin selection broad enough to apply to all these cases and yet 
informative enough to say something interesting about each of them. The goal of this 
dissertation is to undertake the conceptual groundwork for this highly ambitious project. 
 
1.3 Five central questions 
 
The predominant place of kin selection in contemporary evolutionary biology is not well 
reflected in the philosophy of biology. For reasons that probably have to do more with 
historical contingencies than anything else, philosophers of biology have typically devoted 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Of course, when the term ‘kin selection’ is used in this broad sense, it is arguably something of a misnomer, 
since broad-sense kin selection does not require kinship in the traditional sense of the word. But the ordinary 
concept of kinship can also be extended (metaphorically) to similarity relations other than shared genealogy 
(e.g., ‘the heart is akin to a pump’; ‘they are kindred spirits’).  
!!
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more attention to the concept of group (or multi-level) selection (e.g., Wimsatt 1980, 1981; 
Brandon 1982, 1988; Sober 1984; Lloyd 1998, 2012; Sober and D. Wilson 1994, 1998; 
Sterelny 1996; Sterelny and Griffiths 1999; Godfrey-Smith and Kerr 2002, forthcoming; 
Okasha 2001, 2003, 2004a,b,c, 2005a,b, 2006, 2009; R. Wilson 2003, 2005; Glymour 2008; 
Godfrey-Smith 2009a), to such an extent that a philosophical reader with no familiarity 
with the biological literature might reasonably jump to the conclusion that group 
selection, not kin selection, was the prevailing explanatory paradigm for the evolutionary 
explanation of social behaviour.  
 
One aim of this dissertation is to redress the balance: to give the theory of kin selection the 
kind of detailed philosophical treatment that previous authors have afforded the theory of 
multi-level selection. I am undertaking this task not because I take kin selection theory to 
be overwhelmingly superior to its rivals, as its loudest defenders often (regrettably) take it 
to be. I think the true relationship between the theories of kin and multi-level selection is 
rather subtle (not least because, as we have already noted, interactions between relatives 
often arise due to group structure) and that there is room for them to coexist peacefully in 
contemporary theory (see Chapter 3; see also Birch 2012b). My motivation is not so 
adversarial: I am undertaking this task simply because I see a range of conceptual and 
foundational questions regarding the theory of (broad-sense) kin selection that are worth 
addressing, but that previous work in the philosophy of biology has not adequately 
addressed. 
 
The dissertation is structured around five such questions. Taken together, they provide the 
framework for a comprehensive examination of the conceptual foundations of the theory 
of (broad-sense) kin selection. I start at the beginning, with an examination of the very 
ideas of biological cooperation (Chapter 2) and natural selection (Chapter 3). I then move 
on to methodological and conceptual issues specific to the analysis of kin selection in the 
broadest sense of the term. I examine the scope and limits of Hamiltion’s rule for the 
evolution of social behaviour (Chapter 4), I address the question of whether the two 
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alternative conceptions of social fitness in contemporary theory are formally equivalent 
(Chapter 5), and I consider whether we have reason to believe that kin selection leads to 
organisms behaving as if maximizing their inclusive fitness (Chapter 6). Here, I will briefly 
introduce each of these issues. 
 
What is biological cooperation? 
One might be sceptical of the very idea of biological cooperation, if the notion is intended 
to apply not merely to human beings and other intelligent mammals, but also to insects 
and cells. After all, cooperation in the ordinary sense of the word seems to denote a 
sophisticated cognitive achievement: the product of thinking agents working in pursuit of 
common goals. Could it really be anything other than a loose and anthropomorphic 
metaphor to talk of cooperation among insects or among cells? In Chapter 2, ‘Cooperation, 
Collaboration and Control’, I argue that biological cooperation is an unmistakable natural 
phenomenon, and that a genuine capacity for intentional action is not a prerequisite for its 
manifestation. This naturally leads to the question of how biological cooperation is to be 
characterized, if not in terms of intentional agency. The usual approach is to gloss 
cooperation as a special type of ‘fitness transaction’ between actors and recipients. I 
defend this approach, but I also discuss a number of conceptual subtleties it raises. From 
here, I proceed to an expanded conceptual taxonomy of biological cooperation. I propose 
and defend similarly naturalistic accounts of task-based cooperation, control, enforcement 
and manipulation, and I show how these categories can be used to classify social 
behaviours along several different axes. 
 
How should we formalize the concept of natural selection? 
Kin selection is a type of natural selection, and it would be foolhardy to attempt to make 
sense of the former without first examining the latter. In Chapter 3, ‘Selection, 
Transmission and the Price Formalism’, I grapple with a cluster of issues concerning the 
formal representation of natural selection that recent philosophical work in this area has 
!!
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raised (see especially Godfrey-Smith 2006a, 2007, 2008, 2009; Kerr and Godfrey-Smith 
2009; Okasha 2004a, b, 2006, 2011; Waters 2011).  
 
I first distinguish phenotypic and genetic formulations of the Price equation for 
evolutionary change (Price 1970, 1972a), and argue that genetic formulations (especially a 
quantitative-genetic formulation in terms of breeding values) are particularly useful for 
the purposes of social evolution theory. I then move on to the vexed issue of how to 
separate the effects of natural selection from the effects of other evolutionary processes 
within the Price formalism. I argue that we need to distinguish three effects of natural 
selection on the population mean for some character of interest: a primary effect 
(covariance between the character and fitness), a secondary effect (covariance between 
fitness and transmission biases with respect to the character) and a tertiary effect (changes 
in the average effects of alleles). The three effects influence different terms of the Price 
equation. It follows that to neglect any of the terms is to risk neglecting at least one of 
these effects.  
 
Finally, I turn to the question of how the sorting of organisms into equivalence classes 
affects the analysis of natural selection. Drawing on work by Peter Godfrey-Smith (2006, 
2008), I formulate a general framework for thinking about different types of equivalence 
class, and I use this general framework to relate three special cases: trait-groups, genotypic 
classes and developmental classes. I argue that these types of equivalence class are useful 
for different reasons: they all entitle us to neglect something for the purposes of analysis, 
but they differ with respect to what they entitle us to neglect. When a population can be 
subdivided into trait-groups, we can discount as irrelevant interactions that cut across 
group boundaries; when populations can be subdivided into genotypic classes, we can 
discount as irrelevant variance in fitness within classes; and when populations can be 
subdivided into well-chosen developmental classes, we can discount as irrelevant variance 
in fitness between classes. I close by relating the foregoing discussion to two further 
issues: the relationship between the Price formalism and evolutionary nominalism (sensu 
10 
Godfrey-Smith 2009a), and the relationship between kin- and group-selectionist 
approaches to the analysis of social evolution. 
 
What are the uses and limits of Hamilton’s rule? 
The most important bridge from the abstract world of population genetics to the real 
world of behavioural ecology is Hamilton’s rule, a deceptively simple statement of the 
conditions under which we can expect a social behaviour to be favoured by natural 
selection. The rule states, broadly speaking, that a social behaviour will be favoured by 
natural selection if and only if 0rb c− > , where b represents the benefit the behaviour 
confers on the recipient, c represents the cost it imposes on the actor, and r$represents the 
relatedness between actors and recipients.  
 
Recent years have seen considerable debate about the validity and value of the rule: some 
authors argue that it only holds under restrictive assumptions (e.g., Nowak et al. 2010; van 
Veelen 2009); others argue that it is too simple to capture the causal structure of most real 
processes of social evolution (e.g., Queller 2011); while others have sought to defend the 
traditional version of the rule from these critiques (e.g., Gardner et al. 2011). Much of the 
debate has centred on whether the rule still applies (and if it does, whether it is still useful) 
when related organisms interact synergistically. A synergistic effect is a joint effect of 
multiple social behaviours, the value of which in fitness terms differs from a mere sum of 
the effects each of these behaviours would have had in the absence of the others; in short, 
synergistic effects are ‘more (or less) than the sum of their parts’.3 The applicability of 
Hamilton’s rule in the presence of such effects has long been a bone of contention in kin 
selection theory (see, e.g., Queller 1985; Grafen 1985b), and the issue continues to polarize 
theorists.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 Synergistic effects are sometimes referred to as non-additive effects. I favour the term ‘synergistic’ here, 
because the concepts of ‘additivity’ and ‘non-additivity’ can have a variety of meanings in the context of 
social evolution theory, generating scope for semantic confusion. In particular, the effects of dominance and 
epistasis are often described as non-additive, yet have nothing to do with social interaction. 
!!
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In Chapter 4, ‘The Scope and Limits of Hamilton’s Rule’, I argue (building on an argument 
first made informally by David C. Queller 1992a) that Hamilton’s rule cannot be relied 
upon as a guide to the direction of natural selection in the presence of synergy, at least if 
the cost and benefit coefficients are interpreted as the average effects of phenotypes. There 
are two ways round the problem, both of which have been fruitfully pursued by Queller 
and others in the past two decades: one is to develop extended versions of Hamilton’s rule 
involving additional phenotypic predictors (Frank 1998; Queller 2011); the other is to 
formulate the rule in purely genetic terms (Queller 1992b; Gardner et al. 2007, 2011). I 
compare and contrast the two approaches, arguing that the right response to the ‘problem 
of synergy’ ultimately depends on the explanatory function Hamilton’s rule is intended to 
serve. 
 
Do neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness provide equivalent representations of kin selection? 
In a process of kin selection, social traits evolve because, for one reason or another, 
relatives (i.e., saliently similar individuals) interact differentially.  But why does the 
differential interaction of relatives (in this sense) make such a difference? In particular, 
why does it help enable the evolution of altruism? In contemporary kin selection theory, 
one finds two apparently quite different answers to this question.   
 
On one answer, the differential interaction of relatives matters because it leads to positive 
correlation between the genes of a social actor and the social effects to which it is exposed. 
The implication is that agents who carry genes for altruism are more likely than average to 
be affected by its manifestation in others. The result, in some cases, is that bearers of genes 
for altruism are fitter, on average, than non-bearers. This thought is formalized in the 
neighbour-modulated fitness framework, in which we construe ‘fitness’ in its usual sense 
within the Price formalism (i.e., the number of direct lineal descendants an individual 
contributes to the descendant-population) and analyse the ways in which this quantity is 
affected by the behaviour of one’s social partners. The role of relatedness in this 
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framework is primarily as a measure of the strength of correlation between a social actor’s 
genes and its social milieu (Frank 1997a,b, 1998). 
 
The other answer is that the differential interaction of relatives matters because, when 
actors and recipients share genes, the recipient provides the actor with an indirect route to 
genetic representation in the next generation: an indirect channel of transmission, so to 
speak. The implication of this ‘two channels’ picture is that, even if an action detracts from 
one’s genetic representation through the direct channel, it may still spread overall if this 
loss is outweighed by a gain in genetic representation through the indirect channel. This 
thought is formalized by the inclusive fitness framework, in which the direct and indirect 
components of an individual’s genetic representation in the next generation are 
aggregated to construct a more ‘inclusive’ measure of its fitness. Relatedness appears in 
this framework primarily as a measure of the fidelity with which an actor indirectly 
transmits its genes to the next generation via the recipient (Frank 1997a, b, 1998). 
 
On the face of it, it would be intuitively surprising if these answers turned out to be 
equivalent ways of saying the same thing. It would be intuitively surprising, that is, if it 
turned out that an actor has an indirect route to genetic representation in the next 
generation if and only if a recipient’s genes correlate positively with the fitness effects it 
receives; and if it turned out that an actor’s transmission fidelity through the indirect 
channel is exactly equal to the strength of the correlation between a recipient’s genes and 
its social milieu. Yet it is widely thought that the neighbour-modulated and inclusive 
fitness approaches to kin selection are indeed formally equivalent perspectives on the 
same process, despite their significant superficial differences (e.g., Dawkins 1982; Taylor et 
al. 2007; Rosas 2010; Wenseleers et al. 2010; Gardner et al. 2011; Queller 2011). In Chapter 
5, ‘Two Conceptions of Social Fitness’, I attempt to get to the heart of this subtle and 
complex issue. I show that, at least on Steven A. Frank’s (1997a, b; 1998) influential 
formalism, the two approaches are formally equivalent (in the sense that they are sure to 
agree regarding the overall direction of selection, and regarding how it should be 
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partitioned into ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ components) some of the time but not all of the time. 
Moreover, we can specify the precise conditions under which they are equivalent, and we 
can classify the various kinds of cases in which they are not. 
 
Does kin selection lead to organisms acting as if maximizing their inclusive fitness? 
The caveats of Chapter 5 notwithstanding, the neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness 
approaches to the analysis of kin selection are equivalent in a substantial range of cases. 
The former is the simpler of the two, since the latter requires explicit consideration of how 
social fitness effects are controlled by actors. This inevitably leads to the question of how 
inclusive fitness earns its keep in contemporary theory, if not through affording greater 
simplicity. A common suggestion is that inclusive fitness theory is valuable because it 
identifies a quantity (viz. inclusive fitness) that an individual organism will ‘act as if 
maximizing’ (Dawkins 1982; Grafen 1984, 2006a). It therefore underwrites an agential 
heuristic (or ‘individual-as-maximizing-agent’ analogy) in which we predict and explain 
the social behaviours an organism is likely to have evolved by considering the actions a 
rational agent would choose to perform, if it were maximizing its inclusive fitness.  
 
A heuristic of this sort lies at the heart of informal arguments that appeal to an organism’s 
inclusive fitness interests; it is also central to some versions of optimality modelling and 
evolutionary game theory (see, e.g., Maynard Smith 1982). But is it justified? Is there any 
theoretical support for the idea that kin selection produces organisms that act as if 
maximizing their inclusive fitness? In Chapter 6, I address this question as part of a 
broader discussion of the relationship between concepts of maximization and concepts of 
selection. I begin by distinguishing four varieties of ‘maximization’ in evolutionary theory. 
I then consider the question of where the most famous ‘maximization’ principle in 20th 
Century population genetics—Ronald A. Fisher’s (1930) fundamental theorem of natural 
selection—fits in relation to this four-part distinction. The main moral I want to draw is 
that Fisher’s theorem, by virtue of being a purely population-level principle, tells us 
nothing about what we should expect individual organisms to act as if maximizing. 
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Indeed, there is no formal result in 20th Century population genetics that definitively 
settles this latter issue. In recent work, the Oxford geneticist Alan Grafen (1999, 2000, 2002, 
2006a, b, 2007a, b, c, 2008, 2009) has sought to close this theoretical lacuna through his 
‘Formal Darwinism’ project. The rest of the chapter explains the structure of Grafen’s 
arguments and subjects them to critical scrutiny. I close on a somewhat sceptical note: 
much more work needs to be done, I argue, to truly vindicate the notion that kin selection 
reliably leads to organisms acting as if maximizing their inclusive fitness. 
 
For the most part, this is not a thesis with a thesis: there is no single big idea I will spend 
the next five chapters defending. The aim is to make a substantial contribution to many 
debates, rather than a revolutionary contribution to one. Even so, there are some 
important themes that recur throughout the dissertation, bringing the chapters together as 
components of a cohesive project. The dissertation ends with a review of these themes.  
 
 
1.4 Theory and philosophy 
 
As the précis above makes plain, the dissertation engages primarily with the work of 
evolutionary geneticists. To be specific, the authors cited and discussed most often are 
Ronald A. Fisher, George R. Price, W. D. Hamilton, David C. Queller, Steven A. Frank and 
Alan Grafen: authors whose work is undoubtedly rich in philosophical insights 
concerning the nature of the evolutionary process, but all geneticists or mathematicians by 
training. In light of this, one might be forgiven for wondering if this dissertation is really a 
direct contribution to evolutionary genetics rather than a contribution to the philosophy of 
science. 
 
I reject this suggestion, mainly because I reject the very idea of a sharp distinction between 
science and its philosophy. An example will help to explain why. At many points in this 
dissertation, I use formal language to express an argument more precisely than I could do 
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verbally. The formalism I use is the covariance selection mathematics of Price (1970, 
1972a). The Price formalism, like classical logic and the probability calculus, straddles the 
border between mathematics and philosophy: it has the abstract symbolism characteristic 
of mathematics, but its role in contemporary theory is quite different to that of other uses 
of mathematics in population genetics.  
 
Mathematics in population genetics is most commonly employed to construct dynamically 
detailed but highly idealized models of evolutionary processes. Typically, we begin by 
writing equations which specify the determinants of fitness, and which specify how fitness 
relates to frequency change. In both cases, the equations we use tend to belie the true 
complexity these relationships would have in actual evolving populations. We then 
analyse or simulate hypothetical evolutionary processes that satisfy our idealized 
specification. The Price formalism is not like this. Rather than buying dynamical detail at 
the expense of descriptive accuracy, the Price formalism does the opposite: it buys 
descriptive accuracy at the expense of dynamical detail. It aims to provide a literally true 
description of evolutionary processes, but the cost of literal truth is that the description 
proceeds at a high level of abstraction, eschewing any detailed description of the 
underlying dynamics.4 
 
This has led to the accusation that the Price formalism is not serious mathematics at all—
that, because it avoids any detailed description of evolutionary dynamics, it is little more 
than a way of making informal, verbal arguments look more credible than they actually 
are (van Veelen 2005; van Veelen et al. 2010, 2012; Nowak and Highfield 2011). In my 
view, this accusation rests on a misunderstanding of the role of the Price formalism in 
contemporary theory. The Price equation and results derived from it are not in any way 
supposed to supplant concrete mathematical models of evolutionary dynamics. Instead, 
their role is a unifying one: their job is to bring together otherwise diverse results from 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 See Godfrey-Smith 2009b for further discussion of abstraction and idealization in evolutionary theory. 
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modelling work and empirical studies under a common conceptual framework (Grafen 
1985a; Gardner et al. 2007; Frank 2012). One could argue, in light of this, that the Price 
formalism is doing a philosophical job rather than a scientific job: rather than embodying 
empirical claims about the world, its role is to provide a kind of evolutionary Aufbau—a 
universal formal language in which to unify a wide range of theoretical and empirical 
results. But I would sooner conclude that the Price formalism blurs the boundaries 
between science and philosophy, since its development is a project to which philosophers 
and geneticists are both well placed to contribute. 
 
The same can be said, I think, for many foundational issues in contemporary evolutionary 
theory. Many evolutionary biologists would regard the five questions I listed in Section 1.3 
as too general, too abstract, too conceptual and too distant from immediate empirical 
concerns to be worthy of serious research time. In my view, the philosophy of science is at 
its best when addressing such questions: questions that arise directly from contemporary 
science but that, for whatever reason, are marginalized or ignored by the vast majority of 
scientists in the area concerned (cf. Chang 2004; Pigliucci forthcoming). Addressing such 
questions inevitably requires close attention to the details of the relevant science, but it 
also requires attention to conceptual subtleties to which the scientists themselves only 
rarely have either the time or the will to attend.  
 
1.5 The wider context 
 
Still, one might ask: why address these questions now? What are the prospective payoffs of 
this discussion for evolutionary geneticists and philosophers of biology? Let me suggest 
two reasons why this dissertation is of broad and timely importance to evolutionary 
theory and its philosophy. 
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A field in disarray? 
The first is that—perhaps more than at any other time in its relatively short history—the 
integrity of social evolution theory is threatened by entrenched and bitter factionalism. 
Notably, there remain deep divisions between proponents of kin and multi-level selection. 
There is a longstanding disagreement about whether (and in what in sense) the two 
frameworks are equivalent (e.g., Nowak and Traulsen 2006; Traulsen 2010; Wenseleers et 
al. 2010; Marshall 2011a; van Veelen et al. 2012), and there is an equally longstanding (and, 
in my view, more or less orthogonal) disagreement about which approach is more useful 
for explanatory purposes (e.g., West et al. 2007a, 2008, 2010; D. Wilson 2008; Eldakar and 
Wilson 2011). I will bring some novel considerations to bear on this debate in Chapter 3. 
More generally, however, it is clear that the debate cannot be resolved without a careful 
and detailed treatment of the conceptual foundations of both theories. Samir Okasha 
(2006) offers such a treatment of the multi-level framework, but no comparable treatment 
is currently available for the theory of kin selection. Remedying this deficiency in the 
philosophical literature is essential if we want to reconcile the kin and group selectionist 
camps.  
 
There is a less visible but equally worrying chasm opening between kin selection theory 
and evolutionary game dynamics (Nowak 2006a). As noted above, contemporary kin 
selection theory is usually formalized using Price’s (1970) covariance selection 
mathematics, a method of analysis that provides a general and accurate description of the 
evolutionary change between earlier and later time-slices of a population, but one that 
proceeds without modelling the dynamics responsible for the change. Evolutionary game 
dynamics, as the name suggests, does model dynamics—albeit in a highly idealized way—
and is therefore better able to analyse the effects of frequency-dependence on long-run 
evolutionary outcomes. In recent years, a number of evolutionary game theorists—notably 
Martin A. Nowak and Matthijs van Veelen—have criticized approaches to social evolution 
based on the Price equation, and have argued that evolutionary game dynamics provides 
a more appropriate foundation for social evolution theory (van Veelen 2005, 2009; van 
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Veelen et al. 2010, 2012; Nowak 2006a, b; Taylor and Nowak 2007; Nowak et al. 2010; 
Nowak and Highfield 2011). Kin selection theorists—notably Andy Gardner and Steven A. 
Frank—have replied to these criticisms on behalf of the Price approach (Gardner et al. 
2011; Frank 2012).  
 
The differences between the two formalisms are genuine and deep. In particular, it is 
extremely difficult to formalize the notion of inclusive fitness in any general way within 
evolutionary game dynamics (Nowak et al. 2010), though it is easy to do so in the Price 
formalism (Frank 1998; Gardner et al. 2011; Queller 2011; see also Chapter 5). Moreover, 
while versions of Hamilton’s rule formulated via the Price equation tend to hold with a 
high degree of generality, superficially similar versions couched in the language of 
evolutionary game dynamics only hold under very restrictive assumptions (Birch 
forthcoming). There is thus a battle for the heart of social evolution theory: a battle that 
does not concern any specific empirical issue, but rather concerns the appropriate 
mathematical formalism in which to address foundational questions about social 
evolution. The debate rages on, with no sign of an end to the standoff. This dissertation is 
not neutral in this debate: I employ the Price formalism, with little discussion of the game-
theoretic alternative. But just as I hope a detailed examination of kin selection theory will 
serve as a precursor to a reconciliation between the theories of kin and multi-level 
selection, so I hope this work will similarly help to foster mutual understanding between 
kin selectionists and their critics in evolutionary game dynamics.  
 
A social revolution? 
The second main reason why kin selection theory seems especially ripe for philosophical 
examination is that it has, in recent years, come to occupy an increasingly central position 
in evolutionary theory as a whole. This shift can be traced to the recent upsurge of interest 
in the major transitions in evolution, triggered in large part by the pioneering work of 
John Maynard Smith and Eörs Szathmáry (1995). When, instead of taking the biological 
hierarchy for granted, we view the history of life as a series of episodes in which new, 
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higher-level individuals evolved from collectives of lower-level entities, we start to see 
apparently cooperative phenomena where we saw none before: we see cooperation among 
cells within multicellular organisms, among organelles within cells, among genes within a 
chromosome. As Andrew F. G. Bourke observes in his recent synthesis, Principles of Social 
Evolution: 
 
Social evolution has grown outwards from the study of the beehive and the 
baboon troop to embrace the entire sweep of biological organization. It 
claims as its subject matter not just the evolution of social systems narrowly 
defined, but the evolution of all forms of stable biological grouping, from 
genomes and eukaryotic unicells to multicellular organisms, animal 
societies, and interspecific mutualisms. (Bourke 2011, 7)  
  
This has lead naturally to the thought that well known approaches to the evolution of 
cooperation—and kin selection theory in particular—might turn out to explain vastly 
more than they were originally intended to explain. We can again turn to Bourke for a 
very clear statement of this view: 
 
Hamilton’s inclusive fitness theory (kin selection theory) provides a general 
theory of social evolution powerful and versatile enough to serve as the 
conceptual foundation for understanding the major transitions in evolution. 
(Bourke 2011, 27) 
 
In a series of recent papers, Joan E. Strassmann and David C. Queller defend a similar line 
(Strassmann and Queller 2007, 2010; Queller and Strassmann 2009). They, like Bourke, see 
higher-level individuality as an essentially social phenomenon, and see kin selection as the 
key to understanding transitions in individuality. Moreover, they suggest that the 
successes of kin selection theory in explaining the behaviour of social insects provide 
strong evidence for this claim: 
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[Multicellular] organisms are groupings of cells [...] how did they combine 
and make the transition to the unity of purpose of a single organism? Social 
insect groups can give us special insight into this question. We will argue 
that social insect colonies are much like organisms, and we will show how 
their unity of purpose can arise through kin selection. (Strassmann and 
Queller 2007, 8620) 
 
In keeping with my emphasis on general and foundational issues, I do not explicitly 
discuss the application of kin selection theory to transitions in individuality in this 
dissertation, though I have done so in some detail elsewhere (Birch 2012a, b, 2013a). Even 
so, the potential for such an application remains in the background at many points in the 
discussion. The foundational questions highlighted in Section 1.3 are interesting in their 
own right, but they acquire a new urgency when we realize that they concern not merely 
the foundations of a theory about social behaviour in insects and mammals, but the 
foundations of a theory that may well hold the key to understanding how new levels of 
biological organization come into being. 
 
 
TWO 
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Cooperation, Collaboration and Control 
 
 
Before we can even begin to examine the evolution of cooperation, we first need a firm 
conceptual grip on the nature of the target phenomenon. In this chapter, I introduce and 
analyse a number of concepts foundational to behavioural ecology. In Section 2.1, I 
consider biological cooperation itself, and its relationship to the intuitive notion of 
cooperation as the joint pursuit of shared goals. I then consider the broader notion of 
social behaviour; the narrower notions of mutual benefit, altruism, selfishness and spite; 
and the subtle but pivotal notion of a behavioural strategy. In Section 2.2, I consider the 
concept of a cooperative task and survey the aspects of task structure that distinguish 
social complexity from mere sociality. In Section 2.3, I propose an account of genetic 
control in terms of systematic counterfactual dependence. I stress the need to separate 
debates about control from debates about manipulation and enforcement: I argue that, 
while these notions are easily conflated, they in fact refer to three quite different 
phenomena.  
 
2.1 Biological cooperation: the very idea 
!
2.1.1 Phenomenal cooperation 
When we talk of human beings ‘cooperating’ with one another, we usually have in mind 
cases in which people work together in pursuit of shared goals. The members of a hunter-
gatherer tribe cooperate when they hunt animals larger than any they could ever bring 
down alone. Drivers impeded by a snowdrift cooperate when they clear the snow from the 
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road. Prisoners cooperate with the police when they hand over useful information; they 
cooperate with each other when they withhold that information to protect their co-
conspirators.  
 
If human cases are our benchmark—our exemplars of cooperation against which others 
should be judged—then it is hard to see, on the face of it, why interactions among bees or 
termites or bacteria should ever warrant description in the same terms. After all, bees, 
termites and bacteria do not literally have internally-represented goals, interests or 
intentions; they do not literally take means to promote their ends. We might be willing to 
ascribe intentional, means-end agency to dolphins, chimpanzees and other cognitively 
sophisticated species, but insects and microbes seem well outside the sphere of creatures 
to which such properties might reasonably be attributed. When we start with human 
examples and work outwards, talk of cooperation in the natural world soon starts to 
sound like a dubious metaphor—a metaphor we might want to put in a drawer marked 
‘dangerously anthropomorphic’ and keep well away from serious biology.1 
 
But that would be much too quick. The following three vignettes are chosen to illustrate 
the fact that, while the language in which we talk about biological cooperation may often 
seem metaphorical and anthropomorphic, to take this as any kind of indication that 
biological cooperation itself is somehow unreal or unimportant—that it is something 
serious biology should seek to explain away, rather than seek to explain—would be a 
serious error. For, while ‘biological cooperation’ is a metaphor, it is not just a metaphor. It 
is also the best name we can come up with for a real and astonishing natural 
phenomenon—a feature of the natural world which, like lightning and auroras and 
rainbows, simply cries out for explanation wherever we find it. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Controversies over the merits and dangers of anthropomorphism are, of course, a mainstay of animal 
cognition research and its philosophy (see, e.g., Bekoff and Jamieson 1995; Mitchell et al. 1997; Bekoff et al. 
2002). I will not weigh into these debates here. 
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Empire of the leafcutters  
The eusocial Hymenoptera provide some of the best known and most celebrated instances 
of cooperation in nature, and perhaps the most remarkable of all are the leafcutter ants of 
the genera Atta and Acromyrmex (Hölldobler and Wilson 2009, 2011). As their common 
name suggests, the leafcutters specialize in cutting and retrieving fragments of leaves—a 
task they undertake with great efficiency and precision (Figure 1.1B) —but this is only part 
of the story. For the leaves are not food for the leafcutters, nor are they of any use in 
constructing the underground megalopolis in which they live. Instead, the ants use the 
leaves to cultivate subterranean fungus gardens,2 stocked with a special fungal cultivar 
passed from one generation to the next. Farming the fungus is a joint endeavour on a 
colossal scale: the ants plant the fungi in purpose-built chambers, spray it with growth 
hormones, protect it against parasites and other fungal strains, and supply it with 
appropriate food. Without the coordinated contributions of vast numbers of workers 
(leafcutter colonies often number in the millions; see Hölldobler and Wilson 2009), the 
fungus could never be cultivated in sufficient volumes. The relationship is one of nature’s 
great mutualisms: the ants rely on thriving fungus gardens to provide their larvae with 
food, while the fungus relies on the steady stream of leaf matter brought by the ants from 
the world outside.  
 
Microbial towers 
While the best known examples of biological cooperation concern multicellular 
organisms—specifically, vertebrates and social insects— ‘best known’ does not imply 
‘most common’ or ‘most important’. One of the most significant lessons from the last few 
decades of research in microbiology is that cooperative phenomena are extremely 
widespread in the microbial world, and that the feats of cooperation performed by 
microbes need not be any less spectacular than those undertaken by larger and more 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 A trait the leafcutters share with several other ant genera and the termite genus Macrotermes; see Hölldobler 
and Wilson 2009. 
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familiar creatures (Crespi 2001; West et al. 2007b). A useful model organism for the 
growing field of sociomicrobiology is the social amoeba, or slime mould, Dictyostelium 
discoideum (Bonner 1959; Strassmann et al. 2000; Strassmann and Queller 2011). For much 
of their life cycle, these amoebae conform to our usual expectations of amoebae: they live 
in the soil, they engulf bacteria, they divide mitotically. When food gets scarce, however, 
things get interesting: if the amoebae are present in sufficient density (they detect the 
density of nearby conspecifics through a form of signalling known as quorum sensing; see 
Waters and Bassler 2005; Williams et al. 2007), the starving amoebae will aggregate, 
forming a mobile ‘slug’. The slug moves as one—and moves further and faster than any 
individual amoeba ever would—in the direction of heat and light. On reaching a 
favourable location, the slug stops and begins to transform into a fruiting body (Figure 
1.1A). Around a fifth of the amoebae sacrifice their lives in this process, forming a hardy, 
cellulose stalk of dead cells. The remaining four fifths cluster at the tip of the stalk, where 
they generate and release spores. The spores are dispersed through the environment, 
reducing the probability that the amoebae they ultimately produce will encounter the 
same harsh conditions suffered by their parents. The generation of fruiting bodies through 
the aggregation of previously separate cells is by no means unique to D. discoideum, nor 
even to amoebae: similar behaviour has also been observed in the social bacterium 
Myxococcus xanthus (Velicer and Vos 2009).  
 
Sperm cells swim together 
Some of the most striking examples of apparently cooperative phenomena occur not 
between organisms, but within them: almost wherever we look, we find cells interacting in 
ways which make ascriptions of common purpose difficult to resist  (Queller 1997; Queller 
and Strassmann 2009; Strassmann and Queller 2010, 2011). Sperm cells provide some 
particularly memorable examples. We tend to imagine sperm as solitary swimmers, 
competing with one another to fertilize an egg. In the case of human sperm, this is more or 
less correct, but the picture changes when we consider species in which females mate with 
multiple males in quick succession. In these cases, the closely related sperm of a particular 
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male stand a greater chance of winning the race against the unrelated sperm of rival males 
if they work together; as a result, we often find that selection has favoured cooperation 
within groups of sperm. For example, in the American opossum, Monodelphis domesticus, 
sperm swim together in pairs, touching at the head: an arrangement which enables faster 
and straighter swimming (Figure 2.1C; Moore and Moore 1995; Moore and Taggart 2002; 
Pizzari and Foster 2008). In rodents such as the Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus) and the 
wood mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus), we see even more dramatic feats of sperm 
organization. The sperm use tiny hooks on their heads to latch together into balls, and 
propel themselves forward with aligned and synchronized beating of their tails (Moore et 
al. 2002; Immler et al. 2007; Pizzari and Foster 2008). 
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Figure 2.1: Phenomenal cooperation: (A) Fruiting bodies of the social amoeba 
Dictyostelium discoideum (photograph by J. E. Strassmann and D. C. Queller); (B) Workers 
of the leafcutter ant species Atta colombica in action (photograph by bandwagonman at 
en.wikipedia); (C) The sperm of the American opossum (Monodelphis domesticus) align in 
pairs for more rapid swimming (electron micrograph by Harry Moore). 
C B 
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Three morals ring out from these cases, and from the last few decades of research in 
behavioural ecology: biological cooperation is everywhere, the reality of biological 
cooperation is obvious, and biological cooperation is amazing. Hence, while it is hard to 
deny that biological cooperation is, in some sense, a human projection—a feature we read 
into the world when we read purpose and agency into living systems—it is equally hard 
to deny that it is also, in some sense, an objective and unmistakable feature of the 
biological landscape. While sperm, amoebae and leafcutters may not pursue common 
goals in a strictly literal sense, it is an objective matter of fact that some of their activities 
strongly evoke the appearance of common purpose—and thereby invite descriptions in 
terms of cooperation and related notions—in a way that other natural phenomena do not. 
Compare, for example, the construction of a slime mould fruiting body with a shark eating 
a seal: the intuition that the former is a cooperative process while the latter is non-
cooperative is so overwhelmingly strong that it would take a seriously impressive error-
theory to persuade us that, in reality, the shark and the seal are cooperating while the 
amoebae are not.  
 
I want to attempt to capture this intuitive, phenomenal sense of biological cooperation by 
means of the following characterization: 
 
Biological cooperation (phenomenal sense): Any phenomenon 
in which living entities appear to work together or help one 
another in pursuit of common goals, irrespective of whether or 
not they are genuinely capable of intentional action. 
 
As a putative definition, this phenomenal characterization of cooperation has obvious 
defects: it is vague, it is anthropocentric, and it threatens to make cooperation a partly 
subjective matter—the product of our human tendency to read intention into some patterns 
of interaction and not others—rather than something objectively measurable. We therefore 
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have good reason to look for a more technical definition of biological cooperation for the 
purposes of behavioural ecology and social evolution theory: a definition framed in 
precise, objective, biologically-respectable terms.  
 
This does not, however, make the preceding discussion of the phenomenal notion 
redundant. For one reasonable constraint on an adequate technical definition of biological 
cooperation is that it does justice to the phenomenal notion. Ideally, we would like 
biological-cooperation-in-the-technical-sense to have more or less the same extension as 
biological-cooperation-in-the-ordinary-sense: we would like the technical notion to capture 
at least all the paradigm cases of cooperative phenomena, and to exclude phenomena that 
we would never ordinarily describe as cooperative. There are two main reasons for 
imposing such a constraint. One is that, ideally, we would like it to be the case that social 
evolution theorists are able to communicate their findings to the public: we would 
therefore like it to be the case that, when experts and laypeople talk about cooperation in 
the natural world, they are at least talking about approximately the same thing.  The other, 
related reason is that it stops us losing sight of the phenomena social evolution theory is 
supposed to explain. We care about the evolution of cooperation primarily because 
cooperative phenomena are amazing; and we build theories and models of the evolution of 
cooperation with the intention of explaining these phenomena. Yet this explanatory project 
will never succeed unless biological-cooperation-in-the-technical-sense has at least a 
reasonable degree of overlap with biological-cooperation-in-the-ordinary-sense. If we want 
to arrive at the explanations that really mean something, we need to make sure that the 
explanatory targets of our theories and models actually resemble the phenomena we care 
about.3 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 I suspect that this is the right way to think about the relationship between intuitive and scientific concepts 
in many notorious problem cases (e.g., life, organism, species, function, design). On the one hand, a good fit 
with ordinary intuition cannot be the sole criterion for a useful scientific definition. On the other hand, it 
seems ill advised to resort to stipulative definitions that run roughshod over the ordinary concept they are 
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2.1.2 Social behaviour as a fitness transaction 
Though cooperative phenomena provide social evolution theory with its most spectacular 
explanatory targets, it has long been recognized that cooperation is not the only way in 
which organisms can interact in seemingly social ways. For this reason, it is common to 
see cooperation introduced as a particularly interesting subset of a broader class of social 
behaviours. The tendency is for social evolution theorists first to formulate a technical 
definition of social behaviour, and then to characterize cooperation by augmenting that 
definition with further conditions (see, e.g., Hamilton 1964; Trivers 1985; Bourke and 
Franks 1995; West et al. 2007a; Bourke 2011).  
 
How, then, should we conceptualize social behaviour? We can turn to the Oxford 
sociobiologists Stuart West, Ashleigh Griffin and Andy Gardner (2007a) for a typical 
recent example:  
 
From an evolutionary point of view, a behaviour is social if it 
has fitness consequences for both the individual that performs 
the behaviour (the actor) and another individual (the recipient) 
(West et al. 2007a,  418).  
 
At first glance, the West et al. definition may seem to miss out something important: we 
get a definition of what makes a behaviour social, but no attempt is made to define 
behaviour itself. In fact, this omission is representative of a general trend in theoretical 
definitions of social behaviour: the notion of behaviour is usually taken as primitive by 
behavioural ecologists, and the purpose of a technical definition of social behaviour is 
taken to be that of delineating, among behaviours, which are social and which are not.  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
intended to define; for if we do this, we risk losing sight of the phenomenon we originally wanted to explain. 
We need to find a middle way between these extremes (cf. Lewens 2004, Chapter 1). 
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Taking behaviour as primitive in this way may seem questionable. After all, the notion of 
behaviour is arguably no less anthropomorphic—and no less in need of a naturalized, 
technical definition—than the qualifier ‘social’. Both normally connote intentional action in 
the human case, and both extend only metaphorically to non-intentional systems. In 
defence of West et al., however, there is probably a fairly innocuous explanation for their 
reluctance to define behaviour: the term tends to be used in such a broad and inclusive 
sense in behavioural ecology that the only way to capture its extension would be to define 
it as any interaction between an organism and its environment (including other organisms) 
that it is helpful to individuate for some theoretical or experimental purpose. The 
interesting classificatory work is done not in deciding whether or not some interaction 
counts as a behaviour, but rather in drawing biologically-salient distinctions among types 
of behaviour. The distinction between social and non-social behaviours is one particularly 
important distinction. 
 
 
The general picture embodied in the West et al. definition is of social (as opposed to non-
social) behaviour as involving a fitness transaction between two individuals, an actor and 
a recipient. The thought is that, just as a financial transaction involves crediting or debiting 
one account in order to credit or debit another, a social behaviour involves crediting or 
debiting the actor’s reproductive fitness so as to credit or debit that of the recipient (Figure 
2.2). The analogy with financial transactions should not be overstated, however: one 
important disanalogy is that, in the case of social behaviour, an increase or reduction in 
the fitness of the recipient need not be counterbalanced by an equal and opposite 
Figure 2.2: Social behaviour as a fitness transaction. 
Actor&+/)&w& Recipient&+/-&w&Causal&influence&of&behaviour&
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reduction or increase in the fitness of the actor.  Indeed, the fitness consequences for actor 
and recipient need not be opposite in sign at all: a social behaviour may be beneficial—or 
deleterious—to both actor and recipient. 
 
Three further aspects of the fitness transaction conception of social behaviour are worthy 
of comment. First, note that, on this conception, social behaviour is essentially relational: if 
we were to remove the recipient, a social behaviour would no longer be social. This may 
seem obvious, but in some ways it can be counterintuitive: one might suppose that if (for 
example) a meerkat’s alarm call counts as a social behaviour when performed in the wild, 
it would also count as a social behaviour when performed by a solitary meerkat in the 
laboratory. But if no other meerkats are present, the behaviour is not social. Second, note 
that the relation that matters is causation: the actor and recipient must interact causally. If 
two individuals never interact with one another, then they cannot behave socially with 
respect to one another, regardless of the other ways in which they may be related (e.g., 
genealogically or geographically). Third, the relevant causal interactions can involve more 
than two individuals. The picture in Figure 2.2 (of a fitness transaction involving a single 
actor and a single recipient) is far too simple to capture many of the most interesting 
examples of sociality in nature, which often involve multiple actors working in concert, 
and may implicate multiple recipients too (see Section 2.2).  
 
2.1.3 The four-part schema 
Viewing social behaviour as a fitness transaction between an actor and a recipient leads 
naturally to the thought that we can classify different types of social behaviour in terms of 
the sign of their fitness effects on the affected parties. The result is a four-part schema, first 
introduced by W. D. Hamilton (1964), that categorizes social behaviours as mutually 
beneficial, selfish, altruistic or spiteful (Table 1.1). These categories are easiest to apply 
when individuals interact in pairs, but note that they can, in principle, apply to 
interactions involving any number of agents: when more than two individuals partake in a 
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social interaction, we simply need to average the fitness effects over all actors and all 
recipients. 
 
 
 
The four-part schema assumes that any social behaviour will effect a positive or negative 
change in the fitness of both the actor and recipient. In principle, however, we could relax 
this condition: in principle, organisms could interact in ways that are neutral with respect 
to actor fitness, recipient fitness or both. This leads to a nine-part schema, with five 
additional possibilities (see Table 2.2, which also suggests names for the new possibilities). 
 
 
! Effect&on&recipient&→&Effect&on&actor&↓! +& #!
+! MUTUAL&BENEFIT& SELFISHNESS!
#! ALTRUISM! SPITE!
&
Table 2.1: A traditional taxonomy by fitness effects classifies social behaviours as mutually beneficial, 
selfish, altruistic or spiteful. These are intended as technical terms: the usual psychological 
connotations of these notions do not apply. 
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One might object to this extended taxonomy on the grounds that, while the notion of an 
actor-neutral social behaviour seems intuitive enough, a behaviour that is fitness-neutral 
with respect to the alleged recipient does not sound much like a social behaviour at all, 
because the recipient is not a recipient of anything. This would entitle us to strike out the 
middle column of the table on conceptual grounds alone, leaving behind a six-part 
schema. Is this a reasonable restriction? Ultimately, the decision turns on how broad we 
want the explanatory domain of social evolution theory to be. Suppose, for instance, that a 
parasite selectively feeds off the by-products of its host in a way that makes no significant 
difference to the host’s fitness. We might well want to analyse the evolution of this host-
parasite relationship using social evolution theory (cf. Frank 1998); and, if we take this 
route, it will be helpful to have a term to describe the general kind of interaction in which 
the host and parasite are engaged. Naturally, we might equally insist that interactions of 
this sort fall outside the scope of social evolution theory—that they are not truly social—
and on these grounds deny the need for any extended taxonomy. This option is always 
available; the point here is merely that, if we want to extend the explanatory domain of 
social evolution theory to encompass as many phenomena as possible (cf. Chapter 1), we 
Effect&on&recipient&→&Effect&on&actor&↓! +& 0! #!
+! MUTUAL&BENEFIT& OTHER)NEUTRAL&SELFISHNESS! (OTHER2HARMING)&SELFISHNESS!
0! SELF)NEUTRAL&BENEFIT! NEUTRAL&INTERACTION! SELF)NEUTRAL&SPITE!
#! ALTRUISM! OTHER)NEUTRAL&SELF)HARM! (SELF2HARMING)&SPITE!
&
Table 2.2: A more comprehensive taxonomy by fitness effects allows for partially or wholly fitness-
neutral behaviours. The evolutionary significance of fitness-neutral behaviours is an open question. 
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should be prepared to embrace a similarly extended conception of the nature of social 
behaviour. This will be a recurring theme in this chapter.  
 
Of the nine-part schema, the ‘neutral interaction’ box appears to be by far the least 
interesting. Even if we grant that social behaviours can be recipient-neutral, is there any 
reason to grant that social behaviours can be fitness-neutral with respect to both recipients 
and actors? After all, this stretches the analogy with monetary transactions to breaking 
point: no one transfers sums of £0.00 from one account to another. Here, I can only reply 
that I see no good reason to exclude such interactions from the scope of social evolution 
theory a priori. It is true enough that a wholly fitness-neutral interaction will not be 
directly targeted by natural selection, but fitness-neutral interactions may yet be explained 
by virtue of their non-causal correlations with behaviours that do affect fitness, or by the 
fitness effects they may once have had in the population’s selection history.  
 
2.1.4 Cooperation and the ‘selected for’ criterion 
The four-part schema classifies social behaviours as selfish, spiteful, altruistic or mutually 
beneficial according to the sign of their fitness effects; the nine-part schema extends this to 
incorporate fitness-neutral behaviours. But where does cooperation fit into this picture? 
Traditionally, cooperation is defined as any social behaviour that confers a positive fitness 
benefit on a recipient, regardless of the sign of its fitness effects on the actor (cf. Hamilton 
1964; Trivers 1985; Bourke and Franks 1995). In the four-part schema, this corresponds to 
any social behaviour that falls within the altruistic or mutually beneficial boxes; in the 
nine-part schema, it corresponds to any behaviour that falls within the first column. West, 
Griffin and Gardner (2007a) depart from this tradition by proposing a slightly more 
restrictive definition. For West et al., a behaviour that confers a benefit on a recipient does 
not count as genuinely cooperative unless it has at some point been favoured by selection 
in virtue of the benefit it confers: 
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Cooperation: A behaviour which provides a benefit to another 
individual (recipient), and which is selected for because of its 
beneficial effect on the recipient (West et al. 2007b, p. 419). 
 
The motivation behind this additional ‘selected for’ criterion is that, without it, our 
definition risks including behaviour that merely confers a fortuitous benefit on another 
organism, and that would therefore not be regarded as cooperation in the phenomenal 
sense. Suppose, for instance, that an elephant confers a fortuitous benefit on a nearby 
dung beetle by producing dung in its vicinity. We would not intuitively describe the 
elephant as cooperating with the dung beetle, nor would we consider them to be engaged 
in any kind of social interaction: we would sooner say that the dung beetle is merely 
exploiting a by-product of the elephant’s digestive system (West et al. 2007b, 419). The 
selected for criterion preserves our intuitions here, since, to the best of our knowledge, the 
elephant’s tendency to produce dung was not favoured by selection in virtue of the benefit 
it confers on nearby dung beetles.  
 
The downside of this additional criterion is that, in making cooperation conceptually 
dependent on past selection, it rules out a priori the possibility of cooperative behaviours 
that are explained by something other than natural selection. The problem here is not so 
much that this overstates the importance of natural selection in explaining the evolution of 
cooperation, since there is no question that selection is extremely important; the problem 
is that, in bringing natural selection into the very definition of cooperation, we turn the 
undeniably close empirical connection between selection and cooperation into a 
definitional stipulation. There are two main reasons why this is best avoided. First, we 
typically want to be able to classify social behaviours prior to an investigation of the 
processes through which they have evolved; yet, on the West et al. definition, there is no 
way for us to know whether or not a social behaviour is genuinely cooperative without 
first knowing something about its selection history. Second, the discovery that natural 
selection explains biological cooperation surely ought to rank as an epistemic 
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achievement—a breakthrough that it took serious scientific work to make. Yet, on the West 
et al. definition, it is trivial that selection explains cooperation. This seems wrong: it seems 
as though, if anything should count as a non-trivial breakthrough in evolutionary biology, 
this should. But it will count as a non-trivial breakthrough only if the explanandum 
(cooperation) and the explanans (selection) are conceptually distinct.4 These 
considerations suggest that we would be well advised to drop the selected for criterion 
from the definition of cooperation. 
 
With regard to the extension of the term, not a great deal hangs on whether or not the 
criterion is included, since in many cases it makes no practical difference: sociobiologists 
tend to focus their attention on social behaviours that confer fitness benefits and that have, 
in all probability, been selected in virtue of the benefits they confer; and these behaviours 
are likely to count as cooperative on either definition. On balance, my preference is for the 
traditional definition, without the selected for criterion; but we should undoubtedly 
acknowledge that, in counting cases of fortuitous benefit as cooperative, this definition 
occasionally yields counterintuitive results.  
 
The general moral to draw from this discussion is that accounting for our intuitive, 
phenomenal conception of biological cooperation in naturalistic terms is harder than one 
might think. A purely ‘forward-looking’, effect-based account does not distinguish bona 
fide cooperation from fortuitous benefit, while a partially ‘backward-looking’ account that 
appeals to selection history makes it impossible to identify cooperative behaviours prior to 
an investigation of their evolutionary origins and renders trivial the claim that past 
selection explains cooperation. Neither fully accords with our pre-theoretical intuitions. 
This problem is by no means unique to the concept of cooperation. We find ourselves in a 
similar predicament with respect to many commonplace biological notions: notably, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Lewens (2007b) makes a similar point in the context of adaptation. The argument that historical definitions 
of adaptation trivialize the claim that selection explains adaptation appears to have first been made by 
Daniel C. Fisher (1985). 
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function (Lewens 2004, 2007a; Allen et al. 1998; Buller 1999; Ariew et al. 2002), design 
(Lewens 2004; Allen et al. 1998; Buller 1999) and adaptation (Rose and Lauder 1996; 
Lewens 2007b; Gardner 2009). We may feel as though we grasp these concepts well 
enough, but producing a technical definition that does justice to the intuitive notion often 
proves surprisingly difficult. In the end, we have to choose among a range of stipulative 
sharpenings of a murky intuitive concept, all of which have occasionally counterintuitive 
consequences. 
 
2.1.5 From behaviours to strategies 
So far we have been concerned with characterizing and categorizing social behaviours. Yet 
particular behaviours are only rarely the immediate target of evolutionary explanations. 
More often than not, the explanatory target is a strategy, where a strategy is thought to in 
some sense underlie the totality of behaviours that an organism performs over its lifetime. 
Talk of strategies, though extremely widespread, is sometimes considered controversial. 
For some authors, such talk imputes to insects, bacteria and other social organisms a 
dubious capacity for planning and foresight (Kramer 1984); for others, there may be a 
concern that strategies, if they can be said to exist at all in organisms with very limited 
cognitive capacities, must somehow be ‘programmed’ into the genome; and that, while it is 
not too controversial to suggest that the genome ‘codes for’ the construction of RNA 
molecules and proteins, extending the reach of the programme to encompass social 
behaviour takes a seductive metaphor much too far (for discussion of the limits of the 
programming metaphor, see Godfrey-Smith 2000, 2007b).5 
 
Social evolution theorists have typically sought to evade such concerns by characterizing 
the notion of a strategy in rather more minimalist terms. For example, John Maynard Smith 
(1982) offers the following definition: 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Similar concerns apply to the notion of control; see Section 1.3. 
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A strategy is a behavioural phenotype; i.e., it is a specification of 
what an individual will do in any situation in which it may find 
itself. (Maynard Smith 1982, 10) 
 
This looks reasonable enough at first blush, but on closer inspection it becomes apparent 
that the expressions on either side of the ‘i.e.’ are subtly in tension with one another. For a 
‘specification’ of an individual’s behaviour is most naturally regarded as a set of 
conditional statements of the form: ‘if in context C, the agent performs behaviour B’. Yet if 
we simply identify a strategy with some such set of statements, strategies will no longer be 
behavioural phenotypes, because sets of conditional statements are not properties of 
individual organisms.  
 
One way to escape this conceptual tangle is to distinguish strategies from strategy-
descriptions. We can then say that strategies are indeed properties of individual 
organisms. More specifically, they are dispositional properties:  
 
Strategy: The complete set of an organism’s behavioural 
dispositions (i.e., dispositions to perform some behaviour, B, in 
some environmental context, C).6 
 
A strategy-description, meanwhile, is a set of subjunctive or indicative conditionals that 
tell us how an organism would or will behave under various hypothetical conditions:  
 
Strategy-description: A set of conditional statements of the 
form ‘if in context C, the agent performs (or would perform) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 This is not to deny that an organism’s behaviour in some contexts may be chancy, e.g., that it may be 
disposed in context C to perform behaviour B1 50% of the time and behaviour B2 50% of the time. The notion 
of a strategy is intended to accommodate probabilistic dispositions of this sort.!
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behaviour% B’ that specifies the relevant parts of an agent’s 
strategy in the context of formal modelling. 
 
Clearly, a strategy-description can help us characterize or specify an organism’s strategy, 
but it should not simply be identified with the strategy. The strategy is a dispositional 
property of the organism; the strategy-description is not. 
 
Given this dispositional conception of a strategy, we might informally envision a strategy 
as a kind of programme that tells the organism what to do in all the different contexts to 
which it may be exposed over its lifetime. But although strategies are literally 
programmed rules for behaviour in computer simulations of social evolution, we need not 
take talk of programming quite so literally in real ecological contexts. We can limit 
ourselves to a purely dispositional characterization, leaving open the question of whether 
the relevant dispositions are in any sense programmed into the genome. It is a platitude to 
say that organisms are disposed to behave in certain ways in certain circumstances, but it 
is no platitude to say that these dispositions are grounded in a genetic programme. On my 
account, talk of strategies is committed only to the former claim; the latter is optional. 
 
Note that, strictly speaking, the categories introduced in the previous sections classify 
social behaviours, not strategies. Therefore, strictly speaking, behaviours can be classed as 
cooperative or non-cooperative, or as altruistic, selfish, spiteful or mutually beneficial, but 
strategies cannot be so classified. Yet biologists, notably in the context of evolutionary 
game theory, routinely talk of altruistic strategies, selfish strategies and so on. Sometimes 
these terms are labels introduced stipulatively to denote particular strategies in an 
evolutionary game; but sometimes they are used in a looser sense, with the intention of 
describing the overall character of a behavioural strategy. I do not think we should outlaw 
such talk (indeed, I will often use it myself in what follows); however, we should 
recognize that it is informal, imprecise and potentially misleading. A strategy can 
encompass a great variety of behaviours under a great variety of conditions, and the same 
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strategy may lead to altruistic behaviours in some contexts and selfish behaviours in 
others. If a strategy disposes an organism to be unconditionally altruistic, that is, to 
perform altruistic behaviours in all circumstances, then we could wholeheartedly call it an 
altruistic strategy; but altruism in the real world rarely, if ever, works like this. Most of the 
strategies that we informally describe as altruistic are in fact only conditionally altruistic: 
they will dispose an organism to behave altruistically under some conditions, but not 
under all conditions. 
 
There are two, related reasons why the notion of a strategy is valuable in behavioural 
ecology. One is that it gives us a property which will often be relatively stable over an 
organism’s lifetime—a property that is typically unaffected by the countless 
environmental contingencies that affect an organism’s manifest behaviour. Of course, an 
organism’s behavioural dispositions can change over its lifetime (dogs, even old ones, can 
learn new tricks), but they will not change rapidly, over very short timescales, in the way 
that an organism’s manifest behaviour often will. The other, related reason is that the 
strategy is more likely to remain under the organism’s control, in the sense that it is less 
likely to be influenced by other organisms (see Section 1.3 for detailed discussion of the 
notion of control in behavioural ecology). An organism will often modify its manifest 
behaviour in response to the behaviour of other, nearby organisms, and in response to the 
signals and cues they emit. But its strategy is not so easily altered. Consider, for example, 
the case of the social amoeba D. discoideum, introduced in Section 1.1.1. Nearby cells can 
aggregate to form a mobile slug and eventually a fruiting body, but will do so only if (i) 
there is a sufficient number of cells in the same area, and (ii) they are starving. The 
aggregating behaviour is therefore highly sensitive to both ecological cues (the abundance 
of food) and social signals (which indicate whether or not a quorum can be reached). If a 
particular amoeba is never short of food, or never senses a quorum of other amoebae in its 
surroundings, it will never perform the aggregating behaviour. Yet the amoeba’s strategy 
may not be sensitive to any of these variables. For it may be that the amoeba’s disposition to 
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aggregate, if food is scarce and a quorum is present, is not affected by changes to its 
environment nor by the presence or absence of other amoebae. 
!
2.2 Task-based cooperation 
!
2.2.1 The reality of tasks 
In Section 2.1.2, we noted that, while the notion of social behaviour is often introduced in 
the context of a simple interaction between two individuals, there is no reason in principle 
why a social phenomenon could not implicate multiple actors and multiple recipients. 
Crucially, this is no mere theoretical possibility: many actual instances of cooperation in 
nature take the form of large-scale collaborative tasks, in which the successful production 
of a fitness benefit requires multiple causal contributions from multiple actors (Anderson 
and McShea 2000; Anderson and Franks 2001; Anderson et al. 2001; Calcott 2006, 2008). 
Fruiting-body formation in D. discoideum is one excellent example of cooperation with this 
structure; fungal cultivation in the leafcutter ants is another (see Section 2.1.1). Some 
additional examples will help set the scene. 
 
Heavy-lifting 
We noted in Section 2.1.1 that many of the most vivid and remarkable displays of 
cooperation can be found in the eusocial Hymenoptera. It should come as no surprise, 
therefore, that they also provide some of the most impressive examples of collaborative 
tasks. While we could turn again to the leafcutters for numerous illustrations, an equally 
iconic case is that of the army ants Eciton burchelli and Dorlyus wilverthi, which form teams 
of two or more individuals (one at the front, the rest at the back) to retrieve prey items that 
are too heavy for any single ant to carry alone (Franks 1986, 1987; Anderson and Franks 
2001). Indeed, these teams are ‘superefficient’, in the sense that they are able to carry items 
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heavier even than the sum of the weights each team member could carry by itself (Franks 
1986; Anderson and Franks 2001).  
 
Defending the group 
A common form of cooperative task is that of group defence. Again, the eusocial insects 
provide compelling examples. Consider the joint action of members of the major (large) 
and minor (small) castes in the dimorphic ant Pheidole pallidula: when the colony is 
threatened by an intruder, the ants form teams comprising one major ant and many minor 
ants; the minors pin down the intruder so that the major can deploy its strong jaws to 
decapitate it (Detrain and Pasteels 1992; Anderson and Franks 2001). We see a similar form 
of defensive teamwork in a very different context: the mammalian immune system, in 
which dendritic cells (tasked with detecting antigens) signal to nearby memory cells to 
induce the release of appropriate antibodies. By coordinating in this process of ‘cellular 
teamwork’ (Ayres and Vance 2012), the cells are able to repel pathogenic intruders more 
effectively (Figure 2.3C; Ayres and Vance 2012; Kupz et al. 2012). Of course, on a 
traditional conception of the explanatory domain of sociobiology, an immune response 
would not be considered a social phenomenon at all, and it remains an open question how 
seriously we should take the many suggestive analogies between insect sociality and the 
organization of multicellular individuals. Here, I simply want to note that, if we do take 
seriously the suggestion that interactions among the cells within organisms and proto-
organisms may usefully be regarded as cooperative, it is clear that much if not all of the 
cooperation in question will consist of cooperative tasks that implicate numerous cells in 
different roles.  
  
Pack hunters 
Task-based cooperation often yields rich rewards for predators: by working together in 
structured and organized ways, groups of predators are able to tackle bigger prey, or more 
prey or to predate more efficiently than they ever could alone. Examples include tribes of 
humans (Homo sapiens), troops of chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), prides of lions (Panthera 
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leo) and packs of wolves (Canus lupus) (Anderson and Franks 2001). A particularly 
spectacular example is provided by pods of humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae), 
which occasionally deploy a tactic known as ‘bubble net feeding’. A shoal of herring is 
located and driven upwards from the sea floor by a group of whales; then a separate 
whale swims around the fleeing shoal, encircling it with a curtain of bubbles. The herring 
will not swim through the curtain of air; instead, they continue to swim upwards towards 
the surface, where they are trapped and devoured by the chasing group (Figure 2.3A; 
Sharpe and Dill 1997; Anderson and Franks 2001). Pack hunting is by no means the sole 
preserve of vertebrates, however, and may not even be the sole preserve of multicellular 
organisms. Recent work on the social bacterium Myxococcus xanthus has revealed a 
mysterious behaviour in which the bacteria move collectively in a ‘ripple’ formation, like 
waves on the sea (Figure 2.3B; Berleman and Kirby 2009). There is good evidence that 
rippling is a predatory behaviour, triggered by the proximity of food, but the question 
remains open as to what predatory advantage, if any, it provides for the bacteria. One 
hypothesis is that the formation is a kind of battle tactic: by getting underneath prey 
colonies and performing this synchronized rippling motion, the myxobacteria are able to 
break down and disrupt the target colony more effectively, enabling its rapid destruction. 
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Figure 2.3: Some cooperative tasks: (A) ‘Bubble net’ feeding by the humpback whale, Megaptera 
novaeangliae (photograph by Evadb at en.wikipedia); (B) Predatory ripple formation in Myxococcus xanthus 
(photograph by J. E. Berleman and J. R. Kirby); (C) ‘Cellular teamwork’ in the mammalian immune system 
(drawing by Katie Vicari). 
B A 
C 
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2.2.2 Tasks as mechanisms 
We have now seen some particularly vivid examples, but what exactly is task-based 
cooperation? As with cooperation simpliciter, we usually know it when we see it, but that 
does not make it especially easy to characterize in general. In a series of important articles 
on the subject of collaborative tasks, Carl Anderson, Nigel R. Franks and Daniel W. 
McShea (Anderson and McShea 2000, Anderson and Franks 2001, Anderson et al. 2001) 
work with the following definition: 
 
A task is an item of work that potentially makes a positive 
contribution, however small, to inclusive fitness. (Anderson and 
Franks 2011, 534) 
 
While it represents a reasonable first pass, the Anderson et al. definition has two main 
drawbacks. The first is that the emphasis on inclusive fitness rather than fitness seems 
questionable. While the only way to generate an inclusive fitness benefit for the actors is to 
generate a fitness benefit for the recipients, the converse is not true: a task may generate 
fitness benefits which fall on recipients genetically unrelated to the actors. To 
accommodate such cases, I suggest that we drop the ‘inclusive’ and take a positive 
contribution to the personal fitness of the recipients as the relevant fitness effect. The 
second is that the notion of an item of work which potentially contributes to fitness seems 
too broad to be of much use in individuating tasks, or in distinguishing a whole task from 
its component steps. Suppose a humpback whale produces a ring of bubbles around a 
shoal of fish. This is an item of work, and there is a sense in which it potentially contributes 
to fitness, in so far as it enables the humpback and its neighbours to feed when performed 
as part of the bubble net feeding procedure. Is it therefore a whole task in its own right? Or 
is it best regarded as part of a larger task, since the overall process of bubble net feeding, of 
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which it constitutes one step, is also an item of work which potentially contributes to 
fitness? The Anderson et al. definition does not help us settle such questions.  
 
We can remedy this second weakness by drawing on an idea from Brett Calcott (2006): 
collaborative tasks may be regarded as a form of mechanism, in the sense of Peter 
Machamer, Lindley Darden and Carl Craver (2000). Machamer et al. characterize 
mechanisms in biology as ‘[composed of] entities and activities, organized such that they 
are productive of regular changes from start or set-up to finish or termination conditions’ 
(2000, 3). Calcott’s proposal is that cooperative tasks constitute a species of mechanism: 
specifically, they are mechanisms composed of entities and activities organized such that 
they are productive of regular fitness benefits.  
 
This goes some way towards addressing concerns about task individuation: if tasks are 
mechanisms, then individuating tasks is a matter of individuating mechanisms; and, while 
there is no formal method or algorithm for the individuation of mechanisms, it is a feat 
biologists routinely accomplish in many different areas of biology. In the specific case of 
the humpback whales, we can see that, while bubble net feeding as a whole is plausibly 
regarded as a mechanism that produces regular fitness benefits, the component steps of 
that mechanism are only productive of fitness benefits if the other steps are also completed 
in the correct order. This provides us with principled grounds for regarding these steps as 
parts of tasks (or subtasks), rather than as tasks in their own right.  
 
In light of these considerations, I will work with the following, modified characterization 
of a collaborative task: 
 
Collaborative task: A multi-step mechanism that regularly 
produces fitness benefits when each of its component activities 
is completed successfully and in the correct order.   
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2.2.3 Aspects of task structure 
While some tasks may be completed by a single individual, many require multiple 
contributions in order to generate a fitness benefit (including all the examples introduced 
above). In such cases, the general causal picture is not the intuitive picture of a single actor 
conferring a benefit on a recipient: it is one of many actors collaborating to confer a benefit 
through task completion (Figure 2.4). The recipients may be the same individuals as the 
actors (as in the case of a task performed by a number of individuals for their mutual 
benefit) but they need not be; indeed, in the kinds of cases that will concern us here—cases 
in which the recipient is a queen or a germ cell—the recipients rarely participate in any 
tasks, and the actors rarely gain any personal fitness benefit from their efforts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note that, even on the highly-idealized picture of task-based cooperation shown in Figure 
2.4, it is unclear how, if at all, we can resolve the benefit conferred on the recipient into 
discrete components contributed by each of the actors. Should we say that each actor 
contributed B/n, where B is the total benefit conferred and n is the number of actors? Or 
should we say that each actor contributed B% –&B*, where B* is the reduced benefit that 
would have been conferred if that actor had not participated? The former measure takes no 
account of the fact that some actors may make a greater contribution to the task than 
Recipient(s)&+&w&Actors&+/)&w&
Task&completion&
Figure 2.4: An idealized representation of task-based cooperation. 
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others, while the latter measure allows that the total benefit conferred by the actors may 
differ from the total benefit received by the recipient.7 Neither, therefore, is satisfactory. 
But if the total benefit of task completion cannot be resolved into discrete individual 
contributions, the pairwise fitness transaction model does not hold: task completion 
confers a benefit on the recipient that cannot be treated as a sum of the benefits conferred 
by the individual actors considered separately (Figure 2.5).  
 
Of course, the failure of these two simple measures hardly shows that the overall benefit 
could not be resolved into discrete components attributable to the different actors: some 
more complicated measure may yet succeed where the simple measures fail (this is an 
issue I revisit in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1, and in Appendix D). But it does show that 
decomposing the benefit of task completion is by no means a straightforward business: 
even in very simple cases, we can see how acknowledging the task structure of cooperation 
puts the pairwise fitness transaction model under strain. Moreover, even if we could find 
an acceptable means of decomposing the benefit into components attributable to 
individual actors, this procedure would belie the true causal structure of the mechanism by 
which the benefit was generated. For, causally speaking, the benefit generated by a 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Suppose, for instance, that every contribution is needed for the completion of the task, so that B*&=&0 and B%–&
B*&=&B. On this measure, the benefit conferred is nB, but the benefit received is only B. 
Figure 2.5: The benefit of task completion does not straightforwardly 
decompose into discrete, additive components contributed by the 
individual actors. 
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collective task is not a sum of benefits separately generated by individual tasks: it is the 
product of a single mechanism in which all the relevant actors are participating entities.  
 
I now want to consider four further features that add to the complexity of task-based 
cooperation. The list is not intended to be exhaustive (see Anderson and McShea 2001 for a 
more detailed synthesis). The purpose of this brief survey, in addition to that of 
introducing key concepts we will revisit in later chapters, is to highlight two general 
points. The first is that many of the organizational features of the most complex social 
groups are shared, in some form or another, by multicellular organisms. The second is that 
the same features are also exhibited, albeit to a much lesser degree, by many simpler 
animal societies. The overall picture is one in which the same broad types of complex 
social phenomena recur throughout the biological hierarchy, wherever groups of entities 
are bound into stable, integrated wholes.  
 
Division of labour  
Informal talk of division of labour is widespread in discussions of the major transitions in 
evolution (see, e.g., Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1995, Godfrey-Smith 2009, Bourke 
2011), but Anderson, Franks and McShea (2001) deploy the notion in a relatively technical 
sense. For Anderson et al., labour is divided when a task is split into more than one distinct 
subtask, where a subtask is an item of work that would not by itself confer a inclusive 
fitness benefit but that fulfils one of the necessary conditions for the completion of a larger 
task. Subtasks may themselves be divided into further subtasks, and so on. Anderson et al. 
provide no algorithm for the individuation of subtasks, but suggest that in practice the 
subtasks are often easily identified. For instance, they describe a grass harvesting task in 
Hodotermes mossambicus, where the workforce is visibly divided into cutters and 
transporters (Anderson et al. 2001, 645).  
 
By conceptualizing division of labour in this way, we make the notion distinct from that of 
specialization (see below). Indeed, they are properties of different things: tasks are divided, 
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while workers are specialized. This conceptual distinction, though rarely drawn explicitly, 
is a helpful one, because the division of a task into subtasks may occur without the 
specialization of workers, and vice versa. 
 
Specialization  
Specialization is correlation between the properties of workers and the tasks they 
undertake.8 It thus requires some form of differentiation among workers. In the eusocial 
Hymenoptera, two kinds of specialization predominate: specialization based on 
morphological differences (in which workers undertake different tasks depending on their 
physical characteristics) and specialization based on age differences (in which workers 
typically perform different tasks at different life stages). As Anderson and McShea (2001) 
note, however, some cases of specialization fall in between these categories. These are 
cases in which workers develop traits that enable them to perform a particular task at a 
particular life stage, only to lose those traits subsequently (they cite the short-lived 
production of royal jelly in honey bees, which leads to the temporary specialization of 
workers in feeding tasks). Polymorphism and age-based polyethism can thus blur into one 
another: we can do better by seeing these as extremes of a continuum of specialization 
based on developmental differences, ranging from superficial, short-lived differences in 
the simplest colonies to spectacular, life-long polymorphism in the most complex.  
 
I want to reserve the term ‘extreme specialization’ for cases in which specialization is 
accompanied by a loss of behavioural totipotency—in other words, cases in which workers 
have lost the ability to undertake some or all tasks other than the task for which they are 
specialized. While eusocial societies with distinct morphological castes exhibit some 
degree of extreme specialization, multicellular organisms display this phenomenon to a far 
greater degree: consider, for example, a human red blood cell, which specializes so 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 Because specialization may be regarded as a kind of correlation, we can quantify the overall degree of 
specialization in a social group using information theory (see Gorelick et al. 2004). It is thus perhaps the only 
aspect of social complexity for which a reasonably straightforward quantitative measure is available. 
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exclusively in oxygen transport that it lacks even a nucleus, a basic prerequisite for 
participation in most other tasks.  
 
Germ-soma specialization occurs when some group members specialize in tasks which 
contribute to the growth and persistence of the collective, while others specialize in tasks 
which generate new collectives. Germ-soma specialization may be extreme, such that 
somatic specialists lose the capacity to generate new collectives, but it need not be (in 
plants, for instance, all cells in the floral meristem can potentially give rise to new 
individuals; see Clarke 2011). Owing to its consequences for within-group conflict, germ-
soma specialization is often assigned special importance in accounts of evolutionary 
transitions (see, e.g., Buss 1987, Michod 2007, Godfrey-Smith 2009, Bourke 2011).  
 
Coordination 
Coordination is a feat of signalling and plasticity, and introduces yet more contingencies 
on which the success of a task may depend: when a task requires coordination, the 
subtasks must be performed at the right time and in the right order. As Anderson and 
Franks (2001) take pains to point out, while coordination presupposes a division of labour, 
it may not always require specialization: a task must be split into subtasks, but the 
workers who undertake the subtasks need not belong to different specialized castes. 
 
Among coordinated tasks, Anderson and Franks distinguish partitioned tasks, in which 
the subtasks take place in a coordinated series, from team tasks, in which the coordinated 
subtasks occur concurrently. While partitioned tasks are fairly widespread in eusocial 
societies (particularly tasks which exhibit a ‘bucket brigade’ style organization; see 
Ratnieks and Anderson 1999), team tasks appear to be relatively rare. Anderson and 
Franks cite nest construction in Oecophylla weaver ants, prey retrieval in Eciton burchelli 
and Dorylus wilverthi (see above), and the decapitation of intruders in Pheidole pallidula (see 
above). They are far from rare in multicellular organisms, however, where teamwork is 
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rife: consider the cellular teamwork involved in an immune response (see above), or a 
coordinated muscle contraction, or the coordinated production of enzymes.  
 
Redundancy 
A workforce contains redundancy when there are more workers than are strictly needed 
for task completion. We see two broad kinds of redundancy in insect societies. The first 
sort (which I will call passive redundancy) occurs when there is a large reserve workforce, 
idle but ready to step in should any labour shortages arise. This phenomenon is 
widespread in eusocial societies (see Hölldobler and Wilson 1990, 342-343). The second 
(which I will call active redundancy) occurs when more workers actively undertake a task 
than are strictly necessary for its completion. We see this in the foraging strategies of 
complex ant societies: large numbers of ants search for food in parallel, then work in 
parallel to retrieve the food that one individual has found (see Oster and Wilson 1978, 
Herbers 1981). The upshot of redundancy in either form is that ‘if one worker doesn’t 
complete the task someone else will’ (Oster and Wilson 1978; see also Section 3). We see a 
clear analogue of this phenomenon in multicellular organisms, where the number of cells 
that specialize in a given task often dramatically exceeds the minimum required for task 
completion. To take a particularly extreme example, the human circulatory system can 
stand to lose one eighth of its total stock of red blood cells during a routine blood donation 
without any significant adverse effects. 
 
We should, I think, take care to distinguish what I have called redundancy (following 
Anderson and McShea 2001, and Hölldobler and Wilson 1990) from a very different 
phenomenon to which the same name has been applied. Andrew F. G. Bourke and Nigel 
R. Franks (1995, 440) contrast what they term the redundancy of parts (that is, the 
existence of surplus workers, which I am calling simply redundancy) with what they term 
the ‘redundancy of functions’. By redundancy of functions, they mean an individual 
worker’s latent capacity to undertake tasks that they are never called upon to perform 
during their lifetime. I will call this phenomenon latent versatility.    
!!
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2.3 Cooperation and control  
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2.3.1 Questions of control 
I turn now to a third family of conceptual issues. Considerations of control are often 
central to empirical debates in behavioural ecology. Yet these debates typically proceed in 
the absence of any strong grip on the meaning of control, or of associated concepts. The 
result is ample scope for ambiguity and semantic confusion. Two examples will serve to 
illustrate the point. 
 
Pheromones: manipulation or honest signalling? 
There is good evidence that queens in many insect societies produce chemicals—
pheromones—which influence the reproductive behaviour of workers in such a way as to 
promote worker sterility (see, e.g, Grozinger et al. 2003; Holman et al. 2010). This has 
given rise to the thought that pheromones provide a means by which the queen 
‘manipulates’ or ‘controls’ the behaviour of workers. The general idea has been around for 
a long time (see, e.g., Wilson 1971; Alexander 1974; Fletcher and Ross 1985; Hölldobler and 
Wilson 1990) and a version of it has recently been revived in a controversial article by 
Martin Nowak, Corina Tarnita and E. O. Wilson (2010), who assert (among many other 
bold and provocative claims) that workers may be regarded as ‘the extrasomatic 
projection of [the queen’s] personal genome’ (2010, 1061) and go on to claim that ‘[t]he 
workers can be seen as “robots” that are built by the queen. They are part of the queen’s 
strategy for reproduction’ (2010, 38 (supplementary information)) . 
 
The best-known critique of the notion that queens control their workers at a distance is 
that of Laurent Keller and Peter Nonacs (1993), who argue that: 
 
[P]heromonal queen control, defined as manipulation and 
control through chemical production alone, has never been 
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conclusively shown to exist and is unlikely to have evolved [...] 
True queen control, we argue, is likely to be found only when 
direct, physical aggression against all subordinates is possible 
with pheromones serving as honest signals rather than as 
controlling substances. (Keller and Nonacs 1993, 788) 
 
Note that Keller and Nonacs are not disputing that the queen emits pheromones which 
influence the behaviour of workers. The debate is not over the reality of pheromones, but 
rather concerns whether these pheromones can be said to give the queen control over the 
behaviour of the workers. The alternative favoured by Keller and Nonacs is that 
pheromones are best regarded as ‘honest signals’ which indicate the location and status of 
the queen, and that the workers adaptively adjust their behaviours to these signals 
without thereby granting her control of those behaviours. While this issue turns in part on 
empirical considerations, it also turns on what is meant by ‘control’. Indeed, without some 
grip on the meaning of control in this context, we will not even be able to make sense of 
what the debate is about. 
 
Altruism in insect societies: voluntary or enforced? 
In a recent review, entomologists Francis Ratnieks and Tom Wenseleers (2008) explore 
similar themes. They set out to challenge the idea that, in social insect colonies, altruistic 
behaviours represent a voluntary sacrifice on the part of the workers, who take a hit to 
their direct fitness in order to boost their indirect fitness through relatives: 
 
[I]t is normally assumed that whether an individual is altruistic 
is under the control of the individual itself, that is altruism is 
voluntary and not socially enforced. But is this true for social 
insect altruism? As we argue here, in many cases it is not. 
(Ratnieks and Wenseleers 2008, 45) 
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The main contrast with Keller and Nonacs discussion is that, when Ratnieks and 
Wenseleers talk of social enforcement, they are not talking primarily about manipulation 
of workers by the queen. Rather, they are referring to apparently coercive or enforcing 
behaviours that workers inflict on one another. They piece together an impressive body of 
evidence indicating that such behaviours are widespread in insect societies, ‘ranging from 
the killing of worker laid eggs to preventing larvae from developing into queens via food 
control’ (2008, 45).  
 
As with the question of whether pheromones are a form of signalling or a form of 
manipulation, the question of whether altruism is voluntary or enforced in the social 
insects turns on conceptual as well as empirical issues. In addition to reinforcing the need 
for a firmer grasp on the notion of control (what exactly does it mean, for example, to 
assert that ‘whether an individual is altruistic is under the control of the individual 
itself’?), this case also highlights the importance of mapping out the conceptual 
relationships between control and other associated concepts, such as enforcement, 
volunteering and manipulation. Compare, for instance, the policing of egg-laying with the 
withholding of food from larvae at an early stage in development. In some sense, both 
types of behaviour intuitively reduce the control an insect has over its own fate; one may 
therefore be tempted to group them under a general heading of coercive behaviours and 
downplay the differences. But the ways in which these behaviours deprive workers of 
control are very different. In the former case, an adult individual loses its capacity to 
produce viable offspring, though it may retain control of other aspects of its behavioural 
phenotype; in the latter case, a developing individual loses control of its own 
developmental fate, though it may yet retain control of the behaviours it performs as an 
adult.  Moreover, we should contrast both these cases with one in which an individual 
directly controls the behavioural phenotype of another, as exemplified by the pheromonal 
control hypothesis considered and rejected by Keller and Nonacs. 
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2.3.2 Control as systematic counterfactual dependence 
The widespread use of ‘control’ and associated notions in behavioural ecology may give 
rise to two related worries. One is familiar from the foregoing discussions of other central 
notions in the study of social behaviour: it is the worry that control talk is problematically 
anthropomorphic—that, in talking of organisms such as ants, wasps, bees and bacteria 
controlling their own actions, manipulating one another, volunteering in cooperative 
endeavours, or enforcing each other’s compliance with social norms, we impute to them a 
level of cognitive sophistication they cannot seriously be considered to possess.  
 
The second worry is that, at bottom, control talk is implicitly committed to the view that 
social behaviour is in some sense genetically programmed. The thought is that, even if we 
grant that biologists are not literally imputing sophisticated forms of intentional agency to 
insects and bacteria, they are assuming a strong analogy between and the role of the mind 
in determining human action and the role of the genome in determining social behaviour—
that to say an organism controls a particular behaviour is to say, in broad terms, that the 
behaviour is ‘in its genes’, or ‘programmed into the genome’ in the same way that a future 
course of action is represented in the mind. This genetic programme metaphor is 
controversial (cf. Section 2.1.5), and building a commitment to its validity into the 
conceptual foundations of control talk would render such talk equally controversial.   
 
In my view, both concerns are misplaced. For I contend that we can explicate the notion of 
genetic control, at least as the term is used in behavioural ecology, without appealing to 
the notion of a genetic programme. We can do this by characterizing control in purely 
counterfactual terms. In short: genetic control of phenotype is a matter of systematic 
counterfactual dependence of phenotypes on genotypes. In talking of ‘systematic 
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counterfactual dependence’, I have in mind David Lewis’s (1973) notion, articulated in the 
following passage:9 
 
Let A1, A2, ... be a family of possible propositions, no two of 
which are compossible; let C1, C2, ... be another such family (or 
equal size). Then if all the counterfactuals A1  →&C1, A2& →&C2, 
...10 between corresponding propositions in the two families are 
true, we shall say that the C’s depend counterfactually on the A’s. 
We can say it like this in ordinary language: whether C1 or C2&or 
... depends (counterfactually) on whether A1 or A2& or ... . 
Counterfactual dependence between large families of 
alternatives is characteristic of processes of measurement, 
perception, or control. (Lewis 1973, 561; his italics and ellipses) 
 
Similar ideas have appeared in recent discussions of ‘causal specificity’ in biology (Sarkar 
2005; Weber 2006; Waters 2007; Woodward 2010; Stegmann forthcoming). A particularly 
notable example is that of James Woodward (2010), who disambiguates two senses in 
which the term ‘causal specificity’ is used in biology and the philosophy of biology. In 
some contexts, Woodward notes, talk of causal specificity connotes that certain kinds of 
effect have very characteristic causes, allowing reliable inferences from effect to cause. In 
other contexts, however, causal specificity has more to do with the ‘fine-grained influence’ 
of one variable over another. Woodward suggests that the influence sense of causal 
specificity can be glossed in terms of a characteristic pattern of counterfactual dependence: 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Lewis’s (1973) paper is mostly remembered for its counterfactual account of singular causation (i.e., the 
causation of one event by another), but it also contains an account of the systematic counterfactual 
dependence of one family of propositions on other. This appears earlier in the paper and is often neglected, 
but it is very relevant to questions of control. Here I employ Lewis’s account of systematic counterfactual 
dependence without endorsing or employing his account of singular causation. 
10 In Lewis’s ‘box arrow’ notation,!A1  →&C1&denotes the counterfactual conditional ‘if!A1!were to obtain, C1!
would obtain’.!
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There are a number of different possible states of C (c1 ... cn), a 
number of different possible states of E (e1 ... en) and a mapping 
F from C to E such that for many states of C each such state has a 
unique image under F in E (that is, F is a function or close to it, 
so that the same state of C is not associated with a different state 
of E, either on the same or different occasions), not too many 
different states of C are mapped on to the same state of E and 
most states of E%are the image under F or some state of C. This 
mapping F should describe patterns of counterfactual 
dependency between states of C and states of E that support 
interventionist counterfactuals. Variations in the time and place 
of occurrence of the various states of E should similarly depend 
on variations in the time and place of occurrence of states of C. 
(Woodward 2010, 305) 
 
Woodward cites Lewis’s (2000) notion of influence as a forerunner; in my view, however, 
Lewis’s (1973) notion of systematic counterfactual dependence represents an earlier and 
closer precursor.11 There are two technical differences between Lewis’s notion of 
systematic counterfactual dependence and Woodward’s notion of causal specificity: 
Lewis’s talk of propositions as the constituents of the relevant counterfactuals gives way to 
Woodward’s talk of states of variables, while Lewis’s simple counterfactuals relating two 
families of propositions (of the form: ‘if proposition A1 were to obtain, proposition C1 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 Roughly speaking, on Lewis’s account an event, C, ‘influences’ another event, E, when a family of 
alternatives representing slight variants of E depends counterfactually on a corresponding family of 
alternatives representing slight variants of C: ‘we have a pattern of counterfactual dependence of whether, 
when and how on whether, when and how’ (2000, 190). Note, however, that this is an account of singular 
causation (intended as a replacement for his 1973 account; see footnote 9), not an account of control or causal 
specificity. Lewis’s earlier notion of systematic counterfactual dependence (on which his 2000 notion of 
influence is parasitic) is more directly relevant to questions of control, though it is neglected by Woodward.  
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would obtain’) are replaced by Woodward’s interventionist counterfactuals (of the form: ‘if 
we were to intervene on C to bring about c1, then E would adopt the value e1’). While these 
differences are not merely superficial,12 they are minor enough that a preference for Lewis 
over Woodward, or vice versa, will make little difference for current purposes. I will talk 
of systematic counterfactual dependence rather than causal specificity, but substituting the 
latter for the former would not imperil the claims I want to make.  
 
As Woodward notes, it is plausible that the structure of an organism’s proteins and RNA 
molecules depends counterfactually, in a reasonably fine-grained way, on the nucleotide 
base sequence in its DNA—and that this at least partly captures the thought that the DNA 
controls the synthesis of RNAs and proteins: 13 
 
 [T]here are many possible states of the DNA sequence and 
many (although not all) variations in this sequence are 
systematically associated with different possible corresponding 
states of the linear sequences of the mRNA molecules and of the 
proteins synthesized. [...] To the extent that such dependency is 
present, varying the DNA sequence provides for a kind of fine-
grained and specific control over which RNA molecules or 
proteins are synthesized. (Woodward 2010, 306; his italics)  
 
It is rather more controversial, however, to suggest that an organism’s behavioural 
phenotype depends on its DNA sequence in the same way. Behaviours are, in many cases, 
hugely sensitive to aspects of an organism’s environment, including the signals and cues it 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 See Briggs (2012) for illuminating discussion of the semantic and metaphysical differences between simple 
and interventionist counterfactuals. 
13 There may well other useful ways of cashing out the idea that DNA controls the synthesis of RNA and 
proteins (see Stegmann forthcoming). I focus on control-as-systematic-counterfactual-dependence because I 
take it to be the most relevant sense of control for my purposes.!
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receives from other organisms. The worry naturally arises that, if control requires 
systematic counterfactual dependence, then genetic control over behavioural phenotypes is 
at best an idealization, at worst a dangerously misleading myth. 
 
Three separate considerations help to deflate this worry. The first is that attributions of 
genetic control in behavioural ecology are normally directed at strategies rather than token 
behaviours. As we saw above (Section 2.1.5), a strategy is best envisioned as a set of 
behavioural dispositions that specify how an organism would behave across the range of 
ecological and social contexts in which it might find itself. Given this conception of a 
strategy, the suggestion that genotypes often possess a significant degree of control over an 
organism’s strategy is compatible with an acknowledgement that they usually possess 
rather less control over an organism’s manifest behaviour. This is a special case of the more 
general observation that, while an organism’s realized phenotype may vary greatly across 
environments—and hence cannot be regarded as being specified, determined or controlled 
to any high degree by the genotype—the norm of reaction relating environment to 
phenotype may still be under largely genetic control (see Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998; 
Pigliucci 2001; West-Eberhard 2003).  
 
The second consideration is that systematic counterfactual dependence of strategy on 
genotype is a matter of degree, not an all or nothing affair. I will not attempt to formulate a 
precise metric of control here; this remains a challenge for future work in this area. Note, 
however, that Lewis’s account of systematic counterfactual dependence suggests an 
intuitive measure in terms of the grain at which the propositions in the A and C sets 
partition the space of possible alternatives. If we can only achieve counterfactual 
dependence by partitioning the possible alternatives at an extremely coarse grain (e.g., if I 
were to set the thermostat to ‘hot’, the temperature would be between 20 and 30°C; if I 
were to set it to ‘cold’, the temperature would be between 10 and 20°C), then the A-
possibilities have only a low degree of control over the C-possibilities. If, by contrast, we 
can still obtain systematic counterfactual dependence even when we partition the 
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possibilities much more finely (if I were to set the thermostat to ‘20°C’, the temperature 
would be 20°C to the nearest degree; if I were to set it to ‘21°C’, the temperature would be 21°C&to the nearest degree, and so on), then the A-possibilities control the C-possibilities to a 
much higher degree. It is very likely that an organism’s behavioural dispositions will 
depend on its genotype to some degree, though the precise degree may vary greatly from 
case to case.  
 
The third is that control is not exclusive: assigning a degree of control to an organism’s 
genotype is compatible with other causes having an equal or perhaps greater degree of 
control. Hence, while control is often cited as a special feature of genetic causes—a feature 
which objectively distinguishes their role in development from those of other causes, such 
as environmental causes14—talk of genetic control is not essentially committed to this view. 
We can, in principle, assign degrees of control to aspects of an organism’s environment.15 
 
These considerations go some way towards validating talk of genetic control, conceived in 
terms of systematic counterfactual dependence, in the context of social behaviour. Bearing 
all these points in mind, I propose the following account of notion of control, as it applies 
in behavioural ecology: 
 
Genetic control: The degree to which an organism, O, 
genetically controls a behavioural strategy, S0, is the degree to 
which the strategy set, S, of which S0 is a member, exhibits 
systematic counterfactual dependence on the set of alternative 
genotypes, G, of which O’s genotype, G0, is a member.  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 See Sarkar 2004; Weber 2006; Waters 2007; Woodward 2010. 
15 For instance, we might allow that the ambient temperature controls, to some extent, the sex of reptiles with 
mechanisms for temperature-dependent sex-determination; though since the dependence is coarse-grained, 
the degree of control is low.  !
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Though I have not provided a quantitative measure, we can see that the degree of control 
will depend on the grain at which we can partition S and G while retaining counterfactual 
dependence of alternative strategies on alternative genotypes. If we can only achieve 
systematic counterfactual dependence by characterizing both strategies and genotypes in a 
highly coarse-grained, disjunctive fashion (if O were to have G0 or G1 or G2 or ..., it would 
do S0 or S1 or S2 or ...), we have a low degree of genetic control; if we can move to finer and 
finer grains of analysis without losing counterfactual dependence, we have higher and 
higher degrees of genetic control, arriving eventually at the ideal limit of a one-to-one 
mapping of the members of G on to the members of S (if O were to have G0, it would do S0; 
if O were to have G2, it would do S2, ...). 
 
On the account I have outlined, attributions of degrees of control are relative to a set of 
possible alternative strategies, S, and a set of possible alternative genotypes, G.  The 
implication is that reasonable attributions of degrees of control are dependent on a 
reasonable choice of S and G: oddly gerrymandered sets of strategies and genotypes may 
yield strange control attributions.16 How, then, should membership of S and G be 
determined? One possibility is to restrict membership of S and G to strategies and 
genotypes actually present in the population (cf. Waters 2007). But while this might 
produce useful control attributions for some theoretical purposes (we could talk of ‘actual 
control’, where an organism actually controls a strategy if and only if it controls it relative 
to the actual sets of strategies and genotypes in the population), it seems too stringent a 
restriction to apply across the board. The reason is that actual control requires actual 
variation with respect to the strategy in question, and we may want to attribute degrees of 
control with respect to some behavioural strategy even when the strategy does not 
actually vary in the population under study. I therefore leave open the question of how S 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 This problem is not avoided by adopting Woodward’s notion of ‘causal specificity’ in place of systematic 
counterfactual dependence. For, on Woodward’s account, assessments of causal specificity are relative to the 
choice of the cause and effect variables. In this context, the variables would be S and G, and the problem of 
how to determine membership of these sets would remain. 
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and G should be determined. Like prior probabilities in Bayesian epistemology, they will 
typically have their origins in somewhat murky intuitive judgements about the 
plausibility of different alternatives. All we can say is that, just as reasonable priors are 
needed for reasonable posterior probabilities, reasonable choices of S and G are required 
for reasonable attributions of genetic control. 
 
2.3.3 Related notions 
How does the notion of control, conceived in terms of systematic counterfactual 
dependence between a strategy set and a genotype set, relate to the associated concepts we 
encountered in the cases discussed in Section 2.2.3? I will first consider the relationship 
between control and manipulation. I will then turn to the relationships between control, 
enforcement, acquiescence and volunteering. In both cases, I will stress the need to 
separate questions of control from other, conceptually distinct questions with which they 
are easily conflated. 
 
Signal-induced behaviours: coordination versus manipulation 
The common cuckoo (Cuculus canorus) is an iconic manipulator. A notorious brood 
parasite, the mother discreetly drops her eggs into the another bird’s nest (there are many 
host species, perhaps the best-known being the Eurasian reed warbler, Acrocephalus 
scirpaceus); the host then feeds and raises the cuckoo chick as if it were her own, deceived 
by the calls of the cuckoo chick, which mimic with uncanny precision the calls of the 
conspecific chick she might otherwise have raised (see Payne 2005 for further details). In 
formulating an account of manipulation, it will be helpful to keep this example in mind: 
we want an account that correctly identifies the cuckoo’s behaviour as manipulative, 
without also counting as manipulative the barely distinguishable calls of a bona fide reed 
warbler chick. 
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One might intuitively imagine that manipulation is a form of control, and that the notion 
as it applies in behavioural ecology should be defined in terms of control. But if we are to 
think of control as I have urged—that is, in terms of systematic counterfactual 
dependence—this approach will not do. The reason, in a nutshell, is that considerations of 
counterfactual dependence do not correctly identify the difference between the behaviour 
of the cuckoo chick and that of the reed warbler chick. The reed warbler’s feeding 
behaviour depends counterfactually on call of the cuckoo chick to some degree; the chick 
can therefore be said to have some degree of control over the mother’s feeding behaviour. 
Crucially, however, the call of the bona fide reed warbler chick has exactly the same effect 
on its mother’s behaviour; so the reed warbler chick can be said to possess exactly the same 
degree of control.  
 
If the difference between these cases is not one of systematic counterfactual dependence, 
then what is it? Plausibly, it has something to do with the information the chicks convey to 
the reed warbler mother when they call. Yet both signals convey the same information. 
Informally, they both say ‘I am your offspring and I need food’. More formally, both 
signals raise the probability, conditional on the evidence available to the mother,17 that the 
mother is interacting with one of its own chicks, and that the chick is hungry. In this sense, 
they both carry the same informational content (see Skyrms 2010 for a detailed treatment 
of informational content in terms of conditional probability-raising). Crucially, however, 
there is a difference in the accuracy of the two signals: the call of the reed warbler chick is 
accurate, in that it raises the conditional probability, from the mother’s point of view, of a 
state that actually obtains; whereas the call of the cuckoo chick, though aurally 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 There is no intended connotation here that the mother is capable of consciously making probability 
judgements. Skyrms’ (2011) account of informational content is intended to be far more general than this: for 
instance, it is intended to apply to signalling among bacteria. The probabilities are taken to be objective 
conditional probabilities; they can be computed in principle by human observers, but need not be computed 
by agents in the population under study. 
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indistinguishable, is deceptive, in that it raises the conditional probability, from the 
mother’s point of view, of a state that does not obtain.  
 
With this in mind, I propose that we restrict the term ‘manipulation’ to describe only those 
cases in which behaviours are induced by deceptive signalling: 
 
Manipulation: One individual manipulates another with 
respect to a particular behaviour iff the first induces the second 
to perform that behaviour by means of a deceptive signal. 
 
Thus construed, the appropriate contrast with manipulation is coordination, in which a 
behaviour is induced by an accurate or ‘honest’ signal:18 
 
Coordination: One individual coordinates with another with 
respect to a particular behaviour iff the first performs the 
behaviour only in response to an honest signal from the second. 
 
This account of manipulation (and coordination) makes sense of Keller and Nonacs 
contrast between manipulation and ‘honest signalling’, a contrast that may seem puzzling 
at first glance. But it also suggests that Keller and Nonacs are wrong to equate 
manipulation with ‘queen control’ of worker strategies. For, on my account, the question of 
whether a pheromone-induced behaviour represents a case of coordination or 
manipulation—that is, the question of whether it is the product of honest or deceptive 
signalling—is conceptually distinct from that of whether pheromonal signals afford the 
queen any degree of control over the behavioural strategies of the workers. The former 
question concerns the content of the signal—is it honest or deceptive?! —while the latter 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Compare Section 2.2.3: to say that a task requires coordination between its participants is to say that it 
cannot be completed without the participants signalling honestly to each other (typically about the subtask 
they are performing and its state of completion) and responding appropriately to one another’s signals. 
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concerns the extent to which a worker’s behavioural strategy exhibits systematic 
counterfactual dependence on the content of the signals it receives. It is a conceptual 
possibility that a queen manipulates her workers into performing particular behaviours by 
means of deceptive signals without thereby achieving any significant degree of control 
over their strategies; it also a conceptual possibility that queen achieves control over 
worker strategies through honest signalling. Hence, even if we settle definitively the 
question of whether pheromonal signals are honest or deceptive, the question of whether 
they facilitate queen control of worker strategies remains open.  
 
Note that the open question here is not whether pheromones afford the queen some 
degree of control over the manifest behaviour of the workers, but whether they afford the 
queen a degree of control over the workers’ strategies, construed as sets of behavioural 
dispositions. A pheromone-producing queen is very likely to have some degree of control 
over which behaviours her workers actually manifest, since worker strategies often issue 
in different behaviours in response to different pheromonal stimuli; indeed, if the 
dependence of manifest behaviour on pheromonal stimulus is sufficiently fine-grained, 
the queen may even have a high degree of control over the manifest behaviour of the 
workers. But this is quite compatible with the claim that the worker alone controls the 
strategy—that is, the set of behavioural dispositions that determine its responses to stimuli. 
It may well be the case in many species of social insect that the queen is able to influence 
the manifest behaviour of workers, yet has no control over how the workers will respond 
to the signals she emits. Compare: I can easily control whether or not the glass on the table 
in front of me is actually smashed, but I have no control over whether or not it is fragile. 
 
Of course, it may turn out that queens in some species do enjoy a degree of control over 
the strategies of workers, as well as over their manifest behaviour. The crucial point is that 
we should take care not to conflate these hypotheses: positing a degree of queen control 
over the workers’ manifest behaviour is not equivalent to positing a significant degree of 
queen control over the workers’ behavioural dispositions. The former can be achieved 
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through any form of signalling; the latter is much less easily achieved.  And we should 
take even greater care not to conflate either of these hypotheses with the claim that 
pheromonal signals are manipulative, in the sense of inducing behaviour through 
deceptive informational content. 
 
Enforcement, acquiescence and volunteering  
Like manipulation, the notions of enforcement, acquiescence and volunteering sound, at 
least on first hearing, as though they ought to be defined in terms of control. Again, 
however, I suspect that this intuition, though perhaps reasonable in the human context, is 
not correct in the context of behavioural ecology. In contemporary theory, enforcement is 
most commonly used to refer to mechanisms that help maintain cooperation in a social 
group by differentially imposing fitness costs on defectors, and/or fitness benefits on 
cooperators, to counterbalance the costs of cooperating relative to defecting. I propose that, 
to avoid conflating it with other notions, we should restrict the use of the term 
‘enforcement’ to only those cases in which such a mechanism is present: 
 
Enforcement: A strategy is enforced iff fitness penalties are 
differentially imposed on individuals that fail to adopt it and/or 
fitness rewards are differentially conferred on individuals that 
do adopt it.  
 
An enforcement mechanism is active if penalties and rewards are actually imposed on 
members of the social group. Enforcement mechanisms need not be active, however. If 
they are effective enough, the population may evolve such that virtually all individuals 
cooperate. If, at this point, the mechanism were simply to break down and disappear, 
defection might once again start to gain a foothold. An alternative is for the mechanism to 
be retained but in a latent state: inactive, but ready to spring into action should a 
significant number of defectors arise (see Wenseleers et al. 2004; Ratnieks and Wenseleers 
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2008). I propose that we reserve the term ‘acquiescence’ for cases in which a strategy is 
maintained by virtue of a latent enforcement mechanism: 
 
Acquiescence: An individual acquiesces to performing a 
particular strategy or behaviour iff (i) the strategy or behaviour 
is not actively enforced, but (ii) there exists a latent enforcement 
mechanism without which the strategy would not be 
evolutionarily stable. 
 
Both active enforcement and acquiescence can then be contrasted with volunteering. 
Volunteering, like any other term in behavioural ecology, should not be construed as 
imputing psychological motives to evolutionary agents, but should rather be construed in 
a technical sense in terms of the absence of an enforcement mechanism: 
 
Volunteering: An individual volunteers to adopt a particular 
strategy iff it is not exposed to any enforcement mechanism, 
whether active or latent, with respect to this strategy. 
 
It is important to recognize that none of these enforcement-related notions has any close 
conceptual connection to the notion of control, conceived in terms of systematic 
counterfactual dependence. An individual may retain a high degree of control over its 
behavioural strategy and yet only adopt that strategy as a response to active or latent 
enforcement. Similarly, an individual’s strategy may be voluntary, in the sense of being 
unenforced, while still being heavily influenced by another individual. Suppose, for 
example, that a particular ant is caused to develop particular morphological characteristics 
by differential feeding in the larval stage, but is not subject to any kind of enforcement 
mechanism, whether active or passive, as an adult. The ant’s behavioural strategy as an 
adult will not be under its own full control: it will have been specified to some degree by 
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the feeding regime imposed upon it in the larval stage. But this does not mean the strategy 
it adopts is enforced, in the sense of incurring differential penalties or rewards.  
 
By keeping enforcement and related notions separate from the notion of control, we can 
clearly distinguish a case in which an individual’s strategy is self-controlled but subject to 
penalties/rewards, from a case in which an individual’s strategy is not fully under its own 
control but is not subject to penalties/rewards. This distinction is important, for the two 
cases exemplify two different mechanisms for the maintenance of cooperative phenotypes. 
If we use enforcement and control loosely and interchangeably, we will end up glossing 
over this distinction. 
 
The question of whether altruism in insect societies is voluntary or enforced is also quite 
different from the question of whether it is a product of coordination, manipulation or 
neither. The latter concerns the informational content of the signal by which a behaviour is 
induced, while the former depends on whether there is a regime in place that differentially 
penalizes those individuals who make the selfish choice, or differentially rewards those 
who cooperate. 
 
We therefore have at least three different questions we can ask about the mechanisms by 
which social behaviours and strategies are induced and maintained. We can ask who 
controls the behaviour or the underlying strategy, and to what degree. We can ask 
whether a particular behaviour is a product of coordination (honest signalling) or 
manipulation (deceptive signalling). And we can ask whether the strategy or behaviour is 
enforced (and, if so, whether the enforcement is active or latent) or if it is voluntary. The 
distinctions between these questions should not be blurred—and we should not assume 
that, by finding the answer to one of them, we will find the answer to either of the other 
two. 

THREE 
!
Selection, Transmission and the Price Formalism 
 
 
The previous chapter addressed a cluster of foundational concepts in behavioural ecology. 
In this chapter, I change tack, and consider a number of related philosophical issues raised 
by formal representations of evolution. These projects may initially appear unrelated, but 
of course they are not: in later chapters, we will see how formal representations of 
evolution are able to shed light on the origins of social phenomena.  
 
I focus in particular on the ‘covariance selection mathematics’ of George R. Price (1970, 
1972), which has in recent decades become the preferred framework of many evolutionary 
biologists for the formulation of fundamental theory, and which provides the basic 
theoretical apparatus for subsequent chapters. There are many good existing introductions 
to the Price formalism (see, e.g., Grafen 1985a; Frank 1995, 1997a, 1998; Rice 2004; Okasha 
2006; McElreath and Boyd 2007; Gardner et al. 2007; Gardner 2008; Wenseleers et al. 2010; 
Gardner et al. 2011). But although I stay close these standard treatments in some respects, 
my discussion differs in emphasizing interpretative questions relevant to the study of 
social evolution that the mathematics alone does not settle.  
 
In Section 3.1, I outline the derivation of the central principle of Price’s formalism—the 
standard version of the Price equation—and explain the meaning of the variables it 
describes. In Section 3.2, I contrast phenotypic formulations of the Price equation with 
genetic formulations. I show that there is a substantive difference between them with 
regard to how they account for the effects of heritability on evolutionary change, and I 
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argue for the superiority of genetic formulations in many social-evolutionary contexts. In 
Section 3.3, I discuss the causal interpretation of the Price equation as a separation of the 
effects of selection and transmission. I argue that we need to distinguish primary, 
secondary and tertiary effects of natural selection, and I show how we can use a three-
term variant of the Price equation to separate all three effects. In Section 3.4, I examine 
three different ways in which organisms may usefully be sorted into equivalence classes 
within the Price formalism (namely: trait-groups, genotypic classes and developmental 
classes). I then bring these considerations to bear on two philosophical debates: one 
concerning the relationship between the Price formalism and ‘evolutionary nominalism’ 
(Godfrey-Smith 2009a; Nanay 2010), and the other concerning the relationship between 
kin-selectionist and multi-level approaches to the analysis of social evolution. 
3.1 Introducing the Price equation 
 
3.1.1 Ingredients 
The Price equation is a highly general, highly abstract description of the change in 
aggregate properties between two sets. It is a piece of mathematics: its biological 
interpretation and application to organic evolution are entirely optional. To derive the 
equation, all we need is two sets of countable entities. In biology, the entities will often be 
organisms, but the derivation of the Price equation does not assume this. We label one 
population the ancestor-population (A) and the other population the descendant-
population (D). In biology, the sets will usually be earlier and later time-slices of the same 
evolving population, so the labels are usually apt. But again, the derivation does not 
assume this.  
 
The sets A and D must satisfy two conditions. First, the members of the two sets must be 
related by some salient mapping relation. In the abstract, we can represent this mapping 
relation as R. We need to be able to say, for each member of A, to which descendants it is 
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connected by R; and, for each member of D, to which ancestors it is connected by R. In 
biology, R will often be the relation of direct lineal descent1; that is, R will connect each 
member of A$ to all and only those members of D of which it is a direct, genealogical 
ancestor. Again, however, the derivation of the equation does not assume any particular 
biological interpretation of the R-connections.  
 
Second, we must be able to attribute to each member of A and D a property,$z; and we need 
to be able to attribute to each member of A two additional properties, w and z′ . Let us 
consider each of these properties in turn.  
 
z:" The first property, z, is the property we are interested in studying—perhaps 
because its mean changes between the two sets, or perhaps because its mean stays 
the same. In biology, this will usually be a phenotypic or genotypic property or 
some kind (see Section 2.2). The only constraint on the nature of z is that we must 
be able to assign to each member of A and D a number representing its value for that 
property (if the property is qualitative, we can represent its presence as 1z =  and 
its absence as 0z = ).  
 
w:" The second property,$ w, represents, for any particular ancestor, the number of 
entities in the D to which it is connected by R. In biology, this will usually be the 
number of entities to which it is connected by direct lineal descent. This quantity is 
often glossed as fitness (or realized fitness, when it is important to distinguish 
realized from expected fitness; I do not discuss this distinction here). I adopt this 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Why ‘direct’? When generations overlap, some organisms within the ancestor-set may be the offspring of 
other organisms in the ancestor-set. For instance, the ancestor-set may contain the parents and grandparents 
of a particular descendant. In order to avoid double-counting, we usually ignore these relationships when 
assigning descendants to ancestors. So if the ancestor-set were to contain the parents and grandparents of a 
particular descendant, this descendant would by connected by R to its parents, but not to its grandparents 
(inclusive fitness analysis complicates this picture somewhat; cf. Chapter 5). !
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terminology here, but an important disclaimer is needed: an entity’s fitness, thus 
construed, may come apart significantly from the intuitive notion of (realized) 
fitness as a measure of an organism’s total number of offspring. First, w in the Price 
formalism can, in principle, be ascribed to any countable entity, whenever we have 
two sets of these entities connected by an appropriate mapping relation. It might, in 
principle, be ascribed to molecules, genes, cells, groups, species, ecosystems, 
cultural variants, and more; and there is no formal requirement that the entities to 
which it is ascribed are capable of ‘reproduction’ in any intuitive sense. Second, 
even when the w-bearers are organisms, and even when the mapping relation R is 
direct lineal descent, an organism’s number of offspring is rarely the best measure 
of its value for$w. Fitness, in the sense of the Price formalism, will reliably align with 
number of offspring only when generations do not overlap, and when the A$and$D 
populations are separated by a single generation. When generations do overlap (so 
that organisms of different ages coexist in the same population), or when the 
ancestor- and descendant-sets are separated by multiple generations, the two 
notions will often come apart: an organism’s total reproductive output may not be a 
good indicator of the number of direct descendants it contributes to the descendant-
set.2 For this reason, some authors prefer to gloss w  as reproductive value, and, 
following R.A. Fisher (1930), label it with the letter ‘v’ (Grafen 2006b; Wenseleers et 
al. 2010; Gardner et al. 2011).  
 
z′ : The third property, z′ , represents, for any particular member of A, the average 
value of z in the members of the descendant-set to which it is related by R. To 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 For example, in an age-structured population, younger organisms are likely to contribute more direct 
descendants to the descendant-set than older organisms with the same lifetime reproductive output. In a 
class-structured population (e.g., an eusocial insect society), organisms which produce offspring of more 
productive classes are likely to contribute more direct descendants to the descendant-set than organisms 
which have the same total output but which produce offspring of less productive classes (assuming the 
ancestor- and descendant-sets are separated by more than one generation). 
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calculate z′ for the ith individual ( iz′ ),!we look at the value of z in its descendants, 
and take the average of these values. Importantly, however, although we may 
calculate z′  by looking at D, it is still a property of a member of$A: it is a relational 
property of an ancestor, a piece of information about the way it has transmitted its 
z-value to its descendants.!  
 
3.1.2 The derivation 
Given the definitions of$ z, iz′ and w, the derivation of the Price equation is fairly 
straightforward. We begin by writing the change in the mean value of z between A and D 
as its mean value in D, minus its mean value in$A:  
 
 
 
We then express each of these averages as a sum over properties of members of A. To 
calculate the average z -value in A, we simply sum over the z -values of each of the n 
members of that set, and divide by n: 
 
 
 
Crucially, however, we do not calculate the average z -value in D by summing over the z -
values of the members of D. Instead, we sum over the iz′ -values of individuals in A, 
weighting each ancestor by its relative value for w (i.e., by the relative number of 
descendants to which it is connected by R): 
 
 
 
At first sight, writing the average z -value in D$as a fitness-weighted sum of z′ -values in A 
may seem eccentric. Why not simply sum over the z -values of the individuals in D? This 
D Az z zΔ = −
1 n
A i
i
z z
n
= ∑
1 n
D i
i
wz z
n w
′= ∑
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move, however, is absolutely critical to the derivation. By expressing the average z -value 
in D$as a sum over properties of$A, we lay the foundations for a result that describes how 
the properties of the two sets relate to one another. It is also the only point at which the 
derivation makes a substantive assumption about the populations it describes. To be 
specific, it is assumed that all descendants have the same number of ancestors, since it is only 
on this assumption that Dz is equal to a fitness-weighted average of the ancestors’ z′ -
values. Since there are possible pairs of ancestor- and descendant-populations in which 
the R-connections violate this assumption, there are possible pairs of populations for 
which the standard Price equation does not hold (see Kerr and Godfrey-Smith 2009 for an 
extension of the Price equation to accommodate these cases). Nevertheless, the assumption 
is widely applicable to evolving populations in nature. 
 
Combining our expressions for !zA  and!zD , we obtain the following: 
 
  (3.1.1) 
 
The rest of the derivation is a simple exercise in rearrangement and re-labelling. First, we 
rewrite (3.1.1) as follows: 
 
 
 
By merging the second and third summations, and by re-labelling i iz z′ − as izΔ , we obtain 
the following: 
  
   (3.1.2) 
 
1 1n ni
i i
i i
wz z z
n w n
′Δ = −∑ ∑
( )1 1 1n n ni ii i i i
i i i
w wz z z z z
n w n w n
′Δ = − + −∑ ∑ ∑
( )1 1 1n ni ii i
i i
w wz z z
n w n w
⎛ ⎞Δ = Δ + −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑ ∑
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This is the Price equation in all but name. By applying the standard definitions of 
‘expectation’ and ‘covariance’3, we can re-label the terms as follows: 
 
 
 
By reversing the order of the terms, we obtain the equation in its original and most 
commonly used form: 
 
   (3.1.3) 
 
Although relabelling the terms in equation (3.1.2) as ‘covariance’ and ‘expectation’ allows 
for a compact and convenient expression of the Price equation, it can also lead to 
confusion. This is because, in statistics, ‘covariance’ and ‘expectation’ are normally 
understood either as properties of the probability distributions of random variables, or as 
properties of a sample drawn at random from a larger population. Yet the derivation of 
the Price equation makes no assumption that z is a random variable, or that A and D are 
samples from a larger population (cf. van Veelen et al. 2012). As a result, the use of 
statistical notation arguably gives the impression that the equation is less general than it 
actually is.  
 
I will stay reasonably close to Price’s statistical notation here, though I note that various 
alternatives are available: in addition to the statistical form given in equation (3.1.3) and 
the ‘naked’, algebraic form given in equation (3.1.2), it is also possible to rewrite the Price 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!Expectation:!For a discrete random variable, ( )E i i
i
X p x=∑ , where ix !is"the!ith!possible state of!X,!and! ip !is 
its probability of obtaining. In the present context, we are weighting values ofw zΔ by frequency rather than 
probability; and, since we are counting each individual’s value for w zΔ separately, 1
i
p n=  for all i.  
Covariance: The covariance of two random variables is the expected product of their deviations from the 
mean, i.e.,! ( ) [ ]( ) [ ]( )[ ]Cov , E E EX Y X X Y Y= − − ! or, equivalently (and often more conveniently),
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Cov , E E EX Y XY X Y= − .!
!
( ) ( )1 Cov , Ez w z w z
w
⎡ ⎤Δ = + Δ⎣ ⎦
( ) ( )E Cov ,w z w z
z
w w
Δ
Δ = +
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equation in vector notation, or even in information-theoretic notation (Frank 2012). Since 
these variants are all equivalent statements of the same theorem, one’s preference in this 
regard will no doubt depend on one’s prior views as to how the evolutionary process 
ought to be represented. Price’s statistical formulation is in keeping with Fisher’s (1930) 
conviction that natural selection, like the behaviour of gases, is a phenomenon properly 
described in the language of statistics. 
3.2 Genetic versus phenotypic formulations 
  
We noted above that, in the Price equation, z can be used to represent any property for 
which every individual in the ancestor- and descendant-sets has a value. Although the 
letter z is conventionally used to denote phenotypes, there is no requirement that the Price 
equation be used to describe only phenotypic change; indeed, social evolution theorists 
more commonly deploy the equation to describe change in the genetic properties of 
individuals (see, e.g., Price 1970, 1972a; Grafen 1985a; Wade 1985). In this section I 
compare several genetic versions of the Price equation, and contrast these with a purely 
phenotypic formulation. The aim is to draw attention to the substantive differences in how 
the different formulations partition the overall evolutionary change. 
 
3.2.1  The genetic Price equation(s) 
 
Allelic values 
We usually think of an ‘allele frequency’ as a property of a population: namely, it is the 
total number of copies of that allele in the population, divided by the total number of 
copies there would be, if every individual possessed the maximum number of copies it 
could possess (i.e., if every individual had the maximum ‘allelic dosage’). As Price (1970) 
notes, however, allele frequencies can also be ascribed to individuals. Roughly speaking, 
we can define an individual’s personal frequency for a particular allele as the number of 
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copies of that allele that individual possesses (i.e., its personal allelic dosage), divided by 
its personal ploidy. Following Frank (1998), I will refer to these personal allele frequencies 
as allelic values:  
  
Allelic value:  An individual’s allelic value (or individual allele 
frequency), x, with respect to a particular allele at a particular 
locus, is the number of copies of that allele it possesses, divided 
by its ploidy.  
 
Note that, given the definition of x, the population mean x  is equal to the overall 
frequency of the allele in the population. Exploiting this convenient relationship, Price 
(1970) originally derived his equation as an expression for the change in overall frequency 
of a particular allele: 
 
(3.2.1) 
 
In his original paper, Price writes equation (3.2.1) without the expectation term. The 
reason is that this term can be assumed to be zero in the absence of mutation, gametic 
selection or intragenomic conflict, and Price follows many population geneticists in 
neglecting these effects. If we do neglect these effects, we obtain the highly elegant result 
that the change in the overall frequency of an allele is equal to the covariance between an 
individual’s relative fitness and its personal allele frequency. It seems probable that Price 
was already well aware that the same result would hold much more generally, indeed for 
any property for which every individual in a population can be assigned a numerical 
value.4 Not unreasonably, however, he took x to be the most salient property for the 
purposes of studying genetical evolution. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Price writes: ‘This is a preliminary communication describing the application to genetical selection of a new 
mathematical treatment of selection in general’ (1970, 520).  
( ) ( )1 Cov , Ex w x w x
w
⎡ ⎤Δ = + Δ⎣ ⎦
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p-scores 
Price’s original formulation is extended, in subtly different ways, by Alan Grafen (1985a) 
and David Queller (1992a,b). Grafen reformulates the Price equation in terms of p-scores, 
where a p-score is a quantitative characterization of an individual’s genotype, obtained by 
aggregating its allelic values (see Grafen 1985a, 2006): 
 
p-score: A p-score, p, is a weighted sum of an individual’s allelic 
values. The weights can take any value, and each possible set of 
weights defines a different p-score. 
 
The notion of a p-score is intended to be as broad as possible: we can assign non-zero 
weights to any linear combination of allelic values we happen to care about, and we can 
weight them in any way we see fit—we can even weight them completely arbitrarily if we 
want to (Grafen 1985a). The most appropriate p-score to use when analysing a particular 
problem will depend on the precise details of the problem. In the simplest case, in which 
we only care about a single allele at a single locus, the relevant p-score is simply an 
individual’s allelic value for that allele. If we care about various alleles at one locus, or at 
multiple loci, the relevant p-score will be one that sums over a larger number of allelic 
values. 
 
The Price equation holds for any possible p-score. There are two ways to see this. One is to 
begin with the fact that the equation holds for a single allelic value; and then to note that, 
since the operators Cov and E are linear5, the same equation will hold for any linear 
combination of such values. The other is to begin with the fact that the Price equation 
holds for any property for which we can assign a value to all members of the ancestor- and 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Formally, ( ) ( ) ( )E E EaX bY a X b Y+ = +  and ( ) ( ) ( )Cov , Cov , Cov ,aX bY Z a X Z b Y Z+ = + . Strictly speaking, Cov is bilinear: it is linear in both arguments. 
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descendant-sets; and then to note that every possible p-score is one such property, even 
though a p-score is unlikely to have any meaningful biological interpretation when the 
alleles are weighted arbitrarily. Either way, we obtain the following variant of the Price 
equation (Grafen 1985a, 2002, 2006a): 
  
(3.2.2) 
 
 
Breeding values 
The drawback with formulating the Price equation in terms of allelic values or p-scores is 
that we often want to explain the evolution of phenotypic characters. Yet studying the sign 
and magnitude of xΔ  or pΔ  can tell us nothing about the sign and magnitude of 
evolutionary change in any phenotype, unless we can establish that the average value of 
some character is more likely to increase if the frequency of a particular gene increases, or 
if the mean value of a particular p-score increases. There is a gap between genotypes and 
phenotypes that neither allelic values nor p-scores can bridge satisfactorily, for they 
concern purely genotypic properties of their bearers. 
 
Queller (1992a,b) suggests an alternative: formulate the Price equation in terms of 
breeding values. The breeding value, a central notion in quantitative genetics, is an 
individual’s value for a phenotypic character as predicted by the average effects of relevant 
alleles (see Falconer and Mackay 1996): 
 
Breeding value:  An individual’s breeding value (or additive 
genetic value), g, for a phenotypic character, z, is a sum of its 
allelic values at relevant loci, weighted by their average effects 
on z so as to give the best possible prediction of the phenotype.  
 
( ) ( )1 Cov , Ep w p w p
w
⎡ ⎤Δ = + Δ⎣ ⎦
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In this context, the ‘average effect’ of an allele is interpreted in statistical terms (following 
Fisher 1930) as the partial regression of the phenotypic value on the allelic value, 
computed by the method of least-squares. Regression analysis and the method of least-
squares, in addition to their role in defining the notion of a breeding value, are also 
implicated in many derivations of Hamilton’s rule. We will therefore revisit these topics in 
Chapter 4, and I will postpone detailed discussion of regression until then. For now, it is 
enough to note that weighting alleles by least-squares regression coefficients yields the 
best prediction of the phenotype that it is possible to obtain from a linear combination of 
allelic values: least-squares theory guarantees that no other system of weightings could 
predict the phenotype with greater accuracy (i.e., with an average error of smaller 
magnitude).  
 
The breeding value bridges the gap between genetic and phenotypic properties. It is 
‘genetic’ in the sense that it is simply a linear combination of allelic values, and allelic 
values are unambiguously genetic.  But it is an unusual genetic property, in that it 
aggregates over as many alleles as it takes to generate the best prediction of the relevant 
phenotype, and weights them with whatever combination of weights maximizes their 
predictive accuracy. It is thus an essentially phenotype-relational property: there can be no 
question of calculating an individual’s breeding value simpliciter, without first specifying a 
phenotypic character with respect to which the breeding value is to be evaluated. 
 
The version of the Price equation we obtain by taking the breeding value as the property 
of interest has a particularly useful feature. From now on, let us no longer use the letter z 
to represent any property at all, but instead use it to represent the phenotypic character of 
interest for which g is the corresponding breeding value. Usefully, the change in the 
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population mean for z will always equal the change in the population mean for g (Frank 
1998, 2012):6 
   
(3.2.3) 
 
In this sense, the breeding value provides the link between genotypic and phenotypic 
change that allelic values or p-scores alone do not provide.  
 
Grafen (1985a, 2006a) suggests that we can regard the breeding value as a special type of 
p-score, but it seems to me that there is a subtle difference. Like a p-score, a breeding value 
is a weighted sum of allelic values. But unlike a p-score, the weights which attach to each 
allelic value are not constants assigned by the theorist, but variables that depend on the 
average effect of each allele on the phenotype. The average effect of an allele can change 
between the ancestor- and descendant-sets. If it does, the weights used to calculate 
breeding values will also change. The upshot is that, in switching from p-scores to 
breeding values, we introduce a new set of influences on the expectation term in the Price 
equation. Like ( )E w xΔ  and ( )E w pΔ , ( )E w gΔ  is affected by mutation, gametic selection 
and intragenomic conflict. But it is also affected by changes in the average effects of alleles 
on z. Such changes might arise from changes in the environment; or from changes in allele 
frequency, if these in turn alter the frequencies of dominance or epistasis effects (see 
Section 2.3.2; see also Frank 1997a, 1998).  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 One might intuitively imagine that z gΔ = Δ  would require substantive assumptions, such as fair meiosis 
or the absence of gene-environment correlation, but this is not the case: the equality is guaranteed by the 
definition of breeding value. Breeding value is a sum of allelic values weighted by their average effects, as 
estimated by the method of least-squares (Falconer and Mackay 1996). In other words,
z
z g ε= + , where zε  is 
the residual phenotypic value not predicted by the average effects of alleles. Consequently, 
z
z g ε= +  and 
z
z g εΔ = Δ + Δ . Least-squares theory guarantees than the mean of residuals on any regression line will be 
zero, implying that 0
z
ε = in both the ancestor- and descendant-sets. It follows that z gΔ = Δ . 
( ) ( )1 Cov , Ez g w g w g
w
⎡ ⎤Δ = Δ = + Δ⎣ ⎦
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3.2.2  Two aspects of heritability 
I now want to consider the differences between a genetic formulation of the Price equation 
in terms of breeding values (i.e., equation (3.2.3)) and a purely phenotypic formulation 
(i.e., equation (3.1.3), when z is interpreted as a phenotypic character). Both express the 
overall change in z  as a sum of two components, but they carve up the change in subtly 
different ways. The difference, in a nutshell, concerns where they count the effects of 
heritability. As a preliminary, it is important to distinguish, following Frank (1997a, 1998), 
two aspects of heritability. In the most general sense, the heritability of a character z is the 
overall extent to which differences between the z-values of ancestors predict differences 
between the z-values of their descendants. The most inclusive measure of the heritability 
of a character is z zβ ′ , the regression of descendant phenotype on ancestor phenotype (Rice 
2004; Okasha 2006, 2010).7 In many cases, however, we can partition this overall measure 
into two components, each attributable to a separate causal process (Figure 2.1).  
 
The first is the transmission, from ancestors to descendants, of genetic material relevant to 
the character.8 All else being equal, greater fidelity in the transmission of genes will issue 
in greater resemblance between parents and offspring; this is the transmission aspect of 
heritability. The second is development, which connects transmitted genetic material to 
realized phenotypes. Since phenotypic differences between ancestors will only recur in 
their descendants if they are underpinned by transmissible genetic differences (though see 
footnote 8), the overall phenotypic resemblance between ancestors and descendants will 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 As before, I postpone detailed discussion of regression until Chapter 4. 
8 Other forms of transmission may often be important in evolution, including epigenetic and cultural 
transmission (Jablonka and Lamb 2005; Helantera 2011). In talking of ‘genes’, I do not mean to downplay the 
significance of non-DNA-based transmission. Indeed, the measure of transmission fidelity as the regression 
of offspring breeding value on parental breeding value can potentially accommodate other forms of 
transmission. While breeding value is usually defined as the phenotypic value predicted by the best additive 
system of allelic predictors, there is no reason why other relevant transmissible properties could not be 
included in the predictor set used to determine breeding value. 
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depend in part on the extent to which phenotypic variation among ancestors is explained 
by transmissible genetic variation. This is the variance aspect of heritability.  
 
The transmission aspect of heritability, with respect to a particular character, is most 
naturally measured by g gβ ′ , the regression of descendant breeding value on ancestor 
breeding value. The variance aspect of heritability can be quantified by either of two well-
established measures. The first, known as the ‘narrow-sense heritability’, considers the 
ratio of variance in breeding value (i.e., the additive genetic variance) to the overall 
phenotypic variance. The second, known as the ‘broad-sense heritability’, considers the 
ratio of all relevant genetic variance to the overall phenotypic variance (in particular, 
variation in products of allelic values, which predict dominance and epistasis, are also 
considered). In evolutionary biology, the ‘narrow-sense’ measure is almost invariably 
preferred to the ‘broad-sense’ measure. This is not because evolutionary biologists naively 
assume that the proportion of the overall genetic variance accounted for by dominance or 
epistasis is invariably small or negligible. Rather, it is because the role of (the variance 
aspect of) heritability in evolutionary theory is to relate phenotypic variance to its 
transmissible basis; and, when reproduction is sexual and meiosis is fair, the additive 
genetic variance represents the transmissible portion of the overall genetic variance. 
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3.2.3  Comparing the genetic and phenotypic equations 
We can now return to the phenotypic and genetic formulations of the Price equation, and 
consider: which terms are affected by which aspects of heritability? It should be clear enough 
that, in the phenotypic formulation, neither aspect of heritability affects the covariance 
term: ( )Cov ,w z  is sensitive to neither the variance nor transmission aspects, since it 
depends only on the relationship between phenotypic differences and fitness differences 
within the ancestor-set. All the effects of heredity are therefore compressed into the 
expectation term, ( )E w zΔ .  
 
!HERITABILITY"
!TRANSMISSION"ASPECT"!
!
!VARIANCE"ASPECT"
!
!!
!!
!! !
!
!
!
Figure 2.1: A diagram showing the two aspects of heritability and their measures. If all heritability is 
explained by genetic transmission, then the phenotypic correlation denoted by the dashed line is 
fully explained by the correlations denoted by the arrows, i.e., . Note that, by 
definition, the regression of a phenotypic character on its breeding value is 1; but the same does not 
apply to the reversed regression of breeding value on phenotype, which will normally be less than 1. 
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When we look at the genetic formulation, however, we see a different story. The covariance 
term, ( )Cov ,w g , is still insensitive to the transmission aspect of heredity, since it concerns 
only the covariance between fitness and breeding value within the ancestor-set. 
Importantly, however, it does incorporate the effects of the variance aspect of heritability, 
since it is sensitive to the narrow-sense heritability of z: for a given value of ( )Cov ,w z , 
lower narrow-sense heritability implies a lower value of ( )Cov ,w g .9 The phenotypic and 
genetic versions of the Price equation thus agree regarding the term to which they assign 
the transmission aspect of heredity, but they differ regarding to the term to which they 
assign the variance aspect. 
 
The two formulations therefore differ substantively in the way they partition evolutionary 
change. Is there any reason to prefer one to the other? In some contexts, the phenotypic 
formulation will be more useful. This is notably true in cases in which a character is 
transmitted by wholly non-genetic means (e.g., a cultural variant that is uncorrelated with 
any allele). In such cases, the breeding value for that character will not even be well 
defined: the breeding value is the phenotypic value as predicted by relevant (i.e., correlated) 
alleles, and this notion has no meaning if there are no such alleles. We can use the Price 
equation to describe the evolution of such characters (for the cultural case, see Henrich 
and Boyd 2001; Henrich 2004), but in doing so we must employ the phenotypic 
formulation, not the genetic formulation.10 
 
For the study of social evolution in non-human societies, however, the genetic formulation 
can be particularly useful. This is because it allows us to take account of the evolutionarily 
salient correlations that lurk below the surface when genes are differentially expressed. It 
is a truism that the phenotype of any given individual depends not merely on its genes, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 In a nutshell, this is because ( ) ( )Cov , Cov ,gzw g w zβ=  in many cases (see Queller 1992a). 
10 We may still be able to define a useful analogue of the breeding value, where allelic predictors are 
replaced by whatever transmissible predictors are relevant to the phenotype (cf. footnote 8). I do not explore 
this possibility here. 
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but also on how those genes are expressed during its life cycle. The result is that two 
individuals can have the same genetic value but very different phenotypic values for a 
given character; moreover, the phenotypic value of any given individual can vary hugely 
over its lifetime. It is sometimes suggested that this truism about development and 
physiology vitiates a gene-centred approach to evolution, but the opposite is closer to the 
truth: differential gene expression leads to two connected problems for any purely 
phenotypic approach to the analysis of social evolution. One is that, in populations where 
differential gene expression is rife, the overall fidelity of phenotypic transmission will 
often be very poor. As a result, the expectation term in the phenotypic Price equation will 
often be large, and may well be more significant than the covariance term (i.e., the term we 
usually want to analyse) with regard to the overall direction of evolution. The other 
problem is that phenotypic differences between social partners can belie their underlying 
genetic similarity, and this genetic similarity can have important evolutionary 
consequences regardless of whether it is manifested phenotypically.  
 
Abstract as they may seem, both these problems are vividly illustrated by considering a 
eusocial insect colony. In the most complex eusocial societies, workers are highly 
differentiated in both morphology and behaviour, and there is a strict division of 
reproductive labour: all reproduction is undertaken by the queen (see Chapter 5 for 
further details). Usually, theoretical inquiry into the evolution of eusociality pays close 
attention to the genetic relatedness between the workers and the queen. This genetic 
relatedness can help explain how conditionally expressed genes for altruistic behaviour 
can positively co-vary with fitness, since these genes are present in the queen (i.e., the 
beneficiary of the workers’ altruism), as well in the workers who incur the cost. Moreover, 
the reliable transmission of these genes from the queen to her offspring helps explain how 
altruistic behaviour reappears in each newly founded colony.  
 
What would happen if we ignored genotypes, and looked only at phenotypic correlations 
between workers, and between the queen and her offspring? The answer is that the 
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evolutionary stability of eusociality would be much more difficult to explain. The altruistic 
phenotypes of the workers do not co-vary positively with fitness: they are genuinely 
altruistic in that they detract from the lifetime fitness of their bearers, and as such (in 
contrast to the genes underlying them) co-vary negatively with fitness. Without 
considering genetics, we would expect these behaviours to disappear rapidly from the 
population. What we would see instead, however, is that they are retained in the 
population by what would look like a bizarre bias in the transmission of phenotypes: the 
queen, rather than producing offspring that resemble her phenotypically, continually 
produces offspring with morphological and behavioural phenotypes that differ 
dramatically from her own, and that systematically tend to be a great deal more altruistic. 
This ‘bias in phenotypic transmission’ would appear to fortuitously counterbalance the 
selection against altruistic phenotypes in each generation. Until we see the underlying 
genetic similarity behind the phenotypic heterogeneity within and across generations, the 
stability of altruism defies any deeper explanation. 
3.3 Selection, transmission, and ‘spill-over’ 
 
3.3.1 Interpreting the Price formalism 
The standard Price equation is commonly thought to separate the overall evolutionary 
change into a component attributable to natural selection and a component attributable to 
biased transmission (see, e.g., Frank 1995, 1997a, 1998; Gardner et al. 2007; Gardner 2008; 
Gardner and Foster 2008; Wenseleers et al. 2010; Gardner et al. 2011). The covariance term 
is taken to quantify the former, while the expectation term is taken to quantify the latter. 
As Samir Okasha (2006) notes, however, it is doubtful whether this standard interpretation 
is correct in general. The problem is that, in the standard Price equation, both terms 
functionally depend on differential fitness. For recall that the second term—the term 
supposedly attributable to ‘transmission bias’—is an expectation ofw gΔ . Since each 
individual’s value for gΔ  is weighted by its fitness, the personal transmission biases of 
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fitter individuals will make a bigger difference to the value of this term than those of less 
fit individuals.  
 
A rearrangement of the Price equation, first derived by Frank (1997a, 1998), yields a 
‘modified Price equation’ with an expectation term that is independent of fitness 
differences: 
 
(3.3.1) 
  
Frank’s equation differs from the standard equation in two important respects. First, the 
covariance term replaces g, an individual’s personal breeding value, with g′ , the average 
breeding value of its descendants. Second, the expectation term is no longer weighted by 
fitness: we look at the difference between an individual’s breeding value and the average 
breeding value of its descendants without taking into account its relative contribution to 
the descendant-set.  
 
Okasha (2006) suggests that the modified Price equation succeeds where the standard 
Price equation fails: that is, it does provide a clean separation of the effects of selection and 
biased transmission. In response to Okasha, Peter Godfrey-Smith (2007a) and Ken Waters 
(2011) have separately argued that matters are not quite so straightforward. For, although 
replacing ( )E w gΔ  has the effect of making the second term independent of fitness 
differences, replacing g with g′  has the effect of making ( )Cov ,w g′ sensitive to variation in 
transmission biases. Suppose, for example, that ( )Cov ,w g  is positive, but that fitter 
individuals tend to transmit their breeding value less reliably than less fit individuals. In 
this scenario, ( )Cov ,w g′  would be less than ( )Cov ,w g . 
 
Here, then, is the overall picture: the standard Price equation collates all the effects of 
biased transmission in the expectation term, yielding a covariance term that is 
independent of transmission bias. But it does not cleanly separate the effects of selection 
( ) ( )1Δ Cov , E Δg w g w g
w
′⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦
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and transmission, because the expectation term is sensitive to fitness differences as well as 
transmission biases. The modified Price equation, by contrast, collates all the effects of 
differential fitness in the covariance term, yielding an expectation term that is independent 
of fitness differences. But it too cannot be said to cleanly separate the effects of selection 
and transmission, because the covariance term is sensitive to transmission biases as well as 
fitness differences. Hence, neither version separates the effects of selection and 
transmission without some degree of ‘spill-over’. 
 
Why does this apparently inescapable spill-over arise? Why is it so difficult to partition the 
overall change cleanly into two terms, one attributable to selection alone, and the other to 
transmission alone? As Godfrey-Smith (2007a) and Okasha (2011) note, there is in fact a 
simple explanation. An individual’s personal transmission bias is a character, and, like any 
other character, it is possible for it to co-vary with fitness. When such covariance occurs, 
there will be a component of the change in g that depends on both differential fitness and 
biased transmission, and so cannot be attributed to either process acting alone. This 
component is equal to ( )Cov ,w gΔ , and it accounts for the ‘spill-over’ in both the standard 
and modified Price equations. This is easier to see if we note the following notational 
identities:  
 
 
 
 
 
The standard Price equation accounts for ( )Cov ,w gΔ  as part of the expectation term, and, 
as a result, this term is sensitive to variation in fitness as well as to individual transmission 
biases. The modified Price equation, by contrast, accounts for ( )Cov ,w gΔ as part of the 
covariance term, and, as a result, this term is sensitive to variation in transmission biases 
as well as to variation in fitness. 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
Cov , % Cov , % Cov , %
Cov , % E E
w g w g w g
w g w g w g
′Δ = −
Δ = Δ − Δ
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The only way to avoid spill-over of this kind is to represent ( )Cov ,w gΔ  explicitly as a 
separate term in the Price equation, rather than incorporating it into one of the other 
terms. The result is a third version of the equation which partitions the overall change into 
three components rather than two (Godfrey-Smith 2007a; Okasha 2011): 
 
   (3.3.2) 
 
The first term, ( )Cov ,w g  is identical to the covariance term in the standard Price equation 
and is independent of transmission bias. The third term, ( )Ew gΔ , is identical to the 
expectation term in the modified Price equation and is independent of differential fitness. 
The second term, ( )Cov ,w gΔ , is sensitive to variation in fitness and to variation in 
transmission bias. The terms are interpretable as quantifying, respectively, the effects 
selection has independently of biased transmission, the effects biased transmission has 
independently of selection, and the effect of directional selection on transmission bias 
(Figure 2.1).  
 
When ( )Cov , 0w gΔ = , the differences between the standard, modified and three-term Price 
equations collapse: all three provide quantitatively identical partitions of the overall 
change. But when ( )Cov , 0w gΔ ≠ , only the three-term version provides a complete causal 
decomposition of the effects of selection and transmission, since both the standard and 
modified Price equations have too few terms to separate the distinct effects of selection, 
transmission and the interaction of the two processes. The standard Price equation treats 
the change due to the interaction of selection and transmission as if it were attributable to 
transmission alone; while the modified Price equation treats this effect as if it were 
attributable to selection alone. By adding a third term explicitly representing the 
interaction of selection and transmission, we avoid both types of causal misattribution. 
 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( )1 Cov , Cov , Eg w g w g w g
w
⎡ ⎤Δ = + Δ + Δ⎣ ⎦
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Under what ecological conditions should we expect to find a non-zero ( )Cov ,w gΔ  term? 
Such circumstances may be rare (cf. Okasha 2011), but they are certainly not inconceivable. 
Imagine, for example, a population in which a mutation arises that disposes its bearer to 
help its parents raise additional offspring. Let g represent the breeding value for this 
cooperative trait; and suppose that, owing to the appearance of the mutation in their 
offspring, some parents have positive values of gΔ . Now suppose that these parents 
receive a fitness benefit by virtue of their positive value for gΔ , since their offspring help 
them produce additional offspring. This effect would show up in the Price equation in the 
form of a positive ( )Cov ,w gΔ  term.11  
 
3.3.2 A further complication 
The three-term Price equation distinguishes two different ways in which natural selection 
may cause the population mean of a character, z, to increase. One is fairly intuitive: if 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 Another possible case in which ( )Cov , 0w gΔ ≠ , involving horizontal gene transfer, is considered in 
Chapter 5. 
!
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Figure 2.2: The three-term Price equation, with its associated causal interpretation. 
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individuals with the genes for z tend to have more offspring than individuals without 
those genes, then (in the absence of a countervailing transmission bias) those genes will 
increase in frequency, and this may issue in a positive change in z . This effect is captured 
in ( )Cov ,w g , the covariance between an individual’s fitness and its breeding value for z. 
The other effect is much less intuitive: if individuals whose offspring have a greater 
breeding value than their own tend to enjoy increased fitness as a result, this too can issue 
in a positive change in z . This effect is captured in ( )Cov ,w gΔ , the covariance between an 
individual’s fitness and its personal transmission bias with respect to the character of 
interest. The latter effect seems likely to be much rarer than the former, and smaller when 
it obtains, but it remains a mathematical and conceptual possibility. I suggest we call the 
former effect the primary effect of natural selection, and call the latter effect the secondary 
effect of natural selection. 
 
That is not quite the end of the story. For there is a third way in which natural selection 
may affect z . To see what it is, we need to return to the definition of breeding value. A 
breeding value, recall, is a sum of allelic values weighted by their average effects (sensu 
Fisher) on the character of interest. When introducing the notion of a breeding value, we 
noted briefly that the average effects of an allele can be altered by changes in allele 
frequency in the presence of non-additive interactions (i.e., dominance or epistasis) 
between alleles. In essence, this is because non-additive interactions imply that the 
difference an allele makes to the phenotype of its bearer is context-dependent (cf. Sterelny 
and Kitcher 1988; Okasha 2006). For instance, if an allele A dominates an allele a at a 
particular locus, the effect of adding a second copy of A to a diploid individual who 
already has one copy will not be the same as adding a copy of A to a diploid individual 
with no copies. Whenever allelic effects are context-dependent, the average effect of a 
substituting one allele for another will depend on the relative frequency with which a copy 
of that allele finds itself in one genetic context rather than another—and this in turn will 
depend on the overall allele frequencies in the population. Since changes in allele 
frequency can be brought about by natural selection, the implication is that natural 
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selection can alter the weightings that determine the breeding values of individuals in the 
descendant-set (cf. Okasha 2008). This change in average effects may in turn produce a 
change in g  (and, by implication, z ). I will call this the tertiary effect of natural selection, 
though this is not intended to imply that it will be any smaller or less important than the 
secondary effect. 
 
If such an effect occurs, it will not be accounted for in ( )Cov ,w g . Some of it may be 
accounted for in ( )Cov ,w gΔ , since it is possible that the alleles subject to changes in their 
average effects will be differentially possessed by fitter (or less fit) individuals. But some 
of this change is likely to be independent of fitness differences; and the Price equation will 
account for this portion in the expectation term, ( )Ew gΔ , which we had originally hoped 
to interpret as a term attributable to ‘transmission bias alone’. Of course, there is a sense in 
which a change in the average effects of alleles due to natural selection is a source of a 
transmission bias, for it impairs an individual’s ability to transmit its breeding value 
faithfully to its descendants. But there is also a sense in which this label is misleading, 
since nothing about the process of genetic transmission is responsible for this effect. It 
comes about not because of any bias in the transmission of alleles, but rather because the 
breeding value, by definition, requires us to weight alleles by their average effects, and 
these average effects can change between generations. And it seems particularly 
misleading to attribute this change to transmission bias alone, given that a change in 
average effects may be due to changes in gene frequency caused by natural selection. 
 
One might see this further complication as a reason to regard breeding values with 
suspicion. For it implies that, when we formulate the Price equation in terms of breeding 
values, even the three-term version fails to provide the clean separation of effects we 
hoped for: it is quite possible for natural selection to influence the expectation term as well 
as the two covariance terms (Box 2.1 summarizes the overall picture). We could remove 
this possibility by switching to p-scores, which are not phenotype-relational, and do not 
require us to weight alleles by their changeable average effects. Yet we need not see this 
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feature of breeding values as a drawback. Indeed, seen in a different light, it actually 
provides further justification for using breeding values rather than ‘raw’ allelic values or 
p-scores in the formulation of fundamental theory. For it also suggests that, if we were to 
look only at the evolutionary change in allele frequencies or average p-scores, and assume 
a simple relationship between alleles and phenotypes, we would be liable to overlook the 
tertiary effect of natural selection on phenotypic change. This effect is real, and any model 
of phenotypic change that aims for causal completeness should accommodate it. 
 
 
Box 2.1: The three effects of natural selection on the evolution of z 
• Natural selection may bring about covariance between the genes for z and 
fitness. This is the primary effect of natural selection on the evolution of z. It is 
quantified by ,"the covariance between an individual’s fitness and its 
breeding value for z." 
• When transmission fidelity is imperfect, the difference an individual’s personal 
transmission bias makes to the overall change in z depends on the number of 
descendants it leaves. Because of this, selection can have a secondary effect on the 
evolution of z. This effect is captured in , the covariance between an 
individual’s fitness and its personal transmission bias. 
• Natural selection may also have a tertiary effect on the evolution of z when 
changes in allele frequency alter the average effects of alleles. This effect may 
contribute towards , but it may also contribute towards . 
• When we talk informally about the ‘effect of natural selection’, we should be 
clear regarding which of these effects we have in mind. 
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3.3.3  Analysing partial change 
At the start of his Genetical Theory of Natural Selection (1930), Ronald A. Fisher famously 
remarks that ‘natural selection is not evolution’. Selection contributes to evolutionary 
change, but it is not the whole story: other processes—notably, mutation, migration and 
genetic drift—contribute too. In this sense, theories of ‘social evolution’ are inaptly named, 
because they are usually theories about the conditions under which natural selection will 
favour a social behaviour, rather than theories about the conditions under which social 
behaviours will in fact evolve. As we see in the next chapter, it is often useful when 
formulating such a theory to focus on the component of the overall evolutionary change 
attributable to natural selection (or rather, natural selection at a particular level or levels, 
since we also usually want to ignore change attributable to within-organism intragenomic 
conflict or gametic selection). To do this is not to assume that other factors are 
insignificant. It is simply to abstract away from them, so as to focus on the partial change 
caused by the process we take to be largely responsible for the evolution of cooperation.  
 
The reason for the Price formalism’s rise to prominence in recent decades is that, at least 
on the face of it, it allows theorists to identify this partial change in a form that makes it a 
convenient target for further analysis. The moral of Section 2.3.2, however, was that the 
true picture is somewhat more complicated. The term in the Price equation that is usually 
taken to represent the partial change attributable to natural selection, ( )Cov ,w g , in fact 
represents only the primary effect of natural selection. There are two further ways in which 
natural selection may influence evolution which are not accounted for in this term. 
Nevertheless, in some contexts we may be chiefly interested in determining the conditions 
under which the primary effect of natural selection will favour a social behaviour; and, in 
these contexts, ( )Cov ,w g  will be the correct target for analysis. I will introduce the symbol 
1 gΔ o  to denote this partial change: 
 
 (3.3.3) ( )1 1 Cov ,g w gw ⎡ ⎤Δ = ⎣ ⎦o
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In other contexts, we will be able to gain additional insight into the effects of selection by 
taking the secondary effect into account, and by taking ( )Cov ,w g′ as our target of analysis 
(see Chapter 4; see also Frank 1997a, 1998). I will introduce the symbol w gΔ  to denote this 
partial change, since it represents the component of the overall change that directly 
depends on fitness differences:  
 
(3.3.4) 
 
These partial changes will be a frequent target of analysis in subsequent chapters. 
Sometimes one sees these partial changes denoted by the subscript ‘S’ or ‘NS’, to indicate 
that they reflect the partial change attributable to natural selection. I avoid this here 
because it is misleading: it encourages us to neglect the tertiary effect of natural selection, 
an effect that is not accounted for by the covariance term in the Price equation but that 
may still make a significant contribution to the overall evolutionary change (cf. Chapter 6).  
3.4 Grouping organisms 
 
When we derived the Price equation in Section 3.1, we framed the entire discussion in 
terms of the properties of individuals. No attempt was made to sort organisms into groups, 
types or classes of any kind. In some ways, the fact that we can formulate the Price 
equation in purely individualist terms is important (see Grafen 1985a; Godfrey-Smith 
2009a). In practice, however, whenever biologists actually use the Price equation as the 
starting point for the analysis of a (real or modelled) population, they more commonly 
group organisms together in one way or another, so as to focus their attention on the 
average properties of groups. In this section, I unify the various ways in which one might 
go about grouping organisms under a common formal framework; I use this framework to 
( )1 Cov ,w g w gw ′⎡ ⎤Δ = ⎣ ⎦
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show why certain methods of grouping are particularly useful; and I relate this discussion 
to philosophical issues.  
 
In Section 3.4.1, I show (following Price 1972a) how, provided we can partition a 
population into non-overlapping subsets, it is always possible to partition the overall w/g 
covariance into between- and within-subset components. In Section 3.4.2, I consider three 
applications of this general principle: trait-groups of interacting organisms, genotypic 
classes, and developmental classes. The next two subsections bring the preceding 
discussion to bear on philosophical questions. Section 3.4.3 considers the subtle 
relationship between the Price formalism and ‘evolutionary nominalism’, the view that 
sorting organisms into classes is never obligatory in evolutionary theory (Godfrey-Smith 
2009a). Section 3.4.4 turns to the troubled relationship between kin- and group-selectionist 
approaches to social evolution. I suggest that the main methodological difference between 
these approaches lies not in whether organisms are sorted into groups for the purpose of 
analysis, but how.  
 
3.4.1 The general case 
The overall covariance between w and g is defined as the expected product of individual 
deviations from the population mean with respect to each variable: 
!
! !!
 
As with any expectation value, this quantity may be computed in a variety of ways. Here 
is one possible procedure: first, add up the values of ( )( )w w g g− −  for each individual in 
the ancestor-set; then, divide this number by the total number of individuals. This 
procedure is reflected in the following expression:!
( ) ( )( )Cov , Ew g w w g g⎡ ⎤= − −⎣ ⎦
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! !! (3.4.1)!
 
It would be equally reasonable, however, to compute the covariance by means of the 
following, three-step procedure: 
1. Sort the members of the ancestor-set into N non-overlapping subsets (the 
subsets need not correspond to natural groupings of any kind; in principle, 
individuals can be assigned to subsets arbitrarily).  
2. For each subset, compute the average value of ( )( )w w g g− − !within that 
subset.  
3. Take an average of the subset averages, weighting each subset by its relative 
size.  
To rewrite equation (3.4.1) in a way that reflects this alternative averaging procedure, we 
can re-label the members of the ancestor-set. Instead of labelling them with a single index, 
i, we can label them with two indices, i and j, such that ijg  represents the breeding value 
of the ith member of the jth subset, and ijw  represents the fitness of the ith member of the jth 
subset. We can then replace iΣ  with ijΣ , indicating that we are to sum over all j for each 
value of i (i.e., over all entities in each subset) and then sum over all i (i.e., over all subsets). 
Finally, we can define a quantity i iq m n= , where im  represents the size of the ith subset; 
iq  thus represents the relative size of the ith subset. Combining these ingredients, we can 
rewrite equation (3.4.1) as follows: 
!
! !! (3.4.2)!
 
Equations (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) give us two equivalent expressions for the overall w/g 
covariance. The former is the simpler of the two, but the latter still has its uses. In 
( ) ( )( )Cov , i ij ij
ij i
qw g w w g g
m
= − −∑
( ) ( )( )1Cov , i i
i
w g w w g g
n
= − −∑
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particular, it is possible to partition the summation in equation (3.4.2) as follows, where iG  
represents the average breeding value of the ith subset, and iW  represents the average fitness 
of the ith subset (see Appendix A for details):  
 
 
 
Both terms on the right-hand side of this equation can be given a statistical interpretation. 
The first term is the size-weighted expectation of the w/g covariance within each subset, 
while the second term is the size-weighted covariance12 between the subset averages, W and 
G. We can therefore rewrite the equation in statistical notation (where the m subscripts 
indicate weighting by size, and Covi " denotes the within-subset covariance of the ith 
subset): 
 
!! (3.4.3)!
!
This general result, first presented by Price (1972a), bifurcates the overall covariance into 
two components, the first of which depends only on genetic variation within subsets, and 
the second of which depends only on genetic variation between subsets. Nothing is 
assumed about the nature of these subsets, except that they do not overlap. 
   
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 The notions of ‘weighted expectation’ and ‘weighted covariance’ are used frequently in Price’s (1970, 1971, 
1972a) original papers, but are rarely seen in other contexts. In standard probability theory, all computations 
of expectation and covariance involve weighting outcomes by their probabilities, so this is not explicitly 
mentioned; and any other weightings are included in the arguments of E and Cov, rather than being 
incorporated into the functions themselves. Price’s stipulative definitions are as follows, where Ek denotes ‘k-
weighted expectation’ and Covk denotes ‘k-weighted covariance’: 
( ) ( )[ ]kE EX k k X=  
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )[ ]k k k kCov E E EXY X X Y Y= − − !
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )Cov , i ij i ij i i i i
ij ii
qw g w W g G q W w G g
m
= − − + − −∑ ∑
( ) ( ) ( )Cov , E Cov , Cov ,im mw g w g W G⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦
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3.4.2 Three special cases 
Section 3.4.1 was deliberately abstract. We saw that, when we sort the members of our 
ancestor-set into subsets, we can partition the overall w/g" covariance into a component 
that depends on genetic variation within subsets, and a component that depends on 
genetic variation between subsets; but we said nothing at all about the biological 
interpretation of these ‘subsets’. The reason is that biologists sort organisms into groups in 
a variety of ways for a variety of theoretical purposes, and considering the general case 
allows us to bring all these cases within a unifying framework. In this section, I want to 
consider three such cases: groups of interacting organisms, genotypic classes, and 
developmental classes.  
 
First, however, it will be helpful to introduce a formal framework in which different ways 
of grouping organisms can be conceptualized and compared. As we have emphasized, 
equation (3.4.3) holds for any partition of a population into non-overlapping subsets; in 
principle, the subsets can be completely arbitrary. But in practice, little insight is gained by 
grouping organisms in an arbitrary fashion: we want to group organisms non-arbitrarily. 
In broad terms, the way to do this is by identifying a biologically meaningful equivalence 
relation among the members of the population under study.13 In set theory, an equivalence 
relation, x$~$ y, can be any binary relation among the elements of a set that is reflexive, 
symmetric and transitive. If we can find a relation with these properties for a given set, we 
can use it to partition the set into non-overlapping subsets such that each comprises 
elements related to each other by x$~$y. These subsets are known as equivalence classes. For 
example, suppose we have a set of balls of varying colours. We can identify an 
equivalence relation for this set: 
 (x$~$y)"="(x$is$the$same$colour$as$y)"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 To my knowledge, the first author to apply this notion specifically to the problem of grouping organisms 
was Godfrey-Smith (2006), and here I am indebted to his illuminating discussion. 
!!
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Note that the relation is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. We can then use this relation 
to partition the set of balls into equivalence classes, where each equivalence class 
comprises all and only those balls of a particular colour.  
 
 
Case 1: Groups of interacting organisms 
In biology, we are rarely interested in grouping organisms by colour. We often are 
interested, however, in grouping them by patterns of interaction. Sometimes it is possible to 
partition a population into discrete ‘trait-groups’, where the members of each trait-group 
engage in fitness-affecting interactions (with respect to the character(s) of interest) only 
with their fellow group members. We can think of ‘trait-groups’ as equivalence classes 
defined by the following equivalence relation (see Godfrey-Smith 2006):14 
 (x$~$y)$=$(x$has$its$fitness$affected$by$the$character$of$y) 
 
Grouping by fitness-affecting interactions is a standard approach in the literature on 
multi-level selection (see, e.g., Price 1972a; Hamilton 1975; Wilson 1975; Wade 1985; 
Queller 1992a; Sober and Wilson 1998; Pepper 2000; Okasha 2006; Gardner and Grafen 
2009). Indeed, this was the application for which Price (1972a) originally derived his 
partition of the w/g covariance into between- and within-subset components. For ease of 
analysis, it is often assumed that the trait-groups are equal in size. In this special case, we 
can replace Price’s somewhat confusing ‘weighted expectation’ and ‘weighted covariance’ 
functions with their standard, unweighted equivalents: 
 
   (3.4.4) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Such a partition will not be possible for all populations; see Section 2.5.4. 
( ) ( ) ( )Cov , E Cov , Cov ,iw g w g W G⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦
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Why group organisms in this way? One reason is that the equivalence classes one obtains 
will undoubtedly seem more ‘natural’ than purely arbitrary groupings. But another reason 
is practical. If we grouped organisms arbitrarily, any subsequent analysis of the covariance 
would have to take account of interactions between the members of different subsets. 
After all, we could not rule out the possibility of such interactions, nor could we dismiss 
them as irrelevant to the overall response to selection. By contrast, grouping organisms by 
patterns of relevant interaction allows us to discount any interactions that cut across group 
boundaries. For it ensures that, at least with respect to the character of interest, the fitness 
of a given organism is affected only by its fellow group members; and that the average 
fitness of the group depends only on how its members behave. In other words, it 
guarantees that all interactions relevant to the response to selection will take place within 
groups—not across them. 
 
Case 2: Genotypic classes 
While it is often useful to sort organisms by patterns of interaction, this is not the only way 
in which we may wish to sort organisms for the purposes of analysis. Here is another 
possibility: we could sort organisms into subsets by their breeding value for a character/s of 
interest, such that there is exactly one subset for each value of g instantiated in the 
population, and each subset contains all and only those members of the population which 
instantiate that value. We can call these subsets genotypic classes.15 Genotypic classes, 
which are again relative to the character under study, are defined, for a given character, by 
the following equivalence relation: 
 (x"~"y)"="(x"has$the$same$breeding$value$as"y)"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 It may be that all members of a genotypic class have the same alleles at all loci relevant to the trait of 
interest, but this need not be the case: a given breeding value might be ‘multiply realizable’ by various allele 
combinations. 
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Since every individual within a subset has the same breeding value, an individual’s 
breeding value always equals the average breeding value of its subset, i.e., ij ig G=  for all i, 
j. This equality eliminates the first term in equation (2.1.5), yielding:  
 
! !! (3.4.5)!
 
In effect, sorting organisms into genotypic classes entitles us to assume that the within-
subset covariance will be zero in all subsets, so that all that remains is the size-weighted 
covariance between the class averages for fitness and breeding value.  
 
Sorting organisms into genotypic classes—in order to track variation in the average 
properties of genotypes rather than variation in the properties of individuals—is 
extremely common in the kin selection literature. This is in part because kin selection 
theory gives paramount importance to considerations of genetic relatedness at relevant loci 
(see Chapters 4 and 5). Usefully, we know that the relatedness among any two members of 
a genotypic class will always equal 1; moreover, we know that the relatedness between a 
member of one genotypic class and a member of another will be the same for all possible 
pairings of one member from each class. Hence, by sorting organisms into genotypic 
classes, we save ourselves the trouble of having to track degrees of relatedness between 
individual actor and recipient pairs: if we know the average relatedness between the actor’s 
genotypic class and the recipient’s genotypic class, this tells us everything we need to 
know (see Frank 1997b, 1998; see also Chapter 5).   
 
Sorting organisms by genotype is a standard practice in population genetics more 
generally. This too is understandable, since the functional relationship between an 
individual’s genes and its fitness will often be enormously complex. Individuals with the 
same breeding value for the trait of interest will often end up with very different fitness 
( ) ( )Cov , Cov ,mw g W G=
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values, depending on the other traits they inherit, the environment in which they develop, 
and the chance events that befall them during their life. It can be very helpful to abstract 
away from all this micro-level variation in fitness among individuals with the same 
genotype. Equation (3.4.5) shows that we are formally entitled to do this, for it shows that 
fitness differences within genotypic classes, no matter how dramatic, have no effect at all 
on the overall w/g covariance. All that matters is the variation in average fitness between 
genotypic classes. 
 
Case 3: Developmental classes 
The third main type of equivalence class arises when organisms are grouped by some 
important, non-genotypic property that is functionally distinct from the character we are 
studying, but that nonetheless has profound consequences for an organism’s fitness 
and/or behaviour. For example, when generations overlap (as they do in insect societies), 
it is helpful to sort organisms into age classes; when sexes differ in their ploidy (as they do 
in insect societies), it is helpful to sort organisms by sex; and when organisms exhibit 
significant morphological differentiation that impacts on their reproductive and 
behavioural capacities (as they do in insect societies), it is helpful to sort them by 
morphological caste. I will refer all these forms of equivalence class as developmental classes; 
since, in one way or another, they all group organisms by the developmental features they 
instantiate, be it the temporal stage of development they are passing through or the 
morphology they have come to exhibit. Like genotypic classes, developmental classes are 
defined by a similarity-based equivalence relation, though in this case it is some relevant 
developmental similarity that matters: 
 (x$~$y)$=$(x$is$in$the$same$age/group/sex/caste$as$y)!
 
Developmental classes, like genotypic classes, are commonly encountered in kin selection 
models. This is because the kin selection approach requires that we track the fitness effects 
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of particular social behaviours, and there are many cases in which a particular social 
behaviour will yield different payoffs depending on the developmental class of the actor 
and recipient. For instance, in an age-structured population, an altruistic act that benefits a 
very old recipient will tend to confer a smaller fecundity benefit than it would confer if it 
were to fall on a younger recipient; conversely, an altruistic act performed by a very old 
recipient will tend to impose a smaller cost than it would have done if it were performed 
by a younger actor with more to lose.  
 
For ease of analysis, kin selection theorists typically assume that there is no genetic 
variance between developmental classes at the relevant loci (see Frank 1997b, 1998). This is 
often a reasonable assumption. When classes are differentiated by age, there is usually no 
particular reason why the overall genotypic composition of one age class would be 
different to that of any other; the same applies when classes are differentiated 
morphologically, provided the relevant differences arise from differential gene expression 
(i.e., phenotypic plasticity) rather than from genetic differences; and the same also applies 
when classes are differentiated by sex, provided the genes related to social phenotypes are 
not correlated with the genes for sex determination. Of course, one can construct 
hypothetical scenarios in which this assumption would fail, but it will hold in many cases. 
If we succeed in individuating classes such that there is no genetic variance between 
classes, we can eliminate the second term in equation (3.4.3), yielding, in Price’s statistical 
notation: 
 
! !! (3.4.6) 
 
Verbally, the overall covariance is equal to a size-weighted (i.e., frequency-weighted) 
average of the within-class covariance. A version of this expression, which was (to my 
knowledge) first derived by Peter Taylor (1990), is frequently deployed in the kin selection 
literature when a problem requires explicit accommodation of class-structure (e.g, Taylor 
( ) ( )Cov , E Cov ,imw g w g⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦
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1990; Taylor and Frank 1996; Frank 1997b, 1998; Wild and Taylor 2006; Taylor et al. 2007; 
Wenseleers et al. 2004; Wenseleers et al. 2010). 
 
The three types of equivalence class we have considered provide cross-cutting ways of 
grouping organisms: they are very unlikely to ever align with one another.16 Nevertheless, 
for any partition of a population into equivalence classes, we are free to treat each 
equivalence class as a new population in its own right, and partition it into yet smaller 
equivalence classes. As a result, there are various ways in which the three types of class 
could be nested within each other. For instance, we could partition a population into trait-
groups, then separately partition each trait-group into developmental classes, then 
separately partition each developmental class of each trait-group into genotypic classes. In 
practice, the usual procedure in the kin selection literature is to index organisms purely by 
genotype and developmental class; while the usual procedure in the multi-level selection 
literature is to index organisms purely by patterns of interaction. To my knowledge, the 
possibility of combining all three types of equivalence class in a single model has not yet 
been explored.  
 
3.4.3 The Price formalism and evolutionary nominalism 
I now want to bring the foregoing discussion of equivalence classes to bear on two 
(related) philosophical matters. Godfrey-Smith (2009a) suggests that the Price formalism is 
a natural ally of a view he terms evolutionary nominalism:17 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 This would require that each developmental class is genotypically unique, that the members of each class 
all have the same genotype, and that organisms only interact with other members of their class. 
17 A similar view is defended by Nanay (2010). Nanay, however, frames his view in terms of property-types 
and property-tokens; specifically, he argues that ‘biological property-types do no play any explanatory role 
in evolutionary explanations’ (2010, 93), a view he terms ‘trope nominalism’. This may or may not be more 
radical than Godfrey-Smith’s formulation, depending on whether or not the trope theorist can sanction the 
various equivalence relations discussed in Section 2.5.2 (cf. Footnote 10). 
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[T]he grouping of individuals into types is in no way essential 
to Darwinian explanation. Such groupings are convenient tools. 
But one always has the choice of using finer or coarser 
groupings, ignoring fewer or more differences between 
individuals. As categories become finer, they may be occupied 
by only one individual each. (Godfrey-Smith 2009a, 35) 
 
One moral from the foregoing discussion is that, while Godfrey-Smith is broadly correct to 
highlight an affinity between the Price formalism and evolutionary nominalism, the true 
relationship between the two ideas is not straightforward.  
 
We saw earlier in the chapter that the Price equation may be formulated purely in terms of 
individuals and their properties, without acknowledging equivalence classes of any kind 
(Section 3.1). The result is an extremely general and strictly individualist description of the 
evolutionary change in some character. This naturally leads to the suggestion that the 
Price equation vindicates evolutionary nominalism. The equation, however, is not always 
formulated in individualist terms. Notably, Frank (1995, 1997a, 1998, 2012) derives the 
Price equation purely in terms of the properties of types (typically genotypes), where each 
type is weighted by its frequency in the computations of covariance and expectation; we 
then regard w as a measure of the total number of descendants each type contributes to the 
descendant-set. This formulation is no less correct than the more familiar version 
expressed in terms of properties of individuals, provided we can individuate types such 
that there is no variation within each type (and hence no covariance with w) with respect 
to the property of interest. In effect, rather than starting (as I have done) from a purely 
individualist formulation and extending it to accommodate various forms of equivalence 
class, Frank takes for granted the identity given in equation (3.4.5) and works with types 
from the outset.  
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In a sense, therefore, the Price formalism is promiscuous: it permits both individual-
centred and type-centred formulations. Moreover, we saw in the preceding section that, in 
addition to explaining why it is permissible and useful to sort organisms by genotype, the 
Price formalism also explains why it is permissible and useful to sort them by causal or 
developmental equivalence relations. In all three cases, sorting organisms into equivalence 
classes allows us to highlight the variation that matters to the response to selection, while 
abstracting away from variation that does not: sorting by patterns of fitness-affecting 
interaction allows us to discount interactions that cross subset boundaries; sorting by 
breeding value allows us to discount variance in fitness within each class; and sorting by 
developmental properties, if they are chosen well, allows us to discount the variance in 
fitness between classes.  
 
The upshot is that, if we construe evolutionary nominalism in the strongest possible 
sense—as the thesis that evolutionary theory can and should proceed without sorting 
organisms into equivalence classes—then the Price formalism is not the ally it may at first 
appear. For while it shows that an individualist description of evolutionary change is 
always available, it also shows why sorting individuals into equivalence classes often 
facilitates a more convenient description. It is doubtful, however, whether anyone would 
seriously defend so a strong a version of the thesis18; and Godfrey-Smith certainly does 
not. We can more cautiously formulate Godfrey-Smith’s claim as the two-part thesis that 
(i) evolutionary explanations never require that we sort organisms into equivalence classes; 
but that (ii) there is often a pragmatic justification for doing so. If we construe evolutionary 
nominalism like this, the Price formalism provides support for both parts. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Nanay 2010 (see footnote 17) may be an exception, though this is not clear. On the face of it, nothing 
prevents trope-nominalists from admitting equivalence relations (including causal relations and similarity 
relations) into their ontology. They would, however, deny that a similarity relation between two objects is 
reducible to their co-exemplification of a common property-type. 
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3.4.4 The Price formalism and the ‘kin selection’ versus ‘group selection’ debate 
For the past five decades, the question of the relationship between kin and group selection 
has been one of the most divisive issues in evolutionary theory (see Borrello 2010 for a 
historical overview). John Maynard Smith (1964) originally coined the term ‘kin selection’ 
to describe a process he took to be distinct from group selection; and this view of kin- and 
group-selectionist approaches as rivals—a view promoted by, among others, George 
Williams (1966) and Richard Dawkins (1976, 1979, 1982)—persists in many quarters to this 
day. But theorists have recognized for some time that the true relationship between the 
two approaches must be rather more subtle, since kin and group selection models appear 
to yield identical predictions under a wide range of conditions, and also seem to have 
similar limitations (Hamilton 1975; Grafen 1984; Queller 1992a; Wilson and Dugatkin 
1997). 
 
In recent years, a consensus-of-sorts has emerged that the two frameworks are ‘formally 
equivalent’, in the sense that they will never disagree regarding the direction of the 
response to selection (see Lehmann et al. 2007; Wenseleers et al. 2010; Gardner et al. 2011; 
Marshall 2011a,b; for dissent, see van Veelen 2009, 2011; Nowak et al. 2010; van Veelen et 
al. 2012). This is certainly correct if one is comparing the most general partition of the Price 
equation deployed in multi-level selection theory (i.e., equation (3.4.3)) with the most 
general version of Hamilton’s rule deployed in kin selection theory (see ‘HRG’ in Chapter 
4). Yet, for those of us who believe there ought to be room for both approaches in 
mainstream social evolution theory, this ‘equivalence’ result is a double-edged sword. On 
the plus side, if kin and group selection are, at a very general level, formally equivalent, 
then it is futile to argue over which approach is objectively superior in general: we can let 
both flowers bloom, at least in principle. But the downside is that theorists who have 
hitherto completely ignored one or other of these approaches will consider themselves 
entitled to carry on doing so. This is often the case in the current kin selection literature, 
where multi-level selection is typically introduced as a ‘formally equivalent’ alternative 
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only so that it can be set aside for serious explanatory purposes (see West et al. 2007a, 
2008; Bourke 2011; Birch 2012b). The theoretical pluralist faces a new challenge: given that, 
at a very general level, the partitions of the Price equation employed by kin and group 
selection theory are formally equivalent, how exactly do the theories differ in a way that 
justifies us in retaining and developing both? Is there still any interesting methodological 
difference between the two approaches, or should we regard them as nothing more than 
redundant notational variants of the same theory and jettison one for the sake of the other? 
 
One often encounters the suggestion that the theories of kin and group selection, though 
formally equivalent, offer usefully different ‘perspectives’ on social evolution. The 
apparent implication is that, while they may not constitute substantively different theories 
as to how social evolution proceeds, the differences between them are not simply 
notational. But how exactly should we cash out this idea? One might assume that the 
difference lies in the fact that kin selection, in contrast to group selection, provides a 
fundamentally individualist perspective on social evolution—a perspective that puts the 
individual at the centre of the analysis, and avoids any sorting of organisms into groups. 
But I think this is a mistake, and the preceding sections illustrate why. Though it is 
possible to formulate the basic idea of kin selection in strictly individualist terms (see 
Gardner et al. 2011; see also Chapter 4), detailed modelling of kin selection almost never 
holds to strict individualist scruples. When applying kin selection theory to particular 
problems, theorists almost always sort organisms into genotypic classes, developmental 
classes, or both.  
 
With this in mind, I suggest that one fundamental difference between kin- and group-
selectionist approaches to social evolution consists not in whether one sorts organisms into 
subsets for the purposes of analysis, but how. A kin selection analysis prioritizes 
considerations of genetic and developmental similarity in assigning organisms to subsets. 
Organisms are indexed to genotypic and developmental classes, so that variation within 
genotypic classes and between developmental classes can be ignored. The kin selectionist 
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then studies the ways in which organisms of different classes interact with one another, 
with a view to ascertaining which genotypes are likely to be favoured by selection within 
each developmental class. By contrast, a multi-level analysis prioritizes considerations of 
causal interaction from the beginning. Organisms are indexed to a particular subset on the 
grounds that they interact only with the other members of that subset. Considerations of 
genetic and developmental similarity are thus trumped by considerations of causation: if 
two organisms have the same genotype or belong to the same developmental class but 
never interact with one another, the group selectionist will not assign them to the same 
subset. The group selectionist then analyses the effects of selection in two parts. She 
studies how within-group differences in character cause differences in individual fitness, 
and studies separately how differences in the average character of groups cause 
differences in their average fitness. 
 
This contrast shows how the frameworks of kin and multi-level selection can be something 
less than rivals, but something more than redundant systems of notation. The differences 
between the approaches are not particularly substantive, because we will often be able to 
switch from a kin selectionist analysis to a group selectionist analysis simply by re-
labelling the individuals in the population, in the same way that we can switch 
perspective as we view a duck-rabbit, or a Necker cube (cf. Dawkins 1982; Godfrey-Smith 
and Kerr 2002, forthcoming). But the differences between the two frameworks are not 
merely notational, because this form of re-indexing will not always be possible. We can 
identify, at least in the abstract, cases in which only one of the two methods of indexing 
will work.19 
 
The multi-level method of indexing will not always be available, because x$has" its$ fitness$
affected$ by$ the$ character$ of$ y is not always reflexive, transitive and symmetric (Godfrey-
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 In Chapter 5, I make a similar point regarding the ‘neighbour-modulated fitness’ and ‘inclusive fitness’ 
frameworks within kin selection theory. Here, I am considering ‘kin selection theory’ in the broadest 
possible sense, glossing over the interesting differences between alternative kin selectionist approaches. 
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Smith 2006, 2008). In other words, it is not always possible to sort organisms into non-
overlapping subsets such that each subset contains all and only those organisms which 
engage in fitness-affecting interactions with other members of the subset. So-called 
‘neighbour-structured’ populations, in which each organism interacts with its nearest 
neighbours, often have this property; since it is not true in general that my neighbours’ 
neighbours are my neighbours (Maynard Smith 1964, 1976, 1987, 2002; Godfrey-Smith 
2006, 2008). For a simple illustration (adapted from Godfrey-Smith 2006), imagine a 
population with a spatial structure that can be represented by a square lattice. Each 
organism occupies one node on the lattice, and no node is unoccupied; and each organism 
interacts with all and only those organisms on the four adjacent nodes. In this scenario, x 
has$its$fitness$affected$by$the$character$of$y is not transitive: it is not true in general that, if 
some organism A has its fitness affected by an organism B, and B has its fitness affected by 
a third organism C, then A$has its fitness affected by C (in fact, this is true only if A$=$C). 
 
On the face of it, the equivalence relations we need in order to individuate genotypic and 
developmental classes (e.g., x$has$the$same$breeding$value$as$y, x$is$the$same$age$as$y) seem 
less likely to fail the conditions of reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity. But the kin 
selection method of indexing might still lead to difficulties, particularly when 
developmental classes are employed. For recall that, for equation (3.4.6) to apply, we need 
to be able to identify developmental classes such that there is no genetic variation between 
classes with respect to the character of interest, and this may not always be possible. For 
instance, we can imagine cases in which a population is age-structured, and in which 
bearers of a particular allele at a relevant locus tend to die off more rapidly than non-
bearers—so that the genotypic composition of the older classes differs from the genotypic 
composition of the younger classes. In such cases, we could still assign organisms to 
classes, but we would not be able to eliminate the between-class portion of the overall w/g 
covariance. As a result, we would not be able to employ any methods of analysis that start 
from equation (3.4.6), including the usual methods of neighbour-modulated and inclusive 
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fitness analysis for class-structured populations (see Taylor 1990; Taylor and Frank 1996; 
Frank 1998; Taylor et al. 2007; see also Chapter 5).  
 
Can we say anything about which method of grouping is in general preferable, when both 
options are available? Partisans on both sides are likely to insist that their preferred 
equivalence relations are more ‘natural’ or ‘meaningful’ than the alternative: the ardent 
kin selectionist will claim that classes defined by genetic and developmental similarity are 
more natural than groups defined by patterns of causal interaction; the ardent group 
selectionist will claim the reverse. But it is hard to see how either party could substantiate 
its claim to superior ‘naturalness’. Both approaches involve abstracting, from the great 
milieu of objective relations in which organisms stand to one another, some subset of 
relations that is particularly salient to the problem at hand. Which approach is superior in 
any particular instance is likely to depend on the precise nature of the problem. This 
conclusion, of course, is in keeping with the modest brand of evolutionary nominalism 
advanced in Section 6.4.3. 
 
 
 

!FOUR 
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The Scope and Limits of Hamilton’s Rule 
 
 
Chapter 2 examined the ecological aspects of social behaviour, and the concepts we use to 
sort behaviours into types. Chapter 3 examined an abstract formalism for the 
representation of natural selection—the Price formalism—that provides the foundation for 
much of contemporary social evolution theory, but which by itself says nothing in 
particular about the evolution of social behaviour. The most important bridge from the 
abstract world of population genetics to the real world of behavioural ecology is 
Hamilton’s rule, a deceptively simple statement of the conditions under which we can 
expect a social behaviour to be favoured by natural selection. The rule states, broadly 
speaking, that a social behaviour will be favoured by natural selection if and only if 0rb c− > , where b represents the benefit the behaviour confers on the recipient, c 
represents the cost it imposes on the actor, and r$represents the relatedness between actors 
and recipients. To describe Hamilton’s (1964) presentation of the rule as ‘enormously 
influential’ would be an understatement: 48 years and 9056 citations later,2 Hamilton’s rule 
remains a result of paramount importance both to theorists, for whom it is the 
foundational principle of kin selection theory, and to field biologists, for whom it is a 
versatile rule of thumb with which to rationalize social behaviours observed in the wild.  
 
Yet despite (or perhaps, in part, because of) its great influence, Hamilton’s rule has proved 
a powerful magnet for controversy and debate.3 The reason, in a nutshell, is that Hamilton 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 According to Google Scholar, as of 03/09/12. 
3 For a recent example, see Nowak, Tarnita and Wilson’s (2010) incendiary claim that Hamilton’s rule 
‘almost never holds’; a claim fiercely rebutted by 157 social evolution theorists (Abbot et al. 2011). I discuss 
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first derived the rule in a one-locus population-genetic model that made a number of 
substantive modelling assumptions, including weak selection, fair meiosis, random 
mating, the absence of mutation and the additivity of genic effects on fitness. In the 
following decades, many theorists (including Hamilton himself) explored the extent to 
which these assumptions could be relaxed. The upshot was a variety of routes to ‘rb$–$c$>"0’-type results, often with apparently incompatible implications about the conditions 
under which the result obtains.4 
 
The Price formalism provides a route to a particularly general formulation of Hamilton’s 
rule (Hamilton 1970; Queller 1985, 1992a, b, 2011; Grafen 1985a, b; Frank 1998; Gardner et 
al. 2007; McElreath and Boyd 2007; Wenseleers et al. 2010; Gardner et al. 2011; Birch 
forthcoming). Yet even among proponents of the Price formalism, disagreement persists 
regarding the rule’s scope and limits. In particular, a dispute about the consequences of 
synergy for Hamilton’s rule has divided two of the most influential living theorists of 
social evolution—David C. Queller of Washington University in St Louis and Alan Grafen 
of the University of Oxford—for almost thirty years. In the 1980s, Queller argued that the 
familiar ‘ 0rb c− > ’" form of Hamilton’s rule must be extended in cases of synergistic 
interaction between social partners (that is, cases in which the effect of two individuals 
performing a social behaviour differs from the sum of the two effects each behaviour 
would have had in the absence of the other) (Queller 1984, 1985). Grafen replied that this 
was simply incorrect: the standard version of the rule still holds, he argued, regardless of 
whether synergy is present or absent (Grafen 1985a, b). One might expect this to be a 
mathematical issue that could be resolved quickly and definitively, one way or the other. 
For reasons discussed below, however, matters are not so straightforward and, three 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
this particular controversy in detail in a separate article (Birch forthcoming). That article can be seen as a 
companion piece to this chapter, since they address closely-related issues. 
4 See, e.g, Hamilton 1970, 1972, 1975; Levitt 1975; Orlove 1975; Charnov 1977; Charlesworth 1980; 
Uyenoyama and Feldman 1980, 1981, 1982; Uyenoyama et al. 1981; Michod 1982; Toro et al. 1982; Cheverud 
1984; Grafen 1984, 1985a.  
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decades on, the two theorists remain unchanged in their views (Queller, personal 
communication; Grafen, personal communication).  
 
The dispute has taken on broader significance in the intervening years, since the question 
of whether Hamilton’s rule can or cannot accommodate synergistic interactions now lies at 
the heart of a heated and ongoing debate concerning its usefulness and generality (see 
Fletcher and Zwick 2006; Gardner et al. 2007; van Veelen 2009; Nowak et al. 2010; Gardner 
et al. 2011; Marshall 2011b; van Veelen et al. 2012; Birch forthcoming). In recent literature, 
Grafen’s insistence that the standard version of Hamilton’s rule can accommodate synergy 
has been picked up and defended at length by a number of his Oxford colleagues (Gardner 
et al. 2007; Gardner et al. 2011), while Queller’s note of caution on this score has (to 
Queller’s evident frustration5) been picked up by theorists who would like to see the rule 
expunged altogether from serious theorizing (van Veelen 2009, 2011; van Veelen et al. 
2012). 
 
In this chapter, I dissect the long-running debate regarding the validity of Hamilton’s rule 
in cases of synergy, and I propose an irenic resolution that identifies what is right about 
both positions in the original Queller/Grafen dispute. In Section 4.1, I provide the 
necessary theoretical background, presenting a derivation of Hamilton’s rule from the 
Price equation that closely follows that of Queller (1985). In Section 4.2, I explain the 
problem synergy poses for the formulation of the rule derived in the preceding section. In 
Section 4.3, I critically examine Queller’s proposed extension to the rule and more recent 
developments in a similar vein; in Section 4.4, I critically examine ways of preserving the 
original ‘ 0rb c− > ’ form of the rule in the tradition of Grafen 1985b. Finally, in Section 4.5, I 
propose a resolution to the debate. I argue that, in choosing whether to employ generalized 
(two-term) or extended (three-or-more-term) versions of Hamilton’s rule in social 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 See his recent article on Joan Strassmann’s ‘Sociobiology’ blog (URL: 
http://sociobiology.wordpress.com/2012/04/06/agreement-and-disagreement-in-social-evolution-insight-
from-david-queller/ [Accessed 03/09/12]). 
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evolution theory, we inevitably face a trade-off between conceptual unification and causal 
explanation: generalized formulations buy unification at the expense of causal content, 
while extended formulations buy causal content at the expense of unifying power. The 
upshot is that the generalized and extended formulations of Hamilton’s rule are apt to 
perform different theoretical functions, and may peacefully coexist. Problems arise only 
when we choose the wrong formulation for the task at hand. 
4.1 The regression route to Hamilton’s rule  
 
4.1.1 Regression analysis of partial change 
Partitioning the Price equation 
The Price equation is a useful starting point for the analysis of social evolution (and, 
indeed, evolution more generally) chiefly because the covariance operator is bilinear, or 
linear in both arguments. This implies that, if we can write either one of the arguments as a 
function of other variables, we can partition the overall covariance into a sum of 
components, one for each of the terms in that function (for instance, 
( ) ( ) ( )Cov , Cov , Cov ,X Y Z X Z Y Zα β α β+ = + , where α  and β  are constants). To put the 
point in less abstract terms: if we can express an individual’s fitness as a function of 
relevant phenotypic predictors weighted by appropriate coefficients, then, by substituting 
this function into the Price equation, we can partition the overall w(g covariance into a sum 
of components, one for each of those predictors (see Lande and Arnold 1983; Queller 
1992a, b). 
 
Here is a simple illustration. We start with equation (3.3.3), which expresses the partial 
change due to the primary effect of natural selection as the covariance between an 
individual’s fitness, w, and its breeding value, g: 
 
 ( )1 1 Cov ,g w gw ⎡ ⎤Δ = ⎣ ⎦o
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Next, we express w as a function of an individual’s value for some phenotypic character, or 
set of characters. Let us suppose that w depends on two phenotypic characters, 1z  and 2z , 
and that it depends on them in a perfectly linear way:  
 
 
 
Substituting this expression into the Price equation, and exploiting the bilinearity of 
covariance, we obtain: 
 
 
 
This resolves the overall primary effect of natural selection into a term that depends on 
differences in 1z  and a term that depends on differences in 2z . Of course, the true fitness 
function will rarely (if ever) be this simple, and we have not yet introduced social effects; 
the purpose of the above example is merely to illustrate the bilinearity of covariance and 
the partitions of the Price equation it facilitates.  
 
Residuals 
It would be naïve to suppose that, in any real biological context, we could read off the 
exact fitness of each individual in a population simply by plugging its phenotypic 
characters into a linear fitness function. Usefully, however, the models of fitness we use in 
the analysis of social evolution do not have to be idealized in this way. We can relax this 
idealization by adding to our fitness function a residual term ( wε ) that, for any individual, 
represents the portion of its fitness that is not predicted by the other terms in the equation. 
For example: 
 
 
 
1 2w z zα β= +
( ) ( )1 21 1 Cov , Cov ,g z g z gw α β⎡ ⎤Δ = +⎣ ⎦o
1 2 ww z zα β ε= + +
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Or, more generally, for n phenotypic characters, each weighted by a coefficient, iβ :  
 
 
 
Of course, by adding a residual term, we make any fitness function true by definition: 
there is no individual in any population, whether real or modelled, for which the equation 
is false. The fitness function will fit some populations better than others, however, and this 
will be reflected in the size of the residual terms. If the residuals are typically negligible, 
we have probably captured all the significant influences on fitness; if the residuals are 
typically enormous, we probably have not.  
 
Partial regression coefficients 
In the above fitness function, each phenotype, iz , is weighted by a coefficient, iβ . While 
these coefficients could in principle be assigned arbitrarily or by guesswork, they are 
usually assigned in a more principled way. For any given set of phenotypic characters we 
might use as predictors of fitness, { }1 2, ,..., nz z z , there will be some corresponding set of 
weighting coefficients, { }1 2, ,..., nβ β β , that minimizes the sum-of-squares of the residuals for 
the population. These special coefficients are known as the partial regression coefficients 
for this predictor set. Intuitively, weighting the phenotypic predictors by partial regression 
coefficients provides the overall ‘best fit’ between the variable we want to predict (i.e., 
fitness) and the variables doing the predicting (i.e., the phenotypic characters).  
 
The numerical values of the partial regression coefficients are not, in the general case, easy 
to compute, since to do so we need to solve a set of n simultaneous equations, one for each 
predictor, and this task rapidly becomes very demanding as n increases (Ewens 2010). This 
does not, however, prevent partial regression coefficients from playing a fundamental role 
in the context of general, abstract theorizing about the nature of the evolutionary process, a 
context in which theoretical rigour and conceptual clarity often take precedence over 
tractable number-crunching (Fisher 1930; Ewens 2010; Gardner et al. 2011). We have 
n
i i w
i
w zβ ε= +∑
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already encountered one important theoretical role for partial regression coefficients: they 
feature in the definition of a breeding value. By weighting allelic values by partial 
regression coefficients taken with respect to the phenotypic character of interest, we (by 
definition) obtain the best possible prediction of an individual’s phenotype from a linear 
combination of its alleles, and this quantity, though difficult to compute exactly, is 
theoretically useful (see Chapter 2). For similar reasons, partial regression coefficients are 
also commonly used to weight phenotypic predictors in theoretical analyses of social 
evolution, where we want to define the best possible prediction of an individual’s fitness 
from its behavioural phenotype. 
 
If we want to predict fitness from two predictors or fewer, the relevant partial regression 
coefficients are much more easily computed. For a single predictor, ‘partial regression’ 
gives way to simple regression, and the simple regression of Y$on X can be expressed as a 
ratio of the covariance between Y and X to the variance in X:6  
  
 
   
For two predictor variables ( 1X and 2X ), the partial regression coefficients can be computed 
from the corresponding simple regressions by means of the following formulae (Lande and 
Arnold 1983; Queller 1992a; Gardner et al. 2011):7 
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Here I introduce a common notation for simple regression coefficients, on which ,Y Xβ  represents the simple 
regression of Y on X. 
7 Here I introduce a common notation for partial regression coefficients, on which 1 2,Y X Xβ  represents the 
partial regression of Y on 1X , correcting for correlations with 2X . 1 2,X Xρ  is the Pearson correlation coefficient 
between 1X and 2X  ( ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 2Cov , Var VarX X X X X Xρ = ).  
( )
( ),
Cov ,VarY X Y XXβ =
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These formulae, though specific to the two-predictor case, shed broader light on what 
partial regression coefficients are, and how they work. Importantly, although the partial 
regression of a dependent variable, Y, on a predictor, 1X , is sometimes glossed as a 
measure of the extent to which differences in 1X "predict differences in Y when we ‘control 
for’ correlated variables, talk of ‘control’ in this context is usually misleading. There is 
often no literal sense in which correlated variables are being ‘controlled’ or ‘held fixed’ by 
the analyst when partial regression coefficients are computed. Rather, the ‘controlling’ 
occurs purely in the statistics: we take the simple regression of Y on 1X  and adjust it, 
subtracting the portion of the overall association between Y and 1X  that is accounted for by 
correlation between 1X and the other predictors. The partial regression of Y on 1X  is 
therefore more accurately described as a measure of the extent to which differences in 1X  
predict differences in Y when we ‘correct for’ or ‘adjust for’ correlations among predictors.  
 
One final preliminary is needed: it will be convenient to introduce a symbol, z , 
representing the complete set of phenotypic predictors we want to use in a particular 
regression analysis of fitness: 
 
 
 
Naturally, the contents of z will vary greatly depending on the population and process in 
question. We may often want to regress fitness on only one or two phenotypic predictors, 
but in principle there is no limit to the number we could use.  
 
{ }1 2 3, , ,..., nz z z z=z
1 2 2 11 2 1 2
2 1 1 22 1 1 2
, , ,, 2 ,
, , ,, 2 ,
1
1
Y X Y X X X
Y X X
X X
Y X Y X X X
Y X X
X X
β β β
β
ρ
β β β
β
ρ
−
=
−
−
=
−
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4.1.2 The phenotypic formulation of Hamilton’s rule (HRP)  
When individuals do not interact socially, a causal analysis of the effects of natural 
selection can proceed solely by analysing how an individual’s fitness depends on its own 
phenotypic characters. Correlations between characters will often matter to the overall 
direction of selection—and these correlations need to be taken into account in the 
analysis—but the characters in question will typically be intrinsic properties of the 
individual whose fitness they predict (Lande and Arnold 1983). By contrast, when 
individuals do interact socially, extrinsic properties matter too: to capture the causal 
influences on an individual’s fitness with any degree of accuracy, we need to take into 
account not merely its own intrinsic character, but also its social milieu. We therefore need 
to include at least two phenotypic predictors in our predictor set. In addition to z, the focal  
individual’s phenotypic value for the social trait under investigation,9 we at the very least 
need to consider zˆ , the average phenotypic value of its social partners: 
 
 
 
Partitioning the Price equation using this predictor set takes us directly to a useful version 
of Hamilton’s rule (Queller 1992a). First, we express fitness as a sum of these predictors, 
weighted by the relevant partial regression coefficients (and including a residual term, wε ): 
 
(3.1.1) 
 
Recall that, owing to the residual term, this equation cannot be false of any individual in 
any population, though it may fit some populations much better than others. We then 
substitute this equation into equation (2.3.3), yielding the following partition: 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 By ‘focal individual’, I mean the arbitrary individual whose fitness we are attempting to predict, as 
opposed to its social partners (Rousset 2004). 
{ }ˆ,z z=z
ˆ ˆ, ˆ ww z z wz zw z zβ β ε= + +
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To get from this three-term partition of the Price equation to Hamilton’s rule, we need to 
eliminate the third term—that is, we need to assume that ( )Cov , 0w gε = . Queller (1992a) 
terms this assumption the ‘separation condition’ on the grounds that, if it obtains, the two-
term partition of the Price equation that is left behind fully separates quantities that relate 
genotype to phenotype from quantities that relate phenotype to fitness.  
 
There is some confusion in the literature as to whether or not the separation condition 
amounts to a substantive assumption. Queller (1992a) claims that it does, and I agree. It is 
true enough that least-squares theory guarantees that the residuals in a regression equation 
cannot co-vary with any of the predictors (a point I revisit in Section 6.4). At first glance, 
therefore, one might take it to be trivial that !Cov εw ,g( ) =0 . Crucially, however, g is not 
among the predictors of fitness in our analysis: our predictors are phenotypes, whereas g is 
a breeding value. There can be no formal guarantee that a variable outside our predictor 
set will not co-vary with the residuals, so there can be no formal guarantee that g will not 
co-vary with !εw  when the predictors of fitness are phenotypes. The separation condition 
thus amounts to a substantive assumption. The circumstances under which it obtains are 
discussed at length by Queller (1992a), and will also be considered in detail in Section 4.2.  
 
If the separation condition is indeed satisfied, we obtain the following simplified partition: 
 
 
 
This result entails the following condition for a social trait to be favoured by the primary 
effect of natural selection10: 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 Here I use ‘iff’ in the standard philosophical sense, as an abbreviation for ‘if and only if’. 
( ) ( )ˆ ˆ, ,1 1 ˆCov , Cov ,w z z w z zg z g z gw β β⎡ ⎤Δ = +⎣ ⎦o
( ) ( ) ( )ˆ ˆ, ,1 1 ˆCov , Cov , Cov ,ww z z w z zg z g z g gw β β ε⎡ ⎤Δ = + +⎣ ⎦o
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Owing to the definition of breeding value, ( ) ( )Cov , Varz g g= .11 Since variance cannot be 
negative, we can divide the right-hand side of this inequality through by ( )Var g without 
any risk of reversing its sign. The result is the following rule: 
 
(3.1.2) 
 
This result has the form of Hamilton’s rule. The first term ( ˆ,w z zβ ) measures the association 
between a social behaviour and the fitness of the actor who performs it, and can be 
regarded as a generalized measure of the cost of that behaviour. The first part of the 
second term ( ˆ,w z zβ ) measures the association between an individual’s fitness and the 
behaviour of its social partners, and can be regarded as a generalized measure of the 
benefit an individual receives from its neighbours. This quantity is weighted by a third 
coefficient ( ( ) ( )ˆCov , Varz g g  or, equivalently, ˆ ,z gβ ) that measures the overall association 
between the breeding value of an individual and the character of its social partners. This 
can be regarded as a generalized measure of the ‘relatedness’ between actors and 
recipients (Orlove and Wood 1978; Michod and Hamilton 1980; Seger 1981; Michod 1982; 
Queller 1985; Grafen 1985a). Hence, to get from inequality (3.1.2) to the more familiar 0rb c− > "form of Hamilton’s rule, we need only relabel the coefficients as follows: 
 
 
 
Yielding: 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 By definition, the simple regression of a phenotypic character on its breeding value is 1 (if it were anything 
other than 1, the breeding value would not be the best possible prediction of the phenotype from a linear 
combination of allelic values, since we could improve the prediction by multiplying through by ,z gβ ); and 
( ) ( ), Cov , Var 1z g z g gβ = =  implies that ( ) ( )Cov , Varz g g= . 
 !Δ1g >0!!iff!!βw ,z zˆ +βw ,zˆ z Cov zˆ ,g( )Var g( ) >0
( )
( )ˆ ˆ, ,
ˆCov ,&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& Varw z z w z z z gc b rgβ β= − = =
 !Δ1g >0!!iff!!βw ,z zˆCov z ,g( )+βw ,zˆ zCov zˆ ,g( ) >0
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(HRP) 
 
For reasons that will become clearer later on, I will refer to this as the phenotypic 
formulation of Hamilton’s rule (HRP). Note that, although talk of costs and benefits 
intuitively connotes that costs will detract from an agent’s fitness while benefits increase it, 
this need not be the case: the rule is intended to apply regardless of the sign of b or c. 
Hence, while the rule is most often associated with the evolution of cooperation (for which 
b is positive) and the evolution of altruism (for which b and c are both positive), selfish, 
spiteful and mutualistic behaviours are also intended to fall within the scope of Hamilton’s 
rule (see Hamilton 1964; Trivers 1985; Bourke and Franks 1995; West et al. 2007; Bourke 
2011).  
 
4.1.3 The regression definition of relatedness  
In the above formulation of Hamilton’s rule, relatedness is formally defined as the 
regression of an individual’s social partners’ average phenotype on its own breeding value 
for the character under study. This regression definition of relatedness is highly abstract 
and highly general. It also has several important but rather counterintuitive implications, 
and it is worth briefly noting these for future reference. Relatedness coefficients and their 
various forms will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. 
 
Relatedness is not genealogical kinship 
As we noted in Chapter 1, a high value of r does not require kinship in the traditional, 
genealogical sense of the word. What matters is correlation between the breeding value of 
the recipient and the phenotype of the actor. Kinship is one way of generating such 
correlations, but it is by no means the only way. As Hamilton (1975) himself notes, the 
necessary correlation could be ensured by, for instance, genetically-correlated habitat 
preferences, or ‘greenbeard’-style recognition mechanisms that allow the bearers of a 
particular social gene to seek out and detect other bearers, whether or not they are 
 !Δ1 g >0!!iff!!rb− c >0
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genetically similar in other respects (cf. Okasha 2002; Godfrey-Smith 2009; West and 
Gardner 2010). If genealogical kinship is the only source of relatedness then, on the 
assumption of weak selection,13 relatedness coefficients between classes can be usefully 
approximated by traditional pedigree measures (e.g., for diploid individuals: ½ for 
offspring and full siblings; ¼ for grandoffspring and half siblings, etc.). But nothing in the 
definition of relatedness requires that we measure it this way (Frank 1998; Gardner et al. 
2011).14 
 
Relatedness is character-specific  
Since breeding values and phenotypic values are strictly character-specific, relatedness too 
can be evaluated only relative to a particular character. This raises the conceptual 
possibility that two individuals might be closely related with respect to one character, yet 
only weakly related with respect to others; greenbeard effects provide one possible 
mechanism by which this kind of scenario could arise. It has often been suggested that 
such a pattern of relatedness would be unstable over evolutionary time, owing to the 
intragenomic conflict to which it could potentially give rise (Ridley and Grafen 1981; 
Grafen 1985a; Okasha 2002; Biernaskie et al. 2011). Even so, we should not discount the 
possibility of such variation, particularly in microbial populations, where horizontal gene 
transfer is known to issue in ephemeral and highly character-specific correlations between 
individuals (see Rankin et al. 2011a, b; Birch 2013b; see also Chapter 5). 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 Strong selection distorts family trees, leading to correlations between relatives that differ from traditional 
pedigrees (cf. Frank 1998; Gardner et al. 2011). For example, if my siblings would probably have died years 
ago had they not inherited a particular gene, then the probability that my living siblings share that gene will 
be greater than ½. 
14 The possibility of relatedness without genealogical kinship has led to some uncertainty regarding how the 
term ‘kin selection’ should be applied. Some authors use the term broadly, to describe any selection process 
in which relatedness matters; others reserve the term for only those cases in which relatedness arises 
through genealogical kinship. As explained in Chapter 1, I will employ the term in the broader sense.  
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Relatedness is not ‘shared genes’  
Strictly speaking, a high value of r does not even require that the actor and recipient must 
share genes for the character under investigation. Recall that, since the breeding value is an 
estimate of a phenotypic character on the basis of any relevant alleles, it is possible (at least 
in theory) for two organisms to possess the same breeding value while possessing very 
different underlying allele combinations—combinations which just happen to have similar 
average effects on the phenotypic character in question. Because relatedness is formally 
defined in terms of breeding values and phenotypes, and not allelic values, individuals 
may, in principle, be closely related according to the regression definition and yet differ 
considerably at the more fine-grained level of particular alleles (cf. Fletcher and Doebeli 
2009). 
 
Relatedness can be negative 
Any regression coefficient can be negative as well as positive, and relatedness, on the 
regression definition, is no exception. But in what sort of biological scenario could a 
negative value of relatedness arise? It would be one in which social partner phenotypes are 
negatively correlated, so that an individual with the genes for the social behaviour under 
investigation is less likely than average to interact with a social partner that performs it, 
while an individual without the relevant genes is more likely than average to interact with 
a social partner that performs it. Hamilton (1970) suggested that such a scenario would be 
conducive to the evolution of spite: by inflicting harm on their social partners, even at a 
cost to themselves, individuals with the genes for spite could increase the relative 
representation of these genes in the next generation. The regression definition of 
relatedness allows for such a phenomenon, since, when r is sufficiently negative, 
Hamilton’s rule may predict that a social behaviour can be favoured by selection even if its 
effects on actor and recipient are also negative (see Gardner and West 2004a, b; West and 
Gardner 2010). 
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Relatedness is population-relative 
On the regression definition, relatedness is a population-level statistic: it is a measure of 
the overall extent to which, in a given population, differences in breeding value predict 
differences in social milieu. Any evaluation of relatedness is thus relative to a reference 
population. One implication of this is that, strictly speaking, it makes no sense to talk of the 
relatedness between one particular individual and its social partner, because regression 
coefficients cannot be defined for a single data point. A second implication is that, if we 
want to use relatedness as a rough indicator of whether or not altruism is likely to evolve, 
the choice of an appropriate reference population is crucial. This point is especially salient 
in the case of ‘viscous populations’, in which organisms are confined to a particular locality 
and must compete for resources with other nearby organisms. When relatedness is 
evaluated relative to the population as a whole, viscosity tends to increase relatedness, 
because genealogical kin are confined to the same region. One might intuitively expect, 
therefore, that viscosity would be conducive to the evolution of altruism. Yet the fact that r 
is high when evaluated relative to the global population does not imply that r will also be 
high when evaluated separately for each local subpopulation. Organisms may be 
surrounded by kin, but that does not mean they will interact differentially with their 
closest kin—and it is differential interaction with genetically similar individuals, relative to 
the reference population mean, that matters to the value of r. The upshot of this is that, if 
competition within subpopulations is much stronger than competition between them, 
altruism might not be favoured after all (Taylor 1992; Queller 1992c). The general moral is 
that, if we want to use r-values as a guide to whether altruism will be favoured, we need to 
make sure that the reference population with respect to which they are computed is 
commensurate with the scale of competition (Queller 1994; West et al. 2002). 
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4.2 The problem of synergy 
 
4.2.1 Why synergy matters 
Synergy, as I use the term here, refers to any fitness effect that arises from a combination of 
social behaviours (performed by two or more individuals) and which is quantitatively 
different from (i.e., greater or less than) the sum of the fitness effects that those behaviours 
would have had if performed in causal isolation from each other. It is, more informally, a 
fitness effect that is either more or less than the sum of its parts, where the parts are the 
fitness effects the behaviours in question would have conferred by themselves.  
 
Detecting synergy is not an easy business, partly because detecting quantitative fitness 
effects is never an easy business, and partly because we often have no observed instances 
of synergy-producing behaviours occurring ‘in causal isolation from each other’ to use as a 
contrast class. Nevertheless, there is a widespread consensus that synergy matters in social 
evolution—that many important social behaviours generate synergistic benefits, and that 
this often helps explain why they evolved in the first place (see especially Queller and 
Strassmann 1998; Strassmann et al. 2000; Fletcher and Doebeli 2006; Fletcher and Zwick 
2006; Strassmann and Queller 2007, 2011; smith [sic] et al. 2010; Cornforth et al. 2012; 
Damore and Gore 2012). Chapter 1 introduced a number of examples of social interaction 
that may plausibly be regarded as synergistic, including slime mould aggregation; 
collective predation in myxobacteria; bubblenet feeding in humpback whales; and 
collective defence, construction and foraging tasks in eusocial insect colonies. Indeed, any 
instance of task-based cooperation will count as synergistic if the probability of task 
completion is a non-linear function of the number of contributions. In short, therefore, 
synergy is rife in nature—not only in the contexts of microbial evolution and of transitions 
in individuality, but also in sociobiology’s more traditional entomological heartland. Any 
theory of social evolution with aspirations to serious explanatory power should be able to 
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accommodate synergy and its consequences for social evolution. If HRP cannot, that is a 
problem. 
 
4.2.2 Why a one-predictor rule is unreliable when relatives interact 
To see why synergy is often thought to present a problem for HRP, it is best to start with a 
different question: why do we need HRP at all? Why can we not predict the direction of 
selection with a simpler rule that uses a single phenotypic predictor, namely z, the focal 
individual’s own value for the character under study? Consider the following regression 
equation: 
 
 
 
By substituting this equation into the Price equation and (for now) assuming that 
( )Cov , 0w gε =  (as in Section 3.2.2), we can derive the following principle: 
 
(3.2.1) 
 
The principle states that a phenotypic character will be favoured by selection if and only if 
there is a positive statistical association between the phenotype and fitness. One might 
suppose that the main problem with (3.2.1) is that it is just too simple to tell us anything 
interesting: in compressing all the causal influences on fitness into a single regression 
coefficient, it conflates direct and indirect causal pathways that HRP usefully separates. 
That is certainly true, but there is also a more serious problem: when relatives interact 
socially, (3.2.1) is liable to be downright false. This is because the separation condition we 
took for granted in its derivation (i.e., the assumption that ( )Cov , 0w gε = ) is unlikely to be 
satisfied in real cases of social interaction.  
 
,w z ww zβ ε= +
 !Δ1g >0!!iff!!βw ,z >0
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In general terms, the condition will be satisfied only if the overall association between g 
and w is fully accounted for by, on the one hand, the association between g and z; and, on 
the other hand, the association between z and w. Accordingly, the separation condition 
may be usefully rewritten as , , ,w g w z z gβ β β= . To judge informally whether this condition is 
likely to be satisfied in any given case, we must consider the following question: if we 
already knew an individual’s value for z, would additionally learning its value for g enable 
us to predict its fitness with any greater accuracy? If it would, this can only be because the 
true value of ,w gβ  is not fully accounted for by , ,w z z gβ β . 
 
Queller (1992a) argues informally but cogently that, if genetic relatives interact socially, 
then knowing an individual’s breeding$ value does provide predictively relevant 
information about its fitness over and above that provided by its phenotype. The key 
consideration here is that, in general, an individual’s breeding value is a better predictor 
than its phenotype of the phenotype of its genetic relatives, because deviations from the 
breeding value are not genetically transmissible (and, hence, to the extent that an 
individual’s phenotypic value deviates from its breeding value, the deviation is not likely 
to reappear in its relatives). When genetic relatives interact socially, this information 
becomes predictively relevant to w, because the phenotype of one’s genetic relatives has 
consequences for one’s own fitness. The upshot is that, in such cases, knowing the 
conjunction of an individual’s breeding value and its phenotypic value tells us more about 
its fitness than knowing its phenotypic$ value alone. This implies that the separation 
condition is violated. 
 
An example may help to bring out the logic of this argument. Consider a particular pair of 
organisms, A and B. They do not interact with each other, but both interact socially with 
their own genetic relatives. Both have exactly the same phenotypic value for some 
cooperative behaviour, z, but they differ in their fitness, w,"and in their breeding value for 
that behaviour, g. Now consider the following question: if we know that A has the greater 
breeding value, does this tell us anything about which has the greater fitness? It does."The 
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information that A has the greater breeding value" tells" us that the breeding value of A’s 
relatives is likely to be greater than the breeding value of B’s relatives. This tells us that the 
phenotypic value of A’s relatives is likely to be greater than the phenotypic value of B’s 
relatives. And this tells us that A is more likely than B to receive a benefit from its social 
partners. Hence, A is likely to have the greater fitness. 
 
4.2.3 Why HRP is unreliable when relatives interact synergistically 
The failings of the one-predictor rule can be remedied simply by adding an extra predictor, 
zˆ , which explicitly represents the phenotype of the focal individual’s social partners. This 
new predictor accounts for the component of the w(g covariance that z alone does not 
account for; and the result, of course, is HRP, which succeeds where the one-predictor rule 
fails. HRP faces a problem of its own, however, when genetic relatives interact 
synergistically (Queller 1985, 1992a, 2011). 
 
The problem is broadly similar to the problem we encounter when we try to apply a one-
predictor rule to additive social interactions. That problem arose because one’s breeding 
value is often a more accurate predictor than one’s phenotype of the (non-synergistic) 
social effects one can expect to receive, leading to a situation in which breeding value 
predicts residual fitness. A two-predictor analysis solves this problem, but runs straight 
into another: one’s breeding value is often a more accurate predictor than one’s phenotype 
of the synergistic social effects one can expect to receive, again leading to a situation in 
which breeding value predicts residual fitness. The main difference is that, this time round, 
the problem is not nearly as easy to see, because it arises from the precise way in which 
partial regression coefficients compensate for interactions among predictors. 
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To understand the nature of the problem, it will be helpful to consider simple one-shot, 
two-player, game-theoretic models of synergistic interaction (henceforth referred to as 
‘synergy games’), characterized by the following payoff matrix (Queller 1984, 1985): 
 
 COOPERATE ( zˆ =1 ) DEFECT ( zˆ =0 ) 
COOPERATE ( 1z = ) !B −C +D " !−C "
DEFECT ( 0z = ) B$ 0"
 
We can translate the two strategies into the language of the Price formalism by defining a 
dummy variable, z, such that 1z =  if the row-player cooperates and 0z =  if it defects, and 
by defining a dummy variable zˆ such that ˆ 1z =  if the column-player cooperates and ˆ 0z =  
if it defects. The B, C and D parameters represent fecundity payoffs; nothing is assumed 
about their sign or magnitude. The D-payoff is what makes the model synergistic, since it 
implies that the payoff each player receives when both players cooperate differs from the 
sum of the payoffs that would be conferred by each player cooperating in isolation.  
 
The payoff matrix does not fully specify a model, since models with the same payoff 
matrix can differ with respect to other parameters. For example, the strategies of 
interacting individuals may be correlated or uncorrelated, and their strategies may or may 
not be determined by their genotype. In Appendix C, I analyse two specific synergy 
games. In both games, some individuals possess a particular allele (!x =1 ) while others do 
not (!x =0 ). Social partner genotypes are correlated: a fraction, a, of individuals are 
assigned a social partner with an allelic value that is guaranteed to be identical to their 
own, while a fraction, ! 1−a( ) , are assigned a social partner that is drawn at random from 
the (infinite) population. The difference is that, in the first game, allelic value determines 
strategy: !x =0→ z =0  and !x =1→ z =1 . In the second game, allelic value does not fully 
determine strategy: only a fraction, k, of !x =1  individuals go on to express the cooperative 
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phenotype. This difference turns out to be critical, for it turns out that HRP is a reliable 
guide to the direction of selection in the first game but is not reliable in the second. 
 
What is the source of the trouble? At first glance, one might think it obvious that HRP is 
going to break down in synergy games, on the grounds that it takes no account of the D-
payoff (van Veelen 2009; van Veelen et al. 2012). This, however, misunderstands the 
meaning of the terms in HRP. The cost and benefit terms in HRP are partial regression 
coefficients, not fecundity payoffs, and as such they measure the overall statistical 
association between a predictor and fitness (correcting for other predictors), not merely the 
payoffs caused directly by that predictor. The implication is that, when computed 
correctly, they do take the D-payoff into account (Grafen 1985a, b; Gardner et al. 2007; 
Birch forthcoming). What they do, in effect, is account for the expected effects of synergy 
through a correction factor that we add to the B and C fecundity payoffs. In other words, 
they treat the synergistic payoff not as a third phenotypic pathway distinct from the costs 
and benefits of the behaviour in question, but rather as an effect that modulates these costs 
and benefits. If D is positive, the cost of the behaviour in question is lessened and its benefit 
is boosted; if D is negative, the converse is true (see Appendix C, Part I for details). 
 
In fact, although synergistic interaction does pose a genuine problem for HRP, the source 
of the problem is far from obvious. The real issue is that, in scenarios in which genotype is 
an imperfect predictor of behaviour, synergistic interaction between genetic relatives leads 
to a violation of the separation condition (i.e., !Cov εw ,g( )≠0 ), and this in turn implies that 
HRP is not a reliable guide to the sign and magnitude of the overall w(g covariance. 
Queller (1992a) argues for this conclusion informally, but provides no formal argument. In 
Appendix C (Part II), I show that Queller’s intuition is indeed correct: when genotypes 
determine phenotypes, the separation condition is satisfied; but when genotypes are 
imperfect predictors of phenotypes, the separation condition is violated. More specifically, 
I show that HRP systematically overcompensates for the effects of synergy on the direction 
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of selection when phenotypes are not genetically determined. If synergistic effects are 
large, this systematic error threatens to make HRP seriously unreliable.15 
 
While the formal argument in Appendix C is made in the context of a particular synergy 
game, it is important to add that the problem for HRP does not arise from any 
idiosyncratic features of this model. On the contrary, the problem is likely to recur in any 
scenario in which (i) genetic relatives interact synergistically and (ii) genotype is an 
imperfect predictor of phenotype. This is because the problem ultimately arises from a 
very general feature of partial regression coefficients. In correcting for the expected 
synergistic effect arising from interactions among predictors, a regression analysis only 
ever takes into account correlations among the predictors; any other biologically relevant 
correlations are ignored. This means that, if our predictors of fitness are phenotypic (and in 
real ecological contexts they usually need to be if we want to measure them; cf. Sections 4.4 
and 4.5), only phenotypic correlations are taken into account when compensating for 
synergy, and any underlying genetic correlations are neglected. The upshot is that, 
whenever the underlying genotypic correlations between social partners are stronger than 
the manifest phenotypic correlations, knowing an individual’s genotype will give us 
predictively relevant information about the synergistic effects it is likely to receive that a 
purely phenotypic regression analysis of fitness will fail to take into account. Hence, we 
have reason to believe that synergistic interaction among relatives will, in general, lead to 
violations of the separation condition. The synergy game analysed in Appendix C is 
merely an illustrative case.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 van Veelen et al. (2012) argue for a similar conclusion using similar models, but their understanding of 
Queller’s separation condition strikes me as deeply confused. My aim in Appendix C is to show when 
synergy leads to a violation of the separation condition as Queller understands it. 
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4.3 Solution 1: Expand the predictor set 
 
The problem of accommodating synergy within a kin selection framework is serious, but it 
is by no means insoluble. Indeed, one finds two different solutions in the kin selection 
literature, both of which have proved influential. The first—Queller’s original (1984, 1985) 
solution—involves expanding our phenotypic predictor set to explicitly represent 
synergistic effects. The second—also developed by Queller (1992b), but more recently 
championed by Andy Gardner and colleagues (2011)—involves recasting Hamilton’s rule 
as a principle concerned only with the average effects of genotypes, and ignoring 
phenotypic pathways altogether. Each solution has its merits and demerits. In the next two 
sections, I present and scrutinize each solution in turn. In Section 4.5, I address the 
question of which is on balance preferable.  
 
4.3.1 Queller’s extension of Hamilton’s rule (HRQ) 
Above, we saw how the deficiencies of a one-predictor regression analysis in cases of social 
interaction among genetic relatives can be remedied simply by adding an extra predictor 
to our predictor set, so that the phenotypes of an individual’s social partners are explicitly 
represented. An analogous response is available in the present context: the deficiencies of 
HRP in cases of synergistic interaction among genetic relatives can be remedied by adding 
yet another predictor to our predictor set, explicitly representing the synergistic effect. 
Since the D-payoff in the synergy game obtains if and only if both players cooperate 
(i.e., ˆ 1zz = ), the predictor we need to add is ˆzz , the product of the players’ phenotypic 
values: 
 
 
 
From this predictor set we obtain the following regression equation (Queller 1985, 1992a, 
2011): 
{ }ˆ ˆ, ,z z zz=z
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As always, the partial regression coefficients are defined as the weightings that minimize 
the sum-of-squares of the residuals. In the synergy game, the residuals will be 
minimized—indeed, eliminated altogether—when the three coefficients are equal to the –C, 
B and D fecundity payoffs respectively. Substituting the new regression equation into 
equation (2.3.3), we obtain the following partition: 
 
  
 
Because the three-predictor regression fully accounts for the fitness of every individual in 
the synergy game—leaving no residuals at all—it follows that ( )Cov , 0w gε = , so the 
separation condition is satisfied. This allows us to derive the following condition under 
which selection will favour cooperation in the synergy game (Queller 1985, 1992a, 2011): 
 
 
 
 
Though broadly similar to Hamilton’s rule, this condition includes an extra term 
corresponding to the effect of synergy. By using d to represent ˆ ˆ, ,w zz z zβ and s to represent 
( ) ( )ˆCov , Cov ,zz g z g , we can produce the following, more memorable formulation: 
 
(HRQ) 
 
This principle is sometimes known as Queller’s rule (Marshall 2011), though Queller 
himself describes it as a natural extension of Hamilton’s rule to the case of synergy. I will 
refer to it as Queller’s extension of Hamilton’s rule (HRQ). 
 !Δ1g = βw ,z zˆ ,zzˆCov z ,g( )+βw ,zˆ z ,zzˆCov zˆ ,g( )+βw ,zzˆ z ,zˆCov zzˆ ,g( )+Cov g,εw( )
 !Δ1g >0!!!iff!!!βw ,z zˆ ,zzˆ +βw ,zˆ z ,zzˆ Cov zˆ ,g( )Cov z ,g( ) +βw ,zzˆ z ,zˆ Cov zzˆ ,g( )Cov z ,g( ) >0
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , , , , ,ˆ ˆ ww z z zz w z z zz w zz z zw z z zzβ β β ε= + + +
 !Δ1 g >0!!!iff!!!rb− c + sd >0
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4.3.2 The general method 
Because it explicitly represents the effects of synergy, HRQ is more reliable than HRP 
when synergy is present: it accurately predicts the direction and magnitude of selection in 
cases in which HRP falls foul of the separation condition (and thus fails to account fully for 
the heritable variation in fitness). Yet it would be naive to suppose that HRQ constitutes a 
fully general extension of Hamilton’s rule. We introduced a third predictor, ˆzz , in order to 
accommodate the additional complexity of the synergy game in contrast to a game with 
perfectly additive payoffs. But the synergy game is still very simple, in the great scheme of 
things, and many instances of social behaviour in the real world are likely to have far more 
complicated payoff structures. If we want to account for all the w(g covariance in these 
more complex contexts, then we are probably going to need more than three predictors. 
 
The general moral to draw from the two cases discussed in Section 4.2, I suggest, is that 
our predictor set will fail to account fully for the overall w(g covariance whenever (i) we 
have too few predictor variables in our regression analysis to account for the full causal 
structure of the social interactions in the population under study, and (ii) an individual’s 
genotype is a stronger predictor than its phenotype of the variable(s) we have omitted. 
Such a situation arises when we try to apply a one-predictor regression to social interaction 
among genetic relatives, and it arises again when we try to apply a two-predictor 
regression to synergistic interaction among genetic relatives. Queller’s three-predictor 
regression copes with the synergy game only because its predictor set fully captures the 
causal influences on fitness in that game. If we were to apply HRQ to social interactions 
that have a greater degree of complexity than a three-predictor regression is able to 
represent, then there is every chance that the same problem would recur again: some of the 
w(g covariance would be unaccounted for, and the separation condition would be violated. 
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Queller (2011) is well aware of this problem, and does not claim that HRQ provides a fully 
general characterization of the conditions under which selection will favour a social 
behaviour. Instead, he suggests that we should see his derivation of HRQ merely as one 
instance of a general method for deriving Hamilton’s rule-type principles to apply to 
particular cases. The general method can be characterized in four steps:16 
 
STEP 1: Construct a regression analysis of fitness including all 
phenotypic predictors causally relevant to the direction of 
selection on the character of interest. In cases of social 
behaviour, this will include extrinsic (‘neighbourhood’) 
predictors as well as intrinsic predictors. 
 
STEP 2: Substitute this regression equation into the (standard 
genetic) Price equation to yield a partition of the overall w(g 
covariance. 
 
STEP 3: Assume, if it is reasonable to do so, that the residuals in 
the regression analysis are uncorrelated with breeding value. 
This leaves behind a partition that cleanly separates quantities 
that relate genotype to phenotype from quantities that relate 
phenotype to fitness. 
 
STEP 4: Rearrange to derive a rule describing the conditions 
under which (the primary effect of) natural selection will 
increase the average value of the character of interest. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 Queller (2011) himself suggests that there are eight steps, because he individuates the steps more finely 
than I do. This is not a substantive difference. 
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Queller (2011) shows how to apply the general method to various particular cases. 
Variants of this method have also been fruitfully employed by Steven A. Frank (1997a, b; 
1998; 2006) and by jeff smith [sic] and colleagues (2010). 
 
4.3.3 Neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness 
The general method is non-specific enough to encompass a variety of quite different 
analytical approaches. One important ambiguity arises in Step 1: we are told to construct a 
‘regression analysis of fitness’, but the meaning of fitness in the context of social evolution 
is deliberately left unspecified. The reason is that there are two influential bodies of theory 
falling within the purview of Queller’s general method, but which conceive of social fitness 
in very different ways. These are the neighbour-modulated fitness (or direct fitness) and 
inclusive fitness approaches to the analysis of kin selection.  
 
The intuitive difference between these approaches is easy enough to grasp. The neighbour-
modulated fitness approach conceives of an individual’s fitness in terms of its own 
reproductive output, and analyses the ways in which that output depends on the 
behaviour of its social partners (the above derivations of HRP and HRQ are simple 
examples of this approach). The inclusive fitness approach, by contrast, conceives of an 
individual’s fitness as (roughly speaking) a sum of the fitness components for which its 
behaviour is causally responsible, where each component is weighted by the individual’s 
relatedness to the organism that is doing the reproducing. It proceeds to analyse how an 
organism’s fitness (thus construed) depends on its own behaviour. 
 
Recent years have seen considerable debate as to whether or not the two frameworks 
constitute formally equivalent perspectives on social evolution (see, e.g., Frank 1998, 2006; 
Taylor et al. 2007; Fletcher and Doebeli 2009; Rosas 2010; Martens 2011). I will weigh into 
this debate in Chapter 5.  For now, I merely want to note that both approaches involve 
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Steps 1-4 of the general method; the difference between them lies in the conception of 
fitness they take as the target of analysis. Hence, the general method is inclusive enough to 
accommodate not only a great plurality of predictor sets, but also a plurality of conceptions 
of social fitness. 
 
4.3.4 Contextual analysis as a special case 
It is also worth briefly noting the extremely close relationship between Queller’s general 
method and the contextual analysis approach to multi-level selection (Heisler and Damuth 
1987; Damuth and Heisler 1988; Goodnight et al. 1992; Okasha 2006). In essence, contextual 
analysis involves applying Queller’s method with a predictor set that includes group-level 
properties. In the simplest case, we might only include Z, the average z-value of the focal 
individual’s group:  
 
 
 
From this predictor set, we can (applying Steps 1-3) derive the following partition of the w(
g covariance: 
 
 
 
And, from this partition, we can (applying Step 4) derive a variant of Hamilton’s rule in 
which the ‘relatedness’ is equal to ( ) ( )Cov , Varg Z g , a measure of the association between 
an individual’s breeding value and the average z-value of the group in which it finds 
itself17: 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 This quantity is sometimes known as the ‘whole-group relatedness’ and has received considerable 
attention in recent kin selection literature, particularly in the contexts of microbial and human cooperation 
(see, e.g., Pepper 2000; Frank 2006; El Mouden and Gardner 2008; Ross-Gillespie et al. 2009; El Mouden et al. 
2010; Rankin et al. 2011; Cornforth et al. 2012). 
{ },z Z=z
 !Δ1g = βw ,z Z Var g( )+βw ,Z zCov Z ,g( )
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Of course, the same general method could be applied to more complicated predictor sets, 
including sets containing ‘emergent’ group characters (such as specialization or division of 
labour). Hence, although contextual analysis is usually considered to fall under the 
umbrella of multi-level selection theory, it might equally be regarded as a natural 
extension of Queller’s general method for the analysis of kin selection to predictor sets that 
include group characters. Its ambiguous status shows just how close to one another kin- 
and group-selectionist approaches to social evolution have become.18 
4.4 Solution 2: Bypass phenotypes 
 
Queller first presented his extension to Hamilton’s rule in two papers in the mid-1980s 
(Queller 1984, 1985). Shortly afterwards, in a paper entitled ‘Hamilton’s rule OK’, Grafen 
replied that the proposed extension was unnecessary, since the standard version of the rule 
already accommodates synergistic effects (see also Grafen 1985a, 81-2): 
 
The third, synergistic term in Queller’s form can be made to 
disappear by agreeing to define benefit and cost as the average 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 In Section 3.4, I argued that the main difference between kin- and group-selectionist methods of analysis 
lies not in whether organisms are assigned to groups, but how. A multi-level analysis typically presupposes 
that organisms can be sorted into equivalence classes on the basis of their social interactions, while kin 
selection analyses typically presuppose that organisms can be sorted into genotypic classes, developmental 
classes, or both. Although I think this is broadly correct, contextual analysis muddies the waters somewhat, 
because it does not require that the groups to which it assigns Z-values are non-overlapping equivalence 
classes. For instance, suppose we have a population of N organisms subdivided into N groups. Each group is 
‘centred’ on a particular individual, comprising all and only those individuals with whom it interacts 
(including itself). We can apply contextual analysis to this population by defining an individual’s Z-value as 
average character of the group centred on it (cf. Godfrey-Smith 2006).  
!
 !Δ1g >0!!iff!!βw ,z Z +βw ,Z z Cov Z ,g( )Var g( ) >0
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effects on individuals’ fitnesses, rather than as arbitrary terms 
in a model of fitness. (1985b, 311) 
 
For Grafen, the illusion that Hamilton’s rule breaks down in cases of synergy highlights 
the fact that ‘care must be taken in applying Hamilton’s rule’ (1985a, 82). He adds, rather 
stingingly, that ‘[a] result has no interest as an exception to Hamilton’s rule if it is based on 
the wrong interpretation of r, b and c’ (1985a, 82).  
 
There is a sense in which Grafen is right, and a sense in which he is wrong. As we noted in 
Section 3.2, one might naïvely assume that Hamilton’s rule could not possibly 
accommodate synergy, because simple synergy games involve a D-payoff and Hamilton’s 
rule makes no mention of a D-payoff (cf. van Veelen 2009, 2011; van Veelen et al. 2012). 
This, however, mistakes the partial regression coefficients in Hamilton’s rule for fecundity 
payoffs in a payoff matrix. When computed correctly, the b and c coefficients do indeed 
take the D-payoff into account, as Grafen correctly points out. Nevertheless, owing to the 
way in which the partial regression coefficients are calculated, there is a systematic 
tendency for HRP to overcompensate for the effects of synergy on the response to 
selection. If the error is large, rb c−  may even be qualitatively inaccurate regarding the 
direction of partial change. As Queller (1992a) subsequently made clear (and as I argue 
more formally in Appendix C), this is the real problem for HRP in cases of synergy. 
 
Even so, there is still a way in which the synergistic term in HRQ can legitimately be made 
to disappear in the spirit of Grafen’s original proposal. We can do this by replacing 
phenotypic predictors with purely genetic predictors. By ignoring altogether the 
phenotypic pathways linking genotype and fitness, we can avoid failures of the separation 
condition and produce a version of Hamilton’s rule that almost never fails. Queller himself 
was the first to point out this alternative response to the problem of synergy (Queller 
1992b). In recent years, however, it has been defended chiefly by Grafen’s Oxford 
colleagues (Gardner et al. 2007; Gardner et al. 2011). 
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4.4.1 Hamilton’s rule with genetic predictors (HRG)  
The derivation of the genetic version of Hamilton’s rule is exactly parallel to the derivation 
of HRP, and can be regarded as yet another special case of Queller’s general method. The 
only difference is that our phenotypic predictor set is replaced with a genetic predictor set 
(which we can denote with the letter g ) comprising the breeding value of the focal 
individual, g, and the average breeding value of its social partners, gˆ : 
 
 
 
Applying Steps 2-4 of Queller’s method, we can derive the following rule: 
 
 
 
 
By using gb  to represent ˆ,w g gβ , gc−  to represent ˆ,w g gβ  and gr  to represent 
( ) ( )ˆCov , Varg g g , we can recast this into more familiar notation: 
 
(HRG) 
 
I will refer to this as Hamilton’s rule with genetic predictors (HRG). It differs from HRP in 
two respects. First, the gb  and gc  terms represent the average effects of genotypes, 
whereas the b and c terms in HRP represent the average effects of behavioural phenotypes. 
Second, the gr term represents the correlation between social partner genotypes, whereas 
the r term in HRP represents the correlation between actor phenotypes and recipient 
genotypes.  
 
{ }ˆ,g g=g
 !Δ1g >0!!iff!!βw ,g gˆ +βw ,gˆ g Cov gˆ,g( )Var g( ) >0
 !Δ1 g >0!!iff!!rgbg − cg >0
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4.4.2 On the generality of HRG  
As with any other application of Queller’s method, the derivation of HRG requires an 
assumption of uncorrelated residuals, that is, ( )Cov , 0w gε = . As we have seen, this 
assumption is often substantive and contentious. In the case of HRG, however, it is 
guaranteed to hold. This is because g is now among the predictors in our regression 
analysis, and the method of least-squares (i.e., minimizing the sum-of-squares of the 
residuals) ensures that the residuals in a regression equation do not co-vary with any of 
the predictors (Queller 1992b). In light of this, we could say that HRG cannot possibly fail 
the separation condition. Yet it would be rather more accurate to say that the separation 
condition does not even apply to HRG, because HRG does not even attempt to separate 
quantities which relate genotype to phenotype from quantities which relate phenotype to 
fitness. In effect, it bypasses phenotypes altogether: it considers only the overarching 
relationships between fitness and breeding value, without any care for how they are 
mediated phenotypically. 
 
The reward for bypassing phenotypes is a principle of extraordinary generality. After all, 
( )Cov , 0w gε = is the only substantive assumption in the derivation of HRP, and in the 
derivation of HRG this assumption is trivially satisfied. The upshot is that HRG, as a 
statement of the statistical conditions under which selection will favour a social behaviour, 
is true of any population to which the Price equation applies, and in which the relevant 
partial regression coefficients are well defined.  
 
Accordingly, there are only two kinds of case in which HRG can fail. First, there are cases 
in which HRG is false because the standard Price equation is also false. Such cases are 
likely to be extremely rare, but they are not inconceivable, because the derivation of the 
Price equation involves a substantive assumption to the effect that all descendants have the 
same number of ancestors (see Kerr and Godfrey-Smith 2009; see also Section 2.1). Second, 
there are cases in which HRG is false because, although social behaviour can still evolve, 
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the coefficients in HRG are undefined. Such cases may be rather less rare, since the terms 
in HRG are undefined whenever g  and gˆ  are perfectly collinear (to see why, note that the 
formula for partial regression coefficients given in Section 3.1.1 yields an undefined value 
if 21 0ρ− = , and perfect collinearity implies that 2 1ρ = ). It is not hard to envisage 
scenarios in which such collinearity might arise, particularly in populations of asexually 
reproducing microbes. Yet, on the face of it, these scenarios seem conducive, not hostile, to 
the evolution of social behaviour. The fact that HRG does not apply to such cases shows 
not that social behaviour can never evolve in them, but rather that HRG is not a fully 
general condition for the evolution of social behaviour.19 
4.5 The solutions compared 
 
We now have two solutions to the problem of synergy on the table. Solution 1 is to expand 
the predictor set to more accurately represent the causal structure of the phenotypic 
pathways linking genotype to fitness. Solution 2 is to bypass phenotypic pathways 
altogether so as to recast Hamilton’s rule as a purely genetic principle. Which should we 
prefer? In this section, I want to argue that we do not have to choose—or rather, we do not 
have to choose one solution to apply across the board. The general moral of the problem of 
synergy, I submit, is that there are two explanatory functions traditionally assigned to 
Hamilton’s rule. Each solution to the problem prioritizes one of these functions but 
neglects the other, and there is no way for a single principle to satisfy both at once. This 
gives us grounds for an irenic resolution to the debate: neither solution to the problem 
gives us everything we might want, but both solutions give us something worth having. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 HRP faces a similar problem, but less severely. The coefficients in HRP are still well defined when social 
partners have identical genotypes, provided there is still some phenotypic variation between social partners 
with respect to the characters under study. 
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4.5.1 The dual role of Hamilton’s rule  
One might intuitively expect that the primary role of Hamilton’s rule would be 
predictive—that biologists would estimate its coefficients in order to predict the social 
behaviours that natural selection will have built. In fact, the power of Hamilton’s rule (in 
any form derived from the Price equation) to predict the long-run trajectory of social 
evolution is extremely limited. There are two main reasons for this. The first is that the rule 
concerns only the direction of (the primary effect of) social selection—it avoids analysing 
any other relevant influences on evolution, including mutation, genetic drift and 
intragenomic conflict. We can therefore use Hamilton’s rule to predict the overall direction 
of social evolution only on the assumption that these effects are insignificant. The second 
reason is that the r, b and c coefficients represent aggregate statistical properties of a 
population, and these properties are liable to change as gene frequencies change. The 
implication is that, even if Hamilton’s rule is satisfied for a particular social behaviour at a 
particular time, it will not necessarily be favoured by social selection at a later time (cf. 
Birch forthcoming). 
 
If the pathways linking breeding value to fitness are frequency-independent (i.e., genes 
have frequency-independent effects on phenotype, and phenotypes have frequency-
independent effects on fitness), then there is no particular reason why the direction of 
social selection would change as gene frequencies change. In this special case, Hamilton’s 
rule can serve as a rough guide to whether a trait will go to fixation in the long run. But 
frequency-independence is likely to be the exception rather than the rule in real-world 
social evolution. Notably, frequency-dependent effects can be generated by synergy (as in 
the synergy game) or by dominance or epistasis among genes, and both kinds of 
phenomenon are biologically commonplace. When effects are frequency-dependent, 
Hamilton’s rule will only ever provide a static ‘snapshot’ of a dynamic process. The 
direction of kin selection may well change over evolutionary time and, if we want to 
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understand how it changes, we have no choice but to build a more concrete model of the 
evolutionary dynamics (cf. Grafen 1985a,b; Frank 1995, 1998, 2012; Traulsen 2010).  
 
These limitations do not, however, render Hamilton’s rule explanatorily useless. 
Explanation in evolutionary biology is not all about long-run predictive success, and there 
are important explanatory roles to which Hamilton’s rule, in spite of its predictive 
limitations, remains well suited. Two such roles stand out as especially important: that of 
providing causal explanations of observed evolutionary outcomes, and that of unifying 
diverse dynamical models under a common conceptual framework.   
 
Causal explanation in the field 
When we encounter social behaviours in nature, we can usually be fairly confident that 
they evolved at least in part because they were favoured by natural selection, but this by 
no means tells us everything we want to know. We also want to know why they were so 
favoured. In particular, we want to know whether they were favoured by virtue of their 
effects on the actor performing them, or whether they were favoured by virtue of their 
effects on other individuals. The standard way to answer this question is to estimate the 
coefficients in Hamilton’s rule (Grafen 1985a). By estimating the value of r, b and c for a 
given population, a behavioural ecologist can assess firstly whether the rule is satisfied, 
and secondly how the terms compare. They can thereby make an inference as to why the 
trait was originally favoured by selection. 
 
Since Hamilton’s original (1964) derivation of the rule, numerous empirical studies have 
put this method into practice (e.g., Grafen 1984; Gadagkar 2001; Oli 2003; smith et al. 2010; 
Waibel et al. 2011; for reviews, see Foster 2009; Westneat and Fox 2010; Bourke 2011). 
Importantly, however, the method is usually only practicable if the cost and benefit 
coefficients in Hamilton’s rule are understood as average effects of phenotypes rather than 
of breeding values. This is because, while we can usually gather data on the behaviours of 
particular organisms and their fitness consequences, it is rarely possible to gather data on 
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the genotypes of particular organisms outside of the laboratory. Indeed, as Grafen (1985a) 
notes, this is the main reason why Hamilton’s rule—in contrast to the concepts and 
methods of classical population genetics—has come to be so influential among behavioural 
ecologists:  
 
In applications to data, Hamilton’s rule comes into its own. The 
great differences from models are that usually with data on 
social traits, the genotypes of individuals are unknown and the 
genetic system controlling the trait is unknown. This makes 
worries about dominance, number of loci and mode of gene 
action purely academic. In modelling, the fundamental 
population genetics method of finding the number of offspring 
of each genotype is the main rival to Hamilton’s rule. This 
alternative simply cannot be applied to data if the genotypes of 
individuals are unknown. Hamilton’s rule can be applied, 
provided enough information is available to measure the effects 
of social action. (Grafen 1985a, 76) 
 
Conceptual unification of models 
Hamilton’s rule has a very different explanatory function in theoretical population 
genetics, where it is seen not as a source of causal explanations of particular phenomena, 
but rather as a means of unifying diverse dynamical models under a single conceptual 
umbrella. This conception of the explanatory role of Hamilton’s rule is forcefully 
advocated by Gardner et al. 2007: 
 
The most powerful and simple approach to evolutionary 
problems is to start with a method such as population genetics 
(including the multilocus approach), game theory or direct-
fitness maximization techniques. The results of these analyses 
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can then be interpreted within the frameworks that Price’s 
theorem and Hamilton’s rule provide. The correct use of these 
powerful theorems is to translate the results of such disparate 
analyses, conducted with a variety of methodologies and 
looking at very different problems, into the common language 
of social evolution theory. (Gardner et al. 2007, 224) 
 
Gardner and colleagues’ emphasis on translating results into ‘the common language of 
social evolution theory’ shows that the explanatory role being performed by Hamilton’s 
rule is unificatory rather than causal-explanatory: the aim is not add any additional causal 
detail to that already included in the underlying dynamical model, but rather to show how 
the results of many particular models, from various different modelling traditions, can all 
be seen as particular instances of an overarching general principle. 
 
4.5.2 The right rule for the right job  
Recognizing the dual explanatory role that Hamilton’s rule is often expected to play in 
contemporary sociobiology allows us to see the value in both solutions to the problem of 
synergy. For Solution 1 shows us how to extend Hamilton’s rule so as to better enable it to 
perform its causal-explanatory function, and Solution 2 shows us how to reformulate it so 
as to better enable it to perform its unificatory function.  
 
Let us consider the latter function first. If Hamilton’s rule is to provide a common language 
in which to express the results of diverse modelling approaches, generality is paramount: it 
is important, in particular, that the rule still holds in models of synergistic interaction. The 
genetic formulation of Hamilton’s rule, HRG, provides maximal generality. What it tells 
us, in effect, is that all cases of the genetical evolution of social behaviour by natural 
selection have something in common: in all such cases, an individual’s fitness depends not 
only on its own internal genes, but also on the external genetic milieu in which it finds 
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itself. It also tells us that, as a consequence, the direction of selection depends on three 
factors: the association between an individual’s fitness and its own genes; the association 
between an individual’s fitness and any relevant external genes; and the correlation 
between its own genes and its external genetic milieu. This may not tell us very much, but 
it does tell us something—and it may well be all there is to say in general about the nature 
of broad-sense kin selection.  
 
For all its unifying power, however, HRG is dreadfully ill suited to providing causal 
explanations of particular social phenomena. There are two main reasons for this. The first 
is that, since the cost and benefit terms in HRG represent the average effects of genotypes, 
not phenotypes, its terms are extremely difficult to measure accurately in real ecological 
contexts. The second is that, even if we could estimate the cost and benefit terms in real 
contexts, it is not clear that we would gain much in the way of causal explanation by doing 
so, since HRG takes no account of how the overall association between fitness and 
breeding value is causally mediated by phenotypic pathways. One consequence of this is 
that estimating the terms in HRG would not settle the question of whether a particular 
behaviour is selfish, spiteful, altruistic or mutually beneficial, in the standard technical 
sense of these terms (see Chapter 2). The information that gb  is positive and !
−cg  is 
negative for a particular social behaviour, for example, would not imply that the behaviour 
is altruistic. It would imply only that the genes for that behaviour correlate negatively with 
actor fitness and positively with recipient fitness—and this pattern of correlation could in 
principle by explained by pleiotropic effects of the relevant genes on a quite different 
phenotype. The point is not that such pleiotropy is especially likely (though see Foster et 
al. 2004), but merely that HRG does not rule it out: because it says nothing at all about the 
causal pathways linking g to w, it radically underdetermines the true causal explanation of 
a trait’s evolutionary success. 
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If we want to derive principles of social evolution that can do serious causal-explanatory 
work in real ecological contexts, then we must include phenotypes; and this is where 
Solution 1 earns it keep. Queller’s method provides a general recipe for causal analyses of 
phenotypic pathways, of which HRQ is merely a simple example. The downside, of course, 
is that in applying this method we lose the generality HRG afforded: the traditional two-
term form of Hamilton’s rule (HRP) does not fully account for the w(g covariance even in 
simple synergy games, and predictor sets that capture all the causally relevant phenotypes 
(and thereby do account for all the w(g covariance) will often need to be large and 
complicated, and to vary significantly from one case to the next, if they are to do justice to 
the complexity of real, evolving populations (cf. Frank 1998; smith et al. 2010).  
 
Let us review the argument of this section. Hamilton’s rule has two roles in contemporary 
biology: it is a causal-explanatory principle that field biologists use to make sense of real 
evolutionary outcomes; but it is also employed by theorists as a unifying principle that 
captures a general feature of processes of social evolution. It would be convenient—but 
also somewhat miraculous—if a single principle could fulfil both explanatory functions. 
The moral of the problem of synergy is that this is not the case. To fulfil its causal-
explanatory function, Hamilton’s rule must be formulated using a causally adequate set of 
phenotypic predictors, and this leads to extended versions of the rule with as many 
predictors as it takes to reflect the causal structure of the problem of interest. To fulfil its 
unificatory function, Hamilton’s rule must be formulated in terms of genetic predictors, at 
considerable cost to its causal-explanatory power. No single principle can do both the 
causal-explanatory work and the unificatory work: HRG is apt to perform the unificatory 
work, while the myriad Hamilton’s rule-type principles derived via Queller’s general 
method are apt to do the causal-explanatory work. Accordingly, there is no one 
formulation uniquely entitled to the name ‘Hamilton’s rule’. The bottom line is that there is 
no pressing need to choose between our two solutions to the problem of synergy. It is not 
that one solution is correct and the other incorrect; rather, each provides a means of 
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salvaging a version of Hamilton’s rule that is able to perform one of the rule’s traditional 
explanatory functions at the expense of the other.  
 
 
FIVE 
!
Two Conceptions of Social Fitness!
 
[T]here exist two forms of Hamilton’s rule, each with its own 
distinct coefficient of relatedness. ... The similarity in the form 
of these coefficients often leads to the mistaken conclusion that 
direct and inclusive fitness models are the same process 
described in two different ways.  
(Frank 1997a, 1719) 
 
In Chapter 4, we saw that Hamilton’s rule in its traditional  form (where ‘b’ and 
‘c’ represent average effects of phenotypes) struggles to accommodate the complexities of 
social phenomena in real ecological contexts, where synergistic effects are rife. We also 
saw that, although the rule still holds if reformulated in terms of the average effects of 
genotypes, it loses much of its causal-explanatory power in the process. If we want to use 
kin selection theory to give causal explanations of particular social phenomena, we are 
better off applying Queller’s general method: construct a regression model with enough 
predictors to fully capture the causal pathways linking genotype to fitness, and substitute 
this model into the Price equation to derive a condition for positive social selection on the 
character under study. At the time (Section 4.3.3), we noted in passing that this general 
method has been developed in two quite different ways by contemporary theorists: 
modern kin selection theory incorporates both the neighbour-modulated (or direct) fitness 
approach and the inclusive fitness approach. Both are instances of Queller’s general 
method, and both are potentially more general than (the phenotypic version of) 
0rb c− >
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Hamilton’s rule. The overarching aim of this chapter is to examine the relationship 
between these approaches. 
 
The terminology of ‘neighbour-modulated’ and ‘inclusive’ fitness is originally due to 
Hamilton (1964, 5-6), who noted in passing the possibility of two alternative accounting 
schemes for fitness in the context of social behaviour. Hamilton himself chose to focus on 
developing the second, ‘inclusive fitness’ method, and the alternative has never received 
quite the same degree of popular recognition. Nevertheless, a long tradition of theory has 
seen the notion of ‘neighbour-modulated’ fitness—often under the name of ‘direct’ or 
‘personal’ fitness—gradually and inconspicuously grow into a full-fledged framework for 
the analysis of kin selection (see especially Orlove 1975, 1979; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 
1978; Grafen 1979; Queller 1985; Taylor and Frank 1996; Frank 1998).  
 
Unsurprisingly, this has led to considerable discussion of when—and in what sense—the 
two frameworks constitute ‘equivalent perspectives’ on social evolution, rather than 
genuine rivals. Many theorists have suggested that the two frameworks are no more than 
alternative methods of bookkeeping which, if applied correctly, cannot disagree on any 
substantive questions (see, e.g., Dawkins 1982; Rousset 2004; West et al. 2007; Gardner et 
al. 2007; Gardner and Foster 2008; Wenseleers et al. 2010; Gardner et al. 2011; Queller 
2011). Yet there have always been dissenters from the consensus view, notably including 
John Maynard Smith (1980, 1983, 1987), who contrasts ‘the exact “neighbour-modulated 
fitness” approach’ with ‘the more intuitive “inclusive fitness” method’ (1983, 315). 
Although Maynard Smith ultimately advocates inclusive fitness over the alternative (on 
the grounds that it is easier to apply), he suggests that it is unlikely to apply as widely. A 
similar sentiment is shared by Jeffrey A. Fletcher and Michael Doebeli (2006, 2009, 2010; 
see also Fletcher and Zwick 2006; Fletcher et al. 2006), who controversially argue that only 
a neighbour-modulated/direct fitness approach has the resources to cover all cases of the 
evolution of altruism. Other authors defend positions that are hard to place squarely in 
either camp. Peter D. Taylor and colleagues (2007), for example, argue that if certain 
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conditions obtain (namely, fair meiosis, weak selection and interactions among 
conspecifics only), then the two frameworks will yield equivalent predictions about the 
direction of evolutionary change. They allow, however, that when their assumptions are 
relaxed, the frameworks might well come apart. Steven A. Frank (1997a,b, 1998) is a 
second example: though regularly cited as a defender of equivalence, he writes (in the 
passage quoted at the start of this section) of the ‘mistaken conclusion that direct and 
inclusive fitness models are the same process described in different ways’ (1997a, 1719).  
 
What is needed is a precise and general statement of the conditions under which the 
frameworks are equivalent, and of the conditions under which they are not. My goal in 
this chapter is to advance the debate by providing such a statement. The overview of the 
chapter is as follows. In Section 5.1, I further motivate the project by introducing two quite 
different ways of thinking informally about the role of relatedness in social evolution. I 
suggest that, in asking whether neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness are ‘formally 
equivalent’, we are essentially asking whether these ‘ways of thinking’ describe different 
mechanisms for the evolution of altruism, or whether they are merely alternative 
perspectives on the same mechanism.  In Section 5.2, I set out more precisely the 
conceptual contrast between neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness, and highlight a 
number of subtle features of inclusive fitness that are often overlooked. I then introduce 
Steven A. Frank’s (1997a,b, 1998) influential formalism for neighbour-modulated and 
inclusive fitness, which provides the most appropriate framework within which to 
address questions of their formal equivalence. In Sections 5.3 and 5.4, I discuss in detail 
when the frameworks are equivalent, and when they are not. I argue, in short, that, while 
the frameworks can be shown to be equivalent across a wide range of cases, there are 
some important classes of case in which they are non-equivalent.  
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5.1 Why does relatedness matter? Two kinds of answer 
 
It is a platitude of social evolution theory that relatedness between social partners can lead 
to the evolution of social behaviour that would not be stable in its absence. The paradigm 
cases are cases of altruism, in which an individual negatively impacts its own fitness while 
conferring a fitness benefit on another individual. We often say that relatedness between 
social partners makes altruism possible. But why does relatedness matter so much? In 
contemporary social evolution theory, one finds not one but two kinds of answer to this 
question; and it is certainly not obvious that they are equivalent. 
 
5.1.1 The ‘indirect reproduction’ answer 
There is a longstanding affinity between kin selection theory and a ‘gene-centred’ or 
‘gene’s eye’ view of evolution (see, e.g., Dawkins 1976, 1979, 1982; Bourke 2011a,b). At first 
glance, one might wonder whether this is simply an historical accident: a result of the fact 
that W. D. Hamilton, in addition to being the first theorist to formulate the core idea of kin 
selection, was also a proponent of the gene’s eye view (and therefore formulated his 
theory in genetic terms). After all, kin selection theory is fundamentally concerned with 
how interactions and patterns of resemblance between organisms influence the outcome of 
selection, and it is possible to formulate versions of the theory that do not assume 
particulate inheritance (Gardner 2011). I suspect, however, that the widespread association 
of these ideas, theoretically separable though they may be, is no accident, for taking a 
‘gene’s eye’ perspective on kin selection makes the basic evolutionary logic behind the 
theory seem incredibly intuitive.  
 
The familiar ‘gene-centred’ rationale for kin selection goes like this: organisms are 
designed by natural selection to do whatever they can to maximize their genetic 
representation in the next generation. Broadly speaking, there are two ways for an 
organism to do this. The direct way for an organism to increase its genetic representation is 
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for it to have more offspring of its own, since it will be able to transmit copies of its genes 
to the next generation via these offspring. But an organism# can also increase its genetic 
representation indirectly, by helping other organisms have more offspring. This strategy 
will only work, however, if the organism!differentially confers benefits on recipients who 
are more likely than average to transmit copies of its genes to their offspring. We can think of 
these recipients as the organism’s ‘relatives’, although there is no requirement that they 
are its genealogical kin: what matters is that, for whatever reason, they are disposed to 
transmit copies of its genes. We can intuitively see how altruistic behaviours might evolve 
by this route: an organism may sacrifice some of its direct reproduction to help relatives, 
but it will be a sacrifice worth making if the increased genetic representation it gains 
through the indirect pathway outweighs the representation it loses through the direct 
pathway. Here, then, is our first answer to the question of why relatedness matters: 
 
Answer 1: Positive relatedness promotes altruism because it 
provides altruists with an indirect means of transmitting their 
genes to the next generation.  
 
When an organism gains genetic representation in the next generation through helping 
relatives, the process is often glossed as indirect reproduction. Consider, for example, the 
following quotations:1 
 
Social insects are characterized by indirect reproduction, in 
which most individuals achieve genetic success by helping to 
rear the offspring of colony mates. (Strassmann et al. 1989, 268) 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 See also, e.g., Queller 1989, 1996; Gadagkar and Bonner 1994; Cronk 1991, 2007; Choe and Crespi 1997; 
Voland 1998; Queller et al. 2000; Oli 2003; Frank 1998, 2006; Ratnieks et al. 2006; Ratnieks and Wenseleers 
2008. 
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[N]onreproductive workers ... can compensate for their loss of 
direct reproduction by the indirect reproduction achieved 
through helping relatives, provided relatedness is high enough. 
(Hastings et al. 1998, 573) 
 
For this reason, I will call this line of thought the ‘indirect reproduction’ explanation for 
the importance of relatedness. The idea, in a nutshell, is that high relatedness matters to 
the evolution of altruism because it allows social actors to achieve a form of ‘indirect 
reproduction’ through altruistic acts.  
 
5.1.2 The ‘positive assortment’ answer 
Talk of ‘indirect reproduction’ remains widespread in elementary expositions of kin 
selection, particularly those directed at students and field biologists. It is, however, 
somewhat out of fashion in theoretical circles. The concern is that, in emphasizing genetic 
resemblance between social actors and the offspring of their recipients, the ‘indirect 
reproduction’ story unnecessarily limits the domain of phenomena to which kin selection 
theory can apply. For many of the current generation of social evolution theorists, kin 
selection theory can and should be extended to accommodate and explain any process in 
which salient resemblance between individuals leads to the evolution of social behaviour, 
be it via ‘narrow-sense’ kin selection based on genealogical kinship, direct or indirect 
reciprocity, group selection, greenbeard effects, or any other selection process. Since many 
of these processes do not involve social actors securing genetic representation in the next 
generation by an indirect pathway (so the line of thought goes), we need to replace the 
traditional explanation for the importance of relatedness in social evolution with one that 
applies more widely.  
 
This theoretically in-vogue story takes the defining feature of a process of kin selection to 
be assortment between recipient genotypes and actor phenotypes (see, e.g., Kerr and 
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Godfrey-Smith 2002; Fletcher and Zwick 2006; Fletcher and Doebeli 2006, 2009, 2010; 
Godfrey-Smith 2009a; Rosas 2010). In the context of the evolution of altruism, what 
matters is that bearers of altruistic genotypes differentially receive the benefits of the 
altruism. As Fletcher and Doebeli (2009) put it: 
 
[W]hat is necessary for the evolution of altruism is assortment 
between focal genotype and phenotypic help, rather than the 
assortment among genetic types often emphasized in kin 
selection theory. (Fletcher and Doebeli 2009, 17) 
 
Informally, the ‘new’ story goes like this: when some altruistic behaviour evolves ‘by kin 
selection’, it evolves because individuals with altruistic genotypes are fitter on average 
than non-altruists; and they are fitter on average because there is a statistical tendency for 
the benefits of altruism to fall differentially on bearers of altruistic genotypes. We can still 
talk of ‘relatedness’ in this framework, but the relatedness that matters is correlation 
between one’s own genotype and the phenotypes of the social actors with whom one 
interacts; genetic correlation between actors and recipients is strictly optional.  
 
Here, then, is our second answer to the question of why relatedness matters: 
 
Answer 2: Positive relatedness promotes altruism because it 
implies that the benefits of altruistic acts fall differentially on 
bearers of the genes for altruism.  
 
I will call this the ‘positive assortment’ answer to the question of why relatedness matters. 
The attraction over the ‘indirect reproduction’ answer, at least in the eyes of its 
proponents, lies in its ability to extend to cases in which there is no strong genetic 
similarity between actors and recipients.  
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5.1.3 The equivalence question 
These two answers provide us with pictures of how altruism evolves that are, on the face 
of it, quite different from each other (Box 4.1). This naturally leads to the question of when, 
if at all, these two pictures constitute equivalent representations of the same evolutionary 
process, rather than representations of qualitatively different processes.  
 
Our intuitions on this question could, I think, go either way. On the one hand, we might 
intuitively take the two pictures to represent qualitatively different mechanisms for the 
evolution of altruism, since there is a qualitative difference in the sort of ‘relatedness’ they 
take to be important. For note that, on the ‘indirect reproduction’ answer, what really 
matters is correlation between the genotype of the actor and the genotype of the recipient’s 
offspring; whereas, on the ‘positive assortment’ picture, what matters is correlation 
between the phenotype of the actor and the genotype of the recipient. Though the difference is 
subtle, neither kind of correlation strictly implies the other (a point I revisit in Section 6.4). 
On the other hand, we might intuitively suspect that, although the two pictures embody 
subtly different conceptions of the sort of ‘relatedness’ that matters for the evolution of 
altruism, in reality both kinds of relatedness tend to arise from the same family of causal 
mechanisms: limited dispersal, kin recognition, greenbeard effects, and so on. If the causal 
mechanisms responsible for both kinds of correlation are the same in many cases, then it 
would seem more reasonable to regard our two informal pictures (at least in these cases) 
not as characterizations of different processes, but as two alternative ways of visualizing 
the same process.  
 
I therefore doubt that we can settle the equivalence question by intuition alone: to arrive at 
a more satisfactory answer, we must approach the question formally. This is the strategy I 
intend to pursue in the coming sections. In the next section, I introduce the neighbour-
modulated and inclusive fitness approaches to the analysis of kin selection, and I argue 
that the distinction between these approaches reflects the distinction between our two 
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informal pictures. As a consequence, the question of when, if at all, ‘indirect reproduction’ 
and ‘positive assortment’ constitute equivalent perspectives on social evolution may be 
recast as the question of when, if at all, the neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness 
approaches are formally equivalent.  
!  
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Generation!1! Generation!2!
Generation!1! Generation!2!
Picture 1: Altruism pays due to indirect reproduction.  Altruists (red) differentially confer fitness benefits on 
recipients who are disposed to transmit the genes for altruism. Recipients thereby provide actors with an indirect 
route to genetic representation in the next generation. Actor phenotypes may also correlate with recipient 
genotypes, but this is not assumed.  
Picture 2: Altruism pays due to positive assortment.  Altruists (red) differentially receive the benefits of 
altruism. They are therefore fitter, on average, than individuals who do not possess the altruistic genotype (blue). 
The recipient’s offspring may also bear a genetic resemblance to the actor, but this is not assumed. 
Box 5.1:  Two ways for altruism to pay 
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5.2 Neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness 
 
5.2.1 The conceptual contrast 
The Price formalism describes the evolutionary change between two sets of entities 
connected by a mapping relation R (cf. Kerr and Godfrey-Smith 2009; Frank 2012). In 
Chapter 3 we noted that, while in biological contexts the salient mapping relation between 
the two sets is usually direct lineal descent (i.e., parenthood, if descendants and ancestors 
are separated by a single generation), we may in principle assign descendants to ancestors 
in alternative ways. The fundamental difference between neighbour-modulated and 
inclusive fitness is that, while the former prioritizes considerations of parenthood in the 
assignment of descendants to ancestors, the latter prioritizes considerations of social 
causation and control (cf. Frank 1998). This can lead to radically divergent measures of an 
individual’s social fitness.  
 
An individual’s neighbour-modulated fitness (Figure 5.1) is a measure of its personal 
reproductive success: typically, it is the expected or realized number of offspring of which 
it is a parent. The qualifier ‘neighbour-modulated’ is merely an acknowledgement that in 
cases of social behaviour, an individual’s personal reproductive success is influenced—
often heavily influenced—by the properties of the individuals with which it interacts. 
Note that, although neighbour-modulated fitness can be used to analyse kin selection, the 
concept of relatedness does not feature in the definition of neighbour-modulated fitness. To 
evaluate the neighbour-modulated fitness of a particular individual, we need only look at 
the offspring it personally produces: we need not have any prior information about its 
relatedness to its social partners. 
 
An individual’s inclusive fitness (Figure 5.2) is a weighted sum of the causal contributions 
its behaviour makes to the reproductive success of individuals, including (but not limited 
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to) its causal contribution to its own reproductive success. Each contribution is weighted 
by a measure of its value to the actor as a route to genetic representation in the 
descendant-population, and the correct weights are measures of genetic correlation 
between the actor and the recipient’s descendants (Frank 1997a,b; 1998). Note, therefore, 
that relatedness does feature explicitly in the definition of inclusive fitness, and that the 
relatedness that matters is strictly genetic. In W. D. Hamilton’s original words: 
 
Inclusive fitness may be imagined as the personal fitness which 
an individual actually expresses in its production of adult 
offspring as it becomes after it has been stripped and 
augmented in a certain way. It is stripped of all components 
which can be considered as due to the individual’s social 
environment, leaving the fitness he would express if not 
exposed to any of the harms or benefits of that environment. 
This quantity is then augmented by certain fractions of the 
quantities of harm and benefit which the individual himself 
causes to the fitness of his neighbours. The fractions in question 
are simply the coefficients of relationship. (Hamilton 1964, 8) 
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Figure 5.1: Neighbour-modulated fitness. In a neighbour-modulated fitness analysis, we 
ascribe to A all and only those fitness components that correspond to its personal 
reproductive success. Some of these components are influenced by the behaviour of B, C 
and D (as indicated by the arrows). A’s total neighbour modulated fitness is a 
straightforward, unweighted sum of these components (3b), plus a component 
corresponding to A’s own influence on its reproductive success via the character under 
study (-c), plus a baseline component (ΩA) independent of that character. 
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Figure 5.2: Inclusive fitness. In an inclusive fitness analysis, fitness effects are assigned to 
the actors whose behaviour was responsible for them. A therefore loses the slices of 
personal fitness it obtained through its interactions with B, C, and D.  In compensation, it 
gains three new slices, taken from the personal fitness of B, C and D, which causally depend 
on its own behaviour. To calculate A’s inclusive fitness, these new slices must be weighted 
by a suitable measure of their value to A as routes to genetic representation in the next 
generation (τ), and this will be a measure of genetic relatedness. In short, therefore, A’s 
inclusive fitness is a relatedness-weighted sum of the fitness effects for which it is causally 
responsible. 
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5.2.2 Five subtleties of inclusive fitness 
The notion of inclusive fitness is conceptually more challenging than that of neighbour-
modulated fitness, for at least five reasons. Several of these arise from the counterintuitive 
consequences of the regression definition of relatedness (see Section 3.1.4), while others 
arise from the sensitivity of inclusive fitness to considerations of causal responsibility.  
 
Inclusive fitness is an inherently causal notion 
An individual’s neighbour-modulated fitness functionally depends on its interactions with 
social partners. But the relationship between inclusive fitness and causation is more 
intimate than this, for the very notion of inclusive fitness is defined in explicitly causal 
terms. To calculate an individual’s inclusive fitness, we need information about the 
reproductive success of all and only those individuals with which it has causally interacted. A 
failure to appreciate the causal nature of inclusive fitness leads to the widely held but 
inaccurate view that an individual’s inclusive fitness depends on the fitness of all 
individuals to whom it is related, whether or not it has ever interacted with them. In fact, 
having a very successful relative will not increase one’s inclusive fitness unless one is 
causally responsible for a portion of that relative’s success (Grafen 1979, 1982, 1984; 
Dawkins 1982). 
 
Inclusive fitness is character-relative 
In an inclusive fitness analysis, fitness components are assigned to an actor on the basis of 
how it has influenced its own reproductive success and that of others through expressing the 
character (or set of characters) under study. This introduces a form of character-relativity, 
since an individual may have very high inclusive fitness with respect to one character (or 
set of characters), and yet have very low inclusive fitness with respect to another. One 
might suppose that we could define an organism’s overall inclusive fitness as the sum of its 
inclusive fitness with respect to each of its characters, but this would quickly lead to 
problems of double counting. For instance, the founding of a new insect colony has many 
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downstream effects, including the production of new workers and all the work they do. If 
we are attempting to estimate the inclusive fitness effect on a foundress of founding a new 
nest (rather than staying in her mother’s nest), we will need to take these effects into 
account and attribute them to the (distally responsible) foundress. But if we are attempting 
to estimate the inclusive effect on a worker of participating in an item of work, we will 
need to take some of these very same effects into account—but this time we will need to 
attribute them to the (proximally responsible) worker. Because causal responsibility is 
inescapably character-relative, so is inclusive fitness. 
 
Inclusive fitness is independent of considerations of parenthood 
Inclusive fitness replaces considerations of parenthood with considerations of causal 
responsibility, and this has occasionally counterintuitive consequences. On the one hand, 
an individual with no personal offspring at all can still have substantial inclusive fitness 
with respect to a particular character, if it confers fitness benefits on many related 
individuals. This is one reason to suspect that inclusive fitness is extremely important to 
the evolution of sterile workers in insect societies. These individuals typically have zero 
neighbour-modulated fitness, but, since they devote their lives to assisting the queen, their 
inclusive fitness is likely to be much higher. On the other hand, and less intuitively, an 
individual with high personal reproductive success could still have low or even zero 
inclusive fitness with respect to some social behaviour, should it be the case that (i) its 
personal fitness is heavily influenced by instances of the behaviour in other individuals, 
and yet (ii) it does not confer any fitness benefits on related individuals by expressing the 
behaviour itself. An inclusive fitness analysis will strip this individual of the fitness 
components it owes to the behaviour of others; and, since it does not confer any fitness 
benefits on others through its own behaviour, it will not gain any new components in 
return. The result is that its inclusive fitness will be much lower than its neighbour-
modulated fitness.  
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Spiteful behaviours can increase inclusive fitness 
In Section 4.1.4, we noted that, on the regression definition, relatedness can be negative, 
and that this allows for the evolution of spiteful behaviours which detract from the fitness 
of both actor and recipient. A further implication is that, if relatedness is sufficiently 
negative, and if the harm caused to the recipient is sufficiently greater than the harm 
incurred by the actor, then performing a spiteful behaviour can increase an organism’s 
inclusive fitness. Even more counterintuitively, performing a mutually beneficial 
behaviour can detract from an actor’s inclusive fitness, if relatedness is sufficiently negative 
and the benefit conferred on the recipient is sufficiently greater than the benefit obtained 
by the actor. This reflects the fact that inclusive fitness is ultimately a measure of how 
successful an actor has been in securing genetic representation in the next generation. 
Sometimes helping the wrong recipients is counterproductive in this regard, and the result 
is that the sign of the inclusive fitness effect differs from the sign of the actual fecundity 
payoff. 
 
Inclusive fitness, like relatedness, is population-relative  
In Section 4.1.4, we noted that relatedness is, strictly speaking, a property of a population, 
and that the choice of an appropriate reference population has significant consequences 
for the link between relatedness and altruism. Inclusive fitness, by contrast, is a property 
of a particular organism, and depends on the fitness effects for which the organism is 
personally responsible. Yet because these effects are weighted by coefficients of 
relatedness, and relatedness is population-relative, inclusive fitness is also population-
relative: it is a property of a particular organism relative to a reference population. The upshot 
is that the choice of reference population may affect whether or not a given behaviour 
contributes positively or negatively to inclusive fitness.  
 
Suppose (as in Section 4.1.4) that we are studying a viscous population in which 
relatedness between social partners is high relative to the global population mean, but low 
relative to the local subpopulation mean: kin cluster together on the whole, but organisms 
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do not differentially interact with the closest kin in their vicinity. In such a scenario, it may 
well be that altruistic behaviours contribute to an organism’s inclusive fitness relative to 
the global population, yet detract from an organism’s inclusive fitness relative to the local 
subpopulation. The implication is that, if we want to use inclusive fitness considerations to 
draw inferences about the kinds of social behaviour that are likely to evolve, we need to 
know where the competition is. If competition is mostly local (i.e., within subpopulations), 
then inclusive fitness should be evaluated relative to the local subpopulation; if 
competition is mostly global (i.e., between subpopulations), then inclusive fitness should be 
evaluated relative to the global population. 
 
Creel’s paradox 
The importance of taking these various subtleties into consideration is aptly illustrated by 
‘Creel’s paradox’ (Creel 1990; Queller 1996). Scott R. Creel (1990) argues that, given how 
inclusive fitness is usually defined, the queen of a social insect colony seems to have 
virtually zero inclusive fitness. After all, her reproductive success owes little to her own 
behaviour, and she does nothing at all to aid the reproductive success of other individuals. 
She spends her life laying millions of eggs, all the while receiving a steady stream of 
fitness benefits from the minions who supply her with food and shelter, and who defend 
the colony with their lives. As a result, her personal (neighbour-modulated) fitness is 
undoubtedly extremely high, but her inclusive fitness, strictly speaking, must be 
negligible. The strange implication appears to be that, in a social insect colony, the workers 
have greater inclusive fitness than the queen! Creel considers this result sufficiently 
implausible to warrant a significant revision to the theory of inclusive fitness, for there is 
plenty of empirical evidence of workers fighting amongst themselves to replace or 
displace a queen (see, e.g, Queller and Strassmann 1998), but no evidence of queens and 
their daughters fighting amongst themselves for the right to be workers. 
 
Queller (1996) shows, however, that the appearance of paradox (or at least, of a seriously 
counterintuitive result) is dispelled when we consider the causal and character-relative 
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nature of inclusive fitness. It is true enough that the queen has low inclusive fitness with 
respect to most of the behaviours routinely expressed by workers: foraging, nest 
construction, nest defence, and so on. She contributes little to these tasks, and gains a great 
deal from their completion. But the queen has very high inclusive fitness with respect to a 
different behaviour: the behaviour of founding a new colony and adopting the queen role. 
For in installing herself as queen, rather than choosing to work for another, the queen 
makes a vast causal contribution to her own reproductive success.  
 
5.2.3 Frank’s formalism for neighbour-modulated fitness 
While the conceptual distinction between neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness is 
easy enough to grasp, we can only understand their subtle relationship to each other by 
introducing a formal framework within which both conceptions of social fitness may be 
captured and compared. The formalism I introduce in this section is based on that of 
Frank (1997a,b, 1998), with a few simplifications made for ease of exposition.2 Frank’s 
formalism falls under the broader umbrella of the Price formalism (Chapter 3), and can 
also be regarded as an application of Queller’s general method for the regression analysis 
of social evolution (Chapter 4).3 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 In particular, Frank sorts organisms into both genotypic classes and developmental classes, whereas I only 
employ developmental classes. Sorting by genotype requires the introduction of class reproductive value 
weightings, since the fitness of a genotype in one developmental class will not in general equal the fitness of 
the same genotype in a different class. Because I only assign fitness values to individuals, not genotypes, I 
can avoid introducing class reproductive value weightings. 
3 Frank’s formalism for kin selection theory has been influential, but it is not the only option. For a somewhat 
different way of formulating neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness as partitions of the Price equation, 
see Grafen 2006a. It would be interesting to see whether results derived within Frank’s formalism could be 
recovered within Grafen’s framework; I suspect that any differences would turn out to be superficial. 
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The starting point 
We start with the Price equation for the primary and secondary effects of natural selection, 
partitioned into components corresponding to distinct developmental classes (cf. Section 
3.4.2, equation 3.4.6):4  
 
(5.2.1) 
 
Following the notation introduced in Section 2.4,  represents the relative size of the ith 
class. As a starting point for analysis, two features of equation (5.2.1) are worthy of 
comment. First, the equation explicitly accommodates developmental classes. This may 
involve grouping organisms by age, sex, morphological caste, or any combination of these. 
One might wonder whether this degree of complexity is needed, if the aim is simply to 
compare the neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness frameworks rather than to apply 
them to particular biological problems. It is needed, however, because the interesting 
differences between the two frameworks mostly disappear if one considers an 
homogeneous population with no class structure. To see where the differences lie, it is 
essential to consider a population partitioned into classes (cf. Gardner et al. 2007; 
Wenseleers et al. 2010; Gardner et al. 2011; Queller 2011). Second, the equation considers 
the secondary effect of natural selection as well at the primary: we take , not 
, as the target of analysis. This is an idiosyncratic feature of Frank’s formalism 
that is rarely replicated elsewhere (though see Okasha 2006). It is optional when 
formulating the neighbour-modulated fitness approach, for this approach is mostly 
concerned with analysing assortment among actors and recipients in the ancestor-
population, and this could equally be achieved by starting with . It is necessary, 
however, if we want to formalize the inclusive fitness approach in a way that does justice 
to the intuitive idea of recipients providing actors with an indirect route to genetic 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 As previously noted in Section 2.4, this equation assumes that there is no genetic variance between 
classes—otherwise a further term is needed to capture the between-class covariance (Frank 1997b, 1998).  
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representation in the next generation (cf. Box 4.1). The natural way to capture this idea is 
to weight fitness components by the correlation between the genotypes of actors and the 
genotypes of their recipients’ descendants; and this requires that we take account of the 
recipients’ values for as well as their values for g (cf. Frank 1997a). 
 
Regression equations 
Next, we introduce three separate regression analyses: 
 
Regression 1: For the ith class, a regression model of all causally relevant 
phenotypic influences on fitness, including both intrinsic and extrinsic (i.e., 
‘neighbourhood’) characters: 
 
 
 
Here,  denotes the fitness of the kth individual in the class,  denotes the 
average effect of the jth relevant phenotype, and  denotes the value of the 
jth phenotype for the kth individual. Note that this equation only analyses the 
relationship between phenotype and fitness within a particular class; each 
class thus requires a separate analysis. We thereby allow that different 
classes may be influenced by different phenotypes, and that the average 
fitness effect of a given phenotype may vary depending on the affected 
individual’s class. 
 
Regression 2: For each relevant phenotype, a regression analysis of its 
statistical association with the g-value of the affected individual: 
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Here,  denotes (as above) the value of the jth phenotype for the kth member 
of the ith class, denotes the g-value of that individual with respect to the 
character under investigation, and represents the simple regression of 
on .  
 
Regression 3: A regression analysis of the fidelity of direct transmission from 
ancestors to their direct lineal descendants, averaging over all classes: 
 
 
 
Here, denotes the simple regression of descendant genotype on ancestor 
genotype, and this may be regarded as an overall measure of the fidelity of 
direct, vertical transmission.  
 
Substitution  
We now substitute all three ingredients into equation (5.2.1), making the (substantive) 
assumption that the residuals in the three different regression models are uncorrelated 
with each other. This yields: 
 
 
 
Conditional on the (again, substantive) assumption that the within-class genetic variance, 
, is the same for all classes, we can exploit the fact that variance and  cannot be 
negative to obtain the following rule concerning the direction of partial change (Frank 
1998): 
 
(5.2.2) 
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We can think of the term on the right hand side of equation (5.2.2) as a measure of the 
overall extent to which transmitted differences in the character under study predict 
differences in neighbour-modulated fitness. We can call this the neighbour-modulated 
fitness increment for the character under study. The rule tells us that the (primary and 
secondary) effect of natural selection will be to drive the evolution of the character in the 
same direction as the neighbour-modulated fitness increment.  
 
In the special case in which the evolution of a particular social behaviour is influenced only 
by the direct cost it imposes on the actor ( ) and by the benefit actors tend to 
receive from social partners with the same trait ( ), and in which class 
structure is wholly absent, the general rule reduces to the following, much simpler rule: 
 
 
 
Conditional on the further assumption that the actor transmits to its own direct lineal 
descendants with perfect fidelity ( ), we recover a two-term rule that bears a strong 
resemblance to Hamilton’s rule in its traditional form (Frank 1997a):  
 
 
 
5.2.4 Frank’s formalism for inclusive fitness 
To formalize inclusive fitness, we start, as before, with equation (5.2.1): 
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Regression equations 
An inclusive fitness approach, much like a neighbour-modulated fitness approach, 
involves partitioning the within-class covariance through regression analysis. Indeed, the 
first regression is exactly the same: we write an individual’s personal fitness as a weighted 
sum of correlated phenotypes (whether intrinsic or extrinsic), weighted by partial 
regression coefficients. But the second and third regression equations are different. Instead 
of relating the correlated phenotypes to the genotype of the recipient, we relate these 
phenotypes to the genotype of the actor who controls the phenotype. And instead of relating 
the genotypes of ancestors to those of their direct lineal descendants, we relate the 
genotypes of actors to those of their recipients’ descendants, as if the recipient had 
provided the actor with an indirect channel of transmission.  
 
Regression 1: For the ith class, a regression model of all causally relevant 
phenotypic influences on fitness, including both intrinsic and extrinsic (i.e., 
‘neighbourhood’) characters: 
 
 
 
Here,  again denotes the value of the jth phenotype for the kth member of 
the kth class, and  again denotes the extent to which the jth phenotype 
predicts recipient fitness, correcting for other relevant phenotypes. 
 
Regression 2: For each relevant phenotype, a regression analysis of its 
statistical association with the breeding value of the controlling actor: 
 
 
 
Here,  denotes (as above) the value of the jth phenotype for the kth member 
of the ith class; denotes the breeding value of the individual who controls 
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the character; and represents the simple regression of on . We can 
think of a d-coefficient as a measure of the extent to which the jth social 
phenotype is predicted by the genotype of the actor who controls it. I will 
refer to these d-coefficients as ‘coefficients of control’. 
 
Regression 3: For each relevant phenotype, a regression of the breeding value 
of the controlling actor on the average breeding value of the descendants of 
the affected individual: 
 
 
 
Substitution  
We now substitute all three ingredients into equation (5.2.1), again making the 
(substantive) assumption that residuals in the three regression models do not correlate 
with each other: 
 
 
 
As Frank (1997b, 1998) notes, this result does not yet admit of an intelligible interpretation 
in terms of inclusive fitness. We can obtain a result that does admit of such an 
interpretation by ‘flipping’ the direction of Regression 3, so that we regress descendant 
breeding values on controlling actor breeding values rather than the other way round. We 
can do this by noting that, for all ij, , where is the simple 
regression of the breeding values of the descendants of the ith recipient class on the 
breeding values of the actors who control the jth phenotype. This yields: 
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Conditional on the further substantive assumption that the genetic variance among 
controlling actors (i.e, ) is the same for every actor-class, we can exploit the fact 
that variance and  cannot be negative to obtain the following rule concerning the 
direction of partial change (Frank 1998): 
 
(5.2.3) 
 
We can think of the term on the right hand side of equation (5.2.3) as a measure of the 
overall extent to which ‘transmitted’ differences in the genotypes of controlling actors 
predict differences in the fitness effects for which those actors are responsible, where 
‘transmitted’ means that the genes reappear not in the direct lineal descendants of the 
actors, but rather in the descendants of the recipients it affects. We can interpret this as a 
measure of the overall extent to which an actor’s genotype is associated with its inclusive 
fitness, where the inclusive fitness of a controlling actor is understood as the sum of fitness 
components for which its behaviour is responsible, weighted by -coefficients 
representing the ‘transmission fidelity’ of the actor’s genes through each component. We 
can call this quantity the inclusive fitness increment for the character under study. The 
rule tells us that the (primary and secondary) effect of natural selection will be to drive 
social evolution in the same direction as the inclusive fitness increment. 
 
In the special case in which the evolution of a particular social behaviour is influenced only 
by its direct effect on the actor ( ) and by its direct effect on a single 
recipient ( ), and in which class structure is wholly absent, the general 
rule reduces to the following, much simpler rule (Frank 1997a): 
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Conditional on the further assumption that the actor transmits to its own direct offspring 
with perfect fidelity ( ), we once again obtain a rule that bears a strong resemblance to 
Hamilton’s rule in its most familiar form:  
 
 
 
5.2.5 The two pictures revisited 
There is a close relationship between the two formal representations of kin selection 
outlined above and the two informal explanations for the evolution of altruism discussed 
in Section 5.1: neighbour-modulated fitness is the natural framework for analysing 
whether altruism pays due to positive assortment (i.e., Picture 1), while inclusive fitness is 
the natural framework for analysing whether altruism pays due to indirect reproduction 
(i.e., Picture 2). Because of this, the formal equivalence (or otherwise) of the two theoretical 
representations would reveal something of wider significance about the equivalence (or 
otherwise) of our informal explanations. I will briefly elaborate on these points, because 
they will be important later on. 
 
Neighbour-modulated fitness analyses positive assortment 
Each of the ρ-coefficients in the neighbour-modulated fitness framework can be 
interpreted as a measure of the ‘relatedness’ between recipients of the ith class and the jth 
influence on their fitness, in the sense of relatedness introduced in Chapter 4. Note, 
however, that ‘relatedness’ in this sense is not purely genetic. What these coefficients 
measure is the degree of association between an individual’s breeding value and its 
phenotypic characters, where these are considered to include extrinsic characters that 
represent aspects of its social milieu. If possessing the genes for altruism makes a member 
of a particular class more likely to be surrounded by agents with a particular altruistic 
phenotype, will be positive for the relevant i#and j. If the correlation is strong enough, 
the genes for altruism will be favoured by selection. Because the neighbour-modulated 
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fitness framework analyses patterns of genotype-phenotype assortment within the 
ancestor-population, it is naturally regarded as a formal treatment of the informal ‘positive 
assortment’ explanation for the evolution of altruism. The stronger the assortment 
between possessing the genes for altruism and receiving the benefits of altruism, the more 
likely it is that the neighbour-modulated fitness increment will be positive, potentially 
leading to a situation in which altruists have higher neighbour-modulated fitness, on 
average, than non-altruists. 
 
Inclusive fitness analyses indirect reproduction 
The τ-coefficients in Frank’s inclusive fitness formalism can also be regarded as measures 
of ‘relatedness’ in some sense. But they differ from the -coefficients of the neighbour-
modulated fitness analysis in two important respects: they are purely genetic, and they 
concern cross-generational correlations between the ancestor- and descendant-populations. 
Specifically, each of the τ-coefficients measures the association between the genotypes of 
the descendants of the ith class and those of the actors who controlled the jth influence on 
the fitness of their direct lineal ancestors. As Frank (1997a,b; 1998) notes, these coefficients 
are naturally interpreted as measures of the ‘transmission fidelity’ of the actor’s genes 
through each of the fitness components for which its behaviour is causally responsible. Of 
course, there is usually no literal process by means of which the actor’s (token) genes are 
replicated and transmitted to the recipient’s descendants. But, as our informal ‘indirect 
reproduction’ story notes, something broadly analogous to this does happen when genetic 
relatives interact: a related recipient affords the actor something broadly analogous to an 
indirect channel of transmission. If the ‘fidelity’ of this ‘transmission’ is sufficiently high, 
then altruism may be favoured by selection, for the genetic representation an altruistic 
gene earns via this ‘indirect pathway’ may outweigh what it sacrifices through the direct 
pathway.  
 
This brings out the close relationship between inclusive fitness and the ‘indirect 
reproduction’ explanation for the evolution of altruism. For, in analysing patterns of τ-
ρ
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correlation between the genotypes of actors and the genotypes of their recipients’ 
descendants, the inclusive fitness approach proceeds just as if the recipient of a social 
effect provided the actor with an indirect channel of genetic transmission. The framework 
thus formally captures the sense in which the ‘indirect reproduction’ metaphor is justified, 
by showing in precise terms how the spread of a social gene depends not only on the sign 
and magnitude of its fitness effects, but also on its ‘transmission fidelity’ through the 
fitness components for which it is causally responsible. 
 
5.3 When the frameworks are formally equivalent 
 
5.3.1 Conditions for formal equivalence 
With Frank’s formalism in hand, we can now address the question of when the neighbour-
modulated and inclusive fitness approaches are equivalent. For current purposes, I will 
assume that the neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness frameworks are ‘equivalent’ if 
and only if they cannot disagree with regard to the direction of (the primary and 
secondary effect of) selection on the character under study. It follows that the frameworks 
are ‘equivalent’ under some conditions if and only if the neighbour-modulated fitness 
increment is guaranteed to have the same sign as the inclusive fitness increment under 
those conditions. A more stringent conception of ‘equivalence’ would require that they 
also agree on the magnitude of the change; but in practice the direction is often what we 
want to know. 
 
One might think it obvious that the two approaches are equivalent in this sense. After all, 
both start with the same version of the Price equation, and both proceed to decompose 
that equation through regression analysis. Moreover, both derivations rely on a broadly 
similar assumption, namely an assumption of uncorrelated residuals: we assume that the 
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residuals in the relevant regression equations are uncorrelated with any other variable in 
the analysis. In effect, this amounts to the assumption that there is no unexplained 
residual covariance between  and w once we take account of the statistical associations 
described by the relevant regression equations (this is equivalent to the assumption that 
Queller’s ‘separation condition’ is satisfied, though with g replaced by ; cf. Chapter 4). 
Note, however, that the relevant regression equations differ significantly between the two 
frameworks. The neighbour-modulated fitness approach regresses all social phenotypes 
on the genotype of the recipient, and considers only the fidelity of direct transmission 
between recipients and their descendants. The inclusive fitness approach, by contrast, 
regresses all social phenotypes on the genotype of the controlling actor, and separately 
considers the transmission fidelity of the actor’s genotype through each fitness 
component. The implication is that, while both derivations require an assumption of 
uncorrelated residuals, the content of that assumption differs significantly between the two 
cases. As a result, we cannot simply assume that the neighbour-modulated and inclusive 
fitness increments will always have the same sign.   
 
Given, then, that we cannot expect the frameworks to be equivalent in all possible cases, 
what are the conditions under which we can expect them to be equivalent? Here is the 
thought I want to develop. In Section 5.1, we noted that the ‘indirect reproduction’ and 
‘positive assortment’ pictures invoke different kinds of correlation to explain the success 
of altruism. The ‘indirect reproduction’ picture invokes correlations between actor 
genotypes and those of their recipients’ descendants (represented by τ-correlations in 
Frank’s formalism), while the ‘positive assortment’ picture invokes correlations between 
recipient genotypes and actor phenotypes (represented by ρ-correlations in Frank’s 
formalism). Both kinds of correlation can be glossed as measures of ‘relatedness’, but it is 
interesting to see the subtle difference between the two pictures with respect to the kind of 
relatedness they take to matter for the evolution of altruism. We also noted, however, that 
in practice the two kinds of correlation might often turn out to be generated by the same 
g′
g′
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causal mechanism. Plausible candidate mechanisms for both kinds of correlation include 
limited dispersal (i.e., kin stick together) and kin recognition (i.e., kin detect each other). 
 
I submit that, when any of these causal mechanisms is at work, both τ- and ρ-correlations 
are likely to arise; and, moreover, they are both likely to arise as a by-product of 
underlying genetic correlation between actors and recipients. And I further submit that, 
when τ- and ρ-correlations arise wholly from these mechanisms, and hence can be seen 
wholly as by-products of underlying genetic correlation between actors and recipients, the 
neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness frameworks will in general agree regarding 
the direction of social selection. If this claim is correct, it is significant. For it tells us, on the 
one hand, that there will be a large class of cases in which the frameworks can be relied 
upon to agree; but it also tells us, on the other hand, that there could also be cases in which 
they cannot be so relied upon. These will be cases in which τ- and ρ-correlations are 
independently influenced by distinct causal mechanisms, rather than arising together as 
by-products of underlying genetic correlation between actors and recipients. 
 
Here is a formal argument for this claim. If a mechanism such as limited dispersal or kin 
recognition is at work, the result will be genetic correlation among actors and recipients. 
Let us first introduce two new regression coefficients,  and , regressing recipient 
genotypes on actor genotypes and vice versa:  
  
 
 
 
 
Verbally, represents the regression of the breeding value of the kth member of the ith 
recipient class on the breeding value of the actor who controls its jth neighbourhood 
phenotype; simply regresses the latter on the former. These new coefficients can also be 
glossed as measures of ‘relatedness’ between actors and recipients, though they differ 
ijγ  !
γ ij
ijγ
 !
γ ij
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 !
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from both the τ- and ρ-coefficients in Frank’s formalism. Unlike ρ-coefficients, γ-
coefficients consider only genetic correlation between actors and recipients, ignoring actor 
phenotypes. And unlike τ-coefficients, γ-coefficients consider only intra-generational 
genetic correlation between actors and recipients, ignoring the genotypes of the recipients’ 
descendants.  
 
If, for all classes and all phenotypes (i.e., for all ij), the correlation between recipient 
genotypes and their neighbourhood phenotypes is fully explained (i.e., without correlated 
residuals) by underlying genotypic correlation between actors and recipients (in 
combination with the expression of the relevant social genes in the actor), then, for all ij, 
(the regression of actor phenotype on recipient genotype) will equal the product of  
(the regression of actor genotype on recipient genotype) and (the regression of actor 
phenotype on actor genotype): 
 
(A) 
 
On the assumption that condition (A) obtains, we can write a new expression for the 
neighbour-modulated fitness increment: 
 
(5.3.1) 
 
Meanwhile, if (for all ij) the correlation between the genotype of a particular actor and the 
genotype of its recipients’ offspring is fully explained by underlying genotypic correlation 
(in combination with the direct, vertical transmission of the relevant genes from the 
recipient to its offspring), then (for all ij) will equal the product of  (the intra-
generational genetic correlation among actors and recipients) and , the fidelity of direct, 
‘vertical’ transmission between recipients in the ith class and their direct lineal 
descendants: 
 
ijρ  !
γ ij
ijd
ijτ ijγ
!τ i
 !∀ij ! ρij = γ ijdij( )
 !∀ij ! ρij = γ ijdij( )→τ0 qii∑ ρijβijj∑ = τ0 qii∑ γ ijdijβijj∑
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(B) 
 
On the assumption that condition (B) obtains, we can write a new expression for the 
inclusive fitness increment: 
 
(5.3.2) 
 
We can get from (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) to an equivalence result by invoking two further 
assumptions, both of which we previously made in deriving our original expressions for 
the neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness increments. First, we assume (as we did in 
deriving our expression for the neighbour-modulated fitness increment) that the fidelity of 
vertical transmission is the same in all recipient classes. This allows us to take the  
coefficient outside the summation over i. Second, we assume (as we did in deriving our 
expression for the inclusive fitness increment) that the genetic variance is the same in all 
actor classes. This entitles us to substitute  for  in (5.3.2) without any risk of changing 
the overall sign of the sum over classes. With this substitution made, we can derive the 
following result concerning the inclusive fitness increment: 
 
(5.3.3) 
 
Comparing this to (5.3.1), we see that: 
 
(5.3.4) 
 
In plain terms, then: conditional on (A), (B) and two additional assumptions we already 
made when formulating the two frameworks, the neighbour-modulated and inclusive 
fitness increments will always have the same sign.  
 
τ
 !
γ ij !
γ ij
!∀ij ! τ ij = γ ijτ i( )
!∀ij ! τ ij = γ ijτ i( )→ qii∑ dijβijτ ijj∑ = qiτ ii∑ γ ijdijβijj∑
 !sign qii∑ dijβijτ ijj∑⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟ = sign τ0 qii∑ γ ijdijβijj∑⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟
!sign qii∑ dijβijτ ijj∑⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟ = sign τ0 qii∑ ρijβijj∑⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟
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In some ways, (5.3.4) represents a stronger formal equivalence result than those previously 
obtained (e.g., Taylor et al. 2007), since it requires relatively few assumptions, and in 
particular does not invoke the assumptions of weak selection or fair meiosis. As we will 
see, however, it does not give defenders of formal equivalence everything they might 
want, for it also points to important classes of cases in which the two frameworks may 
come apart. 
 
5.3.2  When they are formally equivalent, which should we use? 
What our equivalence result shows, in a nutshell, is that the neighbour-modulated and 
inclusive fitness frameworks are formally equivalent (in the sense that they can never 
disagree regarding the direction of the response to natural selection) whenever both ρ-
correlations (that is, correlations between recipient genotypes and their social 
neighbourhoods) and τ-correlations (that is, correlations between actor genotypes and 
those of their recipients’ descendants) are fully explained as by-products of underlying 
genetic similarity between actors and recipients. Though this will not always be the case 
(Section 4.4), it seems reasonable to suppose that it often will be the case when correlations 
between social partners are generated by the mechanisms of kin recognition or limited 
dispersal. This is because these mechanisms are primarily sources of genetic similarity 
between actors and recipients: if they also happen to generate partly phenotypic ρ-
correlations or intergenerational τ-correlations, these are merely by-products of the 
underlying γ-correlations. Hence, when correlations between social partners arise from kin 
recognition or limited dispersal, our choice regarding which framework to use will usually 
not be forced by considerations of accuracy.  
 
Which framework should we prefer in such cases? When considerations of accuracy do 
not favour one framework over the other, what does? Hamilton (1964) and Maynard 
Smith (1982, 1983, 1987) both preferred the inclusive fitness framework on the grounds of 
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what they took to be its greater theoretical simplicity and ease of application. In recent 
years, however, this situation has largely reversed: theorists have increasingly come to 
favour the neighbour-modulated fitness framework, citing its greater simplicity and ease 
of application (Taylor and Frank 1996; Taylor et al. 2007; Gardner et al. 2007; West et al. 
2011). There is no doubt that, as the theories are currently formulated, neighbour-
modulated fitness theory is indeed the more straightforward of the two. This is because it 
neglects considerations of control. To perform a neighbour-modulated fitness analysis, we 
do not need to know how the neighbourhood phenotypes of recipients depend on the 
genotypes of controlling actors, and this is one less causal pathway to worry about.  
 
Yet two considerations speak in favour of the inclusive fitness approach, in spite of its 
additional complexity. One is that, in this case, more complexity means more causal 
explanation: while neighbour-modulated fitness may be simpler because it neglects the 
causal pathways linking social phenotypes to controlling actors, this simplicity comes at 
the cost of its explanatory power. If we want to understand how social phenotypes are 
controlled, and how pathways of control affect the course of social evolution, an inclusive 
fitness approach is more informative. A second, related consideration is that inclusive 
fitness, unlike neighbour-modulated fitness, underwrites an intuitive ‘maximizing agent’ 
analogy (Dawkins 1982; Grafen 1984, 2006a). This too is ultimately due to the fact that 
inclusive fitness, unlike neighbour-modulated fitness, is sensitive to considerations of 
control. For recall that an actor’s inclusive fitness is a τ-weighted sum of the fitness effects 
attributable to the behaviours it controls. If these effects are at least reasonably predictable, 
we can put ourselves in the position of the actor and ask: ‘How should I behave, in order 
to maximize my inclusive fitness?’ Since natural selection tends to favour traits that 
promote inclusive fitness on average, asking this question can serve as an informal route 
to predictions and explanations of social behaviour. This kind of agential thinking is 
commonplace in behavioural ecology, where it usually lies at the heart of informal 
inclusive fitness arguments. Its legitimacy will be explored in greater detail in Chapter 6. 
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By contrast, we cannot usefully ask the same question with regard to neighbour-
modulated fitness, because in cases of social behaviour there are often substantial 
components of an individual’s neighbour-modulated fitness over which it has little or no 
control.5 All we can do, by way of an agential heuristic, is put ourselves in the position of a 
recipient and ask: ‘What genotypes are “good news”, as far as my neighbour-modulated 
fitness is concerned?’ But this heuristic is considerably less intuitive, because 
considerations of causation and control are replaced by considerations of statistical 
auspiciousness.6 A behavioural ecologist will often have a strong intuitive grip on whether 
a particular strategy would add to the inclusive fitness of the agent performing it, but she 
will typically be much less confident about whether having a particular genotype would 
correlate with occupying an advantageous social neighbourhood. Strictly speaking, all this 
shows is that inclusive fitness is a valuable notion for the purpose of making informal 
arguments about kin selection: it does not show that inclusive fitness is worth the trouble 
as a formal analytical approach. But while this distinction is important, I suspect that the 
two issues are closely related. For it is surely a virtue of any formal framework that it 
bears at least some resemblance to the informal arguments we use to generate hypotheses 
and interpret results within it. If our hypotheses are based on considerations of causation 
and control, and if our interpretation of results is also mindful of such considerations, then 
it is helpful if the framework we use for formalizing hypotheses and analysing results also 
takes them into account. There will always be a poor fit between formal neighbour-
modulated fitness models and informal inclusive fitness arguments, because the 
considerations of control that lie at the heart of the latter are completely absent from the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Rosas (2010) argues that social agents do control their neighbour-modulated fitness, because they control 
the mechanisms of assortment (i.e., they determine who is able to influence their fitness). This is probably 
true in some cases (most plausibly cases involving humans) but it is obviously not true in general. In the 
present context, where we are concerned with correlations generated by kin recognition or limited dispersal, 
it is very unlikely to be true. 
6 I am grateful to Johannes Martens for discussion of this issue. His PhD dissertation includes an in-depth 
discussion of the relationship between kin selection theory and decision theory. 
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former. When we formalize kin selection theory in inclusive fitness terms, the fit between 
intuitive thinking and formal theorizing is much closer. 
 
In summary: when the two frameworks are equivalent we face a trade-off between 
theoretical simplicity and causal-explanatory power. Inclusive fitness analyses are in 
general harder to perform, but they provide explanations of kin selection that are causally 
richer and more intuitively intelligible than those supplied by the neighbour-modulated 
fitness approach. 
 
5.4 When they are not 
 
5.4.1 Losing control 
The argument of the preceding subsection was that inclusive fitness theory, by virtue of 
prioritizing considerations of actor control, provides deeper causal explanations of kin 
selection than the neighbour-modulated fitness approach. This gives us a reason to prefer 
inclusive fitness when the conditions for equivalence are met. At the same time, however, 
the centrality of actor control to inclusive fitness theory also points to one important class 
of cases in which the conditions for equivalence are not met. These are cases in which the 
inclusive fitness approach cannot even begin, because it is not possible to assign fitness-
relevant phenotypes to controlling actors. 
 
A preliminary remark is in order here: what is the relevant sense of ‘control’ in this 
context? Frank does not offer an account of control as part of his formalism; indeed, in 
spite of the pivotal role it plays in the theory, the concept of control has received relatively 
little attention from inclusive fitness theorists. I take the relevant notion of control to be the 
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notion I presented in Section 1.3: that is, control as systematic counterfactual dependence: 
in this context, the systematic counterfactual dependence of phenotype on genotype.  
 
Inclusive fitness theory requires that, for every fitness-relevant behavioural phenotype, a 
single, determinate class of controlling actors can be identified (e.g., males or females, 
workers or queens—the precise nature of the actor-classes will depend on the population 
and social phenomenon under investigation). This is not the same as the (much stronger) 
assumption that, for every token instance of a behavioural phenotype, a particular 
controlling actor can be identified. Because this stronger assumption is not required, the 
applicability of inclusive fitness theory to real ecological contexts is not imperilled by the 
admission that, in such contexts, we rarely possess fine-grained causal knowledge of token 
social behaviours. Yet, as we will see, even the weaker assumption that we can assign 
types of social behaviour to classes of controlling actor is enough to limit the scope of the 
(standard) inclusive fitness approach. 
 
External control 
In broad terms, two types of scenario can lead to a breakdown of determinate actor 
control. The first is a scenario in which fitness-relevant phenotypes are not controlled by 
any actor-class within the population under study, because they are controlled by an actor-
class outside that population. For instance, Taylor et al. (2007) consider a model of host-
parasite interaction in which a host, by tolerating the presence of the parasite, can induce 
the parasite to be less virulent. On the face of it, only a neighbour-modulated fitness 
approach can adequately analyse such a scenario, because parasite virulence is an 
influence on host fitness that is not controlled by any member of the host population. 
 
The defender of inclusive fitness might object as follows: can we not simply extend our 
usual conception of a ‘population’ in this context to include both hosts and parasites? The 
answer is that, while nothing formally prevents us from doing this, it would not make the 
problem go away. For if we were to include parasites as members of the host population, 
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we would have to assign them a breeding value of zero for the host trait(s) under 
investigation, since they would not possess any of the relevant alleles. But if every 
individual in the actor-class has a breeding value of zero, then there is no variance in g 
within that class, and the d) and τ-coefficients we need to evaluate inclusive fitness are 
undefined.  
 
Nevertheless, although this natural response on behalf of inclusive fitness is not 
successful, a more subtle response remains available: can we not, for the purposes of 
analysis, treat any relevant parasite phenotypes as if they were under the control of the 
host?7 This may seem like a substantial distortion of reality; but it need not be, if control is 
understood as the systematic counterfactual dependence of phenotype on genotype. For, 
in the host-parasite model, the host’s degree of parasite tolerance—which we assume to be 
under its control—has a reasonably fine-grained downstream effect on the degree of 
parasite virulence it experiences. Given this, it is not too much of a stretch to suggest that 
the degree of parasite virulence is controlled by the host to a significant degree, and that 
the host maximizes its inclusive fitness by minimizing this virulence. Note, however, that 
this response depends for its plausibility on a specific feature of Taylor and colleagues’ 
simple model: to wit, that the parasite virulence experienced by a particular host depends 
in a fine-grained way on its own degree of tolerance, and is not influenced by any 
additional variables outside of its control (such as the behaviour of other classes of host). 
We can easily imagine models in which this assumption does not hold. For example, if 
hosts of different classes regularly exchanged parasites with each other, such that the 
virulence expressed by a parasite depended on the average tolerance of the hosts it 
experienced, then it would no longer be reasonable to regard the virulence experienced by 
a particular class of host as a trait over which it has sole control. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Indeed, Taylor et al. (2007) themselves advocate this response. 
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Delocalized control 
This brings us to the second, arguably more pervasive type of problem scenario. This is a 
scenario in which control of a fitness-relevant phenotype is not localized to any particular 
actor-class. Instead, control is spread across multiple actor-classes, with each controlling 
the phenotype to some imperfect but significant degree. While our second host-parasite 
case (in which virulence depends on the average tolerance of many host-classes) might be 
considered one example of this phenomenon, such scenarios can arise even if interactions 
occur among conspecifics only. I will refer to such cases as instances of delocalized control. 
 
One particularly important source of delocalized control is collaborative, task-based 
cooperation in which actors of various classes participate (Section 1.2). Consider again, for 
instance, the case of Pheidole pallidula, in which minors and majors collaborate to pin down 
and decapitate intruders. As in any case of task-based cooperation, the fitness benefit is 
conferred by the completion of the task, and it would not be conferred by either of the 
contributory behaviours occurring in isolation. Task completion therefore counts as a 
fitness-relevant correlated phenotype of the affected recipients, and it should be included 
as a predictor in its own right in a causal analysis of kin selection. Yet the completion of 
the task is not controlled by any single actor-class. The successful decapitation of intruders 
cannot be attributed wholly to the minors or to the majors: it is controlled to some 
imperfect degree by each actor-class. Because there is no actor-class to whom this 
phenotype may be uniquely attributed, there is no way for an inclusive fitness analysis of 
the evolution of intruder-decapitation to get off the ground within the standard 
framework.  
 
It is possible to foresee an objection to this line of argument: surely, whether or not the 
inclusive fitness formalism applies to task-based cooperation depends on how we 
individuate phenotypes in such cases, and we have some degree of flexibility in this 
regard. If we count task completion as a phenotypic character in its own right, then of 
course it cannot be assigned to a single controlling actor class, and this is problematic. But 
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if we consider each individual contribution to the task as a separate character, and take the 
partial regression of recipient fitness on each individual contribution, we can recover actor 
control, for each type of contribution to the task is controlled by a particular actor-class. To 
see what is wrong with this response, we need to return to the argument of Chapter 4. 
There we saw (in the context of simple synergy games) that a synergistic effect must be 
explicitly represented as a predictor in a regression analysis of fitness, on pain of 
potentially significant inaccuracy. For if we consider only the separate behaviours of 
individual actors and attempt to split any synergistic effect between these two predictors, 
our analysis will tend to overcompensate for synergy. The reason, in a nutshell, is that the 
partial regression coefficients in a two-predictor phenotypic regression only compensate 
for synergy on the basis of correlations between the two predictors, and do not consider 
underlying genetic correlations.  
 
Even in very simple cases, this point is subtle and hard to see. Crucially, however, it is a 
general problem that arises from a general feature of partial regression coefficients. Hence, 
if the problem occurs in simple synergy games, it is likely to recur in much more 
complicated cases of synergistic interaction, such as cases of task-based cooperation. The 
solution to the problem is still the same in more complicated cases: explicitly include 
synergy-producing phenotypes in the predictor set. In Queller’s model, the relevant 
predictor is simply , the product of actor and recipient phenotypes. In cases of 
arbitrarily complex task-based cooperation, the natural phenotypic predictor to include is 
a dummy variable that is set to 1 if a particular task is completed and 0 otherwise. The key 
point is that, however we choose to represent synergistic effects in practice, representing 
them is not merely optional. If we ignore them, there is likely to be a component of 
 that our predictor set fails to account for; and if this component is large, we 
may potentially get the direction of selection wrong. 
 
Note that this is, in effect, an extension of an informal argument first made in Section 2.2. 
There, I argued that the fitness benefit conferred by task completion does not decompose, 
zˆz
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in any straightforward way, into components attributable to individual contributions. 
Now, drawing on the considerations brought to bear in Chapter 3, I am further arguing 
that the fitness benefit conferred by task completion still does not decompose into 
components attributable to individual contributions, even when we define each 
‘component’ as the partial regression of recipient fitness on actor phenotype. Because of 
the way partial regression coefficients are defined, we cannot reliably ‘average out’ 
synergistic effects in this way: we have to represent the synergistic effect explicitly; and, in 
many cases (though not in Queller’s simple, classless synergy game), this will be an effect 
over which no single actor-class has control.  
 
I therefore contend that there is no way for Frank’s inclusive fitness formalism to 
accommodate cases of delocalized control, at least not without producing violations of the 
separation condition, and a concomitant loss of accuracy. I suspect, however, that the 
formalism can be extended to cover such cases. Roughly speaking, the best way to do this 
is to replace the simple regression of z on controlling actor genotype in the standard 
formalism with a multivariate regression of z on all relevant controlling actor genotypes 
(see Appendix D). This extended formalism for inclusive fitness still assigns fitness 
components by considerations of causal responsibility, but the conception of ‘causal 
responsibility’ it employs is more nuanced than that of the standard framework. Rather 
than assuming that every social phenotype is under the sole control of a single actor-class, 
we allow that control of a social phenotype can be distributed across any number of actor-
classes (e.g., majors and minors). Then, rather than conceptualizing an actor’s inclusive 
fitness as a τ-weighted sum of the fitness effects caused by the social phenotypes under its 
sole control, we conceptualize an actor’s inclusive fitness as a τ-weighted sum of the 
fitness effects caused by the social phenotypes over which it has some degree of control, 
where the fitness effects are also weighted by a measure of the degree to which the actor 
controls the phenotype in question. In the limiting case in which every social phenotype is 
controlled by a single actor-class, the extended formalism becomes equivalent to the 
standard formalism. The upshot is that, although formalizations of inclusive fitness 
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routinely make an assumption of localized control, we may well be able to relax this 
assumption without having to abandon the notion of inclusive fitness altogether. 
 
5.4.2  Sui generis ρ-correlations 
In Section 5.4.1, I argued that the neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness approaches 
are equivalent whenever ρ- and τ-correlations are fully explained by underlying genetic 
correlations between actors and recipients. This suggests that, if we want to find situations 
in which they are non-equivalent, we would be well advised to look for situations in 
which ρ- or τ-correlations are explained at least in part by something other than 
underlying genetic correlation between actors and recipients.  
 
Let us consider ρ-correlations first. These, recall, are correlations between the genotypes of 
recipients and the social phenotypes by which their fitness is affected. Although such 
correlations may well arise most commonly from underlying correlations between actor 
and recipient genotypes, it is not hard to imagine various other possible sources. In one 
broad class of cases, sui generis ρ-correlations arise because recipient genotypes correlate 
with social phenotypes that are not controlled by any member of the population, but are 
instead controlled externally (e.g., by a member of a different species). These cases have 
already been considered in Section 5.4.1, under the heading of ‘external control’ (see also 
Frank 1997b; Fletcher and Zwick 2006; Taylor et al. 2007; Fletcher and Doebeli 2009).  
 
In a second broad class of cases, sui generis ρ-correlations may arise because particular 
genotypes have ‘extended’ phenotypic effects on the phenotypes of other organisms 
within the same population (cf. Dawkins 1982). In recent years, such effects have been 
extensively studied under the banner of ‘indirect genetic effects’, or ‘IGEs’ (Moore et al. 
1997; Wolf et al. 1998; Bijma and Wade 2008; McGlothlin et al. 2010). The classic examples 
of IGEs are non-social: for instance, maternal genes that influence a mother’s production of 
milk can significantly affect the growth rate of her newborn offspring (Bijma 2006). But it 
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would not be surprising if comparable effects occur with respect to social traits. In this 
vein, Allen J. Moore and colleagues (1997) survey various examples where the expression 
of a social phenotype may plausibly be influenced by the genes of individuals other than 
the actor who expresses it, including examples of mating behaviour, aggression and social 
dominance. Joel W. McGlothlin and colleagues (2010) develop a detailed formal 
framework of their own for studying the impact of IGEs on social evolution, but I will not 
discuss this formalism here.8 For, although I suspect that such a framework will prove 
invaluable for understanding how IGEs affect social-evolutionary processes, it is 
important to note that IGEs can, in principle, be accounted for within Frank’s general 
framework for neighbour-modulated fitness. Indeed, since the neighbour-modulated 
fitness approach makes no assumptions at all about the pathways of control linking 
genotype to phenotype, it allows for arbitrarily complex networks of inter-organismal 
gene regulation. Of course, ‘allow for’ does not mean ‘explain’: because the framework 
simply ignores pathways of genetic control (be they direct or indirect), it will not provide 
any deep understanding of how such pathways affect the course of evolution.9 
 
A third and final class—which should arguably be regarded as a subset of the second—
comprises cases of strategic reciprocity, in which the expression of a social behaviour in 
one individual induces a social response from the individuals it affects. Jeffrey A. Fletcher 
and Martin Zwick (2006) consider an iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma game (a model made 
famous by Axelrod and Hamilton 1981) in which pairs of agents interact randomly but 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 One awkward feature of the McGlothlin et al. approach is that they describe ‘relatedness’ and ‘IGEs’ as 
separate effects on social selection. What they should say, I think, is that the usual mechanisms responsible 
for relatedness (kin recognition, limited dispersal, etc.) are sources of ρ-relatedness, but so are IGEs. IGEs 
affect social selection via their effect on ρ-relatedness. 
9 IGEs may also lead to a situation in which control of a social phenotype is substantially shared between the 
agent that expresses the behaviour and the agent whose genes affect it indirectly. If this occurs, there is a 
further problem for the (standard) inclusive fitness framework, viz., a problem of delocalized control. But 
here I am emphasizing a more obvious problem: even if IGEs do not lead to delocalized control, they still 
present a problem for the inclusive fitness framework by virtue of producing sui generis ρ-correlations.  
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repeatedly. Agents play one of two strategies: ‘tit for tat’ (TFT), whereby, on meeting a 
social partner they have met previously, agents copy the strategy this partner played on 
their previous meeting; or ‘always defect’ (ALLD), whereby agents always defect, 
regardless of what their social partner has done in the past. We stipulate10 that  for 
TFT and  for ALLD. Since pairings are random, there can be no genetic correlation 
between social partners. Nevertheless, genotype does correlate positively with receiving 
the benefits of altruism. This is because sui generis ρ-correlations are generated by the TFT 
strategy. To see why, note that agents who play TFT will only behave altruistically 
towards a partner they have met before if that partner was previously altruistic. This 
ensures that agents who play ALLD are, on the whole, less likely to receive the benefits of 
altruism than agents who play ALLD.  
 
Though the link is not immediately apparent, strategic reciprocity is still an ‘indirect 
genetic effect’ in a manner of speaking. It is simply that the effect is socially mediated: one 
agent’s TFT genotype is expressed in the form of an altruistic behaviour, and this social 
behaviour then induces the expression of a similar behaviour in a TFT social partner. 
Having the TFT gene thus has differential effects on the behaviour of one’s social partners, 
and this is what causes the sui generis ρ-correlation—which has downstream consequences 
for the course of social evolution. This is a special case of the general kind of phenomenon 
that the IGE research programme seeks to capture (cf. Bijma and Wade 2008). In all these 
scenarios, altruistic behaviours can potentially evolve if the ρ-correlation between 
possessing the genes for altruism and receiving the benefits of altruism is sufficiently 
strong. Yet none of these mechanisms requires τ-correlations between social partners, and 
hence none involves anything like the kind of ‘indirect reproduction’ often thought to be 
central to the concept of kin selection.   
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 These are not breeding values, though they are p-scores sensu Grafen 1985a (see Chapter 2). 
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5.4.3  Sui generis τ-correlations 
The possibility of sui generis ρ-correlations lies at the heart of recent arguments for the 
general superiority of the neighbour-modulated fitness framework over the inclusive 
fitness alternative (see Frank 1997b; Fletcher and Doebeli 2006, 2009, 2010; Fletcher and 
Zwick 2006; Fletcher et al. 2006). I am broadly sympathetic to this line of argument: as the 
cases canvassed in the preceding section show, there is certainly a significant range of 
circumstances in which we cannot safely assume the neighbour-modulated and inclusive 
fitness frameworks to be equivalent, and in which we need to explicitly analyse ρ-
correlations to understand why social selection proceeds as it does. Nevertheless, I think 
the Fletcher/Doebeli argument misses something important, namely that, just as it is 
possible for there to be sui generis ρ-correlations, it is also possible for there to be sui generis 
τ-correlations. These correlations, when they arise, will be represented in an inclusive 
fitness analysis but will be neglected by a neighbour-modulated fitness analysis. 
 
Altruism causes biased transmission 
Here is a far-fetched (but instructive) story about how sui generis τ-correlations might 
arise. Suppose that we have a population in which social partners’ genotypes are 
completely uncorrelated. Some agents nevertheless act altruistically towards their social 
partners. Intuitively, we would expect this to be a scenario in which altruism simply does 
not pay: altruists will be, on average, less fit than non-altruists, and the genes for altruism 
will not spread. But suppose there is a curious twist: by virtue of performing the altruistic 
act, an altruist somehow confers on its partner a disposition to produce offspring with the 
genes for altruism. Let us say nothing (for now) about how this could possibly work in 
reality. The important point is simply that if the fitness benefits the altruist confers on the 
recipient are large enough and if the disposition to produce altruistic offspring it also 
confers is strong enough, then the genes for altruism might spread after all. But they 
would spread not because receiving the benefits of altruism co-varies with possessing the 
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genes for altruism, but rather because receiving the benefits of altruism co-varies with a 
disposition to produce offspring more altruistic than oneself.11 
 
A neighbour-modulated fitness analysis would miss this, because (as the story stipulates) 
there are no ρ-correlations at all between social partners: bearers of the genes for altruism 
are not differentially likely to receive the benefits of altruism (cf. Picture 2). But there are 
intergenerational τ-correlations: the offspring of a recipient do bear a genetic resemblance 
to the actor, but this resemblance arises sui generis, unmediated by any pre-existing genetic 
resemblance between actors and recipients. The inclusive fitness framework will not miss 
these correlations, and so will be able to assess whether or not they are sufficiently strong 
for altruistic genes to spread.  
 
What this story describes, in effect, is a case of ‘indirect reproduction’ without any pre-
existing positive assortment. This is the general sort of case in which sui generis τ-
correlations will arise, and in which the inclusive fitness approach will enjoy greater 
accuracy than the neighbour-modulated fitness approach.  
 
Altruism and mobile genetic elements 
The above story may seem fanciful. How could behaving altruistically towards a selfish 
individual cause it to produce offspring more altruistic than itself? Strange as it sounds, 
however, a mechanism not too far removed from this possibility may occur for real in 
microbial populations. Over the past decade, the application of social evolution theory to 
microbial populations has developed into a lively and fruitful research programme (for 
reviews, see Crespi 2001; Velicer 2003; West et al. 2007b; Velicer and Vos 2009; Damore 
and Gore 2012). One major respect in which social evolution in microbial populations 
differs from social evolution in populations of multicellular organisms is that patterns of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 In other words, the trait spreads because , even though . In the terminology 
of Chapter 2, it spreads because of the secondary effect of natural selection. 
( )Cov , 0w gΔ > ( )Cov , 0w g <
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transmission are greatly complicated by horizontal gene transfer, in which genes are 
copied from one organism to another via independently replicating ‘mobile genetic 
elements’ (MGEs) (see, e.g., Frost et al. 2005). It has recently been observed that MGEs 
carry a greater number of cooperative traits than one might expect, if their phenotypic 
effects were typical of the phenotypic effects of a randomly sampled region of functional 
DNA (Rankin et al. 2011a). What could explain this over-representation of cooperative 
traits on MGEs? As Daniel Rankin and colleagues (2011a) note, one possible explanation is 
that gene mobility actually facilitates the evolution of cooperation.  
 
Here is one way in which this might work. Microbes are restricted to a particular patch, 
and interact only with the other inhabitants of that patch. Competition, however, is global: 
it mostly occurs between patches rather than within patches. Moreover, within a patch, 
there is no pre-existing positive assortment: altruists are no more likely than average to 
interact with other altruists. At time t, an altruistic MGE causes its bearers to confer fitness 
benefits on the other inhabitants of their patch, at a cost to themselves. In absolute terms, 
the total benefits outweigh the total costs—but at first glance these benefits appear 
worthless from the point of view of the focal gene, because they fall on individuals who 
are no more likely than average to share that gene. But then, something else happens: at 
time t#+# δ, the MGE spreads outwards from any surviving altruists to other members of 
the patch—that is, it spreads to individuals who previously received the fitness benefit at 
t. If this MGE spreads effectively enough throughout its patch, and if the benefits it 
conferred at t were sufficiently large, then it can spread through the global population as a 
consequence of the altruistic behaviour it causes. But it spreads not because receiving the 
benefits of altruism (at t) co-varies with possessing the genes for altruism (at t), but rather 
because receiving the benefits of altruism (at t) co-varies with a tendency to subsequently 
acquire the genes for altruism (at t#+#δ).12  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 I discuss this possible mechanism in greater detail in Birch 2013b. It is slightly different from the 
mechanism Rankin et al. (2011a) themselves propose: in their version, horizontal gene transfer occurs prior to 
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As in the ‘altruism causes biased transmission’ story, a neighbour-modulated fitness 
approach is liable to miss the correlations that make this process work. For it considers 
only ρ-correlations (i.e., measures of pre-existing positive assortment); and, by hypothesis, 
there are no ρ-correlations at the time of interaction. What matters are the diachronic τ-
correlations between the genotype of the actor at t and the genotype of the recipient at t#+#
δ! (or, alternatively, the genotype of the recipients’ lineal descendants at some even later 
time). Because we once again have a case of sui generis τ-correlation, we again have a 
process of social selection that the inclusive fitness framework is more likely to analyse 
accurately. 
 
This ‘ship-jumping’ mechanism for the evolution of altruism is a possible explanation for 
the disproportionate representation of cooperative traits on MGEs. It is highly conjectural, 
and it is only one of several credible hypotheses in the mix (for various alternatives, see 
Rankin et al. 2011a,b; Giraud and Shykoff 2011). For current purposes, however, what 
matters is merely that it is empirically credible, given what we currently know—and yet it 
is not too far away from the ‘altruism causes biased transmission’ story that initially 
seemed so outré. The wider moral is that, while sui generis τ-correlations may be less 
common than sui generis ρ-correlations, they deserve to be taken seriously as a live 
empirical possibility, particularly in microbial populations. If there are cases in which such 
correlations arise, then there are cases in which we have ‘indirect reproduction’ without 
positive assortment. These are cases that inclusive fitness can handle and neighbour-
modulated fitness cannot. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
social interaction, so that social partners are positively assorted at the time of interaction. This version is less 
convincing as an example of sui generis τ-correlation. 
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5.4.4  Review 
I began this chapter by identifying two rival camps in contemporary kin selection theory: 
those who think the neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness frameworks are two 
equivalent perspectives on the same process; and those who think that they come apart, 
and that the neighbour-modulated fitness approach is the more general of the two. My 
analysis shows that the issue is more complex than either camp often seems to realize.  
 
The ‘equivalence’ camp gets something right, for the two theories are indeed equivalent in 
a wide range of cases, particularly when correlations between social partners are caused 
by kin recognition or limited dispersal. Yet predictive equivalence does not imply 
explanatory equivalence; and there are reasons why the inclusive fitness approach, despite 
(or more accurately, because of) its additional complexity, provides deeper explanations of 
the direction of social selection. By representing pathways of genetic control, it provides 
an explicit analysis of an important causal process that the neighbour-modulated fitness 
approach ignores completely; and this has the added bonus of enabling it to underwrite a 
maximizing-agent analogy (cf. Chapter 6). 
 
The ‘neighbour-modulated fitness is more general’ camp also gets something right, for 
there are several important classes of case in which the two frameworks do come apart, 
and in which the neighbour-modulated fitness approach (by virtue of neglecting pathways 
of genetic control) turns out to fare better than the inclusive fitness alternative. Yet there 
are also empirically credible cases in which this situation is reversed. These are cases in 
which horizontal transmission generates diachronic genetic correlation between social 
actors and their recipients’ descendants, even though there is no positive assortment when 
they actually interact. Though such cases may be very rare, we cannot take their rarity for 
granted, particularly given that horizontal transmission is such a widespread feature of 
microbial populations. The implication is that there may be no ‘simple and general 
explanation for the evolution of altruism’ (cf. Fletcher and Doebeli 2009): only two 
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alternative theories that are substantially overlapping but non-coextensive in their 
domains of application. 
 
I will close this chapter by relating these considerations to the two informal pictures of the 
evolution of altruism introduced in Section 5.1. At the time, I suggested that the ‘positive 
assortment’ picture and the ‘indirect reproduction’ picture were not obviously equivalent, 
and that the question of their equivalence would have to be settled by a more formal 
treatment. We can now answer that question, though the answer is not as straightforward 
as we might have hoped. When altruism pays due to kin recognition or limited dispersal, 
we can tell the story in terms of ‘positive assortment’ or in terms of ‘indirect reproduction’, 
because the kinds of correlation central to both stories will obtain. But in other cases, only 
one story is valid. When altruism pays due to sui generis ρ-correlations between possessing 
the genes for altruism and receiving its benefits, the positive assortment story will be 
correct, but it will be misleading to talk of ‘indirect reproduction’. By contrast, when 
altruism pays due to sui generis τ-correlations between the genotypes of actors and the 
genotypes of their recipients’ descendants, the opposite is true: we can reasonably gloss 
the overall process as a kind of ‘indirect reproduction’, but it will be misleading to talk of 
positive assortment. 
 

SIX 
!
Do Organisms Maximize Their Inclusive Fitness? 
 
 
The notion that natural selection is a process of fitness-maximization gets a bad press in 
population genetics, and understandably so. Yet in other areas of biology, the view that 
organisms behave as if maximizing their fitness (or, in cases of social behaviour, their 
inclusive fitness) remains widespread. In a series of recent papers, the Oxford geneticist 
Alan Grafen has sought to reconcile population genetics with fitness-maximization 
through a research programme he terms ‘Formal Darwinism’ (Grafen 1999, 2002, 2003, 
2006a,b, 2007a,b,c, 2008, 2009). In this chapter, I explain and ultimately criticize this 
attempted rapprochement.  
 
In Section 6.1, I distinguish, in abstract terms, four varieties of maximization in 
evolutionary theory and examine the relations between them, withholding judgement as 
to which varieties (if any) are theoretically defensible. In Section 6.2, I consider where the 
most famous maximization principle in population genetics, Ronald A. Fisher’s (1930) 
‘fundamental theorem of natural selection’, fits with respect to this four-part distinction. I 
emphasize in particular that the fundamental theorem, even if correct, tells us nothing 
regarding what, if anything, individual organisms act as if attempting to maximize by 
means of their behaviour. In other words, the theorem falls short of underwriting an 
‘individual-as-maximizing-agent’ analogy of the sort routinely employed in behavioural 
ecology (Grafen 1999, 2002, 2008). Grafen’s ongoing ‘Formal Darwinism’ project can be 
regarded as an attempt to close this somewhat troubling theoretical lacuna. In broad 
terms, Grafen’s strategy is to provide a solid theoretical basis for an ‘individual-as-
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maximizing-agent’ analogy by proving formal links between evolutionary models and 
optimization programmes. In Sections 6.3 and 6.4, I critically examine Grafen’s approach 
and argue that, ingenious though it is, it falls short of vindicating the maximization 
principle he intends it to vindicate.  
 
6.1  Four varieties of maximization 
 
6.1.1 Total versus partial change 
For many authors (including Fisher 1930) the allure of a maximization principle for 
evolutionary theory arises from the hope that there might exist a biological analogue of the 
second law of thermodynamics (Price 1972b; Edwards 2007). Thermodynamics tells us that 
spontaneous physical or chemical transformations are such that the entropy of the 
universe always increases, and that the free energy of the system thus transformed always 
decreases; this principle is utterly fundamental to modern chemistry. A biological 
analogue of such a principle, capable of playing a similar foundational role, might be 
characterized by the following abstract schema: 
 
MAX-A (Total change): For some property , evolution is such that the 
population mean of  (i.e., ) never decreases between earlier and later 
time-slices of the same population. 
 
The statement deliberately leaves open the nature of the property with a non-decreasing 
mean. The most obvious candidate for the -placeholder is individual fitness, w.  
 
For reasons we will encounter in Section 6.2, however, it is very implausible to suggest 
that the mean fitness of an evolving population can never decrease over time. This has led 
some theorists to formulate more modest maximization theses. One influential idea is to 
formulate a maximization thesis not in terms of the direction of the overall evolutionary 
π
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change, but rather in terms of the direction of the partial evolutionary change for which 
natural selection is directly responsible, bracketing off the effects of processes such as 
genetic mutation and environmental change. In broad terms, we can think of this ‘partial 
change’ as the change that would occur in a population if the selective regime were held 
fixed and all other influences on the evolutionary change were nullified. We saw in 
Chapter 3 that quantifying this partial change is a subtle business (see also Section 6.2), but 
the qualitative idea is easy enough to grasp. In abstract terms, then, we might seek to 
defend a maximization thesis along the following lines: 
 
MAX-B (Partial change): For some property , the partial change attributable 
to natural selection is such that, if it were the only partial change relevant to 
the direction of evolution,  would never decrease between earlier and later 
time-slices of the same population. 
 
As we will see in Section 6.2, however, even this weakened type of maximization thesis 
faces significant theoretical challenges.  
 
One might also wonder what the biological significance of a MAX-B-type maximization 
thesis would be, were it to be vindicated. After all, it concerns only what would happen in 
a hypothetical scenario in which all evolutionary processes distinct from selection are 
abolished. Real evolutionary processes are not like this; and so, on the face of it, MAX-B 
tells us nothing about real evolutionary processes. In my view, however, such scepticism 
is misplaced: a MAX-B-type maximization thesis would still represent a valuable result, 
chiefly because it would bring new questions into focus. Once we knew that some variable 
would be maximized by selection under specified conditions, we could proceed to ask how 
closely an actual population would need to approximate these conditions for the same 
outcome to ensue. In particular, we might ask: how strong would selection need to be in 
comparison to the other ‘partial changes’ for the upward trend to occur? Conversely, how 
weak would the other ‘partial changes’ have to be before we could safely neglect their 
π
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influence on the direction of evolution—or could we never safely neglect them? MAX-B, if 
it turned out to be defensible, would matter not because it would finish the debate 
concerning the relationship between selection and maximization, but rather because it 
would steer our attention towards these further issues.  
 
6.1.2 What is doing the maximizing? 
In MAX-A and MAX-B, the variable that is maximized (i.e., invariably increased until 
variation disappears) is a population mean with respect to some property—
paradigmatically, the population mean with respect to individual fitness. In a sense, 
therefore, the entity that is ‘doing the maximizing’ is the whole population, rather than any 
of the individual organisms it contains at any given moment. After all, the individual 
organisms live and die with the genes they were born with: only the population persists 
over evolutionary time, so only the population changes its properties in response to 
evolutionary processes (cf. Nowak 2006a; Godfrey-Smith 2009). Alternatively, we might 
say that selection or evolution or ‘Mother Nature’ is ‘doing the maximizing’ by acting on 
the population (cf. Dennett 1995). Of course, nothing is literally doing the maximizing: the  
point here is that the process of maximization occurs at the population level.  
 
MAX-A and MAX-B capture the senses of ‘maximization’ that are most commonly at stake 
when the issue of maximization is raised in population genetics and its philosophy (e.g., 
Fisher 1930; Price 1972b; Ewens 1989, 2004, 2010; Frank and Slatkin 1992; Edwards 1994, 
2000, 2007; Okasha 2008). But they are not the only senses of ‘maximization’ that matter in 
evolutionary biology. In behavioural ecology, it is common to regard individual organisms 
as behaving as if trying to maximize some evolutionarily significant variable, typically 
their fitness or their inclusive fitness. Ecologists use this principle as the basis for an 
agential heuristic: we hypothetically suppose an individual organism to be a rational 
agent seeking to maximize its fitness or inclusive fitness, and we ask: ‘what strategy, from 
the set of options available to it, would it rationally adopt?’. The answer to this question is 
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then used as a means of predicting and explaining the strategy the organism has in fact 
evolved. As Alan Grafen (2007a) observes: 
 
Empirical biologists in many fields have routinely assumed since the 1970s 
that natural selection leads organisms to act as if (more or less) maximizing 
a quantity often called fitness, intended to be roughly the lifetime number of 
offspring, and base research projects on that foundation. (Grafen 2007a, 
1243) 
 
We can say that ecologists who think in this way are employing an ‘individual-as-
maximizing-agent’ analogy (Grafen 1984, 1999, 2002, 2006a, 2007a, 2008). Agential 
thinking of this sort is rife in many areas of theoretical sociobiology, including 
evolutionary game theory and optimality modelling, and it appears explicitly in informal 
arguments that appeal to the ‘inclusive fitness interests’ of an organism (e.g., Bourke and 
Franks 1995; Bourke 2011). 
 
On this sense of ‘maximization’ it is individual organisms, not evolving populations, that 
‘do the maximizing’. Yet this individual-as-maximizing-agent analogy remains closely 
wedded to evolutionary considerations, since it is usually assumed that organisms behave 
as if maximizing some variable only because the variable is evolutionarily significant, and 
only because the organisms have evolved by natural selection to maximize it.1  In the 
abstract, therefore, our formulations of the individual-as-maximizing-agent analogy will 
bear some resemblance to the principles of population-level maximization given in MAX-
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 This presupposes that it makes sense to talk of an individual organism behaving in a certain way because 
of past natural selection. There is, however, a tradition in the philosophy of biology of denying that natural 
selection can ever help explain why an individual organism has the traits it has, or (by implication) why it 
behaves the way it does (Sober 1984, 1995; Walsh 1998; Pust 2002, 2004). The thought is that selection can 
explain the distribution of traits in a population, and perhaps the origin of trait types, but never the 
instantiation of trait tokens by specific individuals. I have argued elsewhere that this ‘negative view’ of 
natural selection relies on an implausibly narrow conception of causal explanation (Birch 2012c).  
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A and MAX-B: they will appeal to the same evolutionary processes, but will focus on their 
consequences for individual behaviour rather than on their consequences for population 
means.  
 
We might, for instance, attempt to spell out the individual-as-maximizing-agent analogy 
as follows: 
 
MAX-C (Individual as maximizing agent, Total change): For some property 
, evolution is such that (given sufficient time and sufficient genetic 
variation in ) it reliably causes individual organisms to act as if 
maximizing . 
 
For completeness, we should note that a weakening move similar to that from MAX-A to 
MAX-B is available (and might also be useful; see Section 6.4) in the context of individuals 
as maximizing agents. That is, by focussing purely on the partial change attributable to 
natural selection (bracketing off the effects of all other evolutionary processes, including 
cultural evolution) we might formulate a weaker maximization principle along the 
following lines: 
 
MAX-D (Individual as maximizing agent, Partial change): For some 
property" , the partial change attributable to natural selection is such that, 
if it were the only partial change relevant to the direction of evolution, then 
(given sufficient time and sufficient genetic variation in ) it would reliably 
cause individual organisms to act as if maximizing . 
 
As with MAX-B, the correctness of MAX-D is open to debate, and its correctness 
ultimately turns on subtle theoretical and philosophical considerations. For now, I merely 
want to note that MAX-C and MAX-D are prima facie distinct, and that both of them are 
prima facie distinct from MAX-A and MAX-B. To assert that natural selection would cause 
π
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individual organisms to maximize  in the absence of countervailing influences is not to 
assert that evolution as a whole causes individual organisms to maximize , and neither 
of these assertions is equivalent to the claim that selection or evolution maximizes . 
 
6.1.3 Relations between the varieties 
We have now distinguished four varieties of maximization, summarized below: 
 
 
It is worth dwelling briefly on the relations between these varieties. In particular, it is 
worth emphasizing just how different the four varieties are. For I submit that, despite their 
superficial similarities, none of them entails any of the others. I will argue for this claim 
piecemeal, by separately considering each of the rows and columns.2 
 
Row 1: MAX-A does not entail MAX-B, nor vice versa 
The first non-entailment I want to consider concerns the first row. MAX-B, the claim that 
selection acting alone would maximize the population-level property , does not logically 
entail MAX-A, the claim that evolution as a whole maximizes the same quantity. For, as 
Fisher emphasizes, ’natural selection is not evolution’ (1930, vii): even if MAX-B is correct, 
other evolutionary influences may counteract any maximizing tendency on the part of 
selection.  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 I assume that, if there is no entailment across the rows or down the columns, then there is no serious 
prospect of entailment across the diagonals. 
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Less obviously, MAX-A does not logically entail MAX-B. For even if evolution was found 
to maximize some quantity, we would not be entitled to infer from this that natural 
selection would also maximize this quantity (or any other quantity) in the absence of other 
evolutionary processes. The reason is that we would not be able to rule out a priori the 
possibility that a process other than natural selection was responsible for the systematic 
bias in the direction of evolution. For instance, we would not be able to rule out a priori the 
possibility that the observed directionality arose from adaptively biased mutation. We 
might doubt this on empirical grounds, but it is clearly a logical possibility. 
 
Row 2: MAX-C does not entail MAX-D, nor vice versa 
Parallel considerations show that MAX-C and MAX-D are also logically independent of 
one another. MAX-D does not entail MAX-C, because the fact that selection would lead 
organisms to behave as if maximizing some quantity in the absence of countervailing 
partial changes does not entail that evolution as a whole, in which other partial changes 
are usually significant, will actually lead organisms to behave in this way. And MAX-C 
does not entail MAX-D because, even if it did turn out that evolution leads organisms to 
behave like maximizing agents, we could not infer a priori that natural selection—as 
opposed to some other process—was responsible for this behaviour. 
 
It might be objected that, although MAX-D does not logically entail MAX-C, it still provides 
some degree of inductive support for MAX-C. The thought would be that, generally 
speaking, natural selection is by far the strongest influence on the evolution of behavioural 
phenotypes; and so, generally speaking, the outcomes of behavioural evolution are 
unlikely to depart significantly from the hypothetical outcomes of ‘pure’ natural selection. 
Naturally, if we have specific evidence that natural selection was not the strongest 
influence in a particular case (for instance, evidence that non-genetic transmission was 
important), then we should not infer MAX-C from MAX-D in that case, but in the absence 
of such evidence this inference seems reasonable. Even this, however, may be doubtful. 
The assumption that, generally speaking, natural selection is by far the strongest influence 
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on the direction of evolution amounts to a form of empirical adaptationism—one that Tim 
Lewens (2009) has termed ‘pan-selectionism’—and it is far from uncontroversial (Orzack 
and Sober 1994, 2001; Sober 2008). 
 
Column 1: MAX-A does not entail MAX-C, nor vice versa 
Let us now turn to the relations between population-level and individual-level versions of 
the maximization thesis. Let us first go up the first column: does MAX-C entail MAX-A? In 
other words, if evolution reliably caused individual organisms to act as if they were 
maximizing their personal -value, would it follow that evolution maximizes ? It 
would not. For it is a familiar idea in classical game theory that a network of interacting 
agents, each trying to maximize the same quantity, may nevertheless arrive at an 
equilibrium that fails to maximize the total (or average) amount of that quantity they 
receive. The same is true in evolutionary dynamics, where the ‘desired’ quantity is usually 
assumed to be fitness (Nowak 2006a). Much theoretical work in recent years (reviewed by 
Rankin et al. 2007) has focussed on evolutionary ‘tragedy of the commons’ scenarios (sensu 
Hardin 1968), in which a population of individual maximizers arrives at an outcome that 
is disastrous for all of them, canonically through their overexploitation of a shared 
resource.  
 
Conversely, if evolution maximizes , does it follow that it will reliably cause individual 
organisms to act as if they were maximizing their personal -value? It does not, because 
MAX-A by itself implies nothing about how an individual’s -value is controlled (Grafen 
2002, 2006a). Suppose, for example, that selection acts to maximize, but that there is 
nothing whatsoever any individual can do by means of its own behaviour to alter its -value 
(perhaps because its -value is wholly determined by non-behavioural traits). In such a 
scenario, organisms would not evolve to ‘act as if maximizing ’ in any meaningful sense: 
the agential heuristic would fail to yield any useful predictions or explanations, for there is 
no sense in asking ‘what would an organism rationally choose, from the options available, 
in order to maximize ?’ when none of the available options has even the slightest 
π π
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relevance to its -value. This is a scenario in which MAX-C does not apply, even though 
(by hypothesis) MAX-A does. 
 
This may seem like a pedantic point, but it turns out to be extremely important. For it 
shows that, even if we could establish that evolution maximizes the average individual 
fitness of a population, we would not thereby be entitled to infer that evolution causes 
individual organisms to behave as if maximizing their individual fitness. Of course, it 
would be plainly untrue to suggest that an organism can never alter its personal fitness by 
means of its behaviour. But there are still components of its personal fitness that it usually 
does not control. These are the ‘neighbour-modulated’ components of its fitness, which 
arise through the social behaviour of other organisms (cf. Chapter 5). The implication is 
that, even though the mean personal (neighbour-modulated) fitness of a population might 
in principle be maximized by evolution, we should not expect social evolution to cause 
organisms to behave as if maximizing this quantity. As we will see (and as Grafen 2006a 
forcefully emphasizes) the situation is more promising when we consider inclusive fitness, 
because this often is a property over which its bearer has full control.   
 
Column 2: MAX-B does not entail MAX-D, nor vice versa 
MAX-B does not entail MAX-D since, as we have already seen, it is possible in principle 
for selection to maximize the mean of a quantity (e.g., neighbour-modulated fitness) over 
which an individual organism does not control by means of its own behaviour. 
Conversely, MAX-D does not entail MAX-B, because a ‘tragedy of the commons’ scenario 
in which individual maximizers produce a catastrophic collapse in mean fitness is no less 
of a possibility when natural selection is the only evolutionary process at work.  
 
π
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6.2 The status of Fisher’s ‘fundamental theorem of natural selection’ 
(FTNS) 
  
The most recognizable maximization principle in evolutionary theory is Fisher’s (1930) 
‘fundamental theorem of natural selection’ (FTNS), which states, in broad terms, that ’the 
increase of average fitness of the population ascribable to changes in gene frequency... is 
equal to the [additive] genetic variance in fitness’ (Fisher 1941, 377). Since variance cannot 
be negative, the implication is that ‘the increase of average fitness of the population 
ascribable to changes in gene frequency’ can never decrease. It will prove helpful to 
consider how this influential but perennially controversial theorem relates to our four 
varieties of maximization. 
 
6.2.1 Old and new interpretations 
In the decades from its original publication until 1972, Fisher’s theorem was interpreted 
almost without exception as an attempt to establish a form of MAX-A, with the population 
mean for individual fitness playing the role of the maximand . That is, early 
commentators took Fisher to be claiming that the mean fitness of an evolving population 
cannot decrease; and moreover that, as long as there is additive genetic variance in fitness 
(i.e., variation in individual breeding values for fitness), the mean fitness will increase at a 
rate equal to this variance (cf. Price 1972b; Ewens 1989; Edwards 1994, 2007; Grafen 2003; 
Okasha 2008).  
 
This interpretation was understandable, given Fisher’s verbal presentation of the theorem, 
but problematic. For, on this interpretation, the theorem is undoubtedly false, as these 
early commentators were quick to point out. It is not true that mean fitness always 
increases whenever there is additive genetic variance in fitness. The easiest way to see this 
is to consider cases of evolution in which processes other than natural selection are the 
dominant influences on the direction of evolution. Consider, for example, a population 
influenced primarily by mutation: it could easily be that the mutations which arise in some 
π
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particular generation happen to be uniformly detrimental to fitness, and that this brings 
about an overall decrease in the population mean. For another example, consider a 
population in which the mean fitness is influenced primarily by environmental change: a 
population of lake-dwelling fish, perhaps, in which mean fitness is greatly decreased by 
the sudden drying-up of the lake. Moreover, Fisher was well aware of the problems for 
MAX-A-type maximization theses, having himself constructed an example in which the 
mean fitness of an evolving population fails to increase (Edwards 1994; Okasha 2008). 
 
In 1972, George R. Price (1972b) suggested a novel interpretation of FTNS, on which the 
theorem is regarded (in our terminology) not as a failed attempt at establishing MAX-A 
but rather as a more promising attempt at establishing MAX-B. On this ‘new’ 
interpretation, introduced to mainstream genetics by Warren Ewens (1989), the theorem is 
concerned not with the overall direction of genetic evolution but only with the direction of 
the partial change attributable to natural selection. It should thus be read as stating that (in 
Price’s terms): 
 
In any species at any time, the rate of change of fitness ascribable to natural 
selection is equal to the [additive] genetic variance in fitness at that time. 
(Price 1972b, 132; my italics, his square brackets) 
 
The motivation for the new interpretation is that it appears to make FTNS far more 
defensible on theoretical grounds. On the new interpretation, the theorem is far from 
obviously false, and possibly even true. 
 
6.2.2 FTNS and the Price formalism 
Though Price (1972b) himself re-derived FTNS using Fisher’s original notation, his own 
(1970, 1972a) formalism allows us to see more clearly why FTNS, glossed as a claim about 
the partial change attributable to natural selection, might be justified after all (Frank 1997a, 
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1998; Grafen 2002). We start with the full genetic Price equation for the evolution of some 
unspecified phenotypic property z. We start, that is, with equation (3.2.3): 
 
 
 
We then note that individual fitness, w, is itself an evaluable phenotypic property of 
individual organisms, and so is quite capable of occupying the ‘z’ placeholder in the Price 
equation. Moreover, differences in individual fitness are partly explained by allelic 
differences, so any individual will have an evaluable breeding value for fitness, . This 
quantity represents its fitness as predicted by the linear combination of its allelic values, 
where each such value is weighted by the average effect of the allele on fitness. Hence, 
setting and correspondingly setting , we obtain: 
 
 
 
By definition, the covariance between a phenotypic character and its breeding value is 
equal to the variance in the breeding value, implying that: 
 
(6.2.1) 
 
Equation (6.2.1) is a straightforward implication of the Price equation, and it shows clearly 
why FTNS cannot be correct as a general statement about the overall change in mean 
fitness over evolutionary time. For it shows that, in general, the overall change in mean 
fitness between ancestor- and descendant-populations depends not only on the additive 
genetic variance in fitness in the ancestor-population but also on a second term, , 
of which FTNS takes no account. Yet the equation also shows why FTNS might be rather 
more promising if interpreted as a statement about partial change.  
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In Chapter 3, I argued that the covariance term in the Price equation could legitimately be 
identified with the partial change attributable to the primary effect of natural selection. This 
was a conceptual identification rather than a substantive empirical thesis. The thought 
behind it was that natural selection causes covariance between breeding values and 
fitness, and that this—regardless of whatever else happens—mathematically implies a partial 
change in the mean value of the character under selection. The effect is ‘primary’ only in 
so far as it is the most obvious and probably the most powerful way in which selection 
issues in change; it need not be temporally prior to other effects. The partial change 
attributable to the primary effect of selection may ultimately be cancelled out or 
augmented by other partial changes, but this does not prevent us separating out this 
particular partial change and employing it to draw inferences as to what the overall 
change would have been, if all other partial changes had been nullified. 
 
For the special case in which the character of interest is fitness itself, we can identify the 
primary effect of selection with the covariance term in equation (6.2.1): 
 
(FTNS*) 
 
This result (henceforth: FTNS*) has the surface form of FTNS. Interpreted in the 
terminology of Chapter 3, it amounts to the claim that the primary effect of natural 
selection is responsible for the additive genetic variance in fitness3, and that this effect—
regardless of whatever else happens—mathematically implies a partial change in the 
mean population fitness proportional to this variance.4 This partial change may be 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 It therefore neglects the effects of random drift on the covariance term in the Price equation, though drift 
can be accounted for by extending the Price equation to accommodate stochasticity (Grafen 2000, 2002, 2006). 
I do not discuss this issue here. 
4 The ‘ ’ is included for normalization. We can move it inside the variance term if we want to, yielding 
the result that the partial change in mean fitness equals the additive genetic variance in relative fitness. This 
explains why Fisher talks of the change in fitness being ‘equal to’, rather than merely ‘proportional to’, the 
additive genetic variance.  
1 w
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cancelled out or augmented by other partial changes, but that does not impugn the 
correctness of the identification. It follows, significantly, that the partial change in mean 
fitness implied by the primary effect of natural selection cannot be negative. 
 
6.2.3 FTNS and MAX-B 
There can be little doubt as to the correctness of FTNS*, since it is true more or less by 
definition.5 But one may question whether it is truly what Fisher had in mind when he 
formulated his original FTNS. I will not explore this complex exegetical issue here: I will 
simply consider FTNS* at face value—as a true statement that is formally close to, if not 
identical to, Fisher’s FTNS—and move on to the question of what it actually tells us.6 For, 
even though FTNS* is correct, one may still question the biological significance of a 
‘maximization’ result that concerns only partial change, as Price and others have done 
(Price 1972b; Ewens 1989; Okasha 2008).  
 
In particular, one might ask: does FTNS* successfully establish MAX-B? MAX-B, recall, is 
the thesis that there is some variable such that it would never decrease over evolutionary 
time, if all partial changes other than the partial change attributable to natural selection 
were absent. Does FTNS* imply MAX-B, where mean population fitness is the variable in 
question? I am sceptical on this score. The reason is that FTNS* strictly speaking concerns 
only the primary effect of natural selection, while neglecting the secondary and tertiary 
effects (cf. Chapter 3). That is, it says nothing about how selection on genetic variation in 
transmission biases with respect to  impacts on the change in  (the secondary effect), and 
it says nothing about how the effects of selection on the average effects of alleles in the 
descendant-population impacts on the change in  (the tertiary effect).  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Subject to the qualification in footnote 3. 
6 Perhaps it would be more apt to refer to FTNS* as the ‘Fisher-Price theorem’, though this would have the 
unfortunate side effect of making it sound rather childish. 
!w !w
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Both effects are likely to make a difference to the overall direction of evolution at least 
some of the time. The tertiary effect—change in the average effects of alleles brought about 
by change in gene frequencies—is undoubtedly extremely important in cases of 
frequency-dependent selection. Consider again the ‘tragedy of the commons’ scenario, in 
which the increase in frequency of an initially advantageous allele beyond a critical 
threshold leads to a catastrophic collapse in the mean fitness of the population. As we 
noted above, the collapse is indirectly attributable to selection, because it was caused by 
changes in gene frequency for which selection was directly responsible. But this collapse 
in the population mean is not directly attributable to the primary effect of selection. What 
happens instead is that, as the critical threshold is crossed, the average effect of the 
resource-exploitation allele on fitness collapses between the ancestor- and descendant-
populations: an allele that was previously a positive predictor of fitness (because resource-
exploitation was advantageous) suddenly becomes—once the resource has all gone—at 
best neutral with respect to fitness, and possibly disadvantageous. This is a tertiary effect, 
in the terminology of Chapter 3. 
 
We therefore have good reason to conclude that FTNS* fails to imply MAX-B, because the 
partial change attributable to natural selection simpliciter is not equivalent to the partial 
change solely attributable to the primary effect of natural selection. FTNS* concerns only 
this latter quantity, and therefore fails to take account of two other potentially important 
pathways through which natural selection influences the direction of evolution.  
 
Could we reformulate MAX-B so that it is implied by FTNS*? A reasonable move here 
would be to change the wording of MAX-B so that talk of ‘the partial change attributable 
to natural selection’ gives way to talk of ‘the partial change attributable solely to the 
primary effect of natural selection (and hence not to the secondary or tertiary effects)’: 
 
MAX-B’: For some property , the partial change solely attributable to the 
primary effect of natural selection is such that, if it were the only partial change 
π
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relevant to the direction of evolution,  would never decrease between 
earlier and later time-slices of the same population. 
 
The drawback to such a move is that, on this proposed rewording, the biological 
significance of the reformulated principle is obscure: what is the special significance of the 
primary effect, given that natural selection may also have secondary and tertiary effects? It 
is not clear that separating out the ‘primary effect’ of natural selection from the 
‘secondary’ and ‘tertiary’ effects is anything more than an ad hoc attempt to recover 
something that looks like a maximization principle from the ruins of MAX-B, which 
already amounted to a significant weakening of MAX-A. It is doubtful whether what is 
left still constitutes a maximization thesis worthy of the name. 
  
A subtler reformulation of MAX-B (based on Okasha 2008, and indirectly on Price 1972b) 
replaces talk of ‘the partial change attributable to natural selection’ with talk of ‘the partial 
change attributable to natural selection acting in a constant environment’: 
 
MAX-B’’ (Partial change): For some property , the partial change 
attributable to natural selection in a constant environment is such that, if it were 
the only partial change relevant to the direction of evolution,  would never 
decrease between earlier and later time-slices of the same population. 
 
Might FTNS* imply MAX-B’’? After all, FTNS* fails to imply MAX-B partly because it 
ignores what I have called the ‘tertiary effect’ of selection (i.e., changes in the average 
effects of alleles on fitness due to changes in gene frequency). Arguably, however, it is 
legitimate to ignore this ‘tertiary effect’ for the purposes of evaluating MAX-B’’.  
 
The reason for this is that a change in the average effects of alleles arguably requires a 
change in the environment between the ancestor- and descendant-populations (cf. Chapter 3; 
Price 1972b; Okasha 2008). This need not amount to an environmental change in the 
π
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ordinary (i.e., ecological) sense of the word, and indeed it need not be mediated by any 
change in the fitness of genotypes. It may simply be that genes interact non-additively (i.e., 
with dominance or epistasis), so that their average effects on fitness depend on the relative 
frequencies of the different genotypic contexts in which they might find themselves. For 
instance, in a case of heterozygote advantage, the average effects of the relevant alleles 
will depend on the frequency of heterozygous individuals. When the frequencies of 
genotypic contexts change in a way that has a knock-on effect on the average effects of 
alleles, we can think of this change as a change in the ‘genic environment’ the alleles 
experience (Price 1972b; Sterelny and Kitcher 1988; Okasha 2008).  
 
If we accept the premise that the average effects of alleles cannot change without a change 
in the (ecological or genic) environment, then the tertiary effect of selection would 
disappear if selection were to take place in a constant environment. This leads to the 
thought that, while FTNS* may not be sufficient to imply MAX-B, it may be sufficient to 
imply MAX-B’’; and while MAX-B’’ is weaker than MAX-B as originally stated, it still 
appears to constitute a contentful, non-ad-hoc maximization thesis. In my view, this line of 
argument (which is approximately that of Okasha 2008, transposed into the new 
terminology I have introduced here and in Chapter 3) is almost correct: the difficulty that 
remains is that FTNS* also neglects the secondary effect of natural selection (i.e., in this 
context, covariance between fitness and individual transmission biases with respect to 
fitness), and this secondary effect is not guaranteed to disappear when we ‘hold fixed’ the 
average effects of alleles. In fact, the only sure-fire way to rule out the possibility of 
covariance between fitness and individual transmission biases with respect to fitness is to 
assume there is no variance at all in the latter quantity (i.e., ). FTNS* would 
imply MAX-B’’ in conjunction with this assumption, but the assumption is plainly a 
substantive one. It might be rendered false by the presence of meiotic drive, gametic 
selection, or any other variable disruptive to the perfect transmission of genes from 
parents to offspring. 
 
!Var Δgw( ) =0
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I conclude, therefore, that FTNS* by itself implies neither MAX-B nor MAX-B’’. The 
strongest result it does imply appears to be MAX-B’. As we noted above, however, this 
maximization thesis is so hedged that its biological significance remains unclear.  
 
6.2.4 FTNS and individuals as maximizing agents 
Let us put these interpretative issues to one side, so as to consider the relationship 
between FTNS* and the second row in our table. For even if we accept that FTNS* does 
imply MAX-B, it is important to note that FTNS* implies nothing at all regarding what, if 
anything, individual organisms will act if maximizing by means of their own behaviour. 
FTNS* certainly does not imply MAX-C, because it concerns only the partial change 
attributable to the primary effect of natural selection, whereas MAX-C concerns the 
outcome of evolution as a whole. Less obviously, FTNS* equally fails to imply MAX-D, 
because  FTNS* is insensitive to considerations of control (cf. Grafen 2002). The claim that the 
partial change in mean fitness attributable to the primary effect of natural selection equals 
the additive genetic variance in fitness is quite compatible with an individual’s fitness 
being substantially or even wholly independent of its own behaviour—and it is therefore 
quite compatible with the idea that organisms do not ‘act as if maximizing’ anything. 
 
There is a more general point here. For in fact, no result in 20th Century population 
genetics formally establishes MAX-C or MAX-D, even though principles of this nature are 
routinely assumed in behavioural ecology (Grafen 2002). In other words, there is no 
equivalent of FTNS* that even purports to do at the level of individual organisms what the 
fundamental theorem purports to do at the level of populations: there is nothing that even 
purports to establish the claim that evolution or natural selection leads to individual 
organisms behaving as if maximizing anything. Behavioural ecologists often assume that 
organisms act as if maximizing their fitness or inclusive fitness—at least to the extent that 
their behaviour has been shaped by natural selection—but there is no formal result on 
which they can legitimately draw in support of this assumption. 
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This somewhat alarming observation—that behavioural ecologists typically assume the 
validity of an individual-as-maximizing-agent analogy without any formal justification for 
doing so—is part of the motivation for the ‘Formal Darwinism’ project, pursued in recent 
years by the Oxford geneticist Alan Grafen and colleagues. The goal of the project, in 
Grafen’s terms, is to provide a ’secure logical foundation for the commonplace biological 
principle that natural selection leads organisms to act as if maximizing their ‘fitness’’ 
(Grafen 2002, 75). While Grafen does not employ the terminology introduced here, we can 
plausibly interpret his project as an attempt to vindicate a version of MAX-C or MAX-D7, 
with personal fitness or (in cases of social behaviour) inclusive fitness occupying the role 
of maximand.8  In a substantial series of papers, Grafen and colleagues have sought to 
achieve this end by proving formal analogies between evolutionary models and 
optimization programmes (see Grafen 1999, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2006a,b, 2007a,b,c, 2008, 
2009; Gardner and Grafen 2009; Gardner and Welch 2011). The nature of these analogies is 
explored in the subsequent sections , along with the question of what they actually show.  
 
6.3 The ‘Formal Darwinism’ project 
 
This section provides a brief overview of Grafen’s project and the results he has obtained 
so far. This will prepare us for the next section, which subjects the project to philosophical 
scrutiny. I should note at the outset that, although I will present Grafen’s results and 
proofs verbally, Grafen himself presents them within a dauntingly complex formalism. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 I revisit the question of which type of maximization thesis he is trying to establish in Section 6.4. 
8 Grafen (2002) argues that personal fitness is the appropriate maximand only when social behaviour is 
absent. Inclusive fitness is the more general maximand, since it is maximized in cases of social behaviour in 
which individuals do not maximize their personal fitness. Hence Grafen (2006a) states in a later paper that 
his aim is to provide a ’fully explicit argument ... that broadly supports a widespread belief among whole-
organism biologists that natural selection tends to lead to organisms acting as if maximizing their inclusive 
fitness’ (2006a, 541; my italics). I discuss Grafen’s extension of his argument to social behaviour in Section 
6.3.4. 
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This high degree of formality is understandable: after all, the whole point of the ‘Formal 
Darwinism’ project is to give expression to (and provide a vindication of) an ‘individual-
as-maximizing-agent’ analogy without falling back (as previous authors have done) on 
purely verbal arguments. The downside to this laudable rigour, however, is that it renders 
the arguments all but unintelligible without very careful reading. An informal précis of 
Formal Darwinism may sound like a contradiction in terms—and it is certainly no 
substitute for the real thing—but it will do for our purposes.  
 
6.3.1  Ingredients 
The Price equation for p-scores 
The goal of Formal Darwinism is to forge links between population genetics and 
optimization programmes. The ‘population genetics’ half is provided by the Price 
equation, formulated in terms of p-scores:9 
 
  (3.2.2) 
 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the ‘p-scores’ version of the genetic Price equation has merits 
and demerits in comparison to the more commonly seen ‘breeding values’ version. The 
major drawback is that the ’p-scores’ version, when taken in isolation, tells us nothing 
about phenotypic evolution; it does so only if conjoined with some auxiliary result showing 
that that the direction of evolution in some particular phenotype will reliably equal the 
direction of evolution in some particular p-score. Accordingly Grafen, in order to derive 
results concerning phenotypic change, introduces a p-score-to-phenotype mapping 
function separate from the Price equation itself. By contrast, the definition of ‘breeding 
value’ implies that the change in the population mean for a phenotypic character always 
equals the change in population mean for the corresponding breeding value, befitting the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 In order to separate out the effects of random drift from those of non-random evolutionary processes, 
Grafen (2000) reformulates the Price equation in terms of expected change. Though this move is important, I 
omit discussion of it here, because it is tangential to the arguments I want to make. 
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theoretical role of breeding values as a formal ‘bridge’ between a phenotype and its 
transmissible basis.  
 
The main advantage to using p-scores is that the notion is more minimal and consequently 
more general than that of a breeding value. A breeding value is a set of allelic values 
aggregated using a specific set of weights, namely the Fisherian average effects (i.e., 
partial regression coefficients) of allelic predictors on the phenotype of interest. A p-score, 
by contrast, can be any quantity ’that an offspring inherits by averaging together the 
gametic contributions of its parents’ (Grafen 1985a, 33)10. There is thus no formal 
requirement that a p-score is interpretable as a weighted sum of allelic values, even though 
such weighted sums no doubt constitute an important subset of p-scores.11 The notion is in 
fact so broad that we could, in principle, define a formally permissible p-score simply by 
assigning numbers to individuals arbitrarily and equating an individual’s p-score with the 
number it has been assigned, subject to the sole constraint that the number assigned to 
each individual must equal the average of the numbers assigned to its parents. Grafen 
explicitly allows for such ’hypothetical p-scores, in which we assign a number to each 
individual, without asking whether there is an actual set of allelic weights that does 
produce that set of numbers’ (2006a, 553). Indeed, as we will see presently, this extremely 
minimal conception of a p-score turns out to be indispensable to some of his formal 
arguments. 
 
Grafen assumes unbiased transmission of p-scores from ancestors to descendants, 
allowing him to work with the covariance term of the Price equation only: 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 An offspring’s breeding value is unlikely to be an average of its parents’ breeding values if the average 
effects of alleles change across generations. Hence I argued in Chapter 3 that, strictly speaking, we should 
not regard breeding values as a subset of p-scores unless the constancy of average allelic effects is assumed. 
11 As noted in the preceding footnote, breeding values fall into this subset only if average allelic effects are 
constant across generations. 
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One might well ask: what does it mean to assume ‘unbiased transmission of p-scores’, 
given that the notion of a p-score is so broad and so abstract? Grafen (2002, 2006a) suggests 
that this assumption is guaranteed by fair meiosis and the absence of gametic selection 
and mutation.12 This would be correct if all p-scores were interpretable as linear 
combinations of allelic values with constant weights, but we have already seen that p-
scores are not constrained to be thus interpretable. I suggest, therefore, that Grafen is too 
quick here: he takes for granted that the assumption of unbiased transmission of p-scores 
can be glossed in genetic terms, despite acknowledging that p-scores themselves need not 
admit of a biological interpretation. In practice, it is quite unclear what biological 
conditions, if any, would ensure the unbiased transmission of any possible p-score, 
including those without a biological interpretation.13 
 
Optimization programmes 
The Price equation is, in essence, a means of representing formally a cluster of fairly 
intuitive ideas about the evolutionary process: (i) that evolutionary change is change in 
population means of properties, (ii) that it depends on selection and transmission of those 
properties, (iii) that selection involves covariance between a property and fitness, and (iv) 
that biased transmission involves a change in the value of the property between ancestors 
and descendants. By expressing these truisms in a single, rigorous statement, the equation 
shows us precisely how the evolutionary change in some character depends on its 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 The question of whether it is reasonable to ignore the effects of mutation in an attempt to formalize 
Darwinism will be considered in Section 6.4. 
13 The conjunction of fair meiosis and no gametic selection is also insufficient for the unbiased transmission 
of breeding values. This additionally requires an assumption of the constancy of average effects between the 
ancestor- and descendant-populations (cf. Chapter 3). So switching from p-scores to breeding values would 
not make Grafen’s claim correct. 
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covariance with fitness and on its pattern of transmission. As far as ‘Formal Darwinism’ is 
concerned, however, this is only half the story. In order to forge formal links between 
concepts of selection and concepts of optimization, we also need some comparable means 
of formalizing our intuitive ideas about the latter. This, Grafen (1999, 2002, 2006a) 
suggests, is best accomplished by borrowing from economics the formal apparatus of an 
optimization programme (Mas-Colell et al. 1995). 
 
The two central concepts that define an optimization programme are the strategy set and 
the maximand. The ‘strategy set’, X, is a set each member of which corresponds to a distinct 
possible phenotype. If we are interested in behaviour, these phenotypes will usually be 
strategies (on the definition of strategy outlined in Chapter 2), but the phenotypes need 
not admit of a behavioural interpretation. In principle, the set of possible phenotypes can 
be as inclusive as we like. Grafen’s formalism is deliberately permissive on this score, since 
his aim is to prove links that hold regardless of the choice of X. One consequence of this is 
that X could contain phenotypes very far removed in ‘phenotypic space’ from the 
phenotypes actually realized in the population: if we wanted to, we could include pigs 
with wings, dolphins with arms, and so on. As we will see, Grafen’s liberal conception of a 
strategy set combines with his liberal conception of a p-score to yield some curious results.  
 
The ‘maximand’, , is formally defined as a function that maps X on to   , the set of real 
numbers. Ideally, of course, we would like a maximand that is biologically interpretable, in 
the sense that its value can be identified with the value of a property that individual 
organisms actually possess. This maximand-property could in principle be any biological 
property such that (i) we can assign a real-numbered value to every individual in the 
population and (ii) an individual’s value for the property functionally depends on its 
phenotype. Many properties could satisfy these minimal criteria, and we could formally 
define an optimization programme for any of them; but, of course, there would be no a 
priori guarantee that organisms would solve or even approximately solve any of these 
optimization programmes. The challenge is to find a biological maximand such that the 
π
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corresponding optimization programme is actually solved (or at least approximately 
solved) by organisms whose behaviour has been shaped by natural selection.  
 
In the abstract, an optimization programme takes the following form:14 
  
(6.3.1) 
 
A solution to the optimization programme, , is any phenotype that satisfies the two 
constraints embodied in (6.3.1): it is a member of X and, among the members of X, it 
maximizes (i.e., maps on to the highest value of) . Ideally, we would like to find a 
biological maximand such that individual organisms reliably solve (or more or less solve) 
the corresponding optimization programme.  
 
‘Scope for selection’ and ‘potential for positive selection’ 
The Price equation for p-scores formally captures our intuitive ideas about evolution by 
natural selection, while the notion of an ‘optimization programme’ formally captures our 
intuitive ideas about the kind of ‘optimization’ or ‘maximization’ that is exhibited in the 
behaviour of individual organisms. Grafen’s strategy is to prove material conditionals 
linking claims about natural selection (formulated in terms of the Price equation) to claims 
about optimization (formulated in terms of an optimization programme). The links 
themselves are formulated in terms of two crucial concepts, which may thus be thought of 
as ‘bridging’ notions. These are ‘scope for selection’, and ‘potential for positive selection in 
relation to X’. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Grafen (2002) adds several layers of complexity to his optimization programme that we do not need to 
consider here; (6.3.1) adequately captures the basic idea. Grafen also works with a more complex version of 
the Price equation; see footnote 9. 
!
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‘Scope for selection’ is informally defined as follows: 
  
‘Scope for selection’: There is a possible p-score such that the (expected) 
change in the population mean for that p-score between the current 
generation and the next generation is non-zero. 
 
The word possible is significant here. We noted above that, although the notion of a p-score 
was originally introduced by Grafen (1985a) in part as a means of aggregating an 
organism’s allelic values into a single number, the only formal requirement on a p-score is 
that an offspring’s value is an average of its parents’ gametic contributions. There is thus 
no formal requirement that a p-score can be interpreted as a weighted sum of allelic 
values: p-scores may be merely ‘hypothetical’, in the sense that they could be expressed for 
each individual as a (consistently) weighted sum of its allelic values only if the allelic 
composition of the population were different from its actual composition (Grafen 2006a, 
553).  
 
Crucially, these merely ’hypothetical’ (i.e., biologically non-interpretable) p-scores still 
count for the purposes of determining whether there is ‘scope for selection’ in Grafen’s 
sense of the term. The implication is that there can be ‘scope for selection’ in a population 
even when no actual change in allele frequencies takes place. Indeed, if a population 
contains fitness differences then there is guaranteed to be some formally permissible p-
score that co-varies with fitness in that population, irrespective of whether fitness co-
varies with any biologically interpretable p-score (Okasha and Paternotte 2012). It follows 
that there is technically ‘scope for selection’ whenever a population contains fitness 
differences.  
 
The second bridging notion is that of ‘potential for positive selection in relation to X’. 
Unlike ‘scope for selection’, this notion explicitly blends the language of population 
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genetics (‘positive selection’) with the language of optimization programmes (‘in relation 
to X’). Informally, it is defined as follows:  
 
‘Potential for positive selection in relation to X’: There is a phenotype in X 
that would have been favoured by selection had that phenotype been present. 
 
Again, the strikingly liberal nature of this definition is worthy of comment. As we have 
already noted, the set of possible phenotypes, X, can be as inclusive as we like: there are no 
‘plausibility constraints’ built into the formalism. The upshot is that ‘potential for positive 
selection in relation to X’ does not imply that there is serious potential for positive selection, 
where the qualifier ‘serious’ indicates that the trait that would be selected if it were to arise 
has a non-negligible probability of actually arising. 
 
6.3.2 Formal links  
With the necessary conceptual and formal machinery in place, it is relatively 
straightforward to prove links between the Price equation and an optimization programme 
in which individual fitness is the maximand, conditional on a few substantive assumptions 
(discussed below). Grafen (2002) proves four such links: 
 
LINK 1: If each individual acts optimally, then there is no scope for 
selection and no potential for positive selection. 
 
LINK 2: If each individual acts sub-optimally, but equally so, then there is 
no scope for selection but there is potential for positive selection. 
 
LINK 3: If individuals vary in the value of the maximand they attain, then 
there is scope for selection, and the change in every gene frequency and in 
the additive genetic value of every character equals its covariance across 
individuals with the value of the maximand. 
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LINK 4: If there is no scope for selection and no potential for positive 
selection, then each individual in the population acts optimally. 
 
The links are certainly plausible at face value; indeed, they may appear at first sight to be 
little more than banal truisms about natural selection. Yet, in Grafen’s view at least, the 
conjunction of these four links implies something far from banal, for the links jointly 
provide ’a secure logical foundation for the commonplace biological principle that natural 
selection leads organisms to act as if maximizing their “fitness”’ (Grafen 2002, 75). In other 
words, Grafen’s view appears to be that the conjunction of Links 1-4 implies something 
close to our MAX-C or MAX-D; I return in Section 6.4 to the question of whether the links 
imply any such thing.  
 
6.3.3 Assumptions required for the links to obtain 
The idea that the four links are indeed contentful and revealing (rather than trivial and 
unilluminating) gains some support from the fact that substantive assumptions are 
required if they are to hold. One important assumption is that all individuals face the 
same optimization programme:  that is, the strategy set X and the mapping function  
are the same for every organism, so that if we were to swap the phenotypes of any pair of 
organisms we would also swap their attained values of the maximand. Grafen introduces 
this assumption under the name ‘pairwise exchangeability’. If the ‘maximand’ in question 
is individual fitness, it amounts to the assumption that the (expected) fitness of every 
organism functionally depends on its phenotype in the same way; this in turn requires 
that there are no expected fitness-relevant differences in the local environments organisms 
may occupy in their lifetime. In essence, we are assuming that ’all individuals face the 
same environmental challenges, and so are having to solve the same problems’ (Grafen 
2002, 79).  
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It is debatable whether this is a reasonable assumption to make of real populations; its 
reasonableness ultimately turns, I think, on how populations are to be individuated. There 
is no doubt that organisms of the same species may face quite different environmental 
challenges, depending on the local circumstances in which they find themselves. The 
challenges a fox faces in a forest, for instance, are not the same as those faced by its urban 
conspecifics. If we count rural and urban foxes as members of the same population even 
though they occupy qualitatively different environments, then pairwise exchangeability 
will not be a reasonable assumption for this population. One might object, however, that if 
organisms supposedly within the same population predictably face very different 
environmental challenges, then we have individuated populations at too coarse a grain. If 
a population can be subdivided into subpopulations, each of which faces its own 
characteristic set of environmental challenges, then these subpopulations deserve to be 
regarded as populations in their own right: they (not the overarching meta-population) are 
the appropriate targets for evolutionary analysis in the first instance. One might 
consequently be tempted to recast the assumption of ‘pairwise exchangeability’ (i.e., the 
absence of predictable environmental differences significant enough to matter to the 
phenotype-fitness mapping function) as formally capturing part of what it is for a 
population to be paradigmatically Darwinian (cf. the ‘S‘ parameter in Godfrey-Smith 
2009).  
 
More seriously, Grafen’s (2002) arguments also assume the absence of frequency-
dependent selection and of social interactions. The rationale is broadly the same in both 
cases: if individual fitness is to be an appropriate maximand, an organism must be able to 
control its fitness by means of its own behaviour. The relevant sense of ‘control’ here is that 
outlined in Chapter 2: an organism’s fitness must exhibit systematic counterfactual 
dependence on its phenotype, allowing a function-like mapping from phenotypic states to 
attained maximand values in a given environment. This sort of control is central to the 
very idea of an optimization programme. Yet frequency-dependence and social interaction 
both generate problems in this regard, because both introduce ways in which an 
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organism’s fitness in a given environment can depend on something other than its own 
phenotype. Grafen thus assumes their absence. Of course, there can be no doubt that both 
phenomena are very often present in real populations, so the necessity of assuming their 
absence severely limits the generality of Grafen’s (2002) arguments.  
 
6.3.4 Allowing social behaviour 
We have seen that, when the putative ‘maximand’ is individual fitness, Grafen’s links hold 
only when social behaviour is absent. The reason is that, when social behaviour is present, 
there is a component of an individual’s fitness over which it has no control, and which it is 
therefore unable to ‘maximize’ by means of its own behaviour. If we want to prove 
Grafen’s links in populations where social behaviour is present, we need to find a different 
maximand: a maximand over which a social actor does have full control even when its 
personal (neighbour-modulated) fitness is partially under the control of others. This is 
where inclusive fitness (a sum of the fitness components a social actor controls, weighted 
by the transmission fidelity of its genes through each component) comes into its own 
(Chapter 5). In a more recent paper, Grafen (2006a) proves that his four links do indeed 
obtain in cases of social interaction when inclusive fitness is taken as the putative 
maximand.  
 
In the special case in which social interactions are absent, an individual’s inclusive fitness 
is equal to its personal fitness, so we recover the non-social version of Grafen’s links as a 
special case of the social version. This suggests that, to the extent that individual 
organisms can be said to maximize anything in general, the quantity that they maximize is 
their inclusive fitness, not their personal fitness. Substantive assumptions are still required 
for these arguments to go through, however. ‘Pairwise exchangeability’ is still invoked 
(albeit under the new name of ‘universal strategic equivalence’): that is, we must still 
assume that all individuals face the same optimization programme. Moreover, the social 
interactions must satisfy two further important assumptions. The first of these, ‘actor’s 
control’, amounts to the assumption that an actor fully controls (in the sense of Chapter 2) 
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the sign and magnitude of the fitness effects it confers on other individuals. In Grafen’s 
terms, ’the nature and quantitative effects of one individual’s action depend only on the 
phenotype of that individual, and not, for example, on some capacity of the recipient to use 
the help provided’ (Grafen 2006a, 543, my italics). This is a strong assumption, since it 
implies the absence of synergistic interaction (see Chapter 4) or any other source of 
frequency-dependent fitness effects. 
 
The second assumption is ‘additivity’, which in this context has a special meaning: it does 
not denote dominance or epistasis, nor does it denote synergistic interaction (the absence 
of synergistic interaction having already been entailed by the assumption of actor’s 
control). It refers rather to the idea that an individual’s lifetime personal fitness can be 
equated with a baseline, non-social component plus a sum of all the social fitness effects it 
has experienced during its lifetime. That is, the social effects an individual experiences 
must add up to yield a measure of the social component of its lifetime fitness, ruling out 
multiplicative effects such as diminishing returns from repeated interactions. This 
amounts to a further assumption above and beyond actor’s control, for even if an actor 
fully controls the sign and magnitude of the fitness effects it confers, it might still be that 
these effects combine multiplicatively with other fitness components to yield the lifetime 
personal fitness of the recipient. 
 
6.3.5 Allowing frequency-dependence 
Grafen (2006a) does not relax the assumption of frequency-independence: as noted above, 
it is implicit in his assumption of actor’s control. Andy Gardner and J. J. Welch (2011), in a 
paper primarily aimed at extending the ‘individual-as-maximizing-agent’ analogy at the 
level of individual genes (an issue I do not discuss here), suggest one way in which the 
assumption of frequency-independence might be relaxed. Their suggestion, in informal 
terms, is that we regard the actual phenotypic composition in a population as part of the 
environment that all agents share. By making this move in cases of frequency-dependence, 
we can recover a function-like mapping from phenotypic states to attained maximand 
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values in a given environment, because trait frequencies are now considered to be part of 
this environment. Note the close affinity between this proposal and the thought we 
encountered in Section 6.2 that changes in the average effects of alleles due to changes in 
gene frequency can be attributed to ‘changes in the genic environment’. 
 
One oddity of the Gardner and Welch approach is that, in order to evaluate the 
hypothetical value of the maximand that would be attained by a non-actual phenotype, 
we are supposed to assess its value for the maximand relative to the actual composition of 
the population. That is, we need to assess its value for the maximand relative to a 
distribution of phenotypes in which its frequency is zero. It is unclear how we should go about 
this: after all, it is one thing to ask what the inclusive fitness of a winged pig would be, if it 
existed; but it is quite another thing to ask what the inclusive fitness of a winged pig 
would be, if it existed in a population in which there are no winged pigs. Gardner and 
Welch (2011) suggest that we should imagine introducing a non-actual phenotype at a 
vanishingly small frequency, so that its introduction makes no significant difference to the 
composition of the population, and assess the value of the maximand it would attain in 
these circumstances. If the actual population is finite, however, it is something of a leap of 
faith to suppose that it is always possible to introduce a new phenotype in this way. In 
some cases, it could be that introducing even a single individual would alter the 
population’s composition in a way that makes a significant difference to the optimization 
programme. Gardner and Welch might reply that such cases will be rare and can probably 
be ignored for most practical purposes. But appealing to pragmatic considerations seems 
questionable in this context, given the nature of the Formal Darwinism project. The goal, 
after all, is not to develop a framework that is instrumentally useful for pragmatic ends, 
but rather to construct a ’secure logical foundation’ for the intuitive connection between 
concepts of selection and concepts of optimization. 
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6.4 What do the links actually show? 
 
I now turn to the question of the biological significance of Grafen’s links. First of all, let us 
consider how the links relate the MAX-C/MAX-D distinction outlined in Section 6.1. An 
analogy with Fisher’s fundamental theorem may prove useful in this context. A common 
gut-reaction to FTNS is that it simply cannot be true because, if it were true, it would show 
too much. After all, the theorem appears to show that the mean fitness of an evolving 
population cannot decrease, when we know full well that it can decrease. In Section 6.3, 
we encountered Price’s (1972b) deflationary response to this worry: on his interpretation, 
the theorem implies nothing at all about the overall direction of evolution, because it 
concerns only the partial change attributable to natural selection in a constant 
environment.  
 
At first, one may react in a similar way to Grafen’s four links. If they are supposed to show 
that evolution reliably leads to organisms acting as maximizing their fitness, then they 
surely cannot have succeeded in doing so, because it is absurd to think we could ever have 
such assurances about the overall outcomes of evolution. Evolution is, after all, an 
historical process, and its the long-run trajectory is sensitive to all manner of chance events  
(Gould 2002; Beatty and Desjardins 2009). But a version of Price’s deflationary response 
applies here too: Grafen should not be read as even attempting to prove results regarding 
the overall outcomes of evolution. He is not purporting to have established MAX-C. 
Instead, much like Fisher, he can more plausibly and more charitably be seen as 
attempting to prove results regarding the partial change attributable to natural selection in 
a constant environment. When Grafen talks of vindicating the idea that ’natural selection 
leads organisms to act as if (more or less) maximizing … fitness’, I suspect that his use of 
the phrase natural selection in place of evolution is quite deliberate, and that we should 
interpret the statement as a thesis about partial change, not total change. 
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On this reading, the goal of the project is neither a population-level maximization thesis 
nor an unqualified vindication of the ‘individual-as-maximizing-agent’ analogy. The goal 
is rather a qualified vindication of such an analogy as a reliable heuristic for predicting the 
phenotypes that would be produced by the partial change caused by natural selection in a 
constant environment, if this were the only influence on the direction of evolution. 
Naturally, there will then be a further empirical question as to how often these 
hypothetical optimal outcomes are attained by actual evolving populations, given that 
evolutionary processes other than natural selection may impede the maximization of 
inclusive fitness. Settling this empirical question, however, is a task beyond the scope of 
the project, since no amount of purely formal work could tell us the relative importance of 
different evolutionary processes in the actual world. 
 
Accordingly, I suggest that, to the extent that Grafen’s project is intended to vindicate the 
idea that fitness or inclusive fitness is ‘maximized’ in a process of natural selection, the 
relevant sense of ‘maximization’ is that captured by MAX-D, the bottom-right cell in our 
table. Yet I am sceptical as to whether the four formal links Grafen proves are sufficient to 
establish MAX-D—a thesis that, for all its qualifications, undoubtedly remains ambitious 
and controversial. In the rest of this section, I offer two reasons for this scepticism. 
 
6.4.1 The surprisingly weak nature of the links 
There are well-known cases in which natural selection does not lead to optimal 
distributions of phenotypes, even if the ecological environment is unchanging and all 
other evolutionary processes are presumed absent. Among them are cases of heterozygote 
advantage, including the famous case of sickle-cell anaemia and malarial resistance. The 
population at equilibrium contains an allele (S) which causes sickle-cell anaemia when 
present in a homozygote (SS), but which confers resistance against malaria without 
adverse side effects when present in a heterozygote (SN) with the ‘normal’ allele (N). The 
easiest way to see informally why the equilibrium is polymorphic and suboptimal (i.e., 
contains a significant number of individuals with sickle-cell anaemia) is to imagine what 
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would happen if the population were composed entirely of heterozygotes (100% SN), 
rendering it both monomorphic and optimal in its genotypic composition. This optimal 
state would be fleeting, since, under fair meiosis, homozygous individuals would be 
virtually certain to arise in the next generation. The NN homozygotes would then 
outperform the SS homozygotes, leading the overall frequency of the S allele to drop 
below 50%. The N allele would not go to all the way to fixation, however, because at low 
frequencies an S allele is much less likely to find itself in a homozygote, and so much more 
likely to confer a benefit on its bearer. The true (polymorphic) equilibrium lies between 
these unstable extremes, and depends on the size of the advantage the heterozygote 
confers (which in turn depends on the local incidence rate of malaria). 
 
What happens to Grafen’s links in such a case? One might initially suppose that such a 
scenario must constitute a counterexample to at least one of them. For can it really be true 
in a case of heterozygote advantage that, ’if each individual acts optimally, then there is no 
scope for selection and no potential for positive selection’ (Link 1)? A moment ago, we 
pictured a monomorphic population entirely composed of heterozygous (SN) individuals 
carrying a sickle-cell anaemia allele. In this scenario, each individual is phenotypically 
optimal,15 because all individuals are SN. Yet it seems intuitively as though there is scope 
for selection, since the monomorphic distribution is not an equilibrium: N will spread at 
the expense of S as soon as homozygous SS genotypes arise. And can it really be true that 
’if individuals vary in the value of the maximand they attain, then there is scope for 
selection, and the change in every gene frequency and in the additive genetic value of 
every character equals its covariance across individuals with the value of the maximand’ 
(Link 3)? After all, at the polymorphic equilibrium (in which SN, NN and SS genotypes all 
coexist) individuals clearly vary in the value of the maximand they obtain (i.e., their 
fitness), and yet no selection occurs. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 In relation to the relevant set of phenotypes: {malarial resistance, sickle-cell anaemia, neither}. 
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In fact, Grafen’s links do hold in cases of heterozygote advantage, but only owing to the 
somewhat abstruse technical meaning he assigns to the phrases ‘potential for positive 
selection’ and ‘scope for selection’ (Grafen 2002; Grafen 2007a; Okasha and Paternotte 
2012). To see why, let us first consider the monomorphic distribution in which all 
individuals are SN. In this population, there is technically no ‘scope for selection’, because 
there is no variation in fitness. This is true even though the current distribution of 
genotypes is highly unstable, and even though selection will kick into action as soon as 
homozygous individuals arise. And there is technically ‘no potential for positive 
selection’, because (since all individuals are phenotypically optimal) there is no alternative 
phenotype that would be favoured by selection over malarial resistance were it to arise. 
This is true even though, if a mutant allele (S*) were to arise that caused malarial 
resistance in heterozygous individuals without causing sickle-cell anaemia in homozygous 
individuals, it would spread in the long run at the expense of both N and S. The result is 
that Link 1 holds in this population. Link 4 also holds substantively, while Links 2 and 3 
hold vacuously, since their antecedents are false (and, in classical logic, a material 
conditional with a false antecedent is true). 
 
Now let us consider the actual polymorphic equilibrium. Here too, it turns out that 
Grafen’s links do hold. Links 1, 2 and 4 hold vacuously (Grafen 2007a). Link 3, meanwhile, 
holds substantively, even though the population is at equilibrium (Grafen 2007a). For even 
though the equilibrium is a stable one—i.e., the gene frequencies do not change over 
time—there is nonetheless ‘scope for selection’ sensu Grafen. After all, the population 
contains fitness differences, and this implies that there exists a possible p-score that co-
varies with fitness (Okasha and Paternotte 2012). The reason we do not observe any actual 
changes in gene frequency is that the p-scores that co-vary with fitness cannot be 
expressed as linear combinations of the S and N alleles, and so lack any meaningful 
biological interpretation.  
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Grafen’s links, then, hold after all in cases of heterozygote advantage, despite appearances 
to the contrary. What should we make of this? Grafen (2007a) suggests that we should see 
this as a ‘reassuring’ feature of his formal framework: if the links turn out to hold even in 
cases when it seems they must fail, this shows that they embody impressively general 
truths about the evolutionary process. I would draw a rather different moral. What the 
case of heterozygote advantage shows, I suggest, is that Grafen’s links are surprisingly 
weak—considerably weaker than they initially appear to be.16 In particular, Link 1 may 
appear to imply that, if all individuals are phenotypically optimal, then this optimal 
distribution of phenotypes will be retained in subsequent generations. The case of 
heterozygote advantage shows that Link 1 implies no such thing: a monomorphic 
population of SN individuals is phenotypically optimal and yet highly unstable. Link 3, 
meanwhile, may appear to imply that, if individuals vary in their optimality, then 
selection will alter actual gene frequencies. Again, however, the case of heterozygote 
advantage shows that Link 3 has no such implication. As long as there are fitness 
differences in the population there will be ‘selection’ on some possible p-scores, but these p-
scores need not have any meaningful biological interpretation.  
 
I contend that, as a consequence, the links are in fact too weak to imply any interesting 
maximization thesis. In particular, the links surely do not establish what Grafen sets out to 
prove: viz. that ’natural selection tends to lead to organisms acting as if maximizing their 
inclusive fitness’ (2006a, 541). For there is no escaping the fact that, in cases of 
heterozygote advantage, selection simply cannot be relied upon to produce optimal or even 
approximately optimal distributions of phenotypes: malarial resistance would not go to 
fixation and sickle-anaemia would not be eradicated even if all other influences on the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 Grafen openly admits that ’the results [i.e., links] do not imply that the outcome of natural selection is 
inevitably that each individual in the population has an optimal phenotype’ (2002, 90). I am arguing that the 
links are still surprisingly weak, even once we concede that they do not entail the ’inevitable’ attainment of 
optimality. 
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direction of evolution were absent. If Grafen’s links failed in such cases, we might have 
been led to conclude that they support a maximization thesis that holds ‘ceteris paribus’ 
but that happens to fail in cases of heterozygote advantage. Yet because the links do hold 
in such cases, we cannot say even this; the only conclusion we can draw is that the links do 
not imply a maximization thesis at all. The surprising generality of Grafen’s links therefore 
comes at a heavy cost: they turn out to be too weak to imply the claim he sets out to 
defend.  
 
One might object here that I have been too quick to endorse the premise that ’selection 
simply cannot be relied upon to produce optimal or even approximately distributions of 
phenotypes’ in cases of heterozygote advantage. For one might argue that, given sufficient 
time, an allele would eventually arise that produced the same beneficial effect as the S 
allele without the need for heterozygosity, and this allele would spread by selection at S’s 
expense, thereby removing the barrier to optimality imposed by heterozygote advantage 
(Grafen 1984). If this is correct, then perhaps selection would reliably produce optimality in 
the long run. Note, however, that this reply invokes an empirical assumption about the 
malleability of the genetic architecture underlying the relevant phenotypes—an 
assumption that goes well beyond anything contained in Grafen’s four, purely formal 
links. The consequence is that even if we grant that this reply is correct—and thereby 
concede that some form of MAX-D-type maximization thesis may be legitimate after all in 
cases of heterozygote advantage—we should still be sceptical of the idea that any such 
thesis is implied by Grafen’s links alone. These links are completely insensitive to 
considerations about the long-run malleability of genetic systems: they would still hold in 
a case of heterozygote advantage even if the genetic architecture could not be changed and 
optimality could never be achieved or approximated.  
 
I conclude, then, that Grafen’s four links fall short of implying that ’natural selection tends 
to lead to organisms acting as if maximizing their inclusive fitness’. Cases of heterozygote 
advantage show that, even when all four links obtain and all other evolutionary processes 
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are absent, selection cannot be relied upon to produce organisms that even approximately 
solve the applicable optimization programme. Indeed, I cannot see any interesting 
maximization principle that the links could establish, given that all four hold even in 
populations stuck at suboptimal equilibria. There is, after all, no limit in principle to just 
how suboptimal such equilibria might be. 
 
6.4.2 A concern about timescale 
My second concern is less technical, but no less serious. It concerns the timescale with 
which Grafen’s formalism is concerned. As the cases discussed above make plain, Grafen’s 
links connect optimization programmes to short-term evolutionary dynamics: indeed, in 
the discrete-generations models Grafen employs in his (2002, 2006a) papers, the links 
concern the partial change attributable to natural selection between two consecutive 
generations only. For instance, Link 1 tells us that if all individuals are behaving optimally, 
then there is no scope for selection and no potential for positive selection; but, as we have 
seen, the relevant notions of ‘scope’ and ‘potential’ both pertain to immediate gene 
frequency change between the initial generation and the following generation. As a result, 
they imply little about the long-run evolutionary dynamics. Indeed, in the hypothetical 
case of a 100% heterozygous (SN) population, Link 1 technically holds even though 
selection is sure to occur as soon as a homozygote arises, implying that the currently 
optimal distribution of phenotypes is highly unstable in the long run. 
 
One may reasonably question whether this is the correct timescale on which to think about 
the ‘individual-as-maximizing-agent’ analogy. The analogy, recall, concerns the long-run 
outcome of natural selection: the idea is that, in the absence of countervailing influences on 
the direction of evolution, natural selection will cause organisms to act as if maximizing 
their fitness or inclusive fitness. This ‘as if maximization’ (which occurs at the level of the 
individual organism, in contrast to the form of population-level maximization implied by 
FTNS*) refers to a characteristic product of natural selection, not to a characteristic of the 
process itself. Assuming, then, that the operation of natural selection does tend to produce 
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‘as if maximization’ on the part of individual organisms, on roughly what timescale is this 
process likely to take place? Truly striking examples of ‘as if maximization’ (be they in 
social insects, mammals or microbes) are products of cumulative adaptive evolution, in 
which natural selection favours incremental improvements on existing structures over an 
extended time period. At each stage in the process, the fixation in the population of the 
previous improvement creates new opportunities for a further incremental improvement 
to arise, allowing the population to gradually ascend ‘Mount Improbable’ (Dawkins 1996). 
Godfrey-Smith and Wilkins (2009) suggest the name ‘mesoevolution’ for this gradual 
cumulative change, since a contrast with ‘microevolution’ seems appropriate (and the 
term ‘macroevolution’ is usually reserved for very long-term changes in organismal 
bodyplans; see Gould 2002, Sterelny 2007).  
 
Formal theories of this ‘mesoevolutionary’ process are conspicuously absent from 
mainstream population genetics. The result is a curious gulf between informal 
presentations of Darwinism, which tend to give pride of place to the creative role played 
by natural selection in cumulatively assembling adaptive complexity over protracted 
timescales17, and the formal models of neo-Darwinian population genetics, which tend to 
concern only short-term gene frequency change. Grafen is to be applauded for noticing 
this gap between informal and formal presentations of Darwinism, and for endeavouring 
to bridge it. Crucially, however, he attempts to do so without shifting his theoretical gaze 
from short-term microevolution to gradual cumulative change. His four links, whatever 
they may tell us about the former, tell us little if anything about the latter. Indeed, the 
models in which he derives the links assume the absence of mutation, implying that 
gradual cumulative change is impossible in these models! 
 
This focus on short timescales would be unproblematic if the goal of the ‘Formal 
Darwinism’ project were merely to vindicate a version of MAX-A or MAX-B: that is, to 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 See especially Dawkins 1986, 1996; Dennett 1995. 
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vindicate a claim about the directionality of the short-term total or partial change in mean 
fitness. This, however, was Fisher’s goal; it is not Grafen’s. The goal of Grafen’s project is 
that of explaining a particular form of adaptive complexity, viz., the ‘as-if maximization’ 
exhibited in the behavioural strategies of individual organisms. The question of whether 
we should expect natural selection to produce such ‘as-if maximization’ is not a question 
about short-term microevolution, and is therefore not a question that any number of 
formal results concerning the directionality of short-term microevolution could establish. 
It is a question regarding the complex behavioural strategies we should expect natural 
selection to assemble cumulatively over extended timescales. As such, it is a question that 
we cannot address while ignoring the processes—notably the process of mutation—that 
are responsible for the generation of incremental improvements on existing structures.  
 
With this in mind, I suggest that, if we truly hope to vindicate the notion that natural 
selection leads to organisms that act as if (more or less) maximizing their inclusive fitness, 
what stands most urgently in need of formal vindication is the informal thought that, 
because the fixation of an incremental improvement on some trait generates a large 
number of sites at which further incremental improvement can arise, natural selection 
makes the evolution of complex adaptations much more likely than it otherwise would be 
(Dawkins 1986, 1996; Dennett 1995; Neander 1996; Godfrey-Smith and Wilkins 2008; 
Godfrey-Smith 2009). This is the essence of ‘Darwin’s dangerous idea’, and it is routinely 
(and plausibly) assumed in informal theorizing about the likely outcomes of 
mesoevolution. Yet it also remains—to my knowledge—mathematically unproven, by 
Grafen or anyone else.   
 
In raising this concern about timescales, I do not mean to imply that Grafen’s formal links 
are irrelevant or unimportant to the project of formalizing Darwinism. An expanded 
‘Formal Darwinism’ project aimed at underwriting the ‘individual-as-maximizing agent’ 
analogy by capturing the creative power of cumulative selection over protracted 
timescales might well employ optimization programmes as a means of specifying whether 
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or not some new variant constitutes an ‘improvement’ on an existing structure. But the 
project would not focus solely on forging links between these programmes and models of 
short-term microevolution. Moreover, it certainly could not afford to assume, as Grafen’s 
models do, the absence of mutation. For mutation, being the source of each incremental 
improvement, is an indispensable component of the process.  
SEVEN 
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Conclusion 
 
 
The six chapters of this dissertation have covered considerable ground. We have examined 
conceptual classifications of social behaviour, formal representations of natural selection, 
alternative versions of Hamilton’s rule, neighbour-modulated and inclusive fitness, and 
arguments for inclusive fitness maximization. The result, I hope, is a comprehensive 
examination of the conceptual and theoretical foundations of contemporary kin selection 
theory. I will close by highlighting several themes that have recurred throughout the 
chapters, and that embody the main morals I want to draw from the discussion.  
 
Qualified pluralism 
This has been, in essence, a dissertation about representations of social evolution. 
Philosophical and theoretical disputes in sociobiology often arise because alternative 
representations of the same evolutionary phenomena are available, and it is often unclear 
whether these alternative representations are compatible with one another. Of course, if 
they turn out to be incompatible, there is a further question as to which is correct. Even if 
they turn out to be compatible, however, there is still a further question as to which 
representation we ought to prefer for explanatory purposes, given the choice.  
 
The three central chapters of this dissertation (3, 4 and 5) all confronted issues of this 
general form. In Chapter 3 (Section 3.2), I compared and contrasted genetic and 
phenotypic formulations of the Price equation for evolutionary change. Later in the same 
chapter (Section 3.4), I examined kin selectionist and group selectionist methods of sorting 
populations of organisms into equivalence classes. Chapter 4 explored the differences in 
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scope and accuracy between genetic and phenotypic formulations of Hamilton’s rule, 
while Chapter 5 investigated the relationship between the ‘inclusive’ and ‘neighbour-
modulated’ conceptions of social fitness. In all four instances, we were faced with 
alternative representations of the same evolutionary process. We therefore faced a 
question as to the compatibility of the alternatives; and, regardless of the answer to that 
question, we faced a further question as to which is theoretically preferable. 
 
In all four instances, I have defended a qualified form of pluralism. On the one hand, I do 
not think any of these disputes are settled unequivocally by considerations of accuracy. 
There is no reason (for example) to say that kin selectionist methods of analysis are always 
more accurate that group selectionist methods, or that neighbour-modulated fitness is 
always more accurate than inclusive fitness. Indeed, we have seen that, in many cases, 
‘formal equivalence’ results are available, demonstrating that under specified conditions 
the alternative representations make the same predictions regarding the direction of 
natural selection. On the other hand, I have resisted the move from formal equivalence to 
explanatory equivalence. For even when two approaches agree about the direction of 
selection, they may differ in the depth of explanation they provide as to why selection has 
the direction it does. Moreover, I have repeatedly emphasized that formal equivalence 
under specified conditions does not imply formal equivalence under all conditions, and we 
have often seen that representations claimed to be ‘formally equivalent’ in fact diverge in 
certain important cases. So my pluralism is doubly qualified: predictive equivalence under 
specified conditions does not imply explanatory equivalence, nor does it imply predictive 
equivalence under all conditions.  
 
In some ways, this qualified pluralism is more seriously and substantively pluralistic than 
an unqualified pluralism on which we take our alternative representations to be 
equivalent under all conditions and in all senses of the word. For, in practice, unqualified 
pluralism is often invoked as a licence to ignore one mode of representation altogether, 
because we can safely assume that no predictive or explanatory content is lost when we 
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favour the alternative mode. Hence (for example) the presumed formal equivalence of kin 
and group selection is often invoked as a licence to ignore the latter for serious 
explanatory purposes, and the presumed formal equivalence of neighbour-modulated and 
inclusive fitness is often invoked as a licence to model social phenomena predominantly in 
terms of the former while continuing to gloss the results verbally in terms of the latter. My 
qualified pluralism provides no such licence. On the contrary, it implies that we ought to 
actively develop and employ both alternative formal representations in each case, because 
a global preference for one over the other will sometimes result in a loss of explanatory 
content or predictive accuracy. 
 
Coping with causal complexity 
In Chapter 1, I suggested that one reason social evolution theory is deserving of greater 
philosophical scrutiny—and deserving of it now more than ever—is that it has come to 
occupy a central rather than peripheral role in evolutionary biology. Year after year, we 
are discovering incredible social phenomena in places we never thought to look before 
(see Chapter 2). The microbial world in particular turns out to be richly social, leading to 
the suggestion that the multicellular organism itself may be regarded as an example of 
microbial sociality taken to extremes (Queller 1997, 2000; Queller and Strassmann 2009; 
Bourke 2011a). At the same time, we are increasingly coming to see that even in more 
familiar cases, social behaviour can be much more complex than we previously thought. 
Cooperation in advanced eusocial insect colonies, for example, often turns out to have a 
sophisticated task structure, requiring impressive feats of coordination on the part of the 
workers (see Chapter 2; see also Anderson et al. 2001). This has led to a revival of the 
controversial suggestion that eusocial insect colonies constitute organisms in their own 
right (Hölldobler and Wilson 2009, 2011; Queller and Strassmann 2009; Wilson 2012). 
 
In both trends, one sees a growing realization on the part of social evolution theorists that 
complex causal relationships between individual behaviours and their downstream fitness 
consequences are the norm in nature, not the exception. Some theorists take such causal 
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complexity to pose a problem for kin selection theory as traditionally formulated, since the 
fitness payoffs in Hamilton’s original (1964) models are assumed to depend only on the 
behaviour of a single actor (e.g., Queller 1992a; smith et al. 2010; Cornforth et al. 2012; 
Damore and Gore 2012). Others maintain that the theory as originally formulated already 
accommodates more complex cases (e.g., Grafen 1985b; Gardner et al. 2007, 2011). Many of 
the chapters in this dissertation have been concerned, directly or indirectly, with the 
question of how (if at all) the conceptual and formal foundations of Hamilton’s theory 
need to be extended to accommodate causal complexity.  
 
In Chapter 2, for example, I argued that a classification of social behaviours purely on the 
basis of the sign of their fitness effects misses some of the most interesting causal 
distinctions between social behaviours in nature: in many cases, it is more illuminating to 
categorize behaviours by considerations of task structure, or by considerations of control. 
In Chapter 3, I argued that we should be cautious about interpreting any particular term 
in the Price equation as ‘the change due to natural selection’, since the relationship 
between natural selection and changes in gene frequency is more complex than it may at 
first appear to be. In Chapter 4, I considered whether the standard version of Hamilton’s 
rule still holds when relatives interact synergistically. Developing a line of argument 
presented informally by Queller (1992a, 2011), I argued that it does not (at least if the ‘b’ 
and ‘c’ terms are interpreted as average effects of phenotypes); and I discussed two ways 
to repair the rule to accommodate synergy. In Chapter 5, I considered whether the notion 
of inclusive fitness still makes sense when fitness effects depend in causally complex ways 
on behavioural phenotypes, and I argued that it (probably) does. Importantly, however, 
Grafen’s arguments for inclusive fitness optimization (discussed in Chapter 6) assume a 
simple relationship between fitness effects and individual behaviours, and it is doubtful 
whether his arguments still work in the absence of this assumption. The bottom line (to 
the extent that there is one) is that kin selection theory does not easily accommodate causal 
complexity, but that it can be extended in various ways that allow it to do so. 
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Devils in the details 
This dissertation blends the theory and philosophy of evolutionary genetics to such a 
degree that there can be no clean separation of the ‘philosophical’ parts from the 
‘theoretical’ parts. To the extent that the dissertation is a defence of any single idea, it is a 
defence of this way of doing philosophy. In general, I have endeavoured to avoid 
superfluous technical detail, so as to make my arguments accessible to a general 
philosophical audience. Repeatedly, however, I have found myself attending to details I 
had originally hoped to avoid, because they turned out not to be superfluous after all. 
 
In several of the chapters, a close engagement with the formal details of social evolution 
theory has led us to conclusions that a verbal treatment of the same questions would have 
missed. In Chapter 3 (Section 3.3), for example, I argued that natural selection can 
potentially affect the evolution of a trait in three different ways: firstly by generating 
covariance between the trait and fitness, secondly by generating covariance between 
transmission biases with respect to the trait and fitness, and thirdly by changing the 
average effects of alleles on the trait. The conceptual distinction between these three effects 
is difficult to grasp, as is the precise way in which they interact to yield the overall change 
in the population mean; but matters become much clearer when we distinguish these 
effects using the Price equation. This result subsequently played an important role in 
Chapter 6, where I used it to cast doubt on the claim that Fisher’s ‘fundamental theorem of 
natural selection’ succeeds in capturing a biologically significant truth about the partial 
change attributable to natural selection.  
 
In Chapter 5, I addressed the question of when (if at all) neighbour-modulated and 
inclusive fitness models of social evolution are formally equivalent. The devil in the detail 
here is that class structure makes a difference: if we only consider populations without 
class structure, it is hard to see how the two frameworks could ever disagree, because 
social actors and recipients are equivalent in every sense that matters. But if (following 
Peter D. Taylor, Steven A. Frank and others) we allow that actors and recipients may 
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belong to different behavioural or morphological classes, we start to see how the 
frameworks might come apart. And I argued that they do indeed come apart, in certain 
interesting cases. This is one example of what may at first seem like an irrelevant detail 
turning out to make a big difference: if we ignored class structure altogether, we would 
fail to see interesting and substantive differences between the inclusive and neighbour-
modulated fitness perspectives.  
 
This dissertation is not ‘one long argument’, but these recurring themes lend it a 
substantial degree of unity. While the chapters can (to some extent) be read and 
understood separately, the arguments they contain are complementary and mutually 
reinforcing, and they exemplify the interdisciplinary methodology I advocated in Chapter 
1. The result, I hope, is an examination of the concept of kin selection that is more than the 
sum of its parts.  
 
APPENDICES 
Appendix A: Partitioning covariance into between- and within-subset 
components 
 
Price (1972a) presents a form of the Price equation partitioned into between- and within-
subset components, and suggests that this provides a useful starting point for the analysis 
of group selection. The procedure for partitioning (the covariance term of) the Price 
equation is fairly straightforward but is mostly elided by Price, generating scope for doubt 
about the generality of the result. In this appendix, I show that the partitioning of 
covariance in this way requires no substantive assumptions about the biological nature of 
the ‘subsets’ with which we are concerned. 
 
Let us first introduce some appropriate notation. Let !
Gij  represent the local group mean of 
the jth individual of the ith group with respect to breeding value; let !
Wij  represent the local 
group mean of the jth individual of the ith group with respect to fitness. Let !Gi  represent 
the group mean of the ith group with respect to breeding value; let !Wi  represent the group 
mean of the ith group with respect to fitness. Trivially, an individual’s local group mean is 
always equal to the mean of the group of which it is a member, i.e., i ijG G=  and i ijW W=  for 
all i,$j. But it is initially important to treat local group means as contextual properties of the 
group members, and to index them accordingly. 
 
We start the derivation with equation (3.4.2) in the main text: 
 
 
 
( ) ( )( )Cov , i ij ij
ij i
qw g w w g g
m
= − −∑
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We rewrite this equation as follows, in order to introduce local group means with respect 
to breeding value: 
 
 
 
 
We then bifurcate the summand as follows: 
 
 
 
 
We rewrite the above equation, in order to introduce local group means with respect to 
fitness: 
 
 
 
 
We then further partition the summands: 
 
 
 
 
 
We exploit the fact that i ijG G=  and i ijW W=  for all i,$ j to rewrite the above expression as 
follows: 
 
 
 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )Cov , i iij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij
i iji i
q qw g w W W w g G w W W w G g
m m
= − + − − + − + − −∑ ∑
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
Cov , i iij ij ij ij ij ij ij
i iji i
i i
ij ij ij ij ij
ij iji i
q qw g w W g G W w g G
m m
q qw W G g W w G g
m m
= − − + − −
+ − − + − −
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
Cov , i ij ij ij ij i i ij ij
ij i ji
i
i i ij ij ij ij
i j ij i
qw g w W g G q W w g G
m
qq G g w W W w G g
m
= − − + − −
+ − − + − −
∑ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ∑
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )Cov , i iij ij ij ij ij
ij iji i
q qw g w w g G w w G g
m m
= − − + − −∑ ∑
( ) ( )( )Cov , i ij ij ij ij
ij i
qw g w w g G G g
m
= − − + −∑
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Next, we can exploit the fact that ( ) 0ij ij
j
w W− =∑  and ( ) 0ij ij
j
g G− =∑
 
for all i (i.e., the 
average absolute deviation [not squared deviation] of an individual from its local group 
mean is zero for all groups; this is a general property of arithmetic means) to eliminate the 
second and third terms, yielding: 
 
 
!
!
Finally, because, i ijG G=  and i ijW W=  for all i,$ j, a sum of ( )( )ij ijW w G g− −  over i, j is 
equivalent to a sum of ( )( )i i im W w G g− −  over i. This allows us to simplify the second term 
as follows: 
!
!
!
 
This is the partition of covariance deployed in the main text, and originally derived by 
Price (1972a). 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )Cov , i iij ij ij ij ij ij
ij iji i
q qw g w W g G W w G g
m m
= − − + − −∑ ∑
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )Cov , i ij ij ij ij i i i
ij ii
qw g w W g G q W w G g
m
= − − + − −∑ ∑
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Appendix B: The Taylor-Frank method 
 
When differences between individuals with respect to the social behaviour under study are 
very small, and when the effects on fitness of these differences are very weak, we can 
reasonably approximate differences with differentials, and replace partial regression coefficients 
with partial derivatives. In the case of Hamilton’s rule, this amounts to making the following 
approximations: 
 
 
 
If we substitute these approximations into Hamilton’s rule, we obtain a ‘marginal’ version 
that holds for very small behavioural deviations from the mean and very weak fitness 
effects: 
 
 
 
By turning the inequality into an equation, and by further assuming that the primary effect 
of selection is the only effect that influences the evolution of the trait under study, we can 
obtain a useful sufficient condition1 for evolutionary equilibrium: 
 
 
 
For a given model of the functional relationships between w, z, and zˆ , we can solve this 
differential equation to find the evolutionarily stable values for z. This is the basis for Peter 
                                                
1 This condition is not necessary because, trivially, the effect of selection will also be zero if there is no genetic 
variance in the relevant character. 
ˆ0#if# 0ˆw dz wg z dz z∂ ∂Δ = + ⋅ =∂ ∂
1 ˆ0$iff$ 0ˆw dz wg z dz z∂ ∂Δ > + ⋅ >∂ ∂o
ˆˆ ˆ , ˆ##################### #####################ˆ z gwz z wz zw w dzz z dgβ β β∂ ∂≈ ≈ ≈∂ ∂
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D. Taylor and Steven A. Frank’s (1996) influential method for the prediction of 
evolutionarily stable strategies (see also Frank 1995, 1997b, 1998). 
 
I include an explanation of Taylor and Frank’s method here only so as to leave it aside in 
the main text. For it is sometimes supposed that Hamilton’s rule itself requires that there be 
only very small deviations from the mean in the behaviour under study, and that these 
deviations issue in only very small fitness differences. Crucially, however, these 
assumptions are only required to approximate Hamilton’s rule using partial derivatives. The 
fundamental version of the rule requires no such assumptions (cf. Gardner et al. 2011). 
 
There is a general moral here. In order to understand the foundations of contemporary 
social evolution theory, it is vital to distinguish between those assumptions which are 
essential to the theory’s formulation and those which are only methodologically convenient for 
its application to particular cases (cf. Gardner et al. 2011). The marginal version of 
Hamilton’s rule provides a convenient route to theoretical predictions of evolutionary 
stability. But the fundamental version from which it is derived uses partial regression 
coefficients, not differentials, and makes no assumption that the former may be 
approximated by the latter. Since my concern is with general theory rather than its 
application to particular problems, I focus exclusively on maximally general, regression-
based formulations of kin selection theory in the main text. 
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Appendix C: Regression analysis of synergy games 
 
Part I: The simple synergy game 
Individuals interact in pairs. They may either cooperate (!z =1 ) or defect (!z =0 ), and their 
strategy is fully determined by their allelic value at the focal locus, x (i.e., !x =0→ z =0and!x =1→ z =1 ). Note that, because allelic value determines phenotype, allelic values are 
equivalent to breeding values (i.e., !x =0→ g=0and !x =1→ g=1 ). 
 
A fraction a of individuals are assigned social partners with allelic values guaranteed to be 
identical to their own, while a fraction ! 1−a( )  are assigned a social partner at random from 
the (infinite) population. The background frequency of the allele (!x =1 ) is p. As stated in 
the main text, the payoff matrix is as follows (where !zˆ  denotes the phenotype of the focal 
individual’s social partner): 
 
 COOPERATE ( zˆ =1 ) DEFECT ( zˆ =0 ) 
COOPERATE ( 1z = ) !B −C +D !! !−C !!
DEFECT ( 0z = ) B% 0!
 
The frequencies of the various possible character combinations are given by the following 2!x!2 table: 
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 !zˆ =0  !zˆ =1  
!z =0  ! 1− p( ) a+ 1−a( ) 1− p( )( ) ! !p 1− p( ) 1−a( ) !!z =1  !p 1− p( ) 1−a( ) % !p a+ 1−a( )p( ) !
 
 
To apply HRP, we analyse fitness using the following, two-predictor regression model 
(where, as in the main text, !−c = βw ,z zˆ  and !b= βw ,zˆ z ):  
 !w = −cz +bzˆ + εw  
 
This model of fitness fully accounts for the overall w'g covariance if and only if Queller’s 
‘separation condition’ is satisfied:  
 
Separation condition:!Cov g,εw( ) =0  
 
In the regression model under consideration, the separation condition is equivalent to the 
following condition, which will be more useful for current purposes: 
 
Separation condition:!βw ,g = rb− c    
 
As in the main text, ‘r’, is the regression of one’s social partner’s phenotype on one’s 
breeding value (i.e., !r = β zˆ ,g ).  
 
To ascertain beyond any doubt whether or not the separation condition is satisfied by the 
two-predictor regression in this game—and hence whether or not HRP is a reliable guide 
to the direction and magnitude of selection—we can compute the left- and right-hand 
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sides of the above expression and see if they differ. We can do this using the information 
contained in the payoff and frequency tables. In this instance, I will go through the 
computation step by step to illustrate how it works. 
 
Let us start with r. As in the main text, this is formally defined as the regression of one’s 
social partner’s phenotype on one’s breeding value. In this game, because allelic value 
determines strategy, this quantity is equal to the regression of one’s social partner’s 
phenotype on one’s phenotype, and both quantities are equal to the a parameter: 
 
 
 
To calculate the partial regression coefficient corresponding to the ‘-c’ term in HRP from 
the simple regression coefficients, we start by calculating the relevant conditional expected 
values: 
 
 !E w z =0( ) =E w g=0( ) = B 1−a( )p  
 
 
 
 
From these, we compute the following simple (i.e., not partial) regressions: 
 
 
 
 
 
!βw ,z = βw ,g =E w z =1( )−E w z =0( ) = −C +aB + a+ 1−a( )p( )D
!βw , ′z =E w zˆ =1( )−E w zˆ =0( ) = B −aC + a+ 1−a( )p( )D
!E w z =1( ) =E w g=1( ) = −C + a+ 1+a( )p( ) B +D( )
!E w zˆ =1( ) = B + a+ 1+a( )p( ) −C +D( )
!E w zˆ =0( ) = −C 1−a( )p
!r = β zˆ ,g = β zˆ ,z = a
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To compute the ‘c’ term in HRP from these simple regressions, we apply the general 
formula for partial regression coefficients (see Section 4.1.1): 
  
 
   
 !ρzˆ ,z  denotes the Pearson correlation coefficient between !z  and !zˆ . In this case, because !z  
and !zˆ  can only adopt the values 0 or 1, this quantity is equal to !β zˆ ,z . 
 
Substituting our simple regressions into the formula, we obtain: 
 
 
 
Which simplifies to the following:  
 
 
 
 
This recovers the expression Gardner et al. (2007) derive for the partial regression 
coefficient corresponding to the ‘c’ term in Hamilton’s rule. An exactly parallel procedure 
yields the expression for the partial regression coefficient corresponding to the ‘b’ term: 
 
 
 
 
Substituting our expressions for r, b, c and !βw ,g  back into (the more conveniently 
expressed version of) the separation condition, we obtain: 
 
!−c = βw ,z zˆ = βw ,z −βw ,zˆ ⋅β zˆ ,z1− ρ 2ˆz ,z
!c =C − a+ 1−a( )p( )D1+a( )
!b= B + a+ 1−a( )p( )D1+a( )
!−c = −C +aB + a+ 1−a( )p( )D−a B −aC + a+ 1−a( )p( )D⎡⎣ ⎤⎦1−a2
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The left- and right-hand sides of this expressions are equivalent, showing that !βw ,g = rb− c  
for any values of the parameters B, C, D, a and p. The separation condition is satisfied, and 
!rb− c  is a reliable guide to the direction of selection. 
 
Part II: The extended synergy game 
HRP holds unproblematically in the simple synergy game, in which allelic value fully 
determines phenotype. We see a different story, however, when we relax this assumption. 
As before, a useful statement of Queller’s separation condition is the following: 
 
   
If the condition is satisfied, the two-predictor model of fitness employed by HRP fully 
accounts for the overall w-g covariance, and can therefore be trusted as a guide to the 
direction and magnitude of selection. Queller (1992a) argues informally that, when (i) 
genotypes are imperfect predictors of phenotypes and (ii) synergistic interactions are at 
work, it is typically not the case that
 
the separation condition is satisfied, so HRP should 
not be trusted as a guide to the overall direction and magnitude of selection. We can use 
an extended synergy game to make a formal argument for the same conclusion. 
 
The setup for the extended synergy game is as follows. As before, a fraction a of 
individuals are assigned a social partner with an allelic value guaranteed to be identical to 
their own. A fraction ! 1−a( )  have their social partner drawn randomly from the 
population. Of individuals with the allele (!x =1 ), a fraction k express the cooperative 
phenotype (!z =1 ). Individuals who do not possess the allele (!x =0 ) never express the 
cooperative phenotype (this somewhat simplifies the calculations). 
!−C +aB + a+ 1−a( )p( )D= a B + a+ 1−a( )p( )D1+a
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
− C −
a+ 1−a( )p( )D1+a⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
!βw ,g = rb− c
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The payoff matrix is as before. The frequencies of the various possible character 
combinations are given in the following 3!x!3 table (where !xˆ  denotes the allelic value of 
the focal individual’s social partner, which may now differ from its phenotypic value): 
 
 !xˆ =0,!zˆ =0  !xˆ =1,!zˆ =0  !xˆ =1,!zˆ =1 !
!x =0,!z =0  ! a+ 1−a( ) 1− p( )( ) 1− p( ) ! !p 1− p( ) 1−a( ) 1−k( ) ! !p 1− p( ) 1−a( )k !!x =1,!z =0  !p 1− p( ) 1−a( ) 1−k( ) % ! a+ 1−a( )p( )p 1−k( )2 ! ! a+ 1−a( )p( )pk 1−k( ) !!x =1,!z =1 ! !p 1− p( ) 1−a( )k ! ! a+ 1−a( )p( )pk 1−k( ) ! ! a+ 1−a( )p( )pk2 !
 
All the results that follow can be computed (tediously) from the relevant frequencies and 
payoffs. 
 
To evaluate whether the separation condition obtains, we need to evaluate !βw ,g  and !rb− c  
and see if they are equal. As a preliminary, we need to introduce breeding values. In the 
simple synergy game, breeding values can simply be equated with allelic values because !βz ,x =1 , but that is not the case here: in the extended game, !βz ,x = k . Accordingly, 
individuals with the allele have a breeding value for z equal to k (!x =1→ g= k ), while 
individuals without the allele have a breeding value for z equal to 0 (!x =0→ g=0 ). 
 
The coefficient of relatedness, r, is once again equal to a: 
 
 
 
Note that the coefficient of relatedness is defined (as in the main text, and in Queller’s 
original article) strictly in terms of breeding values, not allelic values. If relatedness had 
!r = β zˆ ,g = a
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been defined as a regression of one’s partner’s phenotype on one’s allelic value, the 
coefficient of relatedness would have been ka, reflecting the fact that one’s partner may 
not express the social allele even if it has it. But this is already taken into account implicitly 
when we switch from allelic values to breeding values. 
 
Social partners are also phenotypically correlated. Unlike in the simple synergy game, 
however, the phenotypic association between social partners is not equal to the coefficient 
of relatedness. Because the coefficient of relatedness regresses one’s social partner’s 
phenotype on one’s breeding value, it takes no account of whether or not one’s own genes 
for z are actually expressed. In some cases, social partners will share genes for the 
cooperative behaviour and yet one will fail to express the trait, so we should expect to find 
that the overall phenotypic association between social partners is weaker than the 
coefficient of relatedness. Formally, the regression of one’s partner’s phenotype on one’s 
phenotype in this game is equal to: 
  
 
 
Assuming that k, a!and p all assume values greater than 0 and less than 1, the second term 
in this expression is sure to be positive, implying that !r >π , as we expected. In the special 
case of !k =1  (perfect prediction of phenotype by genotype), the second term goes to zero 
and !π = r = a ; this takes us back to the simple synergy game. 
 
The simple regression of fitness on breeding value in the extended game is given by: 
   
 
 
!βw ,g = −C +aB +k a+ 1−a( )p( )D
π = β zˆ ,z = kR− 11−kp 1− p( ) 1−R( )kp+k 1−k( ) R+ 1−R( )p( )p− 1−kp( ) 1−R( )kp⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
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Applying the formula for partial regression coefficients, we find that the c term in HRP is 
given by: 
 
 
 
The b term in HRP (the partial regression of fitness on one’s social partner’s phenotype, 
controlling for one’s own phenotype) is given by: 
 
 
 
As one would expect, in the special case of !k =1  (perfect prediction of phenotype by 
genotype), these coefficients collapse into those derived by Gardner et al. (2007) for the 
simple synergy game.  
 
Putting the pieces together, we obtain: 
 
 
 
Comparing our expressions for !βw ,g  and !rb− c , we see that Queller’s intuition was correct: 
when synergy is present and genotype imperfectly predicts phenotype, these quantities 
are not equal. If genotype is a perfect predictor of phenotype (such that k=1) or if synergy 
is absent (such that D=0), then they are. But in the general case they are not. In short: 
 
 
 
When the two quantities differ, the exact difference between them is given by: 
 
  !βw ,g − rb− c( ) = k 1− 1+a1+π⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟ a+ 1−a( )p( )D
!c = −βw ,z zˆ =C − k1+π a+ 1−a( )p( )D
!rb− c = aB −C +k 1+a1+π⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟ a+ 1−a( )p( )D
!βw ,g = rb− c !if!and!only!if!D=0∨k =1
!b= βw ,zˆ z = B + k1+π a+ 1−a( )p( )D
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If D is positive, then (given that k, a and p all assume values greater than 0 and less than 1) 
then this difference will be negative, implying that !rb− c > βw ,g . If D is negative, the sign 
will be reversed, implying that !rb− c < βw ,g . In short, we can see that HRP systematically 
overcompensates for the effects of synergy, regardless of whether the synergistic effect is 
positive or negative. Moreover, we cannot safely assume that the difference will be small, 
or irrelevant to the sign of the predicted change. If D is large, the difference between the 
true magnitude of selection and the magnitude predicted by HRP may be large too, and 
there is no formal guarantee that they will have the same sign. 
 
In a nutshell, the discrepancy arises because, in the computation of the b and c coefficients, 
we divide the total expected synergistic effect by a factor !1+π , where π  is a measure of 
the association between social partner phenotypes. Yet when we combine the b! and c 
coefficients in HRP, we multiply the expected synergistic effect by a factor !1+ r , where r is 
the regression of one’s partner’s phenotype on one’s breeding value. Because in general 
!r >π , the outcome is that we systematically overweight the synergistic effect. The problem 
disappears only in the special case of genetically determined strategies, in which case 
!r =π . Two solutions to the problem are considered in the main text. 
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Appendix D: Inclusive fitness with delocalized control 
 
In this appendix, I propose a means of formally extending the notion of inclusive fitness to 
cases of delocalized phenotypic control. The proposal is somewhat conjectural and 
certainly stands in need of further development: its main role in the present discussion is 
to make plausible the claim that such an extension is possible in principle, though work 
undoubtedly remains to be done. 
 
The extension of the inclusive fitness formalism to cases of delocalized control requires the 
rather unfortunate practice of quadruple indexing. We need to introduce a new index, l, 
labelling all the relevant controlling actor classes (e.g., majors and minors) for the jth 
neighbourhood phenotype (e.g., the completion of a collaborative task, such as intruder-
decapitation) of the kth member of the ith recipient class. We then regress the value of the jth 
social phenotype on the genotypes of all relevant controlling actor classes:  
 
 
 
The d-coefficients in this analysis are naturally interpreted as measuring the degree to 
which the lth actor class controls the jth phenotype. Note that, while these play the same 
role as the ‘coefficients of control’ in the standard formalism, and can still be glossed in 
these terms, they allow for the fact that a social phenotype need not be under the sole 
control of a single actor class. Control of the phenotype can be delocalized across any 
number of actor classes. 
 
ijk ijl ijkl
l
z d g ε= +∑
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Next, we perform a separate  τ -regression (one for each of the controlling actor classes) of 
the genotype of the actor on the genotype of the recipient’s descendants.1 Generically, for 
the lth controlling actor-class: 
 
 
 
Substituting all these regressions into (4.2.1) we obtain: 
 
 
 
 
 
To get an expression that admits of an intelligible interpretation in terms of inclusive 
fitness, we (as in the standard formalism) need to flip the direction of the τ%-regression, so 
that we are regressing the recipient’s descendants’ genotype on the actor genotype, rather 
than the other way round. We can do this by noting that, for all ijl, 
 !τ ijl Var ′gik( ) = τ ijl Var gijkl( ) . This yields: 
 
 
 
 
Conditional on the assumption that the genetic variance is the same for every relevant 
actor class, this entails the following principle concerning the direction of social selection: 
 
                                                
1 Note that, if the same phenotype also affects multiple classes of recipient, we simply have to repeat the 
same procedure for every recipient class—the standard inclusive fitness formalism already involves 
summing over i. 
 
 !
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This principle does admit of an interpretation in inclusive fitness terms: it says that 
selection will favour actor genotypes that are positively associated with inclusive fitness, 
where inclusive fitness is once again conceptualized as a τ-weighted sum of fitness effects 
for which a particular actor is causally responsible. But the extended formalism embodies 
a more nuanced conception of ‘causal responsibility’ than the standard formalism. We are 
no longer assuming that all social phenotypes are under the sole control of a particular 
actor, so that their effects count towards the inclusive fitness of only that actor. Instead, we 
allow that control of a social phenotype may be distributed among multiple actors, and 
may therefore contribute to the inclusive fitness of all these actors. The magnitude of the 
inclusive fitness effect of the jth phenotype on an actor of the lth controlling class will 
depend on (i) the size of the effect on the personal fitness of recipients of the ith class, (ii) 
the τ-relatedness between actors and recipients, and (iii) the relevant coefficient of control 
( ijld ). Accordingly, the inclusive fitness effect on a particular actor of its involvement in a 
collaborative task will be increased (all else being equal) by (i) bigger benefits if the task is 
completed, (ii) stronger τ-relatedness to the recipients, and (iii) a greater degree of control 
over the outcome. 
 
In keeping with my overall project, my emphasis here is on general theory rather than the 
application of that theory to particular problems. But I assume that my extended 
framework for inclusive fitness with delocalized control could be applied to particular 
problems in the same way as the standard formalism: approximate differences with 
differentials, write a differential equation for the trait value at equilibrium, and solve to 
derive a prediction of the ESS (Taylor and Frank 1996; Frank 1998).  
 
The extension of the inclusive fitness framework presented here is best viewed as the 
outline of a programme for future work, rather than as a completed project. Open 
( )sign Δ signw i ij ijl ijl
i j l
g q dβ τ
⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑ ∑ ∑
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questions remain regarding the relationship between the ‘standard’ inclusive fitness 
formalism—which assumes phenotypes to be under the sole control of a particular actor-
class—and my extended formalism, which allows for delocalized control. In particular, it 
is unclear whether the extended inclusive fitness framework still underwrites a useful 
maximizing-agent analogy. Existing defences of the maximizing-agent analogy explicitly 
invoke an assumption of ‘actor control’, i.e., they assume that an actor is solely responsible 
for its own inclusive fitness (see Grafen 2006a; Gardner and Welch 2011). This involves not 
merely an assumption of localized control of social phenotypes, but also an assumption 
that the fitness effects of a social phenotype are fully determined by the value of that 
phenotype (and are not, for instance, frequency-dependent). We can show that, 
conditional on various substantive assumptions including actor control, organisms whose 
behaviour has been optimized by selection will tend to act as if trying to maximize their 
standard inclusive fitness. But if we allow for delocalized control, is it still the case that 
organisms whose behaviour has been optimized by selection will tend to act as if trying to 
maximize their extended inclusive fitness? I do not know. 
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